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Introduction

A little less than two decades ago, the late JOHN LOTZ, then Director of the 
Center for Applied Linguistics, Wa„ D.C. initiated several linguistic projects in 
Europe, one among them in Hungary. From the Hungarian end the Linguistics 
Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences was involved in the first period 
of the research. The later phases of the contrastive project have been sponsored 
by the Hungarian Ministry of Education and organised by the English 
Department of the Loránd Eötvös University, Budapest. Several colleagues 
teaching English and doing research at different Hungarian universities and 
colleges have participated in the project.

The results of project research have been reported in a series of W o r k i n g  
P a p e r s ,  in book forms by the Hungarian Academy Publishing House, and in 
other publications including journals of associated contrastive projects in 
Europe. Some of the contributions have also been published in earlier volumes of 
the Annales.

Contrastive studies have a double aim: partly to enrich general linguistics, 
mainly typology, and partly applied linguistics. Its practical aim is to give help in 
the education of teachers of English, in developing language teaching curricula 
and in producing up-to-date language textbooks. The results of contrastive 
investigations arc also incorporated into descriptive grammars for university 
students, though special contrastive seminars using the material are also offered.

Most researchers participating in the project, approach traditional English 
grammar in a modern way making use of the results of generative grammar in 
morphosynlax (PAPP, KEPECS, HELL). Others deal with lexicology 
incorporating the results of modern semantics (HELTAI, PORDÁNY). Some of 
our colleagues have already used the results of contrastive English and Hungarian 
linguistics in its pedagogical application, analysing overt and covert errors and 
message adjustments (MEDGYES, VARAD1). All the present papers approach 
problems from the point of view of Hungarians learning English in Hungary 
except one which deals with language problems of Hungarians living in the 
United States (BÁNÓ).

These studies on certain topics are independent in themselves, though they 
constitute the basis for an English-Hungarian contrastive grammar in 
preparation.

Contrastive approach has been applied in Hungary, not only in connection 
with English, but also with other Indo-European languages, presenting a sample 
of these various studies the volume also contains some research results 
concerning Russian and Hungarian, as well as French and Hungarian.

Éva H. Stephanides 
project co-ordinator





Future Time and Future Tense in English and Hungarian

Nándor Papp

University of Economics, Budapest 

Introduction

For Hungarian learners of English to learn how English expresses time seems to 
be an undertaking for a life time. Even with a relatively good command of 
English, one cannot be absolutely sure whether the use of one verb form or 
another is correct. This is true of the expression of future time, too, where 
further difficulties arise. While there has been a good deal of interest to explain 
how English expresses present and past, there seems to be little enterprising 
courage to look into the future. We find far less material on the expression of 
future than on that of past or present. Though there have been attempts, some 
of them however, ended up in an analysis of modality rather than providing a 
survey of the various means that are used in English to refer to future time. At 
the same time, one must admit, it has always been less risky to deal with the 
facts of the present and the past than investigate the uncertain future.

Our aim is to contribute to all those efforts that have been made so far to 
throw light on how the English language works when it comes to describing an 
event the fulfilment of which is the question of the future. Because of the deep 
involvement of modal auxiliaries and that of the various modal meanings in 
future time reference, and also of other structurally most diverse verb forms with 
various modal and non-modal meanings that do not fit in with the structural and 
semantic system of the English verb forms involved in present and past time 
reference, we think that the expression of futurity can best be discussed in a way 
that is different from the way present and past are treated.



The concept and forms expressing future time in Hungarian

At the beginning, it seems expedient to say a few words about the Hungarian 
ways of expressing future time so that we can help the reader understand why 
certain points, whicli otherwise might seem out of place, arc discussed here.

Most Hungarian linguists hold the quite wide-spread view that in present-day 
Hungarian there arc ’’two tenses in common use to express present, past, and 
future. They arc the Past and the Non-Past, ...” (LOTZ 1962:256). We find, 
however, that there is a third verb form, too, the phrasal structure fog V-ni 
whose sole function is to refer to future time. {Fog inflected for number and 
person is the future tense auxiliary.) Future is expressed in two main ways in 
Hungarian. One is the above mentioned fog V-ni /example (1)/, the other one is 
the morphemic V -0—f  Non-Past form /example {2)1. The latter one is often 
accompanied by an adverbial of future lime to make future reference clear.

(1) Péter aludni fog. (lit: V-ni fog-0-he)
Peter will sleep.

(2) Peter alszik holnap délután, (lit: V -0-hc)
Peter will sleep tomorrow afternoon.

Notice that the Non-Past form without a time adverbial refers to present in (3).

(3) Péter alszik. (lit: V -0-he)
Peter is sleeping.

But this formal simplicity is further complicated by some other features of the 
Hungarian verb, which have a bearing on the expression of future time. 
GYOMLAY (1923-1924, vol. 20. p. 63) points out that ’’the category of time is 
inferior in Hungarian, and, it is subordinated to some other categories”. And in 
fact, v e r b a l  c h a r a c t e r  of the Hungarian verb is of decisive importance as 
regards time expression in Hungarian. KAROLY (1972: 131-132) states: ’’The 
simplification of the tense system went hand in hand with the development of 
time relations expressed by contrasting the instantaneous-perfect with the 
durativc-itcrative”.

Let us now consider a fuller list of verbal forms that arc involved in future 
time reference.

(4) ’’Tűzoltó leszel s katona” (József Attila) {leszel = 2nd person sing, future 
tense of ”be”)
You 'll be a fireman and a soldier.

(5) Olvasni fogok, (lit: durative V-ni fog-I)
I shall read.
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(6) Majd beszélek vele. (lit: durative V -0-I) (majd ’’later”)
I shall talk to him later.

(7) Megnézed a filmet? (lit: perf. meg-V-0-you)
Will you go and see the film?

(8) Meg fogod írni a cikket? (lit: perf. meg fog-you V-ni)
Will you write the article?

(9) Majd megtudod, ha megnézted a filmet, (lit: perf. meg-V-T-you)
You will know it when you have seen the film.

(10) Majd megtudod, ha láttad a filmet, (lit: durative V-T-you)
You will know it when you have seen the film.

(11) Akkor beszélhetsz így, ha majd te is voltál Angliában. (2nd p. sing, past 
tense ”be”)
You can talk like this when you have been to England.

(12) Addigra ki lesz festve a lakás, (lit: prf. verbadverb + will-be)
The flat will have been painted by then.

Some explanatory remarks must, however, be attached to the above examples,
which will provide further information about future time expression in
Hungarian.

(a) Be has a separate set of inflected forms for future. Sec example (4). It is 
inflected for number and person. Thus the tense forms of be in Hungarian are 
in a ternary opposition with one another. Sec example below for 3rd person 
singular. (The verb stem also changes.)

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

volt (was) van (is) lesz (will be)

(b) Examples (1) and (5) show that the phrasal structure fog V-ni with durative 
verbs refers to future time.

(c) In accordance with what was said earlier the morphemic V - 0 - f  Non-Past of 
durative verbs with an adverbial of future time has future time reference. See 
examples (2) and (6). An adverbial of future time (explicit or implicit) is 
necessary here; the verb form without an adverbial will refer to present. See 
example (3).
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(d) The Non-Past of perfective verbs with or without an adverbial of future time 
refers to future, a feature that is shared by Russian perfective verbs, too. 
Perfectivity is expressed by verbal prefixes: e.g. meg as in (7-9), ki in (12), and 
el in (13).

(e) The phrasal structure fog V-tii with perfective verbs (with or without a future 
time adverbial) also refers to future (8), and a notion of emphatic prediction 
for the future is expressed. Hence an idea of promise or warning is implied. 
See also (13) below.

(13) El fogod vesziteni a kulcsaid. (warning)
You will lose your keys.

(f) The notion of an event to be completed by some future point/period of time 
can be expressed in Hungarian by the Past form V -T-f of both perfective and 
durative verbs. See examples (9-11). Future time reference must, however, be 
established in the context (e.g. with the use of adverbials) otherwise the verbal 
form will refer to the past. This verbal form often occurs in conditional 
clauses as well as in time clauses where future reference is made clear in the 
main clause.

(g) A state characterizing a future point/period of time as a result of a pre-future 
event is often expressed by the future tense form of be (See explanatory 
remark (a) above with a perfective verbadverb. /Verbadverb = V-va/ve 
(KAROLY 1972)/. Example (12).

As we have seen above, the Hungarian language is characterized by a simplicity 
of tense forms to express time. We also saw that all three verbal forms (Past, 
Non-Past, Future) are involved in the expression of future time. From a time 
expression point of view, verbal character (Aktionsart) is of decisive importance 
in Hungarian. The indication of perfectivity or durability is felt to be more 
important in Hungarian than that of temporal relations. Thus temporal reference 
is reached in Hungarian in a complex way in which verbal character, tense form 
and time adverbials constitute a coherent set of means.

As we shall see presently, the English language is characterized by a variety 
of verbal forms as regards future time reference.

8___________________________ N. PAPP____________________________



The concept and forms of expressing fu ture time in English

There has probably never been a more controversial issue in English grammar 
than the question of the future tense. In traditional teaching practice, the 
will/shall + infinitive construction enjoyed the status of being the future tense. 
Teachers of English argued that sentences like He is here today and He will be 
here tomorrow are in contrast with each other in terms of time reference. 
Nevertheless, some grammarians say ’’there is no future tense in English” 
(QUIRK et alia 1985:213), whereas some others distinguish among as many as 
five future tenses (e. g. R. A. CLOSE 1977:128). So, one might ask: If there is no 
future tense in English, how does English express future? If will/shall + 
infinitive is not a/the future tense, what is it then? If there is more than one 
future tense, which are they? And after all, why do grammarians differ so much 
on this matter? The forthcoming sections of this paper will attempt to contribute 
to finding an answer to all those questions.

The English tense system is characterized by a binary opposition of 
morphologically marked verbal forms (present versus past), whereas on a 
semantic (and on a referential) level, we are faced with a ternary opposition:

p a s t------ present-------- future

Now, a two term system of verbal form is to be reinterpreted in the framework 
of a three term system of meaning, and, this is probably what gives rise to so 
much confusion about the future. That the two systems can still'be reconciled 
will be seen shortly. But before that, it may be helpful to illustrate the wide range 
of verbal forms involved in future time reference.

(14) He leaves on Monday.

(15) And what if it rains tomorrow, too? Wait till the rain stops.

(16) I am dining with them on Thursday.

(17) You can go when you have finished with it.

(18) When you have been living in this country as long as I have, you’ll realize 
that the weather is a very interesting thing to talk about.

(19) If /  were to win the lottery next week, I’d certainly spend Christmas in 
France.

(20) She wished she had been able to come tomorrow.

(21) The lesson will be over at 2.30.

(22) The professor can see you only tomorrow.
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(23) He might turn up next week.

(24) You should phone him tomorrow.

(25) I can post the letter for you; 17/ be passing the post office.

(26) They will have completed building the bridge by then.

(27) She is going to have a baby, I understand.
(28) I am to meet them at the station on Friday.

(29) They are about to leave now.

(30) He is sure to turn up one of these days.

(31) They are bound to leave for Hong Kong.

(32) He intends to come at the weekend.

(33) We are planning to spend the summer in Spain.

(34) I expect you to be on time next week.

(35) Come again next week.

(36) Why not go and see them this afternoon.

While the expression of present and past rests on a relatively systematic set of 
verbal forms, the expression of future time can be associated with a variety of 
morphologically, syntactically and semantically different verbal forms, since (as 
we shall see it later) ’’morphologically, English has no future form of the verb in 
addition to present and past forms” (QUIRK et alia 1985:176). From a formal 
point of view, the verbal forms involved in future time reference can be classified 
in the following way.

(a) primary pattern verb forms (see PALMER 1970:56), i.e. the ones with 
primary auxiliaries (do, have, be)

-  simple present (examples 14-15)
-  present progressive (16)
-  present perfect (17)
-  present perfect progressive (18)
-  simple past (19)
-  past perfect (20)
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(b) secondary pattern verb forms (see PALMER 1970:105), i.e. the ones with 
secondary (modal) auxiliaries (e.g. shall, will, should, would, may, might, can, 
could, etc.)

-  present tense form auxiliary (21-22)
-  past tense form auxiliary (23-24)

i) with progressive infinitive (25)
ii) with perfect infinitive (26)

(c) quasi-auxiliaries (see JOOS 1964:20-30) (e.g. be to, be going/about to) (27-29)

(d) semi-auxiliaries (see QUIRK et alia 1985:128) (e.g. be sure/bound/likely to) 
(30-31)

(e) lexical verbs (e.g. plan, hope, intend, expect, want, etc.) (32-34)

(f) plain infinitives (i.e. infinitive without to) (35-36)

Of course, the distribution of verbal forms in future time contexts varies a great 
deal. Some are quite frequent, whereas the use of others seems to be rather 
restricted, as it will be shown in the forthcoming sections.

On our assumption that tense is a morphological category realized by 
inflectional distinction (i.e. the binary opposition of present and past forms), none 
of the verbal forms can be considered to be a/the future tense. Similarly, we do 
not find enough ground to call any one(s) of the forms future tense forms just 
because they are more frequent in future time contexts than others. We also 
know that the verbal forms in the examples (14-36) do not always refer to 
futurity or futurity alone. We shall agree with those grammarians who say that 
there is no formal future tense in English; there are verb forms that are involved 
in future time reference. We will speak of verb forms involved in future time 
expression rather than expressing future because no verb form does so in itself. 
Consider some of our examples below with verb forms frequent in future time 
reference. Note also their non-future use.

(37) I am going to call the doctor.
This sentence may have two meanings:

1. I shall call the doctor.
2. I am on my way to call the doctor. (That is what I am doing just now. 

’’Éppen megyek az orvosért.”)

(38) 1 am leaving, (non-future, i.e. present)

(39) I am leaving tomorrow, (future reference; note the role of the adverbial 
with the Present Continuous)

_______________FUTURE TIME AND FUTURE TENSE..._____________ U



(40) We cannot meet on Saturday. I am in Belfast. I told you so, didn’t I. 
(Simple Present in future time reference; note the role of context.)

(41) 17/ do that, (non-future use; promise)

(42) I’ll do that TOMORROW, (with sentence stress on tomorrow, the sentence 
is more likely to refer to an anticipated future event)

The problems and disagreements of scholars on the issue of the future ’’tenses” 
and the expression of future time can be traced back to a number of reasons;

(1) the wish to accommodate the three term system of meaning (present, 
past and future) with the two term system of verb form,

(2) the strong teaching tradition that there must be a future tense if there 
is a present tense and a past tense,

(3) the confusion of the notions of ’’tense”, ’’verb form” and ’’time 
expression”,

(4) the fact that shall/will V is very frequent in future time reference. 
(This, of course, does not mean that it has to be treated like a future 
tense. The ability to refer to future situations underlies nearly all modal 
auxiliaries. The reverse is also true. Modal meaning is retained to a 
greater or lesser degree in future time reference.)

(5) the failure to see what accounts for the future meaning of a sentence; 
whether it is the verb form or some other element(s) in the sentence, or 
some external factor(s).

To see clearly in the matters of futurity, we shall first have a look at the most 
characteristic features of future events as seen by man, and then examine the 
function of the most frequent verb forms in future time reference.

Future time is the stretch of time starting at the present moment (point NOW) 
and heading towards the infinite. CANAVAN (1983:28-29) calls this stretch of 
time NOT YET NOW (= the time after NOW). A future event is an event that 
can be associated with a particular point or segment of time after NOW, or one 
that stretches over a period of time after point NOW. Adopting 
REICHENBACH’s (1947) notion of time specification, we can see that 
’’Reference Time” and ’’Event Time” are posterior to ’’Speech Time”. ’’Speech 
Time”, in fact, separates events in relation to NOW; events can be anterior or 
posterior to, or simultaneous with, NOW. Thus, ’’Speech Time” separates factual 
and non-factual assertions.
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Future events are non-facts since they are associated with a time NOT YET 
NOW; so anything that has not taken place yet is not a fact at the moment of 
speaking. Now, this points automatically to a couple of features.

(a) Future events (predicted events) are the results of anticipation, 
speculation i.e. of a psychological process, and as such, the likeliness 
whether they will ever become facts can greatly vary.

^  This likeliness varies according to evidence available for the speaker at 
the moment of speaking, as well as to the speaker’s subjective 
judgement.

(c) As these potential future events arc the results of a psychological 
process, the speaker’s ”ego” is greatly reflected in such statements, i.e. 
what personal concern (wish, intention, doubt, promise, etc.) he/she 
attaches to the fulfilment of such events. The way the speaker views 
’’after now” events is also shown in a statement about the future.

(d) It can also be suspected that the speaker’s sense of time (as regards 
future time events) may be even less objective than in the case of 
present and past facts. (Time can be sensed through events.)

When analysing the expression of time as such (whether it is present, past or 
future) proper attention should be paid to time indicators, too. It is the time 
indicator that provides precise time specification of a particular event. A verbal 
form in itself is never enough to locate an event in time. I  go for instance can 
just as much be associated with present or future as with past time. A verbal 
form -  in a sense -  ’’paves the way” to a more precise time specification, which 
is done by a time indicator. A given verbal form presupposes the presence of 
certain time indicators and excludes others. Certain verbal forms are more 
’’self-supporting” in their temporal message, others are more dependent on time 
indicators in their reference to temporal relations. Some verbal forms (e. g. V, 
V-s) are inadequate to relate temporally an event even to the primary axis of 
orientation (i. e. the moment of speaking). It automatically follows from what we 
said above that the expression of time is to be considered as an interaction 
between verbal form and other means of time indication.

Time indicators are of various kinds. The most obvious ones are the time 
adverbials, which again can be broken down to various classes. See CANAVAN 
(1983:58-75). Mention must be made of quasi time adverbials, too.

(43) You’ll be passing the post office on your way home.

In (43) on your way home is not a genuine time adverbial; yet, it further 
specifies the time of the event in a given context. The sarqe goes for (44).
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(44) The foundations of democracy were laid down in ancient Greece.

And lastly, we must also mention the role of hidden (or zero) time 
indicators:

(45) I also saw him.

(46) Come here.

(47) Don’t forget your umbrella.

(48) Oil floats on water.

Both quasi and hidden time indicators presuppose some underlying linguistic 
convention with which some temporal notion is associated. Example (45) refers 
back to a previously specified point or period of time in the past. (46) implies 
’’right now, at once”, while (47) may carry the temporal message "when you 
leave”. Of course, context and situation in these cases are of decisive importance. 
Verbal forms arc not fixed values but rather relative modifications of the verbal 
context. (48) is a separate case, where the absence of a time indicator leaves the 
statement temporally unspecified thus giving the sentence timeless interpretation.

There are basically five different kinds of verbal form that most frequently 
occur in sentences with future lime reference. It may seem revealing to illustrate 
these five kinds by one and the same key message, i.e. in our case Mary Johnson's 
flying to London tomorrow, thus giving a chance to compare the various shades 
of meaning, and, at the same time draw our own preliminary conclusion. The 
differences and similarities of these verbal forms as regards their function in 
expressing future time will be discussed in the forthcoming five sections.

(49) ’’Did you hear the news? Mary Johnson will fly  to London tomorrow”.

(50) ’’Why don’t you write him a letter? Mary Johnson will be flying to London 
tomorrow, so she can take it with her”.

(51) ’’What is all this mess here?”
”Oh, Mary Johnson is going to fly  to London tomorrow. She is packing up 
her things now”.

(52) ’’Mrs Mary Johnson is flying to London tomorrow.
I hope you have not forgotten to book her a seat on BA 610.”

(53) ’’Mrs Mary Johnson flies to London tomorrow and comes back on Friday. 
She can see you only on Monday”.
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As it turns out from the examples above, each verbal form views the impending 
future event in a different way, though the difference may be slight sometimes. 
The predicted future event is related to the present state of affairs differently in 
each sentence. In each statement, the speaker’s approach to, and judgement of, 
the future event is different. The Iikcliness of the fulfilment of the predicted 
future event varies from sentence to sentence; the one with flies seems to be 
most certain and the ones with is flying and is going to fly  appear to be the 
least certain out of the five predictions.

Verb forms involved in expressing future in English

1. Shall/will V is probably the most frequent verbal form involved in the 
expression of future time in English.

(54) But the shops will be closed tomorrow.

The status of the shall/will V form has long been disputed by linguists. Some 
state that it must be discussed under modality while others say that it should be 
treated under tense.

It is true that in a sentence like She will go one cannot decide whether a 
predicted future event or a present will/intention is expressed. That is why this 
matter should be investigated in a wider context.

It will also be essential to see what verbal forms are compatible with certain 
future time adverbials and what temporal message they convey when 
co-occurring.

CANAVAN (1983:46-47) considers shall/will V predications the future 
counterpart of has V-n predications:

(55) John has not eaten snails, but he will (eat snails)

(56) John will not eat snails, but he has (eaten snails)

Neither shall/will V nor has V-n locate an event in time, they only relate it to 
Speech Time. There is, however, a major difference between the temporal 
message of the two verbal forms apart from the fact that one refers to future the 
other one to past respectively. This major difference is also recognized by 
CANAVAN (op. cit. 47). While has V-n never locates an event in time (it is not 
compatible with adverbials denoting definite past time), shall/will V can occur 
with adverbials that denote definite future time. See (54). As far as time location 
is concerned, shall/will V is similar to had V-n, which may or may not locate 
an event in time.
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(57) He said he had already met her. (-location)

(58) He said he had met her at Christmas. (+location)

The dual function of shall/will V can be explained by the historical fact that 
both shall (from OE scullan) and will (from OE willan) developed from Old 
English modals. Scullan had the meaning „obligation, constraint” and willan 
meant „divine will”. Much of their modal impact has been retained to our days. 
It is also not by chance that these two modals with their specific meaning started 
to be used more and more widely to indicate events later than the act of speaking.

It comes from the nature of future events that most of them -  if mentioned 
-  are mentioned for some reason present at the moment of speaking. It can be 
some will, intention, promise, presumption, predictability, compulsion, obligation, 
etc., all of which are modal notions. It is not the aim of this study to discuss 
modals in detail.

But we also have to see that from a temporal point of view, we have to deal 
with the question, since, for instance a present will or promise may result in an 
event in the future. Futurity as a concept of time is in opposition with both 
present and past.

At the same time, we also have to see that there are a number of cases when 
shall/will V has got the meaning of pure future, e. g. (54). We must note here 
that very often it is difficult to draw a line between a prediction, which is 
considered by many to be a modal meaning, and anticipation i.e. future event 
without modal colouring. "Whenever reference is made to future events there will 
be an element of prediction”. DAVIDSEN-NIELSEN (1983:5). This comes from 
the fact that ’’Event Time” is posterior to „Speech time” and that future events 
are „not yet facts”.

It can also be felt that will V with an inanimate subject, or, a subject outside 
the control of the speaker, tends to be more neutral to modality. See examples 
(59-61).

(59) The sun will set in a minute.

(60) This heat wave won’t last long.

(61) The Prime Minister will address the meeting on Tuesday.

One more remark seems to be necessary here as regards the modal and/or 
temporal meaning of will V. On a closer look, one can also come to the conclusion 
that the occurrence of an adverbial referring to some definite future time 
weakens the modal meaning of will. To put it more precisely, in a sentence where 
there is no time adverbial the verbal part of the predicate (with V as its 
headword) may often take the main sentence stress, thus emphasizing the 
predicate, and the original modal meaning of the auxiliary. Whereas with a time
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adverbial carrying the main stress of the sentence, it is the temporal message that 
attention is focused on, thus the modal tone becomes weakened. Cf.:

(62) I’ll TALK to him. (promise, intention, willingness)

(63) I’ll talk to him TOMORROW, (reference to future)

(64) We’ll PAY you back the money, (promise, intention, willingness)

(65) We’ll pay you back the money NEXT WEEK, (reference to future)

As it can be seen, time adverbials are of crucial importance in defining the 
function of the auxiliary. On these grounds, and in accordance with what we said 
about examples (59-61), sentences like *It will rain are incomplete without an 
adverbial of time.

In addition, sentence stress and intonation should also be considered when 
analysing the temporal versus modal content of the sentence. It is in fact prosody 
that often gives a clue to the intention of the speaker. In speech, the contracted 
’l l  (for shall/will) also weakens the modal meaning and reinforces the temporal 
feature.

2. Shall/will also occurs in continuous verb phrases, though this shall/will 
be V-ing form is not the most frequent way of expressing future time.

(66) 17/ be working on Sunday.

(67) 17/ be watching TV at 8 tonight.

(68) She ’ll be sleeping when I get home.

(69) 17/ be writing letters and you’ll be preparing dinner.

Shall/will be V-ing differs from its non-continuous counterpart in three major 
aspects. As it turns out from the examples (25) and (66-69), it refers to temporary 
situations in the future. ’’The action is typically associated with a future point of 
time round which it forms a ’temporal frame’.” LEECH (1971:62) Consequently, 
it does not only refer to future time but it locates the event within the future, as 
well. And thirdly, with shall/will be V-ing there is no ambiguity whether it 
carries modal or temporal meaning: here the modal function is ruled out. (66-69) 
illustrate the typical uses of the verbal form: an event in progress in a future 
segment of time (66), at a future point of time (67-68), and two simultaneous 
events in progress in the future (69).

Our examples (25) and (70-71) illustrate an independent use of the future 
continuous.
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(70) I ’ll be driving to London next week, I can give you a lift.

(71) You ’ll be losing your head one of these days.

LEECH (ibid.) says that this use ’’can be roughly summed up in the phrase 
FUTURE-AS-A-MATTER-OF-COURSE, and indicates that a predicted event 
will happen independently of the will or intention of anyone concerned”.

In questions, a further characteristic difference can be seen between the 
continuous and the non-continuous verbal forms.

(72) Will you get o f f  at the next stop? (request)

(73) Will you be getting off at the next stop? (inquiry)

3. Be going to V is perhaps just as important a way of expressing future 
time as is shall/will V. This is the verbal phrase that is often termed -  in quite 
a misleading way -  as ’’near future”. ’’Nearness” does not, of course, mean that 
a future event expressed by be going to V is nearer to ’’Speech Time” than 
another one expressed by shall/will V But the term suggests that such events 
have got something to do with the present.

(74) I am going to see him tomorrow.

(75) Careful. That car is going to knock you down in a minute.

LEECH (1971:54) summarizes this connexion between present and future like 
this: „FUTURE CULMINATION OF PRESENT INTENTION and the FUTURE 
CULMINATION OF PRESENT CAUSE”.

Here again one can see how much ’present centric’ communication is even if 
reference is made to an event not characterizing the moment of speaking. A has 
V-n form (Present Perfect) is used to connect a past event and its present 
relevance; be going to V is employed to maintain relations between a present 
state of affairs (intention or cause) and future culmination.

For reasons of more accurate time specification be going to V may be 
accompanied by an adverbial, which however does not change or modify the 
basic meaning of the verbal form itself.

Though it is very rare, be going to V is used to express a 
„future-in-the-future” concept of time.

(76) Call on me at lunchtime on Monday — I ’ll be going to speak to the boss 
about it that afternoon. (LEECH 1971:57)

(77) I don’t think he’ll come to the party on Sunday. I’m sure he’ll be going to 
get ready for his trip to Japan on Monday.
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4. V, V-s is perhaps the most universal of all verbal forms in English in the 
sense that it can be used to refer to both present, past and future. (Such is the 
case with the so-called present tense forms in a number of other languages 
including Hungarian.) V,V-s will be discussed here in so much as it refers to 
future time.

We can distinguish two main uses of V,V-s to indicate future. It is used 
independently in main clauses /see example (14)/ on the one hand, and, it occurs 
in dependent clauses on the other. /See example (15)/. In both cases, the V,V-s 
form describes the future event as fact, which is its basic function when 
employed to refer to future time.

V,V-s is a frequent form used in future conditional sentences after i f  as well 
as in time clauses after when, as soon as, after, as, etc. and in clauses of 
concession after unless. This usage of the V,V-s is in keeping with its basic 
function in future time reference i.e. the predicted future event will take place 
on condition that the one referred to in the dependent clause is a fact.

(78) I shall buy it if I have money.

(79) We shall see that when the family comes home.

(80) He will translate the letter as soon as he gets it.

(81) I won’t go there unless you come with me.

Unlike in many languages in Europe, the use of the V,V-s form to denote 
future is not very frequent in English in independent sentences. (It is very 
common in Hungarian. That is why Hungarian learners of English overuse V, V-s 
in expressing future time.) The meaning conveyed by this verbal form is this: a 
future event viewed as an unalterable fact. See examples below.

(82) The sun rises at 7.15 a.m. tomorrow.

(83) Tomorrow is Tuesday.

(84) The term starts on 4 th February.

(85) He goes to Amsterdam first, then flies to Paris and comes back on 
Sunday only.

To see the different shades of meaning compare (82-85) with (86-87).

(86) The sun will rise at 7.15 tomorrow so I suppose it will be clear daylight at
8. (prediction)

(87) Tomorrow will be Tuesday — another difficult day for me. (prediction)
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Because of its relatively unlimited field of operation, V,V-s does not occur 
without a time indicator in its function to refer to future. If it does, the temporal 
message it conveys is not future but refers to temporally unlimited, habitual 
events (88), or, the sentence is incomplete.

(88) The run rises at 7.15 a.m. (implies that it always docs so)

(89) *He leaves.

In sentences with a V,V-s verbal form, it is in fact the time adverbial alone 
(or a quasi/hidden time indicator) that adds temporal meaning to the verb form.

(90) I am over to Belfast four years ago ... (past time)1

(91) I understand it now. (present)

(92) He leaves tomorrow, (future)

(93) Shakespeare says that ... (Shakespeare 1564-1616)

5. The main function of is V-ing to refer to events of limited duration at 
’’Speech Time”, is to indicate that the event is in process around NOW. But this 
verbal form is also used to refer to future time. Probably it is for its notion of 
process around NOW, that the is V-ing form refers to future as part of a present 
plan, arrangement. This verbal form views a future event as if it were under way 
at present by virtue of some preparation.

(94) I am leaving for London tomorrow.

(95) They are coming to see us at the week-end.

(96) Our house is being pulled down next year.

This form cannot be used with verbs denoting events that cannot be associated, 
because of their lexical meaning, with plans, arrangements, preparation, e.g. *It 
is raining tomorrow afternoon.

Is V-ing should always be accompanied by an adverbial of time, otherwise the 
temporal message will be cither ambiguous or will refer to events in progress at 
the moment of speaking.

1 This is the introductory sentence of a longer, narrated story told in the simple 
present by a native speaker of English.
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However, mention must be made of a typical mistake Hungarian learners of 
English often commit. It is the type of error */ am living in Budapest for ten 
years. What they mean is this: I have been living in Budapest for ten years. (As 
we have seen, in Hungarian both meanings are expressed by one and the same 
verbal form.)

The is V-ing form is not incorrect with for, but the meaning is future 
reference. Cf:

(97) I have been staying in Budapest for three weeks.

(98) I am staying in Budapest for three weeks.

The meaning of (97) is this: It is now three weeks since I came to stay in 
Budapest, whereas (98) means: I have come to stay in Budapest for a period of 
three weeks and as soon as it is over, I will leave. (The three week stay is viewed 
as a process around NOW.) Graphically:
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What is also important to note here is that a statement like (98) can be made 
any time during these three weeks, or even when the arrangements for the three 
week stay in Budapest have been made.

6. The shall/will have V-n form -  commonly known as the Future Perfect -  
also refers to future, though it greatly differs from the above described five 
verbal forms as regards its temporal message. As the name (Future Perfect) 
suggests this form combines the notion of future reference and ’perfectness’, i.e. 
the shall/will have V-n form is used to denote an event that is completed by 
some definite (explicit or implicit) future point or period of time. Thus, the event 
described by this verbal form is in contrast with an event described by one of the 
five previously discussed verbal forms, which do not contain the notion of 
’perfectness’.



’’Perfectness” presupposes a secondary axis of orientation, too. Events 
expressed by verbal forms that do not contain the notion of perfectness are 
reflected on a primary axis of orientation i.e. ’’Speech Time” (= point NOW) 
alone; „Event Time” and „Reference Time” are identical in their case, and both 
of them are posterior to ’’Speech Time”. In the case of shall/will have V-n the 
secondary axis of orientation is in the future to which a predicted event is 
related, and, in fact anteriority is expressed in relation to this secondary axis of 
orientation. Using REICHENBACH’s (op. cit.) notions of time specification: 
’’Reference Time” (= secondary axis of orientation) is later than ’’Speech Time” 
but ’’Event Time” is earlier than ’’Reference Time”.

(99 By the time you get home, she will have destroyed your new tape-recorder.

However, it seems necessary to comment on the relationship between ’’Event 
Time” and ’’Speech Time”. In (99) ’’Event Time” is probably between ’’Speech 
Time” and ’’Reference Time”. In (100-101) the event may already be under way 
at ’’Speech Time”.

(100) By the end of the week I will have written my fifth book.

(101) By the time you return from England I shall have lived in my new flat 
for a year.

So, the shall/will have V-n forms refer to events that may or may not be under 
way at the moment of speaking. This verbal form does not locate events in time; 
it situates the event in a stretch of time the end point of which is „Reference 
Time” but the starting point is not determined. Graphically:
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Events described by the shall/will have V-n form are temporally indefinite, 
they are not even reflected on the primary axis of orientation. (They are not 
related to „Speech Time”.) The verbal form describes a future state of affairs as 
a result of a pre-future event, thus in its sentential message it follows an indirect 
descriptive approach like the other perfect forms. (An indirect descriptive 
approach -  when applied in future time reference -  gives the origins, (the ’roots’), 
the explanation of a predicted future state rather than naming it directly. In such 
a way, it is left to the listener to deduce what future fact/state of affairs the 
speaker has in mind.)

Since events described by shall/will have V-n are related to a future 
’’Reference Time”, the verbal form demands that this future time be indicated 
explicitly or implicitly.

The shall/will have V-n form is also used in a modal function, more often in 
fact than in its temporal function, but the investigation of this function is outside 
the scope of this study.

The notion, which is conveyed by the shall/will have V-n form in 
independent sentences, is expressed by the has V-n form in dependent sentences. 
See example (17). This is in conformity with what we said about the role of 
V, V-s in sub-clauses. The omission of shall/will eliminates the notion of 
prediction i.e. non-factivity and the has V-n form in keeping with its function 
treats the described event as an accomplished fact which is necessary for the 
fulfilment of the event predicted in the main clause.

(102) You will hear from me as soon as I have returned from Cyprus.

(103) The moment he has arrived I shall let you know.

Consequently, the function of has V-n above can be interpreted like this 
respectively: You will hear from me as soon as my return from Cyprus is an 
accomplished fact; I shall let you know when his arrival is an accomplished fact.

It is probably for the notion of ’accomplished fact’ that many Hungarian 
learners of English tend to use a V-d form to express this idea, which is due to 
the influence of the mother tongue.

Other verb forms

Finally, mention must be made of some further verb forms, too, that can be 
associated with future time reference in English. /See examples (14-36)7 
However, they are not going to be discussed here as they are outside the 
theoretical frame of the present study. These other verb forms are the modal 
auxiliaries, the Simple Past, Past Perfect, quasi- and semi-auxiliaries, lexical 
verbs and the infinitive. Their main function, however, is not what we may call
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assisting future time reference. Either because of the lexical meaning or because
of the modal content, future reference is possible, though futurity as such is of
little semantic relevance in the overall message they carry.

Conclusion

On the basis of what has been said in this paper, the following conclusion can be
drawn.

1. There is no future tense in English; there are, however, quite a number of 
different verb forms that are involved in future time reference.

2. No verb form is sufficient in itself to express future time. Future time 
adverbials (explicit or implicit) are an indispensable element of future time 
reference.

3. When future time expression is being examined, modality cannot be 
disregarded because of the partial overlap of certain aspects of modality 
and the notion of future time.

4. Though many grammarians hold the view that MOOD is an optional 
category, we find that there is enough evidence to suggest that MOOD is 
just as much an obligatory category as is tense, aspect and phase. (Phase 
= the binary opposition of perfect and non-perfect verb forms; see: 
MARTIN JOOS 1964).

5. The issue of the modal and the temporal will is a much discussed matter, 
and grammarians hold various views on the subject. Most grammars 
distinguish between modal and temporal uses of will. The compromise put 
forward by RA. CLOSE (1977:130) seems to provide a fair solution:
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It must also be noted that modality is not a property of will + V alone. Consider:

You are not going anywhere.
Nem mész sehová!

Future time reference may always contain a measure of modality.

6. The fact that future events are ’not yet facts’ and the speaker’s obvious 
and characteristic approach to a communicated future time event as 
described earlier (see pp. 14-15) is clearly exemplified by the fact tluü a 
great many sentences with future reference are introduced in the SEU

^Survey of English Usage (University College London).

Inspired by RA. CLOSE (op. cit.) we hold the view that will is basically 
modal, but under the influence of certain factors (linguistic or extra-linguistic) 
the modal meaning may weaken. This is how we see it graphically:



Corpus by sentences (main clauses) whose semantic content expresses 
various kinds of personal concern on the part of the speaker in relation to 
the anticipated event.3

7. As we indicated earlier, all the four verbal categories one way or another 
are involved in time expression. Time expression, i.e. locating a situation 
in time, is done in a complex way, and is achieved as a result of various 
interacting linguistic and extralinguistic factors. We find that the 
following factors have to be considered when describing the way time is 
expressed in a language:

(a) e x t e r n a l  f a c t o r s :
-  communicative intention (i.e. aim of communication)
-  the speaker’s subjective judgement of the temporal features involved in 

a situation to be communicated
-  the knowledge of the world of those participating in a given discourse
-  context
-  the order of events to be communicated.

(b) i n t e r n a l  f a c t o r s :
-  lexical/syntactic character of the verb
-  verbal categories (tense, phase, aspect, mood)
-  other structural elements in the sentence (e.g. adverbials, the subject 

and/or object of the sentence)

3
A few typical introductory sentences from the SEU Corpus are listed here:

(I) hope (that) I realize
I expect (that) I understand (that)
I don’t expect (that) ... is clearly shown
I believe (that) I’m sure (that)
I don’t believe (that) I feel sure that
I think I am not sure that
1 don’t think I hardly feel that
I should think So many people feel that
It is thought now that I trust however

It seems
It seems I suppose
It appears that It is an assumption that
As far as we know I shall assume that
I don’t know if/how good I’m inclined to take a strong bet that
I don’t quite know whether There’s a strong possibility that
May I know when I would anticipate that
No doubt I’m afraid
I very much doubt whether There are reports that
I have no doubt that There are signs that
It is to be hoped that It is too early to say how
It is obvious that I'm convinced
Bear in mind also that We are glad that
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The linguistic description of a situation (as to temporal exactness, emphasis, etc.) 
largely depends on the purpose of communication. This fact is reflected in the 
choice of lexical elements as well as in grammatical form (including verb forms). 
A different degree of temporal exactness may be required at a law court hearing 
from in an informal chat. Thus, the following two sentences may refer to the 
same situation:

I was having tea with Mrs Downes at 5.45 on 15 March 1986.
I was having tea with Mrs Downes the other day.

In a similar fashion, the two pairs of sentences below may refer to identical 
situations, though there is a difference between them as regards the aim of the 
sentences.

I have been to London.
I was is London.

The train leaves at 7.45.
The train is leaving at 7.45.

A linguistically formulated utterance can only be analysed semantically in a 
given context. The meaning of such an utterance is determined by

(1) the choice of elements (as opposed to other possible choices)
(2) the meaning of the elements
(3) how the elements are interrelated
(4) other modifying factors.

The meaning of an utterance is the cumulative effect of the contributing factors. 
No verbal form is in itself sufficient to locate an event in time. The appropriate 
verbal form is a necesaary but not sufficient condition of time expression.
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List of abbreviations and symbols:

V verb stem
V-s 3rd person singular, simple Present (in English)
V-ni infinitive (in Hungarian)
V-ed Simple past (in English) also for the type:

♦write + ed -» wrote 
V-n past participle (in English)
V-ing present participle (in English)
-0- zero morpheme signalling the Present in Hungarian 
-T- morpheme signalling the Past in Hungarian (realized as -t,

-tt, -ott, -ett, -ott, -ta,-te)
-f inflectional ending for number and person in Hungarian,

symbolized by the respective English personal pronoun in the 
transcription of Hungarian verb forms.

-0  zero morpheme ford 3rd person singular inflectional ending
in Hungarian.
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The Acquisition of the Modal Meanings of Shall,
Will and Their Hungarian Equivalents

Agnes Kepecs

University of Economics, Budapest

O. Introduction

The primary aim of this preliminary study is to give an account of the much 
debated relationship between future time reference and modality, especially in 
terms of the use of the auxiliaries shall, will in order to analyse the difficulties 
encountered by Hungarian learners of English (HLE). The basic assumptions 
about the use of these modals both on the reception and the production level have 
been tested in order to describe the learners’ approximative systems.

The meaning and the use of shall, will have generated a diversity of 
conflicting opinions not only due to a multitude of various semantic and 
communicative functions attributed to them, but also due to the specific nature 
of the tense and mood system in English.

An outline of the prominent views held on the relation between tense, 
modality and the modals is essential to throw light on the particular difficulties 
that arise in the process of teaching English as a foreign language (in our case to 
Hungarian learners).

A brief account of the historical development of these auxiliaries as 
contrasting modals is given before the contributions of some important authors 
on the semantics of the modals are presented.

The contrastive study is based on some of those meanings of these modals 
(e.g., volition, determination, predictability, etc.) that seem to cause confusion 
and inconsistency in their use by the learners.



The tasks which the subjects had to perform aimed at eliciting the production 
of the analysed meanings and also at finding out about their presence or absence 
on the reception level or about other notions attributed to them. The Hungarian 
structures that share the same modal meanings are analysed as they are reflected 
in the learners’ approximative systems.

No attempt has been made to give a full-scale analysis of all possible modal 
meanings of shall, will, or to outline a complete system of their Hungarian 
equivalents, as it would exceed the limits of the present paper.

1. The Relation between Modality and Futurity in English

1.1. The inseparable character of tense and mood, which is markedly 
complicated in respect of future time reference and modality has long been the 
subject of linguistic analysis. It has been asserted that the English tense system 
can be described in terms of a binary opposition: past-non-past, and there is no 
third tense: future.

TWADDELL (1968:25) claims that ’’English grammar is not organized into a 
time system”.

STRANG (1968:164) seems to express a commonly accepted attitude of 
linguists on this subject: ”In some ways modality and tense are so intertwined in 
English that it would be convenient to combine them as a single variable,...”

This is especially true if we consider that reference to the future has been a 
matter of modality as much as of purely temporal reference in English.

It is arguable whether we can make statements about the future at all, as we 
cannot have knowledge only beliefs, assumptions, predictions about future 
world-states. It is said as a corollary that a statement describing a future event 
or state-of-affairs is rather a prediction, determination, assertion than a 
statement of fact.

LYONS (1968:310) also claims that the categories of mood and tense intersect 
in various ways: ’’For general syntactic theory, it may be taken as axiomatic that 
futurity is a notion that cuts across the distinction of mood and tense”.

1.2. CRYSTAL (1966) in his study ’’Specification and English Tenses” stresses 
the importance of adverbial specification as a determining factor in the adequate 
description of time relationships in English. CRYSTAL claims that the 
traditional framework in the description of the functions of English tenses is 
inadequate, as it ignores relevant information about the adverbial tense 
relationship, which is called specification. Then temporal adverbial belongs to the 
category of non-omissible agents. This means that the distinctive element is 
always the presence or absence of the adverbial used in conjunction with the 
tense form.
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In his study a system of co-occurrence of tense forms and adverbials was 
worked out based on a formal and notional classification of adverbs including 
formal restrictions on co-occurrence with certain tense forms.

These findings also assert the fact that shall, will do not necessarly occur in 
sentences with future time reference, without further specification they will 
rather imply modal meanings, e. g., promise, intention, prediction, determination.

(1) /  will come.

On the other hand, to obtain future meaning using the present tense form, 
there must be a non-omissible determiner present, e.g., a temporal adverbial 
with future reference.

(2) I live in London from  next week on.

BOYD AND THORNE (1969), who base their analysis of the modals on the 
notion of ’’speech acts”, consider the essential difference between.

(3) He goes to a party tomorrow.

(4) He will go to a party tomorrow.

to be that the first is a statement i.e.

(3a) I state that He goes to a party tomorrow, 

and the second a prediction i.e.

(4a) I predict that He goes to a party tomorrow.

According to their analysis the function of will in (4) is to indicate that the 
illocutionary potential of the sentence is that of being a prediction. The 
interpretation put forward by BOYD AND THORNE seems to indicate that 
context plays no part in determining the function of modals. The meaning and 
the difference between the terms ’’illocutionary force” and ’’illocutionary 
potential” are not always clearly differentiated, which makes the discussion 
ambiguous.

2. The Historical Development of Shall, Will as Contrasting Modals

2.1. There seems to be general agreement that by formal criteria shall, will 
belong to the class of modal auxiliaries. (STRANG 1968, QUIRK, 1972, 
TWADDELL 1968, PALMER 1974).
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Morphological criteria

a) lack of -s marker of the third person singular present tense
b) lack of non-finite forms
c) contracted negative forms with enclitic n’t
d) lack of derived nominals

Syntactic criteria

Shall, will

e) when stressed can express emphatic affirmation without the use of 
do-periphrasis

f) form their negative by placing not (or n't) immediately after them
g) invert with the subject in interrogation without do periphrasis
h) are used as pro-forms for the rest of the verb phrase in tag-questions, 

elliptical forms, e.g. neither, so
i) do not occur in imperatives
j) alw'ays occur as the first (finite) element of the verb phrase and do not combine

with other modals.

2 .2 . As regards their functions the definition is far more controversial and 
complicated. Problems arise not only because of the overlapping nature of 
futurity and modality mentioned earlier but also because of the problems of 
differentiating between shall, will, i. e. their cooccurrence with personal 
pronouns and clause types. No full-scale survey on present-day usage and trends 
has been carried out in this field.

2.3. There was no indication of any distinction between the use of shall, will 
as regards their co-occurrence with personal pronouns up to the 17th century. 
Similarly, it is also a later development that rules were laid down on the 
differences as they are used in interrogative and declarative sentences.

In respect of the distinctions in their modal functions, there has always been 
even more confusion and fluctuation.

The explanations about their development into auxiliaries of the periphrastic 
future pointed to their earlier meanings in Old English: shall connoted 
'obligation ' or 'compulsion ' and will expressed 'wish'. In normative, prescriptive 
grammars shall was exclusively taken as the tense auxiliary of future for 
first persons and will for that of second and third persons irrespective of usage. 
”... the rules that are given for the choice between the two auxiliaries by 
normative grammarians being based, for the most part, upon certain
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preconceived ideas as to what ought to be the difference between them, rather 
than upon the usage of any group of English speakers”. (LYONS 1968:306).

2.4. FRIES (1925, 1927) in his surveys on the modes of expression of future 
time and the periphrastic future pointed out the falsity and the misleading nature 
of these rules especially as regards the modal meanings labelled as ’’coloured 
future”. The ’’coloured future” meanings were accounted for on the basis of the 
’’glimmering through” (FRIES 1925) of their original meanings. FRIES claimed 
that the ’’glimmering through” theory fails to account to the cases where these 
auxiliaries imply meanings formerly belonging to the other (e.g. determination, 
compulsion, intention, etc.). FRIES also stressed that the verb phrase with shall, 
will has a wide variety of interpretations depending on the context and the 
situation. The existence of pure uncoloured future becomes questionable as the 
meanings of resolve, compulsion, necessity, intention, etc. attach themselves to 
other phrases used to express future (e. g. simple present, to be+to" Inf., to be 
going to,).

2.5. The Distribution of Shall, Will in British and American English

There are differences between British and American English in the meanings and 
the distribution of shall, will. In American English shall appears to have lost its 
independent status and is considered to be a stylistic device expressing the same 
basic meaning as will. The use of shall substituting will marks the extent of 
education in prescriptive grammar in American English. (EHRMAN 1966).

The tendency of the gradual replacement of shall in present-day English usage 
is asserted in recent grammars: "Will for future can be used in all persons 
throughout the English-speaking world, whereas shall (for 1st person is largely 
restricted in this usage to southern BrE”. (QUIRK, GREENBAUM 1973:47)

There is also a distinction according to clause type, certain speakers use shall 
chiefly in questions, where it asks for instruction or suggestion, whereas 
questions with will ask for prediction or are polite requests.

It is not the task of the present study to give a detailed analysis of the 
distribution of shall, will as related to person, clause type, geographical, regional 
or even idiolectical differences.

Contrastive studies, however, are made difficult by the diversity in 
distribution as far as the selection of corpus data and the ignorance of certain 
phenomena in the target language are concerned. The differences between British 
and American English are negligible as our major concern is British English in 
our study.
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3. The Semantic Analysis of Shall, Will

In current linguistic studies there is a noticeable trend towards the semantic 
approach of modality and the modals. (PALMER 1974, 1979, HERMERIiN 
1978, LEECH 1971, 1974). Various attempts have been made to find the most 
general and economical descriptions of the modals incorporating all their possible 
meanings.

3.1. PALMER (1974) made a threefold distinction between ’’epistemic”, 
’’subject-oriented” and ’’discourse-oriented” modals. In this classification 
’’epistemic” is contrasted to nonepistemic modals i.e. ’’subject”- and 
’’discourse-oriented” ones. Can, will are classified as ’’subject-oriented” modals, 
may shall, must belong to the ’’discourse-oriented” group.

This approach was later revised by the author, who claimed that non-epistemic 
modals are not necessarly subject-or discourse-oriented. (PALMER 1979:35). In 
this later work the classification ’’epistemic”, ’’deontic” and ’’dynamic” was 
introduced (PALMER 1979:36). A separate chapter is devoted to shall, will and 
futurity. Only few of their possible meanings can be discussed in the given 
three-fold division (e. g. epistemic will, deontic shall), which indicates that even 
this revised three-fold division cannot account for all possible meanings of all 
modals.

3.2. The types of modality and their corresponding modals are classified 
according to their root and epistemic senses by HERMERJ&N (1978) in his 
exhaustive study on the subject.

’’The root senses, i.e. Necessity, Permission, Volition, Ability, are thus 
expressed by the same modals as express the epistemic senses, e.e. Certainty, 
Possibility (expressed by both may and can) and Future”. (HERMEREN 1978:93)

Modalities are arranged in a three-scale system where the epistemic senses are 
called Neutral modalities as opposed to the two other types that characterize the 
subject, i. e. External and Internal modalities. These two latter groups imply 
Necessity and Permission and Volition and Ability, respectively. This distinction 
strongly relies on the interrelationship between the various types of modalities 
and their order of implication (e. g. Volition implies Determination, Intention, 
Willingness). All these notions can be expressed by will. Several other meanings 
of shall, will (Certainty, Prediction, Custom, Presumption) are presented as 
Nautral modalities. Futurity and Hypothesis are devoted a separate chapter 
representing other types ”as they do not enter into any relations of implications 
with the other modalities”. (HERMEREN 1978:130)

3.3. Though this analysis of the relationship between modalities and uses of the 
modals could have been chosen as the theoretical framework of our contrastive 
analysis, nevertheless the treatment of the modals by LEECH (1971) was taken.
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This seemed to suit the aims of the investigation of the difficulties of HLE in a 
more appropriate way. The treatment of the modals seemed to be more practical 
and pedagogical in its approach. The tool of analysis is mainly that of 
paraphrase. The treatment of the semantics of modal usage is restricted 
to three axes: Permission-Obligation, Possibility-(Logical) Necessity,
Willingness-Insistence. The deficiency of this classification is that the 
’’pragmatics” of usage cannot be properly accounted for...” (HERMEREN 
1978:42), and cases of multiple meaning are in some instances rather vaguely 
treated.

3.4. The Future and Modal Meanings of Shall, Will in the Analysis of Leech 
(1971)

The notion of prediction expressed by shall, will is considered to denote 
reference to the future and „something involving the speaker’s judgement” 
(LEECH 1971:52). This predictive meaning is used in a wide range of contexts, 
in which it is appropriate to make predictions:

(5) It will be warm tomorrow.
(6) He will arrive in half an hour.

This meaning is commonly used in the main clause of conditionals and in 
prophetic statements:

(7) If you put that book on the shelf, it will fall off.
(8) Our children will make better use of the computers.

3.4 .1 . The four modal meanings treated by LEECH (1971) along the 
Willingness

Insistence axis are as follows:

a) willingness
b) insistence
c) intention
d) predictability

a) Willingness expressed by will is labelled as ’’weak volition” and is 
commonly used in requests, which are polite substitutes for an imperative:

(9) Will you help me with this work?

Weak "volitional” meaning can also occur in non-interrogative sentences:
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(10) My friend will give you the book.

b) Insistence implies „strong volitional” meaning and is not as frequent as weak 
volitional will. The feeling of exasperation at someone’s obstinacy is 
dominant with second and third person subjects, while strong determination 
on the speaker’s part is expressed with a first person subject:

(11) You will go out without an overcoat, however, cold it is.
(12) She won’t obey her parents.
(13) I will finish my work and no one can stop me.

With first person pronouns in this meaning will is always stressed and is never 
contracted.

c) Intention, which is labelled as ’’intermediate volition” mostly appears with 
first person subjects and can convey several meanings e. g. promise, threat, 
corporate decision.

(14) I will marry him.
(15) I will tell him the truth if you don’t stop.

LEECH (1971) points out that these are borderline cases with the future as 
both predictive and volitional meanings are expressed in these sentences. The 
volitional use is present only with human or animate subjects.

d) Predictability is ’’even more closely related to the future meaning of 
shall/will than to the preceding volitional meanings”. (LEECH 1971:79)

(16) That will be the postman.
(17) By now he will be watching TV.
(18) They will have left by now.

In all these examples will could be replaced by must in the meanings of logical 
necessity with only a slight change of effect.

The predictability sense of will is naturally adopted in scientific statements. 
In certain cases typical or characteristic behaviour is implied as a kind of 
’’habitual predictability”:

(19) He will (always) tell you lies.
(20) A lion will attack a man only when hungry.

In distinguishing the predictability sense from future prediction adverbial 
specification is relevant.
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(21) They will have finished work by now.

There is one subgroup within predictability where will has a special meaning 
indicating disposition:

(22) Our washing machine won’t work.
(23) The tap won’t turn off.

3 .4 .2 . A similar scale of volitional meanings has to be reckoned with in the case 
of shall, with the difference that it conveys the will of the speaker.

Willingness (weak volition) and insistence (strong volition) expressed by shall are 
becoming obsolescent and rare in present-day English on account of certain 
unpleasant connotations.

(24) You shall stay with us as long as you like (willingness)
(25) You shall obey my orders, (insistence)

Intermediate volition by shall expresses intention and it occurs exclusively with 
first person subjects and is interchangeable with will in its intentional meaning. 
They are treated separately here in order to clarify the difference between the 
subject’s volition signified by will and that of the speaker denoted by shall. 
When the subject and the speaker coincide, they become interchangeable (like in 
first person, intermediate volition).

Their distinction is significant in their study with particular functions in 
questions.

Shall with first person subjects is the device of offering help or expressing 
invitation. There is an obvious shift as regards the person whose volition is 
concerned. In questions the will o f  the listener is consulted instead of that of 
the speaker.

(26) Shall I tell him about our plans?

In a paraphrased form it means: ”Do you want me to tell...” With second and 
third person subjects the meaning of intention is present:

(27) Shall my son get you some cake?
(28) Shall you go on holiday?

It is to be noted that only first person questions with shall are commonly used 
in present-day English.
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4. General Remarks on the Differences between English and Hungarian 
as regards Futurity and Modality

When English and Hungarian are contrasted and the difficulties of HLE are 
taken into account problems arise not only due to the above analysed complexity 
of the English futurity and modality but also due to the difficulties in the 
description of the Hungarian system.

Futurity can be expressed in two ways in Hungarian: an analytic and a 
periphrastic future can be distinguished. The analytic consists of a present tense 
verb form with a perfective prefix, while the other has an auxiliary (fog = will) 
and the Infinitive. This compound future can also have a perfective prefix with 
the main verb.

Simultaneously, both structures of future may also imply the modal meanings 
of promise, intention, determination, volition.

Modality in Hungarian can be expressed by primary and complementary 
markers in the sentence. The primary means of expression of modality is the 
mood of the main verb (declarative, conditional, imperative) and the 
complementary devices are all the other very often indispensable elements like 
intonation, pronouns, auxiliary words, modifiers. The primary set of markers 
determines the basic modal value of a sentence which can be complemented by 
the modifying sentence elements or modal words.

MOLNÁR (1968) in her study on the modifiers in Hungarian stresses that 
within the group of adverbs a smaller group can be distinguished in respect of 
their grammatical and functional features. They represent an inorganic part 
within the sentence as they do not belong to any phrase within the sentence. Due 
to their structural and functional separation from other parts of the sentence 
they can be considered an independent part of speech i.e. that of the modifying 
words. Most of them express the speaker’s (un) certainty, approval, doubt, etc. 
(bizonyára ’surely’, feltételenül ’certainly’, feltehetően ’presumably’).

As it will be later indicated in this paper these modifying words are widely 
used in the Hungarian structures corresponding to those with modal shall, will 
in English.

The basic difficulty in a contrastive analysis is the lack of a full-scale 
description of the modalities and their possible expressions in Hungarian. There 
have been only sporadic attempts to set up a calssification of the linguistic 
devices corresponding to certain modalities. (KIEFER 1981).

Yet it can be assumed that there are more types of communication situations 
distinguished in English and expressed by the various modals than in Hungarian. 
These situations have to be made more explicit in Hungarian to throw light on 
the various pragmatic meanings an English situation may imply.

Word order may also be the indicator of modality in Hungarian, depending on 
what is put in the focus of the sentence. Word order determines the intonation
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pattern of the sentence, which thus also has a distinctive function as regards 
modality.

These facts assert that two completely different systems have to be contrasted 
and also account for the difficulties of HLE.

5. The Analysis of the Approximative System of Modal Futurity  of HLE

5.1. The basic assumptions of the experiment on the acquisition of the modal 
uses of shall, will by HLE and on their approximative systems were that HLE 
have difficulties in reception and production not so much due to BL or TL 
interference, but due to gaps in their knowledge. Several of the modal meanings 
have not been acquired very often because in the artificial language learning 
classroom situation no need arises to use them.

The future meaning of these two modals is generally encountered by HLE 
without stressed reference to their modal meanings. These are treated (if at all) 
as peripheral phenomena and only few instances of their modal uses (e.g. will in 
polite requests, shall in first person interrogative forms) are included in the 
teaching materials.

This rare and sporadic occurrence will lead to overgeneralization and 
simplification and result in failures or errors in reception and production.

5.2. The subjects of the experiment were students of the University of 
Economics, Budapest, on a post-intermediate, advanced level, after 5-7 years of 
school education in English.

In order to find out about problems in reception a list of 33 English sentences 
was compiled, the majority of which contained will in its various functions and 
the others had other modals as distractors. The subjects were given the task of 
translating these sentences into Hungarian and in order to reinforce their 
translations (versions) they were asked to find and paraphrase the modal 
structures where they were able to.

Their production was assessed by a test with Hungarian sentences to be 
translated into English, where the use of shall, will was anticipated. Distractor 
sentences were also included here. The problems of BL interference were more 
significant in this test, since strong reliance on the Hungarian structures may 
have led to errors.

Both tests aimed at finding out about the relationship of future and modal 
uses in the approximative system of HLE.

The third part of the experiment tested the subjects’ awareness of the modal 
meanings of shall in questions. They were given two columns of interrogative 
sentences, one of them contained questions with shall and various other modals 
{must, may, need) and the other paraphrased versions of these questions in a 
mixed order. The task was to pair them according to the implied meaning. (It has
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to be noted that there were paraphrased versions that corresponded to more than 
one questions in the first column).

Since there was no possiblity of carrying out an experiment on the free 
communication of the subjects to test their ’’acquired system” as opposed to 
their ’’learned system” (KRASHEN 1980), the subjects were made to write a 
composition about their future as a substituting task.

6. Judgement of Translation and Replacement Test Results (Will)

6.1. Future-Prediction

The following sentences were analysed in this group:

(29) We shall speak to him tomorrow.
(30) One day I will die.
(31) Tomorrow’s weather will be sunny but cool.
(32) Try as he may, he will not pass the exam.

Sentences (29) and (31) were nearest to pure future prediction and this was 
confirmed by the Hungarian translations. All possible variants of future time 
reference were used:

a) simple present + future time adverb
b) analytic future (infinitive + auxiliary) + future time adverb

In the translation (31) the future form of the existential verb (lenni ’be’) was 
used.

In Hungarian several word orders are possible with the analytic future, which 
indicates the markedness of certain elements:

Holnap fogunk vele beszélni (tomorrow-will+wc- with+he-to+speak)
Fogunk vele beszélni holnap (will+we-with+he-to+speak-tomorrow)

In the first case the time adverb, in the second the auxiliary are in focus position, 
which means that they arc stressed and in this case the auxiliary can convey 
volitional meaning.

Though some of the subjects translated (29) with a marked word order, it 
cannot be concluded that they attributed any modal meaning to shall, as it was 
proved by their replacements, with will and to be going to. These show the 
acquisition of the possible ways of expressing future time.

In the translation of (31) the idea of probability was also included in some 
instances due to a BL lexical interference:

(31) Tomorrow’s weather will be sunny but cool.
(31a) Holnap napos, de hideg idő várható.
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(Tomorrow-sunny-but-cold-weather-expect+pot forra+participate ending)

This participle form with the potential formant is most commonly used in 
weather forecasts in Hungarian.

6.2. As opposed to sentences (29), (31), (30) and (32) have some special shades 
of the prediction meaning: (30) expresses prophecy and (32) the speaker’s 
opinion.

The prophetic nature of (30) was marked by very few subjects in their 
translations, which corresponded to the great number of no replacements. All the 
possible future time expressions were adopted with or without the most common 
time adverb majd ’later’, some time in the future.

It is to be noted that Hungarian sentences with future time reference can also 
imply a prophetic statement, but there are certain adverbial modifiers put in 
front of the finite verb form (i.e. into focus position) that underline this meaning: 
biztosan ’surely’, úgyis ’by all means’ etc.

There were only three subjects who translated this sentence with an emphatic 
modifier and their translations corresponded to the replacements: ”I’m sure I’ll 
die.”

”Fm to die.”

The prophetic predictive meaning of will was equalled with the modal of 
obligation must in three cases, which is evidence of BL interference in the sense 
that the auxiliary of obligation can convey arrangement.

On the other hand, it is TL interference, as it shows a false identification of 
the functions of the two modals and also deficiency in the acquisition of the 
meanings of must, as self-compulsion would be rather awkward in this context.

Sentence (32) represented difficulties stemming not only from the modal 
meaning of will in the main clause, but also from that of may in the 
subordinate-subjunctive clause.

The correct translation in Hungarian has to include a universal 
conditional-concessive clause and a main clause with a verb phrase expressing 
future and a modifier with an emphatic negative particle.

The following solutions were accepted as adequate:

(32) a) Akárhogy is próbálkozik, nem megy át a vizsgán.
(no matter how -  try+he-not-goes- through-the-exam+through)

(32) b) Akármit csinál, úgyse megy át a vizsgán.
(Whatever+acc. -  docs-óy no means -  
goes-through-the-exam+through)

The proper understanding of the conditional-concessive meaning of may is a 
prerequisite of the implication of the speaker’s opinion in the subsequent clause.
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The common feature of the quoted translations is the indefinite pronoun element 
in the sub-clause and the emphatic adverbial in focus position in the main clause. 
These stressed negative adverbials express the speaker’s conviction, which is a 
special type of prediction.

The failure to give any Hungarian equivalents can be attributed to the fact 
that the subjects had no clues either in their BL or in their monitor system.

There was an interesting instance of intralingual interference due to 
overgeneralization. The possibility of may was projected onto the main clause 
moderating the strong prediction meaning into probability:

(32) c) Bármit tesz, valószínűleg nem megy át a vizsgán.
(whatever+acc. -  does-probably -  
not-goes-through-the-exam+through)

6.3 Willingness ’’Weak Volition”

The following sentences represented this group:

(33) Will you stop making that noise?
(34) If you’ll clear away the dinner things. I’ll make coffee.
(35) Would you care for some tea?

6.3.1. There were two distinct groups of the Hungarian translations of (35): 
the polite invitation meaning of the English question was properly interpreted 
by similar polite interrogative forms with various verbs (like want, like, offer)

-  the other group mixed up the participants and expressed the will of the 
speaker instead of inquiring about that of the listener:

(35)a Megkínálnál teával?
(prefix+offer+cond.+you- tea+instr.)

(35)b Adnál egy kis teát?
(give+cond.+you-a-little-tea+acc.)

In both cases the second person verb form implies the direct/indirect object me.
As regards the type of error no unanimous conclusion can be drawn. They may 

have equally resulted from the unfamiliar meaning of the modal in questions and 
also from the multitude of meanings attributed to the verb care. This latter case 
is confirmed by a translation assigning the meaning to take care o f  to care in 
the given example.

The replacement test seems to confirm the assumption about the lack of 
awareness of the modal meaning of would, as there were only four subjects who 
found adequate paraphrasing structures with like, want, what about:
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”Do you want some tea?”
’’What about some tea?”

6.3.2. The polite request notion expressed in (33) Will you stop making that 
noise? was more familiar to the subjects. The majority used an appropriate polite 
request form in Hungarian with a second person conditional verb form, which is 
a common device for tentative, polite forms in Hungarian:

(33) a) Abbahagynád a zajongást?
(stop+cond.+you-the-noise+acc.)

(33) b) Csendben maradnál?
(silence+loc.-stay+cond.+you)

In the replacement versions several other forms of polite requesting were chosen: 
would you mind, would you please, etc.

The Infinitive as Object Complement with want (I want you to stop) was also 
given as a paraphrase, which proves the subject’s awareness of the roles of the 
participants in the situation.

6 .3.3. (34) If you’ll clear away the dinner things, I’ll make coffee. Caused the 
most difficulties in both tasks to the subjects, as it had been anticipated.

The sentence was understood and translated as a pure conditional almost 
unequivocally. No notice was taken of the special volitional function of will in 
an i f  -clause.

Only two subjects attempted to convey the volitional meaning of will, by using 
tentative conditional forms in Hungarian:

(34) a) Ha lennél szíves leszedni az asztalt,
(if-be+cond.+you-kind-to+clear-the-table+acc.)

These failures can be due to the peculiarities of rule learning by HLE as regards 
conditional clauses. The occurrence of i f  marks a conditional clause for learners 
at this stage, so the processes of over-generalization and transfer of training 
account for these errors. The ignorance of rule restriction can also be found here, 
when former training in the language sets up and practises the rule of the non-use 
of will in pure conditional clauses.

Replacement was not attempted in the majority of the cases. Only those 
subjects gave replacement versions who recognized the modal function of will. 
They most commonly used some polite expressions e. g. be kind, please. Some 
subjects replaced will with to be willing to indicating the strong volitional 
meaning of it, which is also possible after i f  but in a different context. This is 
an example of the oversimplification of certain rules.
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6.4. Intention-Intermediate Volition

The subjects did not encounter special difficulties in translating the sentences 
belonging to this group:

(36) We won’stay longer than two hours.
(37) We will talk to him, you can be sure of that.
(38) I will lend you the tape.
(39) We will pay back the money soon.
(40) Don’t worry! I’ll let you know by tomorrow, without fail.

This can be attributed to a positive BL transfer, as the future forms in Hungarian 
can also imply the meanings of intention, promise, determination o f  the speaker.

6.4.1. The translation embraced almost all possible ways of expressing future 
time in Hungarian with word order variations. They can be divided into two main 
groups according to the lack or the involvement of some additional emphatic 
adverbial element underlining the volitional meaning. The following examples will 
illustrate the difference:

(36) a) Két óránál nem maradunk tovább.
(two-hours+comp. end.-not-stay+we-longer)

(36) b) Biztosan csak két óra hosszat maradunk.
(swe/y-only-two-hour-long-stay+we)

(38) a) Kölcsönadom neked a szalagot.
(lend+I -to+you-the -  tape+acc.)

(38) b) Feltétlenül /biztosan kölcsönadom neked a szalagot.
(by all means/surely-lend+I-to+you-the-tape+acc.)

The involvement of the emphatic modifier suggests that the subject is aware of 
the modal meaning of will and tried to mark it in the Hungarian version. On the 
other hand, it cannot be claimed that the others have not acquired this meaning, 
as in oral communication the intonation pattern can replace the emphatic 
modifier.

(The number of those, however, who gave evidence of their competence was 
insignificant, 2-3 with each sentence.)

6 .4.2. There were two other solutions that reveal inconsistency in the reception 
of strong and weak volitional meanings.

(36) c) Nem akarunk két óránál tovább maradni.
(not-want+we-two-hour+comp. -longer-to+stay)

(38) c) Hajlandó vagyok kölcsönadni a magnót.
(willing-am- to+lend-the-taperecorder+acc.)
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(The wrong choice of lexical units: tape-recorder instead of tape was not 
accounted here.)

Want and willing to express rather the strong volitional meaning of will in 
these examples.

6.4.3. The appositive clause in sentence (37) facilitated the proper 
understanding of the underlying volitional meaning. The translations similarly to 
the original sentence may imply promise, threat or determination.

. The results of the translation test were not confirmed by the replacement 
versions as regards this sentence (37). Will was replaced by shall and to be going 
to, which points to the failure of the recognition of the volitional function. This 
is due to a transfer of learning strategies and the over-simplification of the 
interchangeable character of these auxiliaries. Only two subjects paraphrased this 
sentence using the modifier by all means.

6 .4 .4 . The assumption about this group that future structures are felt to be 
sufficient to express modal meanings is confirmed by the replacements with 
want, willing to, promise, etc.

The intralingual interference with other modals (may, must) was also typical 
in addition to the great number of no replacements at all. (Sentences (36), (38).

6.5. Insistence-Strong Volition

The sentences of this group are as follows:

(39) He will go all day without eating.
(40) I will go to the dance and no one shall stop me.
(41) I won’t have any backchat from you.
(42) Jim, why will you keep making jokes about Aunt Betty?

The translations can be divided into two groups depending on the inclusion of a 
volitional lexical verb (want) or an emphatic modifier whith an emphatic particle 
or providing an analytic or periphrastic future structure. (It is to be noted that 
sentence (40) will be separately analysed also in the part on the modal meanings 
of shall, here only the clause with will is treated.)

(40) a) Elmegyek táncolni,...
(prefix+go+I- to+dance)

40) b) Mindenképp/akkor is elmegyek táncolni,...
(by all means) then even-prcfix+go+I-to+dance...)

(39) a) Egész nap evés nélkül fog gyalogolni.
(all-day-eating-without-will+he-to+walk)

(39) b) Hajlandó egész nap evés nélkül meglenni, 
(willing+he-all-day-eating-without-to+be)
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The substitution test confirmed the assumption here as well that only those 
subjects are fully aware of the function of will in these clauses who indicated it 
in the translations either with an emphatic modifier or as in (39)b with the 
participle form expressing strong volition. These substitutions very often used 
catenative want to others either rendered no substitutions or gave shall as an 
equivalent modal.

In certain instances even those subjects who gave a proper Hungarian 
translation replaced will with can stressing the ability rather then the strong 
insistence of the subject.

In the substitution of (41) in addition to I don’t want to, I  don’t tolerate was 
also used.

In conclusion it can be claimed that HLE have to face difficulties deriving 
from two possible sources with this group. The meaning of strong insistence can 
be expressed by various lexical devices and word order arrangements in 
Hungarian, so the learners will most probably rely on their TL system due to the 
lack of any one similar structure in their BL. The strong volitional meaning of 
will does not appear to be part of their transitional competence either to some 
deficiency of training or to a negative intralingual interference (no distinction 
between futurity and modality, no distinction between the various functions of 
will).

6.6. Predictability

Only three sentences of this numerous group will be analysed here in detail:

(43) You will have heard, he’s getting married soon.
(44) They will have read your letter by now.
(45) A flower will die without water.

(For other instances of this meaning see sentences (22), (23), (26) in Table 1 in 
the Appendix).

6.6 .1 . In the translations of (43), (44) the diversity of Hungarian translations 
was characteristic. This can be accounted for by the perfect tense form in 
English. The perfective prefix was added in all cases. The time adverb indicating 
reference to a fixed point of time mostanra ’by now’, mostanra már ’by now 
already’ was accompanied by perfective prefix present tense forms, periphrastic 
future forms and in very few cases by past tense forms:

(44) a) Mostanra elolvassák a leveled.
(by now-prefix+read+they-the-letter+your)

(44) b) Mostanra már el fogják olvasni a leveled.
(by now-already-prefix-will+thcy-to+read-the-letter+your)

(44) c) Mostanra már elolvasták a leveledet.
(by now-a/ready-pvcf ix+read+they+past tense-the-letter+your+acc.)
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All these tense forms even with the stressed time adverb indicate only the 
completed action, its resultative meaning and ignore the predictability-assertion 
meaning.

The adequate translation would require an assertive adverbial combined with 
the past tense of the perfective prefixed verb:

’’Mostanra már biztosan elolvasták a leveledet.”
(by now-already-we/y -  prefix+read+they+past tense-the-letter+your+acc.)

The predictability meaning can be conveyed by other devices (adverbials 
valószínűleg ’probably’) and verbal suffixes (-hat, -het -  potential formant 
corresponding to can, may).

The indication of any of these modal meanings was represented only by a 
minority of the solutions.

The will + Perfect Infinitve phrase in (43) was taken as simple future tense 
structure in Hungarian:

(43) a) Majd fogsz hallani róla.
(some time later-will+you-to+hear-about+him/it...)

(43) b) Hamarosan meghallod...
(soon-prefix+hear+you)

Similarly to (44), the past tense form in perfective sense and an emphatic 
modifier would be adequate here expressing certainty on part of the speaker:

Bizonyára hallottad,...
(surely-hear+you+past tense)

Sporadic instances of any such translations prove that predictability was not 
recognized by the subjects and consequently is not part of their approximative 
systems.

6 .6 .2 . Since the predictability meaning of will is very close to that of must in 
the function of logical necessity, it was adopted as a substitute, where proper 
translations were also provided. Otherwise a diversity of substitutes can be 
noticed ranging from modals of likelihood and probability (may, might) to future 
tense forms and verbs of inert cognition (think).

No substitution form was dominant, sentence (45) was found to be an 
interesting exception where the number of proper translations exceeded that of 
the replacements.

The limited number of proper translations and substitutes can be attributed to 
over-generalization, which means that the learners judge only on formal criteria
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i.c. will +have + 3rd form equals Future Perfect Tense. Overgeneralization can 
also account for the mixing up the meanings of the various modal auxiliaries.

6.7. The summary of the lest results as regards the Hungarian translation of the 
English sentences with the analysed uses of will can be seen in Table 1.

Two main groups of the solutions can be distinguished; the first labelled 
’’correct use” involves all those options that can correspond to the use of will in 
that particular group, w'hile ’’overuse” stands for all the improperly chosen 
syntactic and lexical structures in Hungarian.

It can be concluded that in Hungarian the means of expression of the 
volitional meanings and those of future prediction are similar and this is also true 
for the expression of the degrees of volition as well. Since the distinction of the 
various degrees of volition and consequently the situations they imply are not as 
overt in Hungarian as they are in English HLE will face difficulties in their 
recognition and reproduction in their learning process.

7. Intermediate and Strong Volitional Meaning of Shall

One example of each of these meanings will be analysed in detail in assertive 
sentences and a separate part is devoted to the various uses of shall in 
interrogative sentences.

These two sentences are borderline cases of the two degrees of volition:

(46) If you don’t eat your spinach, you shan’t have any cake.
(47) I’ll go to the dance and no one shall stop me.

In both cases shall is used w'ilh a second person grammatical subject. In (46) it 
expresses promise, and in (47) determination on part of the speaker. The 
Hungarian equivalents of (46) with future tense structures can be adequate with 
a stressed negative particle in speech:

(46) a) ..., nem kapsz süteményt.
(not -get+you-cake+acc.)

(47) b) .... nem fogsz süteményt kapni.
(not-will+you-cake+acc.-to+get)

These solutions were overwhelmingly chosen in the tests. The modal meaning was 
only sporadically marked by additional lexical elements or by verb forms 
expressing permission and the speaker’s authority;

(46) c) .... biztos, hogy nem fogsz tortát kapni.
(surely-that-not-will+you-cakc+acc.-to+get)
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(46) d) nem ehetsz süteményt sem.
(not-eat+/70i form. +you-cake+acc.-either)

No replacement was given in most cases, and where it was provided it was a 
conditional clause with will. Though shall appeared in the main clause of a 
conditional sentence no significance was attirubted to the co-occurrence with 
second person. The replacements were produced on the basis of analogy w'ith 
unmarked conditional sentences, consequently the underlying processes of 
learning are categorization and the ignorance of rule restriction.

In certain instances the substituting structure gave evidence of the subject’s 
awareness of the determination meaning in (46) by choosing a lexical verb 
indicating the reverse direction of the action:

(46) e) ... give you any ..., nem adok neked süteményt sem.
(not+g/ve+7 -to+you-cake+acc.+either)

The choice of the verb brought in the change of the grammatical subject (first 
person) and thus will is used to express intention, threat.

Sentenced (40) which was analysed in 6.5 in respect of the meaning of will. 
The second clause with shall also implies strong volition, though this use of shall 
is getting obsolescent in present-day English.

In the Hungarian translations verbs with the potential formant were used and 
this was reinforced by the substitutions where shall was equalled with can.

(40) c) ..., és senki sem tarthat vissza.
(and-nobody-keep+pot. form. 3rd pers.sg.-back)

The strong volitional meaning was illustrated by a periphrastic substitute in one
case:

”..., no one has the power to stop me.

The great number of no replacements and the sporadic adoption of any marker 
of the modal meaning in the translations confirm that these meanings of shall 
are not integrated in the learner’s approximative system.

8. The Uses of Shall in Interrogative Sentences: the Pairing Test

The aim of this test was to find out about the subjects’ competence as regards 
the various uses of shall in questions with all three person subjects. Their 
task was to assign a paraphrasing structure to the questions in column A from 
column B.
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It has to be noted that ’’when a modal is paraphrased, the paraphrase cannot 
be expected to be in every respect identical with the modal”. (HERMERfiN 
1978). The two structures or sentences cannot always be used for identical 
stylistic purposes, stress can also change the synonimity relation between them. 
Since our aim was not to explore the interrelationship of the various meanings 
of certain modals but to investigate the subjects’ degree of familiarity with these 
structures this proved to be an adequate method.

The two groups to be paired were as follows:

A B

1. May I close the window? 1. Will you oblige me to...
2. Must I close the window? 2. Do you want me to...
3. Shall I close the window? 3. Will you permit...
4. Shall we have dinner? 4. Do you agree with my intention to...
5. Need I have a passport? 5. Do you want me to ask...
6. Shall Ann do your shopping

for you? 6. Do you think I ought to...
7. Shall I ask my money back? 7. I want you to tell me...
8. Can I take the children

out for a walk? 8. Would you like me to tell...
9. Where shall I put my umbralle? 9. I wonder if...

10. Shall I take the children
out for a walk? 10. Is it obligatory to...

11. Shall he return the book?

(It is to be noted that in certain cases more than one paraphrase could be 
correlated to a question in column A. Other auxiliaries e. g. may, must, can were 
included as distractors.)

The correct solution of the pairing of questions with shall is the following: 
A3-B2, A4-B4, A6-B5(B8), A7-B6(B5), A9-B7, A10-B2, A11-B8(B5).

8.1. The solutions of A3

The use of shall with first person pronouns in questions implying inquiry about 
the listener’s will was adequately paired by a small proportion of the students. 
B4 was chosen in many instances, which seeks agreement on part of the listener 
and implies intention on part of the speaker. In spite of the fact that this is one 
of the commonest uses of shall, the subjects did not recognize the meaning as 
almost all options from group B were provided along with no solutions at all.
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8.2. The solutions of A4

There was an equal distribution in the solutions between B4 and B9. Those who 
chose B9 interpreted the use of shall as speculation about future events 
irrespective of the fact that a question about future course-of-events would 
contain adverbial specification (temporal or locative) like soon or here. There 
were nonsense pairs like B5, B8 given and no pairing in several cases, which all 
confirm the hiatus in the students’ approximative systems.

8.3. The solutions of A6

In this case shall implies the offer on the part of the speaker to ask a third person 
to perform something for the listener. There were altogether 5 subjects who 
found either B5 or B8 as adequate pairs to A6. Strong volitional meaning was 
attributed to shall by those who gave BIO as a pair.

This use of the modal was familiar to the subject but the change of meaning 
according to clause type was neglected.

The confusion about the possible meanings of shall in this example is 
illustrated by the choice of B7, which shows the reshuffling of the logical 
subjects: in A6 it is I  who offer to ask Anne, whereas in B7 it is you who has to 
tell her.

8.4. The solution of A7

The proper pair B6 which suggests that the speaker is seeking the advice of the 
listener was not chosen at all. However, if we consider that without context shall 
in a question like this can also have the meaning of inquiring about the listener’s 
will, consequently B6 proves to be a correct paraphrase too. It was marked only 
by 7 subjects, all other solutions show a diversity of inadequate paraphrases like 
B3, Bl, B4. Even such truly illogical pairs like B/7 and B/8 were given.

8.5. The solutions of A9

In the pairs to A9 the paraphrases referring to permission and obligation were 
chosen. There was a strikingly high proportion of failures. There were even some 
yes-no question pairs provided (B2, B8), which cannot be an adequate pair to any 
question with an interrogative pronoun.

8.6. The solutions of All

The meaning of obligation was assigned to shall in an overwhelming majority of 
the cases. No pairing was also typical in this case. In general no notice was taken
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of the fact that it is an offer on part of the speaker inquiring about the listener’s 
will.

8.7. General remarks on the Findings of the Pairing Test

The phenomenon of intralingual interference could be observed in the 
performance of this task. The high proportion of failures to find corresponding 
pairs reveal the lack of competence on the recognition level.

Inconsistency about the identification of the various meanings of shall show 
an over-simplification process. If the volitional meanings of shall with 2nd and 
3rd person pronouns have been acquired these will be transferred onto questions.

If the future prediction meaning is present in the approximative system of the 
subjects, they will conceive the interrogative sentences as speculation about 
future course of-events.

A further stage perhaps is when they identify modality, but attribute other 
modal meanings (permission) to shall.

The source of error in all these instances is intralingual interference and 
indicate that stage of the approximative system when these modal meanings have 
not become part of the ’’monitor system” (KRASHEN 1980).

9. Translation from Hungarian into English

15 sentences were to be translated in order to test the production of modal 
structures especially with will. For the full list of sentences see Table 3 in 
Appendix.

9.1. Future-Prediction

The following sentences were involved in this group:

(48) Holnap fújni fog a szél.
(tomorrow-to+blow-will-the-wind)

(48) a) ”It will be windy tomorrow”.
(49) Miért nem lesztek otthon holnapután? 
(why-not-will+you-at+home-the+day+after+tomorrow)

(49) a) ’’Why won’t you be/stay at home the day after tomorrow?”
(50) Nyugodjon meg, egy-két nap múlva jobban fogja érezni magát, 

(calm+imp.+you-down-onc-two-day-after- 
better-will+you-to+feel-yourself+acc.)

(50) a) ’’Don’t worry, you will feel better in a few days”.

The majority of the students translated them with will implying future 
prediction. Variations with going to also occurred and in one instance a future
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perfect form was given without proper grounds. Apparently, the subjects did not 
differentiate between the predictive and the neutral course-of-event meaning 
expressed by will+be+ing. On the whole, the translation of these sentences did 
not cause special difficulties to the subjects.

9 .2 . Weak-volition-Polite Request

(51) Ha lennél szíves segíteni, akkor még sötétedés előtt készen leszünk. 
(If-be+cond.+you-kind-to+help-then-even- 
darkness-before-ready-be+future+we.)

A possible translation with will can be the following:

(51) a) If you’ll help me, we can/could be ready before it gets dark.

In the translations several expressions of polite request were given, in several 
cases ungrammatical ones, e.g. if your don’t mind to help me, if you be kind to 
help me, if you please to help us. A translation with will in the i f  clause was 
provided only by 1 subject, several others used would. A common solution was 
the transformation of the sentence into an imperative or into an interrogative 
with imperative force:

(51) b) Would you help me to clear away the dinner things,...

The inadequate translations can be attributed to certain deficiencies in the 
strategies of learning. The use of shall, will in conditional sentences is restricted 
to the main clause in the rules of learning where the incongruity of i f  with these 
modals is stressed. This restriction leads to the ignorance of the modal uses of 
will after if.

9.3. Habitual Predictability

Predictability in a broader sense was represented by the following sentences:

(52) Az az ember akkora táskát visz, biztosan postás.
(that-that -  man-so+big-bag+acc.-carry+he, surrely postman)

(53) Csöngettek, a postás lesz. az.
(ring+past+they-the -postman-be+fut.-that)

There was one sentence expressing disposition belonging to this group:

(54) A mosógépünket nem lehet beindítani, 
(the-washing-machine+our+acc.-not-possible-to+start)
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The translations of a subgroup of predictability i.e. habitual predictability will 
be analysed in detail here.
These sentences were as follows:

(55) Az oroszlán csak akkor támadja meg az embert, ha éhes. 
(the-lion-only-then-attack+he-the-man+acc.-if-hungry)

(56) Pénzért mindenre hajlandó.
(money-+for-everything+for-willing+he)

(57) Tóm gyakran órákig ül a szobában, és nem szól egy szót sem. 
(Tom-often-hours+for-sit+he-the-room+loc.-and- 
not-say-a-word+acc.-either)

(58) A húga bezzeg képes órákig egyfolytában beszélni.
(the-syster+his-on the contrary-able-hours+for-continuously-to talk)

9 .3 .1 . Sentence (56) consists of the participle form expressing willingness in 
predicative function, consequently the modal meaning proved to be more 
apparent for the subjects. Will and willing to were both used in some 
translations. This is the case of positive BL interference on the lexical level. There 
was a compound attirubutive predicate structure conveying identical meaning in 
some translations:

(56) a) He is ready to do anything for money.

9.3.2. In the Hungarian equivalents of (57) there seemed to be an option 
between the simple Present and its Progressive Aspect. This is due to an analogy 
formed on the basis of ’’grammar rules” directly linking the use of the simple 
Present with the occurrence of Adverbs of Frequency. The habitual predictability 
meaning, which describes a characteristic behaviour here, was not taken into 
account.

9 .3 .3 . Similarly to (57) characteristic behaviour is the implied meaning in (58) 
as well. Can and be able to were alternating in the translations. This is due to BL 
interference, as the literal translation of the word képes is ’capable’, ’able to’.

The meaning of contrast and comparison with (57) was stressed in the 
translations by antithetic or concessive conjuncts (nevertheless, against, on the 
contrary) not always properly assigned to the sentence:

(58) a) Nevertheless, his sister is able to speak for hours constantly.

Caternative verbs (continue, keep) were also used in order to stress the notion of 
incessation. Will did not occur in the translations at all, which clearly refers to 
a hiatus in the learners’ system.
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9.4. Strong Volition

Two sentences belong to this group in the test:

(59) Akármit kérsz, úgyis mindig ötkor jön. 
(whatever+acc.-ask+you-no+matter-always-five+atcome+he)

(60) Miért nem vagytok hajlandók otthon maradni vasárnap délután? 
(why-not-are+you-willing-at+home-to+stay-Sunday-afternoon)

In both Hungarian sentences there were lexical devices indicating the modal 
meaning. These were similar to those provided in the Hungarian translations of 
the English sentences with the identical meaning: the participle form in 
predicative function expressing willingness ’hajlandó’ and the emphatic modifier 
úgyis ’by all means’ together with the non assertive indefinite pronoun akármit 
’anything’.

In the translation of (59) the Present Simple was predominantly used 
accompanied with a universal concessive-conditional clause with no matter, 
whatever:

(59) a) No matter what you ask him he always comes at 5.

In the concessive clause may was also used. Negative intensification with 
anything was frequently adopted, sometimes in ill-formed sentences:

(59) b) Anything you want, he is here at 5.

There were two subjects who used will in their translations, one linked it with a 
universal concessive-conditional clause, while the other with a subjunctive clause 
with may:

(59) c) Whatever you ask him, he will come at 5.
(59) d) Ask as you may, he will always come at 5.

Even shall was used to convey the strong volitional meaning with a 3rd person 
pronoun. It can be evidence of the blending of the volitional meanings of will, 
shall without the proper identification of their functions in particular contexts.

The conclusion which can be drawn is that the majority of the subjects found 
a conditional clause. On the other hand, it can be assumed that the meaning of 
insistence or characteristic behaviour was not recognized in the Hungarian 
sentences.

In (60) the participle form (hajlandók ) was translated by willing to in the 
majority of the cases, which is due to the fact that a literal translation was 
possible and not so much to the recognition of the modal meaning.
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The notion of willingness was expressed by several other lexical verbs: want, 
agree. Sporadically willingness was altered into ability and to be able to was used. 

Will in the strong volitional meaning was used only by one subject.
In conclusion, it can be claimed that the subjects will provide the English 

equivalents of these Hungarian sentences with strong volitional meaning only 
sporadically with will. The meaning of several modals are mixed up and these 
modals are inconsistently used. The omission of the modal meaning is also typical 
in these tests. The production level of the subjects is overwhelmingly 
characterized by inconsistency and fluctuation.

9.5. A summary of the adequate and inadequate translations (structures and 
lexical devices) is provided in Table 4. (See Appendix). The distributrion is 
identical with that shown in Table 2 for the Hungarian translations of the English 
sentences: Correct use and overuse are indicated for the four analysed meanings 
of will.

10. General Remarks on the Free Conposition

The subjects were given the task of writing a composition about their future. This 
is a topic where the frequent use of future time reference, prediction and 
volitional meanings are most likely to be involved.

A common feature of these compositions was the inconsistent use of shall, 
will in the sense that their inclusion and omission appeared within the same 
context in subsequent sentences simultaneously.

(61) I’ll make an economist.
(62) I get my diploma in 4 years.
(63) My children will make a lot of sports.
(64) They learn at school very good.

(It is to be noted that errors of lexical use were not considered here, as the 
primary aim was to find out about the expression of future time and volition by 
shall, will.)

Will was used both for prediction and intention:

(65) I’ll get married.
(66) I’ll learn another language.

The most conspicuous feature of these compositions as regards the expression of 
the examined meanings was the frequent occurrence of catenative verbs and 
other lexical devices as substitutes of the auxiliaries: want, wish, intend to, I'd 
like to, etc.:
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(67) I want to take a degree.
(68) I want to become an economist.
(69) I’d like to travel a lot.

This phenomenon is evidence of the strong interrelatedness of future time 
reference and volitional meanings, but these meanings are not attributed to will 
in the approximative system of the subjects.

Another interesting feature of these compositions was the combination of will 
with a preceding clause containing.
1 hope:

(70) I hope I will have an interesting job.
(71) I do hope I will like my future job.

The Future Progressive form was also used in some instances to express 
prediction.

In conclusion it can be stated that the subjects tended to choose will (very 
rarely shall ) to express future time and preferred lexical means to express modal 
meanings (intention, determination, wish), which they seemed to consider more 
emphatic in the given context.

11. Final remarks

The tests of this pilot study on the acquisition of the modal meanings of shall, 
will did not survey all possible difficulties HLE may encounter, nor did it 
attempt to give an exhaustive analysis of their approximative systems as regards 
the use of shall, will.

The findings of this study have confirmed the assumptions about the lack of 
or the mixing up of the examined modal meanings of the two auxiliaries in the 
subjects’ approximative systems. The difficulties stem form various sources:

-  the interrelatedness of future and modal meanings,
-  intralingual interference (overgeneralization, analogy)
-  learning and teaching strategies.

Further investigation in this field will have to complete these experiments in free 
communication. In addition a more detailed description of the current trends in 
the uses of these auxiliaries will have to be taken into account in the elaboration 
of the tasks. Experiments will also have to be extended to include an investigation 
of all those meanings that were not treated in this study.

In order to further analyse the approximative system of HLE in this respect 
studies in Hungarian descriptive linguistics are also needed. A description of how 
these modal meanings are expressed in Hungarian would facilitate their
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identification in the TL. A detailed analysis of the intonation patterns and the 
word order in the BL would also be indispensable.

As a great number of errors and failures resulted from training and learning 
strategy problems, the selection and the structuring of the teaching materials 
would be of great importance.

It is hoped that the findings of this analysis, the predictions of areas of 
difficulties for HLE and further observation of the learners’ approximative 
system can be applied to a new type of selection and ranking of teaching 
materials as regards some of the so far neglected semantic functions of shall, 
will, and can lead to a different approach in teaching to the tense oriented 
English verbal system.
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APPENDIX

Table 1.

Translation from English into Hungarian

1. We shall speak to him tomorrow.
2. One day I will die.
3. We won’t stay longer than two hours.
4. Will you stop making that noise?
5. He inquired if he should have the letters forwarded.
6. We will talk to him, you can be sure of that.
7. I will lend you the tape.
8. The next budget will have to be a severe one.
9. In 20 years’ lime computers will do our work.

10. He will go all day without eating.
11. If you'll clear away the dinner things, I'll make coffee.
12. You will have heard, he’s getting married soon.
13. If you don’t eat your spinach, you shan’t have any cake.
14. It might rain soon.
15. They will have read your letter by now.
16. He can’t be working at this hour.
17. I will go to the dance and no one shall stop me.
18. The bell won’t ring.
19. We will pay back the money soon.
20. Don’t worry! I’ll let you know by tomorrow, without fail.
21. A flower will die without water.
22. You wouldn’t know my name, of course, but I was a friend of your father’s.
23. Tomorrow’s weather will be sunny but cool.
24. You shall stay with us as long as you like.
25. When the cat is away the mice will play.
26. Would you care for some tea?
27. How should I know?
28. Try as he may, he will not pass the exam.
29. This cork won’t come out.
30. I won’t have any backchat from you.
31. Jim, why will you keep making jokes about Aunt Betty?
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Table 2.

FUTURE- WEAK INTERMEDIATE STRONG PREDICTABILITY
PREDICTION VOLITION VOLITION VOLITION

1. 1. 1. 1.
COR- Perf .prefix+
RECT Simple conditional V simple future Simple fulure+ Perf.prefix+Vp.
USE Present V+

Future Adv. (in questions) -  emphatic M + emphatic M
('surely')

2. 2  Z 2.
analytic future Imp. + 'please' analytic future analytic future

♦emphatic M

3. 3. 3. 3.
V + pot .form, be so kind V +0 M Willing +Inf.

as + Inf.

4. -  4.
prefix+V V+emphatic M
M ('surely') ('surely',

’Ey all means’)

1. L 1. 1. 1.

OVERUSE must if+pure cond. want+Inf. Simple future+0M perf.prefix
M V simple 
present

2. Z  2. 2. 2

'probably' + willing + Inf. willing + Inf. analytic perf.prefix
simple present future +0 M analytic

future

3.
perf. prefix 
V p.t.
+ 'already'
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Table 3

Translation from Hungárián intő English

1. Holnap fújni fog a szél.
2. Miért nem lesztek otthon holnapután?
3. Holnap feltétlenül elmagyarázom a szabályokat.
4. Nyugodjon meg, egy-kél nap múlva jobban lesz.
5. Akármit kérsz, úgyis mindig ötkor jön.
6. Biztosíthatlak, hogy megmondjuk neki a véleményünket.
7. Az oroszlán csak akkor támadja meg az embert, ha éhes.
8. Az az ember akkora táskát visz, biztosan postás.
9. Csöngettek, a postás lesz.

10. Miért nem vagytok hajlandók otthon maradni vasárnap délután?
11. Pénzért mindenre hajlandó.
12. Tóm gyakran órákig ül a szobában, és nem szól egy szót sem.
13. A húga bezzeg képes órákig egyfolytában beszélni.
14. Ha lennél szíves segíteni, akkor még sötétedés előtt készen leszünk.
15. A mosógépünket nem lehet beindítani.
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Table 4

CORRECT USE OVERUSE

FUTURE PREDICTION 1. 1.
will + inf. Future Continuous V

2. 2.
be going to + Inf. Future Perfect V

WEAK VOLITION 1. 1.
REQUESTS would you mind would be so kind

to + Inf.
2. 2.
will + Inf. would like to + Inf.
(sporadically)

3.
if + you would mind

STRONG VOLITION 1. 1.
will+ Inf. whatever, anything,

no matter + simple 
present V

2 . 2 .

willing to + Inf. shall, may + Inf.
3.
universal cond. concessive 
clause
4.
be able to, be ready to 
agree on, be keen on

PREDICTABILITY will + Inf. 1.
CHARACTERISTIC (sporadically) Simple present V + frequency

BEHAVIOUR Adverb
2 .

Present Continuous V 
3.
can, be able to + Inf.
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List of Abbreviations

HLE -  Hungarian Learners of English
BL -  Base Language
TL -  Target Language
acc. -  accusative ending
cond. -  conditional
comp. -  comparative ending
fut. -  future
inst. -  instrumental ending
loc. -  locative ending
pot. form. -  potential formant
3rd pers.sg. -  3rd person singular
perf. -  perfective
V -  verb
V p.t. -  past tense verb
M -  modifier
Imp. -  Imperative
Inf. -  Infinitive
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Indefinite and General Subject in English and Hungarian

György Hell

University of Polytechnic, Budapest

The category of subject is well known both in English and Hungarian but the 
notions connected to it are different. In English ”It is usually considered that 
there are two essential elements in every sentence -  the subject and the 
predicate”. And further: ”In a normal sentence both subject and predicate arc 
present ...” (CURME 1931:1.)

This definition of a sentence belongs to that period of linguistic analysis where 
the sentence was considered a unit of language with a special and characteristic 
structure. After the prevalence for the descriptive method sentences were 
conceived differently. They were taken as units having ”... one or the other final 
tone-pause patterns characteristic of language” (WHITEHALL 1951:34) that is: 
as a linear flow of sound sequences the internal structuring of which was another 
question. In our days the presence of a subject and a predicate part in the 
sentence is nevertheless again considered as a typical requirement for the 
different classes of sentences. (QUIRK et al. 1972:385.)

The situation is somewhat different in Hungarian. This language has a lot of 
subjectless sentences not only among the so-called ’’minor categories” (see: 
QUIRK et al. 1972:411), but also among the very common sentence types. 
Therefore a more detailed analysis of the question what a subject is seems 
necessary.

1. The notion: subject of the sentence in English and Hungarian grammars

The notion of Subject has in present day grammars a double interpretation: it is 
taken as a syntactic category and is considered also a semantic component.



According to the first point of view A Grammar of Contemporary English 
characterizes the subject of an English sentence as:

(a) a noun phrase or a clause with nominal function;
(b) which occurs before the verbal phrase in declarative clauses, and 

immediately after the operator in question clauses;
(c) has number and person concord, where applicable with the verb phrase. 

(QUIRK et al. 1972:3 : 48.)

Two of these characteristics (b, c) describe formal features in the syntactic 
structure of the sentence. The first one refers to a characteristic designational 
property of the subject. Beside these the subject also reveals other semantic 
qualities in the different roles which connect it to the verbal predicate. The most 
typical role peculiar to the subject is the so called ’’agentive” in active sentences 
what means that the subject denotes the active source of the action or state 
which is expressed by the verb. Other semantic contents conceived as roles of the 
subject are: recipient, instrumental, experiencer and others, not equally defined 
in the different grammars.

Such a characterization of the subject which is usefully acceptable in English 
is for the most part useless for Hungarian for different reasons. Hungarian has 
no strict word order and the subject may stand before and also after the verb 
phrase in all types of sentences. Further, a great number of Hungarian sentences 
have only nominal predicates and concord between subject and predicate is not 
possible. Beside that -  as we have said -  many Hungarian sentences do not 
contain a (free) morpheme at all which could be taken for the subject. Therefore 
the criteria used in English to define the subject are acceptable for Hungarian 
only with some modifications. If there is a subject morpheme in a Hungarian 
sentence then it is:

(a) a nominal part without any case endings,
(b) one which has specific formal and semantic relations to the predicate.

The most important functional property of the subject morpheme is that it refers 
directly or through its antecedent to one or several items in our universe of 
discourse and attributes to them a peculiar role concerning the meaning of the 
predicate. The verbal inflexional suffixes are understood as elements of the 
number and person concord between the subject and the predicate.

The situation is quite different when the sentence does not possess a subject 
word, e. g.: 1

(1) Nem értem, miért nem szereted Brahmst.
(/ do not understand why you do not like Brahms.)
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(2) (a) Jön. (He is coming.)
(b) Ő jön. (It is he who is coming.)

(3) Mondják, hogy megváltozik az idő.
(They say that the weather is changing.)

As personal inflexional suffixes are unambiguous in Hungarian they always may 
refer exactly to the number and the person of the subject if it is for some reason 
left out (see: sentence 1). If in the sentences the personal pronoun is also pressent 
(sentence 2(b) then it receives a special emphasis through which the meaning of 
the whole sentence changes. Sentence (3) has a general indefinite subject and if 
we try to explain the regularities of such sentences (and to compare them with 
corresponding English equivalences) then wc may proceed along two possibilities:

(a) Since it makes no sense to speak about concord or agreement between the 
subject and the predicate where there is no subject word, the only role which can 
be attributed to the inflexional suffix of the verb is that it takes over the role of 
the personal pronoun (or of an other subject word) and refers in its position to 
some extralinguistic item in the same way as a personal pronoun does in subject 
position. On the basis of such a consideration it is then justified to regard the 
personal endings as the full representatives of the subject.1

Although this explanation is not quite impossible and may be satisfactory for 
Hungarian it lacks the necessary generality to take it for a common basis of a 
comparison.

(b) Contrastive studies should be given on the basis of commonly accepted 
categories which reveal typical linguistic properties (R. RUZICKA, 1986). 
Agreement is such a category because even if there are no phonological subjects 
in some sentences of a language we may suppose the presence of an empty 
subject which is responsible for the endings of the verb and which at the same 
time typically characterizes the given language.2 This empty noun phrase bears 
all the characteristic features which are responsible for the form of the verb and 
at the same time it is a grammatical element where the required semantic and 
grammatical properties of the subject (selcctional requirements of the verb)

1 Such an explanation of the inflexional suffix is in contrast to the traditional Bloomfieldian 
distinction between free and bound morphemes. I. suppose that a quite rigid separation of the two 
categories is not fully justified in languages such as Hungarian. Besides the inflexional suffixes there 
are other instances too where bound morphemes may stand alone and behave similarly to free 
elements. So for instance the English prepositional expressions f o r  us. to  us, w ith  th em  etc. have their 
corresponding words in Hungarian n ek i, ho zzá d , velük etc. which represent constructions of purely 
inflectional morphemes (bound forms) wluthoul any free morphemes (personal pronouns) in them.

2 Grammars for languages with similar sentence types (e. g.: Russian. Czech etc.) S|>eak about 
sentences of one or two (main) com|x>nenls and the question of indefinite and general subject is also 
connected to the problem of the appropriate sentence types. (PANEVOVA, 1984)
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appear. In the other (compared) language which typically displays phonological 
subjects in its sentences this category is then expressed by the required lexical 
form bearing the same (or characteristically different) features. In our further 
investigations we shall follow along this line.

2. The concept of general and indefinite subject in English and Hungarian 
Grammars

The term ’’indefinite and general subject’’ does not belong to the regular 
terminology of English grammars. Some decades ago CURME spoke in his 
Grammar (1931:1) about pronouns ’’used as general or indefinite subjects” and 
dealt with the problem of ’’agreement of verb with indefinite subject” (p. 116). 
Whithout any special explanation he subsumed under this category all the 
subjects expressed by the indefinite pronoouns: each one, everybody, etc. In the 
Grammar of Contemporary English (QUIRK et al. 1972) the expression is used 
in a similar way but only tangibly. There we find the „indefinites” each, every, 
everybody, etc. when dealing with the verb form following them (p. 365). 
Seemingly, indefiniteness and generality is taken in the English grammars not as 
a special kind of subject but as a semantic category of some lexical elements 
which may take the subject position. Beside the indefinite pronouns the pronoun 
one is also listed in this group and some personal pronouns too (we, they, you).

In Hungarian grammars the general and indefinite subjects are considered as 
two characteristic special forms usually treated under special headings. In the 
Academy Grammar (MMNyR 1961. II. 113) we find, if e. g.: "... we cannot or i f  
we do not want to nominate definitely the ’’bearer” of the content expressed by 
the predicate” then w'e have sentences with an indefinite subject. For this 
purpose Hungarian first of all uses indefinite pronouns as valaki, valami, mind 
etc. (somebody, something, all). Here the indefinite subject is defined not on the 
basis of special grammatical forms but on that of pragmatic considerations.

The general subject is defined somewhat differently. It is taken as a subclass 
of the indefinite one but in this sentence type inflected verb forms alone (with 
no subject) can also be found. The most frequent subject forms are the indefinite 
pronouns bdrki/bdrmi (whoever, whatever) and very often we find the lexeme 
ember? (MMNyR 1961, II. 114).

The differences in the statements of the two grammars, English and 
Hungarian, are at the first glance not substantial. The term indefinite and general 
subject is more regularly used in Hungarian grammars but what they denote by 
this category can be explained by the lexical meanings of the typical word forms 3 * *

3 Besides this general distinction we can find deviating explanations in other grammars about the 
characteristic differences between the two subject ty|>es. In the classification, not only pragmatic
aspects and formal grammatical features (specific lexemes and some inflectional suffixes) are
mentioned but also other (stylistic) criteria are involved, (e. g.: SZATHMAKI. 1961 : 418-9)
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used in subject position or by the meaning of the verbal inflexional suffixes. 
Nevertheless substantial differences appear if we consider that sentences with 
general subject have in the most cases no phonological subject in Hungarian. A 
single parallelism between the two languages does not exist. This fact which is a 
typological characteristic of Hungarian, may cause some difficulties for English 
speaking learners of Hungarian and also for Hungarians learning English.

It is also remarkable that the word ’’indefinite” has not the same meaning if 
it is used for indefinite pronouns and for indefinite sentences. Grammars proceed 
quite uniformly when they give lists of the indefinite pronouns but they also 
conceed that some indefinite pronouns may function as general subjects (see: 
CURME 1931:116, MMNyR 1961:113-4). At the same time they do not make 
any difference between general subjects expressed by indefinite pronouns and 
those expressed by other grammatical means. In the following we try to find 
differences between the two kinds of generality so that we speak at first about 
sentences with indefinite pronouns as subject and then about sentences with 
general subjects.

3. Sentences with indefinite pronoun subjects in Hungarian and English

Sentences with indefinite pronoun subjects have in Hungarian and in English 
fairly identical structures and the pronouns are also quite similar in their 
meanings. But there are differences between them in their usage which is 
revealed in the grammatical structure of the sentences too.

According to the Hungarian Academy Grammar (qu. a.) valaki valami give 
indefinite subjects, bárki bármi provide sentences with general subjects. As a 
consequence of differences in the meaning they cannot be used in sentences of 
the same structure. E. g.:

(4) (a) Valaki jön. (Somebody is coming)
(b) Valami közeledik. (Something is approaching)

(5) (a) 4Akárki/akármi közeledik.
("^Whosoever whatsoever is approaching.)

(b) + Bárki/bármi közeledik.
(+Whosoever whatsoever is approaching.)

The pronouns valaki/valami express indefiniteness but not so much the 
indefiniteness of the individual as its concealement and that it is unknown to the 
speaker or the hearer. The individual may be unidentified for the hearer 
only. E. g.: 6

(6) Valaki jön. (Én tudom, ki az.)
(Somebody is coming.) (I know who it is.)
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The definiteness of the speakers’ refernce is quite clear in a negative sentence 
if we say:

(7) Valaki nem jöhet.
(Somebody may not come.)

Akárki/akármi, bárki/bármi express generality as indefiniteness of a choise and 
so their use is connected to possibility. E. g.:

(8) (a) Akárki jöhet. (Anyone (at all) may come.)
(b) Bárki jöhet. (Anyone may come.)

(9) Akármi közeledhet. (Anything may approach.)
(b) Bármi közeledhet.

The restrictedness to a nondefined individual in valaki and the extension to 
many possibilities (generality) in akárki/bárki is evident if we say:

(10) Most valaki kérdezhet.
(Now somebody may ask.) (= One individual.)

(11) Most akárki/bárki kérdezhet.
(Now whoever/anybody may put a question.)

The last sentence is indefinite regarding number: not only one but several persons 
may put a question.

It is more difficult to make clear distinction between akárki-bárki and 
akármi-bármi. Both of them are connected to a general possibility of choice but 
their usage is also connected to sentence construction. In sentences where a 
general subject is semantically impossible only valaki-valami can be used in 
subject position. E. g.:

f valaki
(12) H a\ * akárki > nem jöhetne, szóljon.

[ + bárki )
(If somebody is not able to come, he must give notice.)

Akárki seems to refer to greater indefiniteness than bárki. E. g.: 

f bárki )
(13) Ha < y jönni akar, szóljon

| + akárki j
(If anybody/whoever wants to come, he must give notice.)
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Bárki may involve a pejorative qualification too, e. g.: 

f  akárki )
(14) Nem a > jöhet.

[ +bárki J
(Not anybody may come.)

If we now try to express the differences in meaning between these pronominals 
through the grammatical markers

± Indefinite ± General

then we may say:

valaki-valami is [- Definite] and [- General],
akárki-bárki is [-Definite] and [ ± General],

Here [±  General] expresses that the generality of the pronoun is given only as a 
possibility and not in the same real meaning as in the „genuine” general subject 
forms. Besides that, by using a pronominal subject we may refer not only to an 
indefinite and general human being but also to other extralinguistic realities, 
what we can not do with other general subject forms.

In English the indefinite pronouns are also widely used to express indefinite 
and general subjects. E. g.:

(15) (a) Everyone must decide for himself.
(b) Anyone can understand this argumentation.
(c) Somebody wants to make a comment.
(d) Nobody accuses himself.
(e) Whoever talks out of his turn will have his name sent to the office.

Among these pronouns everybody, all, nobody, no one have their equivalents in 
Hungarian, but somebody, anybody^ something, anything provide difficulties for 
Hungarian learners in their appropriate usage. Some and any are treated along 
the distinction assertive -  non-assertive so that the some forms appear in the 
assertive sentences and the any forms in the non-assertive ones. (Hungarian has 
no such distinction.) This characterization is surely correct if they are used as 
adjectives. As pronominal forms their lexical meaning gives complement 
orientation: somebody, something refer to an item which is actually not totally 
undefined but the individual specificity is covered before the speaker or the 
hearer, e. g.:
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( Somebody )
(16) (a) \  l  could help me.

( Anybody J

( somebody ]
(b) Has \ > asked for me?

( anybody J
( something j

(c) Peter wants \  y
) anything. J

{ something )
(d) Do you want \  y

[ anything J

Anybody /anything also refer to a generally indefinite item which is not assigned 
out of a group (and is synonymous with whoever/whatever ). E. g.:

Í+somedoby 1
r asks for me, I am not at home. 

anybody J

The Hungarian and the English indefinite pronominal forms are only partly 
unambiguous:

somebody = valaki, something = valami,
anybody = valaki/bárki/akárki, anything = valami/bármi/akármi
whoever ) whatever )

\  = bárki, y = bármi
whosoever J whatsoever J
everybody = mindenki, but: not everybody = nem mindenki/nem akárki

nobody /
y = senki, 

no one J 
nothing = semmi, 
all = minden/mindenki.
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4. Sentences with general subject in Hungarian

The word ember is probably the most regular expression for the general subject 
in Hungarian. It may express: a generalization of the individual, as c. g.:

(18) A konferenciákon sok embert ismerhet meg az ember.
(At conferences you can get to know a lot of people.)

or it may refer to all „man-like” beings in a general and indefinite sense. E. g.:

(19) Az ember melegségre vágyik.4 
(Everybody needs warmth of feeling.)

Generality may be expressed also by subjectless sentences. In such cases the 
general subject is indicated by two plural personal forms:

(20) Nem mindig okul««/: a történelemből 
(We do not always learn from history.)

(21) A tragédiákat legtöbbször elhallgatja/:.
(People usually conceal tragedies.)

Both of these forms may have the same general meaning as ember, but usually 
first person plural and third person plural are general in a different way. First 
person plural is very often used in connection with the so called plurális auctoris 
(the editorial plural) when the writer of an article employs this form instead of 
the also acceptable first person singular. E. g.:

(22) Megjegyzéseinket az olvasó figyelmébe ajánl/«/:.
(We recommend our remarks to the attention of the reader.)

The first person plural verb form expresses very often the writer jointly with the 
undefined number of readers or a group of people of the same interest. E. g.:

(23) Az eddigiekben két fontos tényt hasonlított««/: össze.
(So far we have compared two important facts.)

(24) A logikusokat két csoportra oszthat/«/:.
(We can divide logicians into two groups.)

4 Sometimes the word világ is used instead of em b er in the second meaning but this is rather 
a metaphorical application: Ilyet még a világ nem látott.
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In other sentences with first person plural it is not clear whether the person 
making the communication is included in the indefinite group of subjects or not, 
e. g.:

(25) Színes tévéket is gyártwnE
(We produce colour TV sets too.)

The indefiniteness in such sentences is understood as an undefined group of 
people without expressing explicitly whether the speaker belongs to this group or 
not. Nevertheless the person of the speaker restricts the indefiniteness of the 
generality because he is somehow connected with the subject.

A similar restriction can also be found in third person plural general subjects 
but the restriction has here a different source:

(26) (a) Öt is megidézte/: a tárgyalásra.
(They summoned him too to the trial.)

(b) A ruhatárban nem találta/: meg az ernyőjét.
(In the cloakroom they did not find his umbrella.)

It is clear that the sentences above have indefinite, general subjects. It is also 
evident that their generality, is restricted. In the first sentence (26/a) this 
restriction is given by the content of the sentence: the invitation to a trial can be 
effectuated only by a special group of persons. In the second sentence (26/b) a 
similar restriction is present and in this case this is implied by the word 
cloakroom: some persons working there did not find the umbrella. The restriction 
in the sentences with the first person and the third person plural predicates are 
very similar in character but the sources for the restriction are different.

Both first person and third person plural verb forms may express (as we 
indicated above) indefinite and general subjects without restriction. E. g.:

(27) A tudást nem adják ingyen.
(They do not give knowledge for nothing.)

(28) Félreértéseken át tanul;«/: meg a nyelvet.
(We learn language through misunderstandings.)

The first person plural form can be compared in its meaning with ember. Instead 
of sentence (18) above we also could say: 29

(29) A konferenciákon sok embert ismerhet««/: meg.
(At conferences we can get to know many people.)
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Evidently, first person plural general subject and ember are not simply 
interchangeable. Ember does not express connectedness with the speaker in the 
same way as the personal suffix does.5

The 3rd person plural verb form expresses, as a rule, restricted generality. Even 
its use in such sentences as (21) and (27) contains some kind of restriction.

There is a third form of sentences with general subject in Hungarian but it is 
used quite rarely:

(30) Erősnek hiszed magad, pedig nagyon gyenge vagy.
(You think yourself strong but you are very weak.)

The general character of this sentence is expressed by the second person singular 
form of the verb. Most sentences of this type have a proverb-like character 
applied to the second person.6

5. General subject forms in English

In English all sentences with general subject have a phonological subject: a noun 
or a pronoun. The nouns used as indefinite and general subjects are: people and 
sometimes man!men. E. g.:

(31) People can be pushed only so far.

5 There is still another possible use of the first person plural inflexional suffix which is typically 
applied by doctors or by a coach. E. g.:

Mától kezdve diétát tartunk.
(From today we go on a diet.) 

or: Nem engedjük magunkra jönni az ellenfelet.
(We do not let the opponent team come upon us.)

According to HALLIDAY such sentences also contain indefinite subjects because they express 
some undefined identification between the speaker and the addressee. (HALLIDAY 1976 : 53) In 
my opinion it is more satisfactory if we take it for a kind of .ingratiating we” of the first person plural 
inflexional suffix (an emphatic pronoun is here not allowed in Hungarian) which refers to the 
well-defined addresse/s but the speaker is excluded in a peculiar and funny way.

6 Sometimes cabaret speakers use the singular second person inflexional suffix to express 
generality. E  g.:

Képzeld, mégy az utcán, és a fejedre esik egy virágcserép.
(Imagene, you are going in the street, and a flower-pot falls on your head.)

Such sentences really involve general appeal, but the verbal form also possesses a funny undertone, 
so that it hardly could be used in a serious speech.
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Here the noun people refers to a large group of individuals collectively and 
indefinitely, to persons in general. This use of the word is not prevalent but 
occurs in other sentential positions too, e. g.:

(32) One could always give people a chance to prove themselves. (QUIRK et 
al.)

Besides people sometimes man/men have also a general and indefinite meaning 
as mentioned above but such an interpretation of the words is not transparent at 
once. Man as a rule means ’adult male human being’ and there arc only some 
occasions where its sense is extended for 'human being in general’. E. g.:

(33) Facts do not exist until man puts into them something of his own.
(34) Ail men known to man use language in some form.

(Steiner: After Babel)

General subject is expressed in English by pronominal forms too. In this role we 
find the pronoun one and some personal pronouns. In most cases the pronoun one 
is used. In such sentences one means ’any human individual’ as c. g.:

(35) (a) He felt at a loss as one does when one changes one’s/his mind.
(b) When one is poor, one thinks „If I had money I would share it with 

my good friends”. (Steinbeck)

In these sentences one could be replaced by any other word expressing a general 
subject.

Personal pronouns also may express general, indefinite subjects in English. For 
this purpose the forms we, you and they are used.

We is used -  as in Hungarian the first person plural inflexional suffix -  in 
different senses. It may designate the reader of a text together with its author 
(the editorial subject). E. g.:

(36) (a) We come here to one of the major themes of American intellectual
history. (Commagcr)

(b) Here we cannot account for the constraints...

In these sentences the meaning of we is much more extended than its usual 
denoting force in an ordinary conversation where we denotes the speaker with 
his immediate partners. Nevertheness this expanded meaning may be still more 
enlarged so that it includes some persons outside the circle of the readers or even 
refers to any person at all. In such cases the speaker remains also included. E. g.: 37

(37) (a) We do not as yet have anything comparable to Meinccke’s Die
Entstehung des Historismus... (Commagcr)
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(b) ... the aspect of Latin grammar on which we have traditionally 
concentrated is the paradigms of inflection. (QUIRK et al.)
(About the general „medical we” of HALLIDAY see footnote 5.)

The pronoun you as indefinite subject refers to all persons hearing or reading a 
given text. This is the way in which you is used in instructions or directions of 
use.The speaker himself is excluded from the denotational range of the subject.
E. g.:

(38) First you take a ream of paper and you place it on the feed table.

Very often you has a still more extended meaning of a general subject, e. g.:

(39) (a) What can you expect of wine you find.
(Steinbeck)

(b) You can never say something meaningful by accumulating 
absurdities.

Contrary to sentences (36/a, b) here the speaker himself is included in the 
group of all human beings to which the pronoun you refers7.

The pronoun they may also denote an undefined group of persons. E. g.:

(40) (a) They said it could not be done.
(b) They declared him fit for military service.

In these examples we do not know exactly whom the pronoun refers to as in 
normal conversation when they is used anaphorically or as a deixis. The speaker 
excludes himself from the reference domain of the subject the extension of which 
is not absolutely general but is retricted to a special, indefinite generality.

Generality expressed in these subject forms can be characterized by the 
categories [- Definite] [+ General],

We have seen that some of the subject forms were unrestricted in their general 
meaning, others were restricted. It is very difficult to give the content of the 
restrictions in an exact form. They are distributed in the two languages as 
follows.

7 The pronoun y o u  m instructions is expressed in Hungarian through the imperative 3. pers. 
singand is not considered as a general subject.
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unrestricted restricted
generality generality

English man/men, people we, they
oone, we, you

Hungarian8 ember
1. pers. plur. 1. person plur.
(3. pers. plur.) 3. person plur.

According to this the correspondencies between the two languages are:

English Hungarian

man/men ember
people ------ 1. pers. plur. RLn
one

you ------------------  (ember
we8611 ------__ lember

1. pers. plur.86"'
werestr’ -----------------  1. pers. plur.restr
they ------------------- 3. pers. plur.

Hungarian English
man/men
people

ember -----------------  one
you
we

we
1. pers. plur.8en-------  one

man/men, people

1. pers. plur.restr.------ we
3. p. plur.res,r' ----------  they

people
(S.p.plur8®")--------------  man/men

one

8 The second person singular form (p. 15) is nol included here. Third person plural has genuinely 
restricted meaning.
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6. Questions of concord in sentences with general and indefinite subjects

In Hungarian concord problems are not numerous. In sentences with no 
phonological subject concord is not possible and as the word ember has its general 
subject meaning only in the singular, a plural agreement should be expected when 
the general subject is expressed by indefinite pronouns designating plurality: 
bárki, akárki. But these pronouns are used only in their singular forms.

The only indefinite general subject in Hungarian which may cause 
uncertainties in concord is the pronoun mind. It may have a verbal predicate in 
singular or in plural, e. g.:

(41) (a) Mind eltűnt.
(All has disappeared.)

(b) Mind eltűntei:.
(All have disappeared.)

The differences between the two forms is not merely a question of unstable 
usage. Both sentences are correct but they have different meanings.

(a) mind with singular verb forms refers to non-human beings denoted 
by a collective noun or mass noun,

(b) mind with plural agreement refers to human individuals collectively. 
(To avoid homonyms it is possible to use instead of mindb the word 
form mindannyian which is the numeral mindannyi (= mind) with an 
adverbial ending.)

In English all is also used differently. According to CURME all may have 
singular or plural agreement (CURME 1931:525), and it may refer to a mass 
noun. 42

(42) A ll  is not gold that glitters.
(Nem minden arany, ami fénylik.)

are correct both in English and Hungarian.

There are some pronouns in English which are singular in their form (and 
meaning), but because of their indefiniteness, neither he nor she (his, her 
respectively) are appropriate to replace them or to refer to them. (Hungarian has 
no such problems because there is only one personal and possessive pronoun for 
the third person singular.) These indefinite pronouns in English are: somebody,
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someone, anybody, anyone, whoever, whosoever, everyone, everybody, no one, 
nobody, one.

The singular pronoun traditionally used to replace these forms is the 
masculine he (his), the grammatically unmarked form which may refer both to 
men and women. So it is correct to say:

(43) No one is happy when he is abandoned.
or:

(44) Everybody took his raincoat.

However in our days when neutrality to sexual differences may evoke 
disapproval, people may feel unhappy to use this pronoun. On the other hand it 
is quite incorrect to refer to an indefinite pronoun with he outside the sentence. 
E. g.:

(45) Everybody left in a hurry. +He took his raincoat.
There can be two alternative solutions to this problem:

(a) Instead of the masculine form alone she (her) is also used, e. g.:
(46) One does not miss that one has never had; but it’s awfully hard going 

withouth things after one has commenced thinking they are his-hers 
(English language needs another pronoun) by natural right. (Webster)

and
(b) instead of the singular form the plural they (their) is also accepted.

E. g.:

(47) Everybody found their seat.

7. Some semantic and pragmatic problems concerning the indefinite and 
general subjects

As we have seen, English uses two types of words to denote the general and 
indefinite subject. One of them, the indefinite pronouns, refer only to something 
undefined or general, the other (people, man, we, you, they, one) are used in this 
role occasionally as one possibility of their application. In Hungarian the 
situation is similar: we also find there the indefinite and general pronouns and 
parallel to the English people and man, Hungarian uses the noun ember. Instead 
of the personal pronouns verbal inflexional suffixes are used in Hungarian which, 
similarly to the English personal pronouns, have other functions too. For both 
languages the question remains: how to differentiate the general meanings of the 
pronouns (verbal endings) and common nouns from cases when they have other 
applications.
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An important semantic characteristic of all word forms and constructions in 
subject position is that they refer to some extralinguistic item in our universe of 
discourse. In contrast to other subject forms the general and indefinite subjects 
refer to items which are not defined and determined. In the followings we try to 
show what cues are available for the reader (hearer) to interpret the given word 
form as a general subject if there are other possibilities too.

(i) In subject position the indefinite pronouns must be understood as 
indefinite or general subjects. It is also evident when this indefiniteness refers to 
human beings alone or to other items in the universe of discourse. In this respect 
Hungarian and English do not differ.

(ii) The noun ember has various use E. g.:

(48) (a) Egy ember közeledett.
(A person/somebody was approaching.)

(b) Emberek vagyunk mi is.
(We are also human beings.)

(c) Az emberek mind ilyenek.
(People are all like that.)

(d) Ember volt a javából.
(He was a man in a ture sense.)

(e) Egy ember nem tesz ilyet.
(A man never behaves like that.)

(f) Az ember csak állt és hallgatott.
(The man only stood (there) and didn’t say a word.)

(g) Az ember tollatlan kétlábú.
(Man is a featherless biped.)

(h) Az ember boldogságra vágyik.
(Man seeks happiness.)

In these sentences the word ember is used in the singular and the plural with the 
definite and indefinite article. As general subject it has the definite article in the 
singular (h). In the similar (f) sentence ember is an appellative and replaces the 
personal noun or an other hyponym to designate a certain individual. In sentence
(g) ember is used in its generic sense referring to a special kind of living creature. 
An antecedent is not necessary in this case.

As an undefined subject ember is used with an indefinite article in the 
singular (a). It is in contrast to the similar (d) and (e) where it designates a certain 
assessable quality.
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The situation with English man/men and people is very similar to that in 
Hungarian. E. g.:

(49) (a) The man could not answer.
(b) A man's character is his destiny.
(c) To the good man no evil thing can happen.
(d) What is a man to do?
(e) We need not rely upon what men said, let us look rather what men 

did.
(50) (a) People can talk to each other without saying a word.

(b) This is like many other question that people puzzle temselves over.

It is fairly difficult to find direct and unambiguous criteria which could be used 
to pick out immediately the general reference of man/men and people. As a 
general rule a negative selection seems to be acceptable: if the given noun is not 
an appellative, if it does not have generic reference and does not define a 
masculine human being and if it gives no qualification, then we must interpret it 
as a general subject.

(iii) The English pronoun one also may have different meanings but they can 
be distinguished grammatically. In the sentences below one may be a nominal 
substitute (a), an indefinite article (b), a pro-word (c) and a general subject (d):

(51) (a) A rug can be used under the piano. I would like to buy a tiny one.
(b) He wanted a cup of coffee and he poured himself one.
(c) The one the boy really loved was his grandfather.
(d) One never knows what might happen.

Here the differences in meaning are accompanied by differences in structural 
environment.

(iv) The personal pronouns in English and the corresponding Hungarian 
verbal inflexional suffixes provide more difficulties. /  and the first person 
singular ending in Hungarian always refer to the speaker or, in a quotation, to 
another definite person. He and she, the third person singular forms are, as a 
rule, replacers with an anaphoric or deictic function. It may have an indefinite 
exophoric reference but in this role it differs from those pronouns with general 
meaning we have dealt with so far. In the sentence

(52) It is raining today.

the value of it has been defined differently by different grammarians. 
JESPERSEN calls it „the conccptional neuter” (JESPERSEN 1924:241),
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CURME takes it for an ’’impersonal” (CURME 1931:7) the Contemporary 
English Grammar interprets it as an ’’empty it” (QUIRK et al. 1976:354) and 
according to HALLIDAY it is ”an universal meteorological operator” 
(HALLIDAY 1976:53).

The role of the third person singular ending in Hungarian is also controversial. 
For most grammarians it may express an indefinite or general subject in some 
specific sentences, but such an explanation leaves some questions unanswered. 
We can e. g., say that the werb with (zero) third person ending in the sentence:

(53) Dörög.
(It thunders.)

refers unambiguously to the noun az ég (the sky) as the only possible subject. 
Nevertheless there are sentences of the same type with verbs which do not allow 
a similar completion. E. g.:

(54) (a) Fagy.
(It freezes.)

(b) Havazik.
(It snovs.)

In these last two sentences the verbal predicates do not require any nominals as 
possible subjects. And if we ask what that general human entity is to which all 
the general subject words in English and the empty nominal phrases with the 
corresponding verbal endings in Hungarian referred to then the answer can be 
only that there is no entity in our universe of discourse to which we could 
suppose that the predicate refers. (It never evokes the claim to ask ’’Who does 
it?” ’’What does it?” It is therefore more adequate to say that while sentence 
(53) has a definite (elliptic) subject, sentences like (54/a. b.) have no subject in 
Hungarian.9

For you in English there are two corresponding forms in Hungarian: te (sg.) ti 
(pi.). The corresponding singular verb ending may have general meaning, the 
plural has always an elliptic subject. We and they and the corresponding verbal 
inflexional suffixes in Hungarian are also ambiguous.

9 I would also subsume to this category all the Hungarian sentences liich have an "infinitive 
subject" like: Innen mindent jól (lehet) látni. (From here you can see everything well.)
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It is difficult to define along what fixed strategies the hearer or the reader 
decides whether he has to do really with a general subject or with a pronoun 
(verbal inflexional suffix) with definite meaning. According to Halliday the 
general and indefinite subject words (in his terminology the ’’institutionalized 
exophora”) ”... make no demands either on the verbal extent or on the 
context of the situation ...” and therefore we must not require that the 
hearer/reader ”... performs the operations as a systematic research in this or any 
other order.” (HALLIDAY 1976:53-4). It is naturally necessary to suppose that 
the readcr/hcarer is confronted with a text where the interpretation of the 
elements requires a broader frame than the sentence alone. It is really the strong 
textual cohesion which is somehow interrupted through the appearance of a 
general or indefinite subject which, as a rule, has a universal character and fits 
into any context. In some cases the hearer/reader has to go rather far to detect 
this generality. Tliis is valid not only for the personal pronouns (and inflexional 
suffixes) but for other forms too.

8. Summary

Both Hungarian and English possess the category of general and indefinite 
subject. The semantic value of the forms is fairly adequate in the two languages 
but they differ in the grammatical realization. Indefinite pronouns are used for 
this purpose in both languages and some of them express indefinite subjects, 
some generality. Instead of some personal pronouns and one in English, 
Hungarian uses two plural personal endings of the verb to express generality. In 
Hungarian the noun ember, in English man/men and people are used for the same 
purpose. Generality can be expressed in the two languages either in an 
unrestricted or in a restricted sense. The exact application of the corresponding 
forms requires an analysis of their meanings.
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Adjective-Noun Collocations in English and Hungarian

Pál Heltai

ELTE Foreign Languages Further Education Centre, Budapest

1. "He spoke English slowly and precisely with a slight accent, but quite 
idiomatically”. (CHRISTIE 1960:35.) This sentence sums up the native speaker’s 
attitude to foreigner talk: a slight accent (and possibly some grammatical 
mistakes) and slowness of speech are forgiveable as long as you speak the 
language ’’idiomatically”.

But what does „idiomatically” mean? M. Thibault’s evidence in Cristie’s 
thriller does not contain a single phrase that would be classed as an „idiom” by 
teachers or learners of English. It does, however, contain a number of habitual 
collocations, such as ’’professional name", ’’professional woman”, „attend to 
business”, and the like. The meanings of these collocations can be deduced from 
the meanings of their components; yet they are peculiar to English. ’’Idiomatic” 
then is rather a matter of using habitual collocations than a matter of using 
so-called ’’idiomatic" phrases of the type "red herring” or "red tape” (GORELIK 
1967:4.)

1.1. Habitual collocations are language specific. There is no earthly reason why 
’’probability” should collocate with ’’strong” and "high”, but not with "good”, 
while ’’chance” can collocate with "good”, but not with ’’strong” and "high” 
(BOLINGER 1981:55.)

Habitual collocations are difficult to learn for foreign learners. Some of the 
difficulty derives from the fact that, as a rule, we are not aware of the arbitrary 
character of collocations in our native language, and tend to transfer them into 
the target language. Such transfer may be less conspicuous in speech production 
when learners use a limited number of habitual collocations which they know 
well, but it assumes greater importance in translation, where the influence of the 
native language is more direct, and learners are forced to use some habitual



collocations they would avoid in spontaneous speech using a suitable 
communicative strategy. Curiously enough, the translation of target language 
(TL) collocations does also give rise to interference in the native language (NL), 
which is uncommon in other areas (grammar and phonology) when the target 
language is learned as a foreign and not a second language. The reasons for such 
interference will be discussed later on.

Collocations give trouble to the student and the translator also because they 
arc not (and probably cannot be) fully represented in dictionaries. Thus, the 
collocations with ’’probability” and ’’chance” cited above are not listed in cither 
the ORSZAGH dictionaries or Hornby’s OALDCE.

The third and probably the greatest difficulty with collocations is that they 
are, as mentioned above, unpredictable, and can only be learned through 
memorization (BANCZEROWSKY 1974:28). Even if one does not quite agree 
with this view it must be accepted that at least a considerable proportion of 
collocations arc unpredictable and can only be learned through memorization. 
According to NIDA (1975:106) it takes about twenty years’ active exposure to 
the TL to acquire its collocations.

1.2. The importance of collocations for the foreign learner is variable. An error 
in using habitual collocations, just like other types of errors, may or may not 
disrupt communication, depending on the situation or context (ENQUIST 
1973:22). However, it may be said that in general the potential of erroneous 
collocations for disrupting communication is not very great: an error of this type 
will make foreigner talk sound ’’odd”, but the meaning can still be inferred 
(LAUFER 1987). Of course, it is exactly this oddity, i.e. the incorrect use of 
collocations, or the nonuse of habitual collocations that marks the speaker as a 
foreigner (L1NNARUD 1983:255). Therefore, collocations arc important at the 
advanced level and in situations where formal correctness is required.

One kind of situation which does not tolerate collocational violations is 
translation. Formal correctness is always more important in the written mode. In 
addition, translation is always heavy reading, for reasons that may well be 
beyond the translator’s control, and if it is made even heavier by collocational 
violations.the reader will give up reading; thus the translation will have failed its 
purpose. Therefore, teaching and learning translation, either as part of a general 
language course or on a professional basis, should benefit from the study of 
collocations.

I do not want to go into the question of the difference between acquisition 
and learning. While I accept that there is a significant difference, I do not believe 
that the two can be kept as neatly apart as is suggested in the literature. The 
present paper will concentrate on translation, and thus it would seem that it has 
nothing to say on acquisition. That may or may not be the case. I suspect that 
there are things that cannot be acquired under the conditions of formal learning 
-  and most of our language teaching takes place under conditions of formal
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learning -  and in that case the best we can do is to teach and learn them. The 
area of adjective-noun collocations may be one where formal teaching cannot 
provide adequate exposure for learners to acquire them completely, and explicit 
formal teaching may be helpful. According to IVIR (1983:6) when a direct 
correspondent of an English adjective-noun collocation is lacking in the learner’s 
NL, „the target structure can be reached only if it is consciously learned -  and 
even then it is easily missed whenever a different native structure can be ’copied’ 
without producing ungrammaticality”. Study of collocations based on intralingual 
comparisons is very desirable, but I am convinced that interlingual comparisons 
are also needed.

2. The present paper aims to contrast Adjective-Noun (A+N) collocations in 
English and Hungarian. This is of course a vast area of study and cannot be 
covered in full detail within the scope of the present paper. What I propose to do 
is to compare a high number of A+N collocations on the basis of dictionaries and 
to provide a wide survey of most of the problems in this area. In addition, I will 
select some smaller areas for a deeper analysis. This selection will be based on 
practical rather than theoretical considerations.

2.1. Some text types are more likely to be translated into a foreign language 
than other kinds. The most often translated text-types are technical and 
journalistic texts. Such texts contain a great number of A+N collocations in 
which basic physical state adjectives are used with abstract nouns in a 
transferred sense. Since the present paper focuses on translation, this problem 
will be its central concern.

2.2. Originally, the present paper had no theoretical axes to grind. It was 
designed to serve the practical purpose of teaching translation and, in a wider 
context, of teaching vacobulary. In the course of work, however, it became 
increasingly clear that the subject had important theoretical implications.

Whorf states that a characteristic feature of SAE languages is that they tend 
to express non-spatial relations by spatial relations (WHORF 1956:153-6), while 
LAKOFF and JOHNSON claim that our conceptualization of the world is 
basically and necessarily metaphorical in nature, and there are certain universal 
human metaphors which have perceptual bases (LAKOFF and JOHNSON 
1980:3-22). Obviously, interlingual comparions of A+N collocations have an 
important bearing on such hypotheses.

2.3. The original pedagogical objective has also remained, which is to provide 
data on interlingual differences in A+N collocations in English and Hungarian, 
thereby providing assistance in teaching translation and vocabulary at the 
advanced or the professional level.
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An important point that has to be discussed even before we have those data 
is how to make use of them. They can be incorporated into dictionaries, e.g. into 
a contrastive learner’s dictionary as proposed by DMITRIJEVIC (1977:137). 
Such a contrastive dictionary would contain explicit information on differences 
in system and usage where presentday dictionaries have no or only implicit 
information. ROOS (1976:62) sums up the aims of contrastive collocational 
analysis in the same way. „By contrasting the selection restrictions and 
collocational preferences of lexical items which would be equivalent or even 
congruent on the basis of their semantic features one can account for the 
differences in usage not as most dictionaries do by means of unsystematically 
and inconsistently listed examples but within the framework of a linguistic theory 
and in terms of formal categories. Such a description can state explicitly the 
similarities and differences of equivalent lexical items. Where dictionaries leave 
their user with the difficulty of choice, a contrastive collocational analysis states 
explicitly which lexical item fulfills best the collocational requirements”.

The data could also be used in special dictionaries of collocations and general 
dictionaries could also pay more attention to matters collocational. However, it 
seems unlikely that the dictionary could be the only and best place for contrastive 
information on collocations. A dictionary would have to have unlimited space to 
list all A+N collocations (not to speak of other collocations), and even if such 
coverage were possible, it would not be economical. In addition, it would be 
difficult to extract information from such an outsize dictionary. What is needed 
then, in addition to improved and expanded dictionaries, is a course in 
contrastive lexicology, with heavy stress on collocations. Such a course could be 
used directly in teacher and translator training, and indirectly (as a sourcebook) 
at the different levels of language teaching and learning.

As I hinted above, I do not quite accept the view that all collocations are 
unpredictable. There are certain general patterns and general differences between 
the patterns of one language and another that can be observed, described, and 
made use of in language teaching. Since these patterns concern groups of words, 
they cannot be adequately dealt with in dictionaries, where single words or 
lexical items constitute the basic units.

At the advanced level conscious study of these general patterns of differences 
is desirable. Teachers should be aware of such patterns, even if they teach less 
advanced classes and do not base their teaching on the contrastive principle. 1 
am convinced that it is not only memorization of isolated collocations that the 
learner can do. By consciously studying the most frequent collocations in the TL, 
the interlingual collocational trouble spots, and the general differences in 
collocational patterns, the learner can also learn when transfer from the NL can 
be relied on and when he must be on his guard (cf. KELLERMAN 1978.)
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3. Only prenominal attributive constructions will be dealt with in the present 
study. Cases where one of the languages has an A+N construction and the other 
has a different construction will be touched upon, but not discussed in full detail.

The data were drawn from various sources: dictionaries,1 works of fiction, 
news magazines and technical books. I have also drawn on my intuition and 
experience in teaching translation. The informal nature of data collection will not 
allow for exact statistical statements to be made. In spite of this limitation, I hope 
that the data will allow some generalizations to be made which may be relied 
upon as a good starting point for further research.

3.1. The most important point that has been examined in this study concerns 
the differences in the extended meanings of selected basic physical state 
adjectives. The following questions were asked:

-  What kinds of relations can be expressed by dictionary-equivalent 
adjectives in English and Hungarian?

-  Are the same relations expressed by the adjectives of the other language 
in their various transferred senses or not? Is there a regular pattern of 
differences here?

-  Is the extension of meaning based on experiential or symbolic features 
(AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:61)? Is the ground for a metaphorical 
extension of meaning easily recognized?
Is the modification relationship between the adjective and the noun a 
direct or indirect one?

3.2. In addition to the questions described above, the following points have been 
touched upon: differences in the use of synonymic adjectives; differences in the 
use of sematically depleted adjectives; false congnates; non-equivalent adjectives; 
derivational adjectives, and some comparative-degree adjectives. The choice of 
these points and the manner of their treatment were dictated, as said above, by 
practical considerations.

1 The following diclionaries were used as the main sources of information: Magyar Értelmlezö 
Kéziszótár, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Contemporary English, and ORSZÁG’s 
English-Hungarian and Hungarian-English dictionaries (unabridged). OALDCE was used in preference 
to other, larger English dictionaries because it contains a higher number of A + N collocations.
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4. In the first stage of this investigation the following pairs of basic physical 
state, mainly spatial, adjectives were dealt with.

great/large/big nagy
small/little kis/kicsi

long hosszú
short/brief rövid

wide/broad széles/bő
narrow keskeny/szűk

high/tall magas
low/short alacsony

deep mély
shallow sekély

thick vastag
thin vékony

heavy nehéz
light könnyű

hard kemény
soft puha/lágy

strong erős
weak gyenge

These adjectives were selected because they are among the most common 
adjectives and in the text types mentioned above they are among the most 
common adjectives used in an extended sense. In addition, spatialization 
metaphors are among the most common universal metaphors (LAKOFF and 
JOHNSON 1980:18).

The three additional adjective pairs were selected because „heavy/light” and 
„strong/weak”, expressive of degree and intensity, are particularly important in 
technical texts, while „hard/soft” as a means of expressing evaluation is common 
in all types of text.

The comparisons made in this study were not concerned with the basic 
meanings of the adjectives listed, nor with the differences in meaning between 
synonyms like „wide” and „broad”. These questions have been dealt with by 
ANDRÁS (1980).

The adjectives listed express a host of relations, which are sometimes difficult 
to distinguish and name. When such difficulty was encountered, labels were 
adopted on an ad-hoc basis.
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The results of comparison are presented for three pairs of one-dimensional 
adjectives: „long/short”, „wide/narrow”, and ,,high/low” and their Hungarian 
equivalents in Tables l.a to l.f. A plus sign (+) is used to indicate that the 
adjective is regularly used to express the given relation, and a minus sign (-) 
indicates that it is not so used. The plus sign is bracketed when the collocation 
is possible, but uncommon or atypical. A question mark (?) indicates that there 
may be doubts about the acceptability or the existence of the given collocation. 
After a minus sign, the collocation which has a meaning equivalent to the 
collocation in the other language, but uses a non-correspondent adjective, is given 
in brackets. The lack of a bracketed equivalent means that the collocation can 
only be rendered in the other language by radically different means, a different 
syntactic construction or a paraphrase.
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Table l.a.

LONG HOSSZÚ

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension + long stick + hosszú bot
W  Stature (+) long fellow + hosszú legény
c/ Distance + long ball + hosszú labda

+ long pass + hosszú átadás
+ long jump -  (távolugrás)
+ long approach -  (berepülés távolról)
+ long jab -  (távoli ütés)
+ long range -  (nagy lőtávolsáe )
+ long hole ? (? hosszú lyuk)
+ long reack -  -

2. Non-spatical
a/  Temporal + long lime + hosszú idő

+ long poem + hosszú költeményt
+1 ong memory -  (jó memória )3
+ long views -  (előrelátás)
+ long credit -  (hosszú lejáratú hitel)

b/ Quantitative,
numerical + long suit (cards) + hosszú szín (kártyában )

+ long drink + hosszú ital**
+ long price -  (nagy/magas ár)
+ long purse -  (teletömött erszény)
+ long wind -  (jószufla)
+ long dye bath -  (híg festőié)
+ long guess -  -
+ long odds -  (nagy esélyek)
+ long shot -  -

c/ Miscellanoeus + long tongue -  (csípős nyelv)
-(spin out a yarn) + hosszú lére ereszt
—  + hosszúlépés3
-  (qucen"s side
castling) + hosszúsánc 1

1 "Hosszú sarok" (long corner) exists in Hungarian football language, and "hosszú lyuk” may very 
well be used in the same way.

2 "Long poem" and "liosszú kötelmény" may be regarded as expressing either a spatial or temporal 
relation.

3 "Long memory”m, "long views” and "and credit" are instances of indirect modification (see below).
4 "Long drink” and ’hosszú ital" do not mean exactly the same. The English phrase refers to quantity, 

the Hungarian phrase to concentration.
5 "Hosszúlépés” is a drink containing one third wine and two thirds soda water.
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Table 1 .b.

SHORT RÖVID

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension + short stick + rövid bot
b/ Stature + short man -  (alacsony ember)
c/ Distance + short ball + rövid labda

+ short cut -  -
2. Non-Spatial

a/ Temporal + short time + rövid idő
+ brief time
+ short vowel + rövid magánhangzó
+ short poem + rövid költemény1

2+ short memory + rövid ész
o

+ short bill -  (rövid lejáratú számla)
b/ Quantitative,

numerical + short price + kis/alacsony ár
+ short list -  (szőkébb lista)
+ short supply -  (nem megfelelő ellátás)
+ short weight/measure -  -
+ short drink + rövid ital
+ short suit (cards) + rövid szín (kártyában)
+ short odds -  —

c/ Miscellaneous + short temper + rövid türelem^
+ short behaviour 1

1 See the note for .Jong poem" on p. 100.
2 "ész” is not the exact equivalent of "memory”: it means "brains" or "wits”. However, the phrase 

is equivalent to "short memory”.
3 "rövid lejáratú” contains the equivalent of "short", which, however, cannot be used on its own, 

only in the compound.
4 "to give short weight/measure”; the Hungarian equivalent is "szűkén méri”. However, the 

equivalent of "short” is increasingly used in the phrase "Lehet két dekával rövidebb?" (Can it be two 
decagrams short?) This use of "rövid” is only predicative.

5 Further examples of "short” in the quantitative sense can be found in set phrases and compounds, 
e.g. shortchange, short breath, be on short time, short-staffed, shortcoming, shortfall, short-winded, 
short-witted, shortlanded, short-shipped, short delivery, etc.

6 "türelem” is not the translation equivalent of "temper", but "patience”. However, it can be 
regarded as a working equivalent in the phrase "rövid türelem”.
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Table 1. c. .
WIDE SZÉLES1
BROAD Bő. TÁG

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension + wide/broad river + széles folyó

b/ Diameter + wide neck (bottle) + széles száj (üveg)

c/ Extent + wide/broad field + széles mező
O

d/ Distance + wide ball (+) széles labda
+ wide journey -  (távoli utazás)

e/ Volume + wide trousers + bő nadrág
-  (too large shoe) + tág cipő

2. Non-Spatial
a/ Behaviour + wide/broad smile + széles mosoly

-  (high spirits) + széles (jó)kedv

-  (sweeping gestures) + széles gesztusok

-  + széles előadásmód

b/ Intellect + broad views -  (liberális nézetek)

+ broad humour -  (durva humor)

c/ Communication + broad accent -  (parasztos beszéd)

+ broad hint -  (félreérthetetlen célzás)

+ broad story -  (sikamlós történet) 1 2 3

1 The relationship between "wide”and "broad” is of course not the same as that between "széles”, 
"bő” and "tág".

2 "széles labda" has been recently adopted in Hungarian in television broadcasts of tennis. It is 
not regarded as fully naturalized.

3 While the equivalent of "wide trousers” is "bő nadrág”, the best equivalent of "bő nadrág" would 
be Toose/-fitting) trousers".
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d/ Quantity, number,
. degree + wide/broad knowledge (+) széles (körű) tudás4

+ wide/broad interest (+) széles (körű) érdeklődés4

+ wide/broad circle + széles baráti kör
of friends

+ wide/broad difference -  (nagy különbség)

+ wide sections + széles rétegek
(of society)

+ wide culture -  (nagy műveltség)

-  (numerous opportunities) + bő alkalom

-  (with plenty of water) + bő viz(ben)

-  (welter of detail) + bő részletezés

+ wide/broad selection + széles/bő választék

+ wide possibilities + tág lehetőségek

e/ Miscellaneous + wide views + széles látókör(ű)

+ wide question + széles/tág kérdés

+ broad facts -  (puszta tények)

+ broad daylight -  (fényes nappal)

+ broad outline + széles körvonalak

+ broad distinction — (általános megkülönböztetés)

+ wide/broad sense + széles/tág értelem

+ wide/broad definition + széles/tág meghatározás

4 "széles” is seldom used in these collocations; the compound "széles körű” ("wide-ranging”) is 
the usual form.
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Table 1. d

NARROW KESKENY
SZŰK

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension + narrow road + keskeny út
b/ Body parts + narrow face/head/ + keskeny arc/fej/csip<5;

waist szűk csípd
c/ Diameter + narrow corridor + keskeny/szúk folyosó
d/ Angle + narrow curve + szűk (éles) kanyar
e/ Volume -  (tight shoes) + szűk cipó

-  (tight-fitting clothes) + szűk ruha
2. Non-Spatial

a/ Intellect + narrow-minded + szűk látókörű
+ narrow views -  (szűk látókörű nézetek)*

b/ Quantity,
number, degree + narrow circle + szűk kör

2+ narrow circumstances (+) szűkös körülmények
2-  (restricted possibilities) (+) szűkös lehetőségek

+ narrow bounds + szűk területen
d  Miscellaneous + narrow search -  (alapos kutatás)

+ narrow reading -  (alapos olvasás)
+ narrow escape -  -
+ narrow miss -  -
+ narrow vowel + szűk magánhangzó
+ narrow sense + szűk értelem
-  (lean year) + szűk esztendő
+ narrow interest + szűk (kicsinyes) érdek
-  (close position) + szűk fekvés

(music) (zene) 1 2

1 The equivalent of "narrow" ("szűk”) is marginally possible, but very rare; the compound "szűk 
látókörű” ("with narrow field of vision") is commonly used.

2 "Szűkös", derived from "szűk", may be regarded as almost identical with the latter, since 
sometimes it is used in a spatial sense, too.
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Table 1. e.

HIGH. TALL MAGAS

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension +high mountain/gate + magas hegy/kapu

+ tall man/gate + magas ember/kapu
b/ Body parts + high forehead + magas homlok

+ high cheekbones -  (kiálló pofacsontok)
+ high breasts ?

d  Distance + high ball + magas labda
+ high ceiling + magas mennyezet
+ high water + magas vízállás
+ high tide -  (dagály)
+ high jump -  (magasugrás)
+ high dive -  (toronyugrás)
+ high view

2. Non-Spatial
a/ Pitch + high(-pitched)voice + magas hang
b/ Morals

(♦Evaluation) + high thoughts -  (magasröptű gondolatok)1 2
+ high mind -  (emelkedett lélek)
+ high character -  (nemes jellem)

2c/ Emotions + high spirits (+) magas kedv (széles kedv)
+ high words -  (haragos szavak)

d/ Social importance + high politics + magas politika
+ high office + magas állás
+ high rank + magas rang
+ high contracting parties + magas szerzódó felek
+ high person (?), -ality + magas személyiség

e/ Main + High Altar/Street -  (főoltár, főutca)
+ high road (to ruin) ----
+ high treason -  (hazaárulás)
+ high noon/day -  (világos nappal)
+ high summer -  (nyár dereka)
+ high season -  (főszezon)
+ high time - (legfőbb ideje)

1 "magasröptű” ("high-flying”) is the usual form, "magas" alone might occur, but is unusual.
2 "Széles kedv" is the usual phrase; "magas kedv” is not familiar to many speakers of Hungarian, 

but occurs in literature (Toldi).
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f/ Age -  (advanced age) + magas kor
g/ Attilude,

behaviour + high-brow -  (intellektuális)
+ high hand (with a -) - (fölényeskedve)
+ high Tory - (szélsőséges)

h/ Evaluation + high appreciation + magas elismerés
+ high ambitions -  (nagy becsvágy)
+ high opinion -  (jó vélemény)
+ high reputation -  (nagy/jó hírnév)
+ high terms -  (elismerő szavak)
+ tall order/lalk/story/ words -  -

*5

j/ Miscellaneous + high male
+ high day -  (ünnepnap)
-  (front vowel) + magas magánhangzó

k/ Intensity + high wind -  (nagy/erós szél)
+ high colour (erős/élénk szín)
+ high feelings -  (erős érzések)
+ high light -  (erős fény)
+ high polish -

1/ Quantity,
number, degree + high number /figure (+) magas/nagy szám(jegy)

+ high sum (+) magas/nagy összeg
+ high amount/quantity -  (nagy mennyiség)
+ high degree -  (nagy mérték/

fok: ?magas fok)
+ high extent -  (nagy mérték/

fok; ?magas fok)
+ high dosage -  (nagy adag/dózis)
+ high mileage
+ high incidence -  (nagy gyakoriság)
+ high class -  (első osztályú)
+ high level (of) + magas szint
+ high standard + magas színvonal
+ high value (+) nagy/magas érték
+ high price + nagy/magas ár
+ high salary + nagy/magas fizetés
+ high money (+) (magas kamatlábra

felvett pénz4)

3 "High male” meaning "sexually mature and active" is taken over from HLEBEC (1983:79).
4 "magas pénz" is not possible in Hungarian: the paraphrase used to translate "high money” will, 

however, contain the adjective "magas": „magas kamatlábra felvett pénz" ("money borrowed at a 
high rate of interest”).
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+ high stakes -  (nagy tét)
+ high game -
+ high cards + magas(abb értékű) lapok
+ high pressure + magas/nagy nyomás
+ high speed (+) magas/nagy sebesség
+ high sensitivity (+) magas/nagy

fényérzékenység

+ high latitude + magas földrajzi
szélesség

+ high pulse -  (szapora pulzus)
+ high machine -  (nagy sebességű gép)
+ high dilution -  (erős hígítás)
+ high concentration -  (erős koncentráció)
+ high explosive -  (nagy erejű robbanószer)
+ high diet -  (erős/dús táplálkozás)
+ high tea -  -
+ high butter -  (avas vaj)
+ high importance -  (nagy jelentőség)
+ high priority -  -
+ high demands (+) magas/nagy igények
+ high respect -  (nagy/mély tisztelet)
+ high productivity/

efficiency (+) magas/fokú/ /nagy
hatékonyságé

+ high risk -  (nagy kockázat)
+ high security -  (nagy/rendkívüli biztonság)
+ high competence -  (nagy/? magas fokú hozzáértés)
+ high probability -  (nagy valószínűség)
+ high courage -  (nagy bátorság)
+ high take-up -  (nagymértékű igénybevétel)
+ high antiquity -  -
+ high technology -  (?magasan fejlett5 6 7 technika)

7+ higher animals -  (magasabb rendű állatok)

5 ’’Magas hatékonyság”, although occurs, sounds foreign to most Hungarians. ’’Magasfokú” 
("high-degree”) is more common, alternating with ’’nagyfokú” ("great-degree”).

6 "Magasan fejlett technika” "high developed technology” is sporadically used in the media, but, 
again, is disapproved of: "fejlett technika” ("developed technology”) is acceptable. ’’Csúcstechnika” 
("peak technology") is also used.

7 "magasabb rendű” is literally "higher-order"; "magasabb” alone is never used in this collocation.
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Table 1. f.

LOW ALACSONY

Relation English Hungarian

1. Spatial
a/ Dimension + low hill + alacsony domb
b/ Stature -  (short man) + alacsony ember
c/ Body parts + low forehead + alacsony homlok
d/ Distance + low ceiling + alacsony mennyezet

+ low water + alacsony vízállás
+ low tide -  (apály)
+ low ball/pass -  (lapos labda/átadás)
+ low bow -  (mély meghajlás)
+ low neckline -  (mély kivágás)
+ low valley -  (mély völgy)

2. Non-Spatial
a/ Pitch + low voice -  (mély/halk hang)
b/ Morals + low manners -  (közönséges modor)

+ low life -  (alvilág)
+ low company -  (züllött társaság)*

c/ Social
importance + low birth + alacsony származás
e/ Emotions + low spirits -  (rossz hangulat)
f/ Evaluation + low opinion -  (rossz vélemény)
g/ Behaviour + low-brow -  -

+ low Tory 
+ Low Church

h/ Minor + low mass -  (kismise)
+ low Sunday -  -
+ Low Week -  -

i/ Miscellaneous + low diet -  (sovány étrend)
+ low vowel -  (mély magánhangzó)

]/ Quantity, number,
degree + low number (+) kis/alacsony szám

+ low pressure + alacsony/kis nyomás
2+ low take-up -  (kismértékű igénybevétel)

1 Somewhat parallel to the meaning of "low" in the sense of negative moral evaluation is "aljas”, 
an adjective deriving from the same stem as "alacsony", but having no spatial meaning.

2 All the collocations listed for "high” in this sense are also possible for ’low”, except for +low 
explosive, +low tea, +low priority, +low courage, +low antiquity, and +low technology.
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4.1. Discussion. In their basic meaning, the adjectives presented above express 
a spatial relationship: dimension. In addition, they also express other spatial 
relations that are more or less easily derivable from the basic one. It is clear that 
wide expresses dimension in wide river and it expresses other spatial relations in 
wide field, wide trousers and wide ball derived from the basic meaning of 
dimension. Sometimes it is difficult to establish whether a small modification of 
the basic meaning has or has not occurred in a new collocation, but this difficulty 
need not concern us here.

Most of the various spatial relations derived from the basic relation of 
dimension can be expressed by the corresponding adjectives in the two languages. 
This is possible because such extensions of meaning are obviously based on 
experiential features: a wide field, even though it is not wide quite in the same 
sense as wide river, obviously has something to do with the basic sense of 
dimension.

The one striking difference between English and Hungarian in respect of 
spatial meanings is that the English adjectives are widely used to express a 
distantial relationship (wide ball, long jump, high dive, etc.) This difference was 
also noted by ANDRÁS (1980:466). The distantial use is closely related to 
adverbial use. According to ANDRÁS, ”In a few cases a difference exists 
between the two languages in allowing or disallowing a given spatial adjective to 
be used adverbially”. The data in the present study indicate that such differences 
do not only exist, but represent one of the most important types of difference 
between English and Hungarian A+N collocations. Differences in distantial use 
(which, in most cases, can be derived from adverbial use, ANDRÁS, ib.) also 
seem to be quite widespread and important.The congruence in non-spatial 
relations between the extended meanings of English and Hungarian spatial 
adjectives is remarkable. This remarkable degree of congruence may be 
attributed, in most cases, to the fact that the same features of reality underlie 
the metaphorical extension of meaning in both languages. The basic spatial 
meaning of ’’short” and ’’rövid” is naturally extended to a temporal sense, 
because it takes a short time to cover a short distance.

Agreement between some meanings may be attributed to a common cultural 
background. Thus, for example, there seems to be no reson reason why ”in a 
wider sense” should have an exact correspondent in „szélesebb értelemben” or 
vice versa; the same idea could be expressed by other adjectives, let us say, by 
’’big” or ’’nagy” ( ”in a bigger sense” or ’’nagyobb értelemben”). Apparently, 
both the English and the Hungarian collocation derives from a common source. 
In some cases congruence is the result of direct semantic borrowing by Hungarian 
from English, especially in the field of technical and sporting terms. An example 
is ’’wide ball” (see Note 2 on p. 109): its equivalent, ’’széles labda” is not yet 
listed by ANDRÁS (1980:466).

While there is a remarkable degree of congruence in the extended meanings 
of the adjectives presented in Tables l.a to l.f, and also of the adjectives not
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presented in those tables, the differences found are also important. They are as
follows.

a/ In general, the English adjectives tend to have a higher number of extended 
meanings than their Hungarian correspondents (see especially the adjectives 
"high”, ’’narrow” and ’’broad”). In many cases Hungarian tends to use a 
derivative or a compound adjective (’’magasröptű", "széles körű”, ’’szűk 
látókörű”, etc.) while English uses metaphorical extension of meaning. This 
may be one reason for the apparently higher number of extended meanings 
in the English adjectives.

b/ Another reason for the higher number of extended meanings in the English 
adjectives may be that extension of meaning is based on symbolic features 
more frequently than in Hungarian. While it is easy to see how the meaning 
of "high” in "high spirits” is derived from the basic meaning of "high”, and 
this extension of meaning may be regarded as having an experiential basis (cf. 
LAKOFF and JOHNSON 1980:15), it is less easy to see the connection 
between the basic meaning of "high” and its meaning in the collocations 
’’high words”, ’’high males”, ’’high butter”, etc. Such metaphorical extensions 
of meaning may be said to be based on symbolic features.
One has to be very careful in making generalizations from a limited amount 
of data. The data in this study do seem to show that there is a difference 
between Hungarian and English in this area. However, the data in this study 
are clearly insufficient to draw the conclusion that this difference is 
significant. The indications of the present study have to be confirmed by more 
extensive studies.

d  A third reason for the English adjectives having a higher number of meanings 
may be that there seems to be a difference in respect of indirect modification. 
This difference will be discussed in a separate section.

d/ English spatial adjectives are often used to express relations of quantity, 
number, degree, and intensity (cf. HLEBEC 1983). This appears to be one of 
the most important types of difference, and will be dealt with in a separate 
section.

d  There are some differences in the evaluative potential of English and 
Hungarian adjectives.

4.2. Quantity, number and degree. Descriptive adjectives in extended senses
are used in both languages to express notions of quantity, number and degree.
English uses the general size adjectives {great/big/large /little /small ) and
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one-dimension spatial adjectives (especially long/short and high/low), as well as 
a basic physical state adjective pair, namely heavy /light.

In Hungarian, the general size adjectives nagy/kis represent the most 
important means of expressing such notions. They can be collocated without 
restriction with almost any noun expressing a scaleable concept. The use of their 
English correspondents is more restricted in that they can be replaced, or are 
habitually replaced, by other adjectives, notably the spatial adjectives and the 
adjective pair heavy/light mentioned above. Often the use of general size 
adjectives in English is not possible where in Hungarian it is, e.g. ’’long time” -  
”nagy ido”. In a number of cases both the general size adjectives and a spatial 
adjective is possible in English, but the spatial adjective is more usual (e.g. 
great/high expense), while in Hungarian it is the other way round, or only the 
general size adjective is possible.

The differences in the quantitative use of the nine pairs of adjectives listed in 
Table 2.
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Table 2

Notions of quantity, number and degree expressed by basic physical 
state adjectives in English and Hungarian

ENGLISH

General size adj. Spatial adj. Other basic * physical state adjectives

great/large quantity
small quantity -

great/large amount high amount
small amount low amount

great/large number high number
small number low number

2large/big figure high figure
small figure low figure

great/large degree high degree
small degree low degree3

?great price high price hard/heavy price
?small price low price
great value high value
?small value low value
great expense high expense heavy expense
?small expense low expense ?light expense
great/bis loss/es/ high loss/es/ heavy loss/es/
small loss/es/ -  light loss/es/
great respect deep/high respect
little respect ?low respect -

-  high rainfall heavy rainfall
-  low rainfall light rainfall
-  high yield heavy yield

low yield -
high voltage

-  low voltage -
high performance

-  low performance -
-  long time 

short time
-  long drink -
-  short drink

-  short supply
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HUNGARIAN

General size adj. Spatial adj. Other basic physical1 state adjectives

nagy mennyiség -  -
kis mennyiség
nagy mennyiség -
kis mennyiség -  -
nagy szám ?magas szám
kis szám ?alacsony szám
nagy szám/jegy/ -
kis szám/jegy/ -  -

3
nagy fok magas fok
kis fok alacsony fok -
nagy ár magas ár súlyos ár, kemény ár
kis ár alacsony ár -

3
nagy érték magas érték -
kis érték alacsony érték -
nagy költség magas költség súlyos költség
kis költség alacsony költség
nagy veszteség/ek/ ?magas veszteségek súlyos/erós veszteszteség/ek/
kis veszteség/ek/ ?alacsony veszteség/ek/ -
nagy tisztelet mély tisztelet
?kis tisztelet -  -
nagy esőzés -  erós/súlyos esőzés
?kis esőzés
nagy hozam magas hozam, bő hozam
kis hozam alacsony hozam gyenge hozam
nagy feszültség magas feszültség -
kis feszültség alacsony feszültség -
nagy teljesítmény magas teljesítmény
kis teljesítmény alacsony teljesítmény -
nagy idő hosszú idő
kis idő rövid idő -

hosszú ital -
rövidital

-  gyenge ellátás
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ENGLISH

General size adj. Spatial adj. Other basic1 physical state adjectives

great/large variety wide variety -

great difference wide difference -
small difference
large margin wide margin
small margin narrow margin -
large funds

narrow funds 
broad outline

great knowledge wide knowledge -

-  deep knowledge 
?sha!low knowledge

deep drinking heavy drinking
-  -  ?lighi drinking

great/large eater -  heavy eater
light eater

big drinker -  heavy drinker
-  -  light drinker
-  -  heavy smoker

light smoker
large user -  heavy user
small user -  light user
?greal sleeper -  heavy sleeper

-  light sleeper
-  -  heavy rain
-  -  light rain

large crop -  heavy crop
small crop -  -
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HUNGÁRIÁN

General size adj. Spatial adj. Other basic physical1 State adjectives

nagy választék széles választék
kis választék szűk választék -
nagy különbség -  erős különbség
kis különbség -
nagy különbség -  -
kis különbség -  -

-  bö keret
-  szűk/ös/ keret

nagy vonalak/ban/ -  -

nagy tudás széles /körű/ tudás
kis tudás

-  mély/elmélyült tudás
?sekély/es/ tudás
bö víz/ben, -zel/ -

bö lé/re ereszt/ -

nagy ivászat -  ?erös ivászat
?kis ivászat -  -
nagyevö -  -
?kisevö 
nagyivó
Tkisivó -  -

4
nagy dohányos -  erős dohányos

nagy fogyasztó -
kis fogyasztó -  -
?nagy alvó mély alvó

nagy eső -  erős eső
kis eső -  ?gyenge eső
nagy termés bő termés
kis termés -  gyenge termés
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___________ ENGLISH______________________________________________

General size adj. Spatial adj. Other basic1 2 3 4 physical state adjectives

large/big meal -  heavy meal
?small meal -  light meal

heavy duty
-  -  light duty

strong evidence
-  -  weak evidence

long suit strong suit
short suit weak suit
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2 "Long/short figure" is also listed in the dictionaries and Hlebec (1983): the adjective here may 

refer to actual length (Dimension I ).
3 Widely used in presentday Hungarian, but still disapproved of by some people.
4 The question mark here indicates that "nagy" is not purely quantitative as is "great" in .great 

eater".



HUNGÁRIÁN

General size adj. Spalial adj. Oiher basic physical1 State adjectives

nagy ebéd bó/séges/ ebéd nehéz ebéd
kis ebéd -  könnyű ebéd
nagy igénybevétel -  erős igénybevétel
kis igénybevétel

erős bizonyíték/ok
-  -  gyenge bizonyíték
-  hosszú szín erős oldal/a/
-  rövid szín gyenge oldal/a/
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The table shows that all the English adjectives investigated can express notions 
of quantity, number and degree, while the use of the corresponding Hungarian 
adjectives in this sense is limited. The greatest difference concerns the pair 
high/low and magas/alacsony. The former noun can collocate freely with any 
noun capable of being quantified, often to the exclusion of great/small. The 
Hungarian adjective pair, although widely used in present-day Hungarian in the 
same way, is felt to be foreighn in this sense. There is no doubt that this meaning 
of magas /alacsony has come from German and English.

Some of these collocations, especially in technical contexts, have been 
accepted, but most of them are still frowned upon and not accepted as good 
Hungarian. Instead, the general size adjectives nagy/kicsi are recommended.

In English wide and narrow are also used to express notions of quantity. The 
primary Hungarian correspondents hardly ever are. Instead, Hungarian has an 
additional pair of adjectives, bö and szűk', in their basic spatial meaning they 
differ from széles (wide) and keskeny (narrow) in that they suggest 
three-dimensional space. Keskeny folyósó and szűk folyosó mean almost the 
same thing, but in the former case we refer to width only, i.e. one dimension, 
while in the latter case we refer co cross section or volume, i.e. three-dimensional 
space. In a similar way, bő gatya is a piece of clothing that has considerable 
volume so it can hold the corresponding parts of a fairly big man (cf. ANDRÁS 
1980:478-9). In their transferred senses these adjectives are primarily 
quantitative, so much so that in some cases they are not paralleled by English 
wide/narrow ; instead, explicit quantitative expressions have to be used in English 
(’’few opportunities” -  ’’szűk lehetőségek”). Széles (wide) is sometimes used 
quantitatively, but more often it is replaced by the compound form "széles 
körű" (vwV/eipread, wide-ranging).

The difference between the use of long/short and hosszú/rövid is again 
considerable. The Hungarian adjectives are only sporadically used in a 
quantitative or numerical sense. ’’Hosszú lére ereszt” (spin out a long yarn) is an 
isolated phrase; there is no antonymic phrase with ’’rövid” (short). The other 
phrases with ’’hosszú/rövid” are all technical: ’’Hosszú/rövid szín” (cards); 
’’hosszú/rövid ital” (catering trade) ’’hosszúsánc/rövidsánc” (chess), and may very 
well be loan translations from either German or English. In English long and 
short are used for quantity or degree in numerous expressions. Especially 
common is the use of short in collocations expressing inadequate quantity.

’’Deep” and „mély” are extensively used to express degree and less extensively 
to express quantity and number. Especially marked is the use of these adjectives 
with abstract nouns. Their antonyms, „shallow” and ’’sekély” are seldom used as 
antonyms in this sense; when they are, they are felt to be more metaphorical than 
the collocations with ’’deep” and ’’mély”. (Of course, ’’deep knowledge” is also 
metaphorical, but it is usually treated as a dead metaphor, while „shallow 
knowledge" still retains some novelty.) In addition to expressing quantity of 
degree, ’’deep” and ’’mély” also have a component of positive evaluation (Cf.
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high/deep respect and wide/deep knowledge.)
The table shows that, apart from general size and spatial adjectives, the most 

important adjectives in English expressing amount, number or degree are 
’’heavy” and ’’light”. The connotation of ’’heavy” is, in most cases, ’’too much” 
or ’’excessive”, and in most cases it expresses negative evaluation. The difference 
between ’’high rains” and ’’heavy rains” is that the former collocation refers to 
quantity alone, without evaluating it, while the latter collocation refers to 
quantity that is evaluated negatively because it is judged to be excessive.

The Hungarian translation equivalents, ’’nehéz” and ’’könnyű” are not used in 
this sense at all. Experience shows that this pair of adjectives is a major source 
of difficulty for Hungarian learners. The correspondents of the English 
collocations with ’’hcavy/light” are either ”nagy/kicsi" (large/small) or 
”erős/gyenge” (strong/weak), and if evaluation is stressed, ’’súlyos” (grave, 
severe).

English ’’strong” and Hungarian ’’erős” can occasionally express quantity or 
number: it can be argued that ’’strong evidence”, ’’strong army” and ’’strong 
candidate” may be related to numerical associations (cf. the phrase ”a 15-strong 
delegation), and if that is so, it may be conjectured that English ’’strong” can be 
used in this sense more easily than Hungarian ’’erős”. However, this point has 
not been explored in the present study. The important difference lies in the use 
of ’’erős” to express degree where English uses ’’heavy” (’’erős forgalom” -  
’’heavy traffic”, ’’erős eső” -  ’’heavy rain”) and in expressing intensity (see 
below).

Neither English ’’weak” nor Hungarian ’’gyenge” is a good antonym for 
’’strong” and ’’erős” in their transferred senses. Table 2 also shows that there are 
many antonymic gaps in both languages in this area. On the whole it appears that 
both languages concentrate their attention on expressing great quantity, number 
or degree and there are fewer means to express the opposite meanings. It might 
be a useful idea to study the antonyms of various basic adjectives in their 
quantitative, numerical and degree senses.

4.3. Intensity. Scalar adjectives have an intensity feature (1+) and it is only this 
feature that is transferred when the adjective is collocated with nouns that are 
not collocated with it in its basic sense. Thus, ’’deep” is usually collocated with 
nouns that have the feature [+Physical]; if it is collocated with nouns having the 
feature [-Physical], only the 1+ value of the adjective will be transferred, as in 
„deep thought” (cf. AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:67). It should be noted, 
however, that the distinction between intensity, evaluation and degree is not at 
all clearcut: ’’heavy smell” could either be paraphrased as ’’strong, intensive 
smell” (intensity) or a ’’high degree of (bad) smell” (degree), or ’’unplesant smell” 
(evaluation).

The differences in the transfer of the intensity values are summarised 
in Table 3.
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Table 3

Notions of intensity expressed by basic physical state adjectives in English and Hungarian

_________________ENGLISH________ ______________________________________

strong/weak Spatial adjectives _______ Other adjectives1_______________

strong voice -  ~
weak voice -
strong light -  ~
weak light -
strong smell -  heavy smell
Tweak smell -  light smell

_ _ heavy/hard frost
_ -  light/mild frost
-  high radiation -
-  low radiation -

2strong pressure high pressure great pressure
low pressure Tsmall pressure

strong current -  heavy current
-  light current

strong bleeding -  heavy bleeding
light bleeding

high fever heavy fever
low fever

strong wind high wind heavy wind, hard wind
-  light wind, soft wind

_ -  heavy seas

strong fire -  heavy fire, hard fire
_ -  light fire -

strong attack -  heavy attack
weak attack -  light attack
strong fighting -  heavy fighting, hard righting

-  light fighting
_ _ hard work

hard gallop 
light gallop
heavy punishment, hard punishment

_ -  light punishment
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HUNGARIAN

erős/gyenge Spatial adjectives Other adjectives1

erós hang -  -
gyenge hang
erős fény -  -
gyenge fény -  -
erós szag -  nehéz szag
gyenge szag -  enyhe szag
erós fagy -  kemény fagy
?gyenge fagy -  enyhe fagy
erós sugárzás -  nagy sugárzás
gyenge sugárzás -  kis sugárzás

2 2erós nyomás magas nyomás nagy nyomás
gyenge nyomás alacsony nyomás kis nyomás
erós áramlás -  -
gyenge áramlás -  -

9erós vérzés -  nagy vérzés
gyenge vérzés -  kis vérzés
erős láz magas láz nagy láz

alacsony láz ?kis láz
erós szél -  kemény szél
gyenge szél -  könnyű szél, lágy szél
erós hullámzás -  nagy hullámzás

2erós tűz -  nagy tűz
gyenge tűz -  kis tűz
erós támadás -
gyenge támadás -  -
erós harc -  kemény harc

-  -  kemény munka

?erós vágta -  kemény vágta
könnyű vágta 
nagy/kemény büntetés

-  -  kis/könnyú büntetés
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ENGLISH

strong/weak Spatial adjectives Other adjectives*

-  deep sorrow great sorrow

strong feelings deep feelings -
?weak feelings shallow feelings -

2-  deep sigh heavy sigh, great sigh
-  -  light sigh, small sigh
-  deep sympathy great sympathy

-  deep respect great respect

-  high respect -
?low respect
deep/sleep heavy sleep
?shallow sleep light sleep

-  deep green
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______________________ HUNGARIAN

erős/gyenge____________ Spatial adjectives____________ Other adjectives1

erős bánat mély bánat nagy bánat

erős érzések mély érzések
gyenge érzések sekély/es/ érzések

mély sóhajtás nagy sóhajtás2
kis sóhajtás

mély együttérzés nagy együttérzés

mély tisztelet nagy tisztelet

mély álom nehéz álom
?sekély álom könnyű álom

erős zöld mély zöld
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g., ’’keen”, "sharp", "intense”, etc.). „Other adjectives” here refers to only those dealt with in the 
present study, i. e. "heavy/light , "hard/soft" and the general size adjectives "great/small".
2 These collocations, and possibly some of the other collocations in the table, may express both 
intensity and degree or quanlity.



The table shows that intensity can be expressed by the general size adjectives 
’’great/small” and ”nagy/kicsi”. However, the use of the English adjective pair is 
much more restricted, both in principle and in practice. In many cases it is not 
possible at all (xgreat traffic), and in many other cases, althought it is possible, 
other adjectives are more often used, thus in technical language it is always ’’high 
pressure”, and not ’’great pressure”. The use of ”nagy/kis” in Hungarian is less 
limited, although it is not the most important adjective pair expressing intensity, 
nor is intensity its primary meaning, and it is very difficult to decide sometimes 
if a collocation with ”nagy/kis” expresses intensity or degree, e.g. ’’nagy 
sugárzis” -  is it ’’great intensity of radiation” or "great degree of radiation”?

The most im|X)rtant adjectives used in Hungarian to express intensity are 
”erős/gyenge” (strong/weak). The English correspondents are also used in this 
sense, but their use is more restricted. Hungarian ’’erős” can, in principle, be used 
even in collocations where it is actually seldom used, namely those containing 
nouns of emotions, mental states or bodily conditions (erős
bánat/szimpátia/tisztelet/álom/sóhajtás/ etc.) (sorrow, sympathy, respect, sleep, 
sigh, etc.), where ’’mély” (deep) is the adjective most commonly used. English 
’’strong” shows a more haphazard distribution: it seems to be possible with nouns 
denoting physical phenomena (light, voice, sound, smell, wind, radiation, 
bleeding, etc.), while it docs not seem possible with abstract nouns (traffic, gallop, 
sorrow, sleep, etc.) -  with some exceptions. More important is the fact that even 
where it is possible it is less often used than other adjectives, such as high, heavy, 
hard and deep.

The antonyms of adjectives used in a transferred sense to express intensity 
arc difficult to find in both languages. ’’Weak” as an antonym of ’’strong” is 
sometimes possible, mostly with nouns denoting physical phenomena,but in most 
cases it is replaced by other adjectives, e.g. ’’faint”. "Light” is usually possible 
where ’’heavy” is used to express intensity, but ’’soft” is disallowed as an 
antonym of ’’hard” in this sense, and is replaced by "mild” -  if it can be replaced 
at all. In both languages there seems to be less need to express low intensity,and 
the pattern in that area remains defective.

In Hungarian, the correspondent of ’’weak” can be used as an antonym of 
’’erős” (strong) with nouns denoting physical phenomena and with some abstract 
nouns. With most abstract nouns it is replaced by ’’enyhe” (mild). As in English, 
the pattern is defective and there is no established general adjectival means of 
expressing lack or intensity, although there are a number of ad-hoc A+N 
collocations.

Both Hungarian and English use the adjectives "deep” and ’’mély” 
respectively to express intensity. Minor differences include that Hungarian has 
an additional adjective, "mélységes”, derived from "mély”, which expresses a 
greater degree of intensity than ’’mély” /See 4.2J. (It is also used in the basic 
physical sense, expressing ’’very deep”, as in ’’mélységes fenék” -  "deep bottom” 
(of the sea)). English "profound” has a similar meaning: it means either "very
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deep” or ’’very intensive”. (The difficulty for Hungarian learners with ’’deep” and 
’’profound” is probably due to the fact that the Hungarian correspondents, 
’’mély” and ’’mélységes” are probably perceived as being one and the same word, 
having a similar meaning and a similar form, and being interchangeable in many 
contexts.) There is less difference between „shallow” and ’’sekély”: the use of 
both words is limited in the sense of low intensity. Again, Hungarian has a more 
intensive form in ’’sekélyes”.

The adjectives most often used in English to express intensity are ”high/low” 
and ’’heavy/light”. As with quantitative use, the Hungarian correspondents of 
”high/low” have an insecure status in this sense; they are often disapproved of 
as foreign-sounding (e. g. high polish -  *rmgas fényű cipőkrém.) The difficulty 
with ’’heavy/light” is that their dictionary equivalents, ’’nehéz/könnyű" are 
seldom used in this sense; instead, ’’súlyos” (severe, grave) and ’’enyhe” (mild) 
are used, when great intensity and possibly negative evaluation is to be expressed.

Thus, heavy/light actually correspond to erős/gyenge, which usually express 
intensity in Hungarian. However, given the primary meanings of the English and 
the Hungarian adjectives, which the learners acquire quite early in the course, 
learning this new correspondence usually causes difficulties.

’’Hard” is marginally used to express intensity; indeed, in most cases it is 
difficult to decide whether it expresses intensity, degree or just evaluation. Its 
Hungarian correspondent, "kemény” shows the same ambiguity. The antonyms 
of both ’’hard” and ’’kemény” are different from those in their basic sense: 
’’mild” and ’’enyhe”, but in most cases there is simply no antonymous 
collocation.

4.4. Evaluation. Evaluation as an additional feature is present in many scalable 
A+N collocations. Scalar adjectives have the feature [+1] (intensity), and it is this 
feature alone that is transferred in some cases. However, when the adjective is 
used with a noun that does not express a scalable concept, the extended sense of 
the adjective will have an evaluating function. Thus „deep thought” is positively 
evaluated on the basis of the original positive I-value of the basic sense of deep 
(AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:70-71).

Hungarian spatial adjectives are somewhat less often used to convey a 
primarily evaluative meaning. The highest degree of divergence is again found 
with the adjective pairs ”high/low” and ’’magas/alacsony”. In many cases the 
correspodents of evaluatively used "high/low” are the general evaluative 
adjectives ”jó/rossz” (good/bad):

high/low opinion -  jó/rossz vélemény
high spirits -  jó/széles/magas kedv
low spirits -  rossz kedv
low company -  rossz társaság
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An important difference is that Hungarian ’’széles” and ”bő" usually confer 
positive evaluation, while in English ’’wide” usually expresses positive, but 
’’broad” negative evaluation.

Both English ”thick/thin” and Hungarian ’’vastag/vékony” confer negative 
evauation.

Among non-spatial adjectives, ’’hard” and ’’kemény” are characterized by 
ambivalent evaluation. ’’Hard work” and ’’kemény munka” may express negative 
evaluation as something undesirable, but more often they express positive 
evaluation (going back perhaps to the Protestant Work Ethic), with some feeling 
of pride attached to ’’hard work”. The two adjectives also agree in that the 
antonyms of their basic sense, ’’soft” and "puha” (or ’’lágy”) cannot be used as 
antonyms in the evaluative sense.

An important difference is that „hard” has a number of synonyms expressing 
more intensive evaluation, while the number of synonyms for „kemény” is 
restricted:

hard sentence -  kemény ítélet/büntetés
tough súlyos
stiff szigorú
harsh
heavy

The adjectives ’’soft” and ’’puha” are also ambivalent, but they are mostly 
negative. ’’Soft” admits of more positive evaluation than ’’puha”.

Both ’’heavy” and ’’nehéz” carry negative evaluations. The difference consists 
in the fact that in English ’’heavy” is the par excellence negative evaluator, while 
the use of ’’nehéz” in this sense is restricted. Consider the following examples: 

(Abbreviations: +Ev -  positive evaluation, -Ev -  negative evaluation, oEv -  
neutral evaluation; I- intensity, Q- quantity)

deep sigh (1, +Ev) mély sóhajtás (I, +Ev)
heavy sigh (I, -Ev) nehéz sóhajtás (I, -Ev)
high price (Q, oEv) nagy/magas ár (Q, oEv)
heavy price (Q, -Ev) (súlyos ár) (-Ev)
hard day (±Ev) kemény nap (±Ev)
heavy day (-Ev) nehéz nap (-Ev)
thick fog (Q, -Ev) vastag/sűrű köd (Q, -Ev)
heavy fog (Q, -Ev) nehéz köd (Q, -Ev)
strong smell (1, ±Ev) erős illat (I, ±Ev)
heavy smell (I, -Ev) nehéz illat (I. -Ev)
high rain (1, oEv) nagy/erős eső (I, oEv)
heavy rain (I, -Ev) (súlyos eső) (1, -Ev)
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big eater (Q, oEv) nagyevő (Q, oEv)
heavy eater (Q, -Ev)

Although both "thick fog” and "heavy fog” express negative evaluation, the latter 
is markedly negative, while the former depends on the context and may be 
neutralized. The examples show that Hungarian "nehéz” is not an exact 
correspondent of English "heavy” in the evaluative sense. In fact, "súlyos” is a 
better equivalent when negative evaluation is intended.

The adjectives "light” and "könnyű” may express negative or positive 
evaluation, depending on the noun (AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:73). 
Hungarian "könnyű” is somewhat more restricted than its English correspondent 
by the fact that is has two derivatives, "könnyed” and "könnyelmű” used 
alongside -  the former expressing positive, the latter negative evaluation:

light touch -  könnyei érintés (+Ev)
light conduct -  könnyelmű viselkedés (-Ev)

An important and well-known difference concerns the adjective pairs 
"erős/gyenge” and "strong/weak”. Where the feature of evaluation is dominant, 
"weak” is replaced by "poor” in English, with no corresponding replacement 
taking place in Hungarian. This is a source of interference well-known to 
Hungarian teachers of English.

Table 4 illustrates the differences in evaluative extensions of meaning in 
English and Hungarian adjectives (spatial and basic physical states).

Table 4

EVALUATION

______________ English__________________ Hungarian_____________________

1. Spatial
adjectives long views (+Ev) 

short views (-Ev)
long memory (+Ev) (jó memória)
short memory (-Ev) (rossz memória)
long wind (+Ev) (jó szufla)
short wind (-Ev)
short temper (-Ev) (see note on p.)
short behaviour (-Ev) 
short-witted (-Ev) rövid eszű
short-minded (-Ev) rövid eszű
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______________ English___________________ Hungarian____________________
wide knowledge (+Ev) széles /körül tudás
?narrow knowledge (-Ev) ?szűk körű tudás 
wide selection (+Ev) széles/nagy/bő választék
‘/narrow selection (-Ev) szűk/kis választék
broad-minded (+Ev)
narrow-minded (-Ev) szűk látókörű
broad views (+Ev)
narrow views (-Ev) (szűk látókörű nézetek)
broad smile (+Ev) széles mosoly
broad story (-Ev) (sikamlós történet)
broad humour (-Ev) (durva humor)
broad accent (-Ev) (parasztos beszéd)
broad hint (?-Ev) (nyílt célzás)
narrow interests (-Ev) szűk érdekek
high opinion (+Ev) (jó vélemény; ?magas vélemény)
low opinion (-Ev) (rossz vélemény)
high terms (+Ev) -
low terms (-Ev) -
high reputation (+Ev) (jó hírnév)
low reputation (-Ev) (rossz hírnév)
high mind (+Ev) (emelkedett/nemes lélek)
?low mind -
high thoughts (+Ev) (emelkedett/fennkölt gondolatok)
low thoughts (-Ev) (aljas gondolatok)
high spirits (+Ev) (jókedv; magas/széles/jókedv)
low spirits (-Ev) (rosszkedv)
thick head (-Ev) (fafejü)
thick voice (-Ev) (borízű/zsíros hang)
(coarse joke) vastag tréfa (-Ev)

vastag hazugság (-Ev)
thin humour (-Ev) (gyenge humor)
thin excuse (-Ev) (gyenge kifogás)
thin disguise (-Ev)
thin story (-Ev) (gyenge történet)
thin argument (-Ev) (gyenge érv)
thin style (-Ev) (vérszegény stilus)
thin time (-Ev) vékony mulatság
deep learning (+Ev) mély tudás
deep thinker (+Ev) ?mély gondolkodó
deep insight (+Ev)
deep one (-Ev) (sötét alak)
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______________ English___________________ Hungarian____________________
shallow laugh (-Ev)
shallow observer (-Ev) (felületes szemlélő)
shallow argument (-Ev) (gyenge érv)
shallow talk (-Ev)
shallow-minded (-Ev) sekélyes gondolkodás

sekélyes stílus (-Ev) 
sekélyes tudás (-Ev) 
erős tréfa (-Ev)

2. Non-Spatial
strong will (+Ev) erős akarat
strong determination (+Ev) erős elhatározás 
stong character (+Ev) erős jellem
weak character (-Ev) gyenge jellem
strong belief (+Ev) erős hit
?weak belief (-Ev) gyenge hit
strong cheese (csípős/érett sajt)
strong breath (-Ev) ?erős lehelet
strong butter (-Ev) 
strong language (-Ev) 
strong terms (-Ev)
hard/tough/ luck (-Ev) (rossz szerencse, bal-)
hard/tough feelings (-Ev) (rossz/ellenséges érzés)
hard man ( ± Ev) kemény ember
hard facts (+Ev) kemény tények
hard common sense (+Ev)
soft music (+Ev) lágy zene
soft sound (+Ev) lágy hang
soft words (+Ev) (szép/kedves szavak)
hard words (-Ev) kemény szavak
soft eyes (+Ev) (szelíd szemek)
hard eyes (-Ev) kemény szemek (tekintet)
soft heart ( ± Ev) lágy szív
hard heart (-Ev) kemény szív
soft tongue (-Ev)
soft answer (-Ev)
soft job (-Ev) (könnyű munka)
hard job ( ± Ev) kemény/nehéz munka
soft life (-Ev) (könnyű élet)
hard life (æEv) (nehéz élet)
soft time (-Ev)
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______________ English___________________ Hungarian____________________
hard time (±Ev)
soft-headed (-Ev) (agyalágyult)
(soft man) puha ember (-Ev)
(soft handshake) puha kézfogás (-Ev)
heavy tread (-Ev) nehéz/súlyos léptek
heavy hand (-Ev) nehéz/súlyos kéz
light hand (+Ev) könnyű kéz
heavy features (-Ev)
heavy wound (-Ev) nehéz/súlyos seb
light wound (+Ev) könnyű seb
heavy news/tidings (-Ev) (rossz hírek)
heavy odour/smell/scent (-Ev)nehéz/erős szag/illat 
light könnyű/enyhe
heavy sea (-Ev) (viharos tenger)
heavy weather (-Ev) (rossz idő)
heavy eater (-Ev) (nagyevő)
light eater (+Ev) (?kisevő)
heavy price (-Ev) (súlyos/nagy ár)
(tough customer) nehéz ember (-Ev)

könnyű ember (+Ev) 
nehéz kötelesség (-Ev)
?könnyű kötelesség (+Ev)

light conduct (-Ev) könnyelmű viselkedés
light character (-Ev) könnyelmű jellem
light-minded (-Ev) könnyelmű
light woman (-Ev) könnyelmű/könnyű erkölcsű nő
light virtue (-Ev) könnyű erkölcs
light touch (+Ev) könnyed érintés
light illness (+Ev) enyhe/könnyű betegség
light punishment (+Ev) enyhe büntetés

könnyű halál (+Ev) 
könnyű felfogás (+Ev)

(easily accessible place) könnyű hely/en) (+Ev)

1 A parallel can be found in "kurtán-furcsán viselkedik" ("behave in a curl and strange way"), 
where a synonym of "rövid" is used.
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4.5. Metaphorical extension of meaning. As indicated above, metaphorical 
extensions of meaning can be classed as either based on experiential or symbolic 
features (AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:71). The meaning extensions discussed 
so far belong to the first type: experiential bases can easily be found for the 
extension of meanings of spatial adjectives to relations of quantity, number, 
degree, and intensity, because length, width, height, depth and thickness can be 
measured and thus they can be extended to mean notions associated with 
measurement. Extension of meaning to evaluation can also be explained in terms 
of experiential bases: a ’’thin argument” is inadequate in the same way as a ’’thin 
wall” is often inadequate, therefore a "thin” argument is one that is inadequate,
i.e. a ’’bad argument”.

Of course, as mentioned above, the distinction between experiential and 
symbolic is very elusive, and there are differences of degree within these two 
broad categories, too. It is hardly possible to make any useful generalizations here 
from the interlingual point of view. It should also be taken into consideration that 
interpretability of metaphor also depends on the willingness of the speaker to 
interpret a metaphor; thus, the investigator may be willing to find the experiential 
basis for a metaphor in his own NL and find a TL metaphor symbolic, while 
speakers of the TL may see the ground of the metaphor.

In view of these difficulties, all that can be said on this count is that the 
investigator finds that English A+N collocations tend to be based on symbolic 
metaphorical extension of meaning more often than Hungarian A+N collocations 
do, but this is just an impression and may turn out to be false. Hopefully further 
research (which is indeed being carried on) will offer more convincing proof 
either for or against than it was possible to obtain in the present study.

Below I have listed A+N collocations in English and Hungarian from the 9 
adjective pairs where the ground of the metaphor is not easily recognizable, i.e. 
the extension of meaning may be regarded as based on symbolic features. 
(Further research is going on involving a greater number of basic adjectives.)

English
long odds, long guess, long shot; broad hint, broad daylight, broad humour, 
broad accent, broad story, wide boy, high seas, high Tory, high colour, high 
words, high butter, high male, high prostitute, a deep one, thick head, hard 
drug, hard liquor/wine/drink, soft drink, soft drug, heavy seas, heavy weather, 
tall order, tall story, narrow search

Hungarian
hosszú lé/re ereszt/, vastag tréfa, vastag hazugság.

4.6. Indirect modification. An adjective does not always modify the noun it 
collocates with. The relation between the adjective and the noun in the 
collocations ’’honest man" and ’’honest work” is different: men can have the
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quality of honesty, but work cannot. ’’Work” can be ’’honest" only in the sense 
that it is done by honest men, or done by people in an honest way, or allows 
people to become, or remain, honest. An "angry letter” is not really "angry”: it 
manifests that someone (the author) is angry (AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:82).

In the case of direct modification the adjective names a quality possessed by 
the noun it is collocated with. With indirect modification the adjective modifies 
something that is not expressed in the given A+N collocation.

In their excellent book on metaphors, AARTS AND CALBERT list thirteen 
predicational relators (PR), labelled "HAVE” (a long letter), "EXPERIENCE” 
(angry man), "MANIFEST” (angry letter), "TIME-WHEN” (happy days), 
"PLACE-WHERE” (happy home) "DEGREE OF” (utter fool), "FREQUENCY 
OF” (occasional showers) "TEMPORAL SEQUENCE OF” (next meeting), 
"FACTUALITY OF” (possible breakdown), "PERFORM” (rotating knives), and 
"UNDERGO” (felled trees). There is no space to discuss all these PRs in detail, 
but it is not necessary. All these predicational relators are possible in Hungarian, 
too, thus there is no difference in the kinds of PRs employed (provided the above 
PRs represent all possible PRs, which does not seem to be the case).

Degrees of indirectness are different. PR2 "EXPERIENCE” (angry man -  the 
man experiences anger) may be regarded as a borderline case between direct and 
indirect modification in that the adjective does modify the noun but in a 
different way from that in PR1. PR7 "MANNER-IN-WHICH” is also a 
transitional form in that the adjective does not modify the noun, but the 
underlying verb: "rapid calculations” can be interpreted as "someone calculates 
rapidly”. PRs 3 to 6 are indeed more indirect, while PRs 8 to 13 are different 
from PR 1 or 2, but do not seem to represent indirect modification in the sense 
of PR3 to PR6.

Now if we consider a collocation from our previous lists, e.g. "high ambitions” 
or "high distinctions”, we find that it does not belong to any of the above types. 
’’Happy days” can be interpreted as ’’days when someone experienced 
happiness”, but ’’high ambitions” cannot be interpreted either as ’’ambitions 
when/where someone was high”, or ’’ambitions that cause someone to be high” 
(cf. sad event) or "ambitions that someone does highly”, (cf. "rapid calculations”. 
Obviously, it can only be interpreted as "ambitions to achieve high status”, while 
’’high distinctions” can be interpreted as ’’distinctions awarded by high 
persons/institutions”.

Collocations of the type "high ambitions” seem to represent a more indirect 
type of modification: the PRs listed above contain an unexpressed element which 
belongs to a general category, such as (Human), while in the latter type the 
unexpressed element is rather specific (status or position). The underlying verb 
is also more specific (achieve vs. cause, experience, manifest, etc.), and a third 
difference is that the underlying relative clause is more complex with ’’high 
ambition”, and more elements are deleted. Compare, for instance, ”sad event” 
and ’’high ambitions”:
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sad event -  an event that makes someone sad
high ambitions -  ambitions that one has

to achieve high status

Apparently, there is greater divergence between English and Hungarian A+N 
collocations in this area, which we could call ’’elliptical collocations”. Such 
collocations are very common in English, especially in technical contexts. An 
example is ’’low-protein litters” which is a shortened form of ’’litters from dams 
fed the low-protein diet”; if the collocation becomes habitual, it is very likely to 
develop further to give ’’low litters”. Although similar collocations do exist in 
Hungarian, their number and importance is restricted. In most cases there is no 
correspondence between such collocations, with the result that in translating 
from English into Hungarian learners tend to have problems of interpretation, 
while in translating from Hungarian into English overtranslation may become a 
serious problem.

To illustrate what has been said above, let us consider a few examples.

______________ English__________ Hungarian_____ Adjective predicated of

Congruent: empty weight üres súly (vehicle)
Divergent: young ambitions ifjúi becsvágy (age /young-/)

ifjúi: adjective derived 
from ’’ifjú” -  ’’youth”

young love ifjúkori szerelem (age) (young-)
ifjúkori: adjective derived 
from ’’ifjú”, and ”kor” (’’age”) 

light water-line üres hajó (ship)
merülési vonala 
(water line of 
empty ship)

If one considers that indirect modification of this type may be associated with 
metaphorical extension of meaning in the adjective, it is easy to see that this is 
a major source of difficulty in translation (e.g. ’’high game” -  a game played for 
high stakes -  ’’high” used metaphorically to express quantity; in ’’narrow victory” 
the modification relationship holds between ’’narrow” and „margin” (victory by 
a narrow margin), and ’’narrow” is used metaphorically to mean „little”.

4.6.1. Adverbial modification. Adverbial modification means that the 
relation of modification holds between the action expressed by the noun and the 
adjective as between verb and adverb (IVIR 1983:10-11). Adverbial modification 
is thus a kind of indirect modification, although there are differences of degree.
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Thus, ’’rapid calculation” is an instance of indirect modification only inasmuch 
it is a verb+adverb relationship rather than an adjective+noun relationship, but 
’’slow oven” is an instance of a more indirect type of adverbial modification: 
something takes places slowly, and it has to do with an oven; very probably it is 
an ’’oven in which burning takes place slowly”, thus ’’slow” modifies the 
(unexpressed) verb „burn”.

Another type of adverbial modification is when spatial adjectives are used in 
a distantial sense, as noted by ANDRÁS (1980:46). This is an important 
difference, as shown by the examples listed in Appendix 1.

It is not the purpose of this study to classify the types of adverbial 
modification in English and Hungarian. Rather, specific differences will be 
examined.

One source of difficulty for the Hungarian learner is the type of adverbial 
modification with agentive nouns. Collocations corresponding to ’’hard worker”, 
’’hard rider”, ’’hard drinker”, ’’steady plodder", ’’light eater”, ’’beautiful dancer” 
(in the sense ’’dance beautifully”), etc. do not exist in Hungarian, and are 
expressed either as verb+adverb collocations, or the adjective has to be replaced 
by a different adjective (thus, the Hungarian translation of ’’hard worker” may 
be ’’szorgalmas munkás”, which in turn can be translated back into English as 
„diligent worker” -  a typical Hunglish phrase.)

Collocations with deverbal nouns denoting actions can be expressed by A+N 
collocations in Hungarian, too, at least in most cases:

courageous opposition bátor ellenállás
careful consideration alapos megfontolás
close observation közeli megfigyelés

However, such collocations become impossible in Hungarian in a possessive 
construction:

His careful consideration of the proposal was unnecessary. 
xAz ő alapos megfontolása a javaslatnak...
Szükségtelen volt, hogy alaposan megfontolja a javaslatot.
(It was unnecessary for him to consider the proposal carefully.)

"Easy”, ’’hard” and ’’difficult” can only be rendered in Hungarian by using the 
adjective predicatively or adverbially in the following types of senteces.

These are not easy flowers to grow.
Ezeket a virágokat nem könnyű termeszteni.
(It is not easy to grow these flowers.)
Ezeket a virágokat nem lehet könnyen termeszteni.
(These flowers cannot be grown easily.)
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More indirect forms of adverbial modification, where the modification 
relationship holds between the adjective and the deleted verb, are commonly 
allowed in English, while in Hungarian the pattern is defective:

rare occasion (occur rarely) ritka alkalom
rare drawing (is found rarely) ?ritka rajz
wild animal (live wild) vadállat
wild plant (live wild) *vad növény

The Hungarian correspondents of such collocations usually contain some of the 
elements that are deleted in the English collocations: an affix (a), an affix and a 
participle expressing the deleted verb (b), or a compound adjective is used 
incorporating a deleted noun (c):

(a) late Christmas shoppers -  megkésett karácsonyi vásárlók
(b) poor ploughing -  rosszul végzett szántás
(c) young love -  ifjúkor/ szerelem

A fourth possibility is that the adjective and the noun form a compound in 
Hungarian. Curiously, all sorts of deletion seem possible in Hungarian compound 
nouns, while in A+N collocations they are disallowed. Thus, ’’vadállat” (wild 
animal) as a compound is allowed, but ,,xvad növény" as a collocation is not; the 
expanded „vadon élő növény” is used. A fifth possibility, of course, is that 
Hungarian can also use a similar collocation (e. g. rare occasion) but this is less 
frequent. It is also a common occurrence that Hungarian uses an A+N collocation 
expressing indirect adverbial modification in one context or one syntactical 
construction, but not in another Thus, „lusta este” -  ’’lazy evening” -  is not 
impossible in Hungarian, but in most contexts it would not be used; the sentence 
’’Let’s have a lazy evening” would certainly be rendered as ’’Let’s spend the 
evening lazily”.

In English it is, while in Hungarian it is not possible to use A+N collocations 
where the adjective acts as an adverbial modifier of the main verb of the 
sentence:

Poirot was opening the door a careful crack, as he peered out. (Christie:
Third Girl, 168)

The chauffeur turned an incredulous eye over his shoulder. (Christie: Third
Girl, 35)

Milly nodded a vehement head. (Christie: Pale Horse, Fontana, 1967:12)

She groaned, ran her fingers through her short grey hair and clutched it in a
frenzied hand. (Ib.)
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Well, I have crossed friendly swords with our President before now, and I do 
not hesitate to do so again. (Wilson: Anglo-Saxon Attitudes 42)

She. fixed  a steady eye on those who descended from the platform above. (Op. 
cit. 55)

When an adverbial A+N collocation in English is embedded in an adverbial 
phrase, like "he said it in a lifeless mumble" the Hungarian correspondent is 
almost invariably an adverbial phrase containing a verb(participle)+adverb 
combination, ’’alig hallhatóan mormogva” (’’mumbling hardly audibly”). Such 
adverbial phrases are common in English journalese, and have been found to 
constitute serious difficulty for the learner. Often the structure of the English 
phrase is carried over into Hungarian, causing TL interference in the NL, which 
is otherwise relatively rare under conditions of foreign language teaching, as 
opposed to second language teaching and bilingualism. The reason for the 
difficulty in the translation of such phrases is probably the difference in 
adverbial modification plus the use of the preposition ”in" in an unusual 
construction and in an unusual meaning.

A common difficulty experienced in Hungarian-English translation is that 
some Hungarian Verb+Adverb collocations can only be translated as A+N 
collocations:

Ez a szer nagyszerűen irtja a tarackot.
xThis chemical controls couch excellently.
This chemical provides/gives excellent control of couch.

Such correspondence is common, especially in journalese and technical texts, 
even where the Verb+Adverb collocation is also possible in English:

Ez a szer hatékonyan irtja a tarackot.
This chemical controls couch effectively.
This chemical provides/gives effective control of couch.

The use of the Verb+Adverb collocation does not represent an error, of course, 
but exclusive use of it may result in covert error, namely underuse of another 
type of collocation that is typical in the given context. In still other cases, the 
Verb+Adverb collocation in English is in principle possible, but distinctly sounds 
odd:

Dr. Smith méltóan képviseli az orvostudományt.
Dr. Smith is a worthy representative of medical science.
?Dr. Smith represents medical science worthily.
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5. Synonymic adjectives. Synonymy is not a central concern of the present 
study. However, its great importance in foreign language learning justifies a short 
section on the special difficulties of adjectival synonyms.

Synonyms are more difficult to acquire than hyponyms. The difference 
between the meaning of ’’chair” and "stool” is more easily understood, explained 
or described than that between ”pig” and ’’swine”. The difference between the 
meanings of synonyms is less clearcut than that between the meanings of 
hyponyms, and synonymy is more typical of adjectives than hyponymy.

The lack of conceptual clarity (KIEFER 1982:17) makes it difficult to acquire 
synonyms even when there are corresponding terms in the native language. The 
task becomes even more difficult when the NL item corresponds to two or more 
synonymous items in the target language. This is the case with Hungarian 
’’értékes”, which corresponds to „precious” and ’’valuable”, or ’’pontos”, which 
corresponds to ’’exact”, ’’precise” and ’’accurate”. Apparently, there are fewer 
adjectives in a synonymic set in Hungarian than in English, and the so-called 
one-to-many relationship is common, which, coupled with other factors, makes 
synonymy difficult for the learner.

In addition to the inherent difficulty of synonymy and the difficulty of lack 
of NL equivalent, learning synonyms is affected very much by the methods of 
teaching and learning. On the whole it may be said that too little attention is paid 
to synonyms: it is only similarity of meaning that is emphasized, although 
difference of meaning is much more important. Very often it occurs that there 
is a set of synonyms in the TL with a corresponding set of synonyms in the NL, 
and the semantic differences between the TL items can be relatively easily 
defined, yet learners persist in using only one of them. This may be because that 
was the first member of the set they learnt, and continue to use it after learning 
the other items, because they are led to teliévé that there is no difference in 
meaning.

An example of such a situation may be the adjectives „constant” and 
’’permanent”. It is relatively easy to understand and to define the difference in 
the meanings of these adjectives. They have only one Hungarian correspondent, 
’’állandó”; however, spearate synonyms can be found in ’’folytonos” and 
’’maradandó”, which may help to define the meanings of the English adjectives. 
Thus, in principle, it should not be too difficult to master the synonyms 
„constant” and ’’permanent”, yet they are a constant and permanent source of 
error, probably because too little effort is devoted to explaining the differences 
and practising the two synonyms.

5.1. Synonymy can be efficiently dealt with on an inlralingual basis, but help 
can also be enlisted from contrastive analysis, especially in identifying the 
difficult sets and providing footholds in the acquisition process by providing 
information on possible NL equivalents where there are no real equivalents. The 
excellent books written by Channel et alia (1981, 1985) provide useful practice
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in synonyms; a supplement written for Hungarians on a contrastive basis should 
also be welcome.

There comes a point in language learning at the advanced level when it 
becomes necessary to put our vocabulary into order. This includes, among other 
things, looking at complete sets of synonyms. One might have acquired the most 
common collocations, but a better understanding of collocability of synonymic 
adjectives can only come from a deeper and wider study of synonymic adjectives.

6. Semantically depleted adjectives. Some adjectives have a very general 
evaluative meaning, which may be regarded to be the result of a gradual depletion 
of meaning rather than of metaphorical extension of meaning. Thus, the 
evaluative sense of ’’narrow” in „narrow mind” is the result of a metaphorical 
extension of meaning, while the evaluative sense of ’’lovely” in ’’lovely coffee” is 
the result of depletion of meaning of an originally evaluative adjective.

Semantically depleted adjectives give trouble to learners because it is not 
always dictionary equivalents that are so depleted; also, it is difficult to recognize 
when an adjective is used in its full sense and when in its depleted sense and 
there may be differences in the degree of depletion in NL and TL.

Semantically depleted adjectives in Hungarian tend to retain more of their 
original meaning than their English correspondents do, therefore they are not as 
freely interchangeable as the latter are.

The most common and most depleted English adjective, ’’nice" has no real 
equivalent in Hungarian exactly because of the high degree of its depletion. 
Depending on context, it may correspond to four or five somewhat less depleted 
Hungarian adjectives: ’’szép", ”jó”, "helyes", "kedves", "rendes”, "kellemes”, 
etc. This fact does cause some minor problems in English-Hungarian translation.

Another very common depleted English adjective, „fine” has no real 
correspondent, either. This adjective constitutes one of the means of 
understatement in English: a "fine scholar” is really an understatement for 
"excellent scholar”. In Hungarian, only emotionally more loaded, more intensive 
adjectives are available: "nagyszerű", "pompás” "remek”; if the understatement 
is to be rendered, there is some difficulty. In other collocations „fine” can be 
rendered by "szép”, ”jó”, "finom” etc.

The adjective "lovely” constitutes a similar problem: the Hungarian 
correspondents (csinos, bájos, kedves) are more intensive, and cannot be so 
general in meaning as to cover such uses as "lovely coffee” or "lovely stuff”.

The consequence of these differences is that Hungarians tend to interpret NL 
semantically depleted adjectival collocations in their non-depleted sense in 
translating into and in speaking English, resulting in a more intensive positive or 
negative evaluation than intended, or sometimes in unacceptable collocations. As 
a result, certain adjectives, that are not depleted in English, are over-used by 
Hungarians (especially "beautiful”) and sound more upbeat than necessary. In 
translation with a dictionary a typical mistake is that learners do not content
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themselves with a semantically depleted English adjective: they want to find the 
’’real” equivalent of a depleted Hungarian adjective. This concerns especially two 
adjectives: ’’helyes” (’’pretty, good-looking, nice”); since learners have different 
equivalents for all the three English adjectives, they may go on in the dictionary 
and find ’’seemly”, which is obsolescent (but not marked so in the Országh 
dictionary), or ’’cute”, ignoring that it is regionally and stylistically very marked. 
The other adjective is ’’rendes”: in most collocations it means just ’’good” or 
’’nice”, as in ’’rendes ember” or ’’rendes férj” (”nice/good man”, "good 
husband”). Using a dictionary will induce learners to use „decent” or ’’honest” 
which are equivalent in some collocations, but not always; cf. the following 
situation: your children have washed up for you and your friend says: ’’Nagyon 
rendes gyerekeid vannak”; ’’You have very decent children” may be acceptable, 
but ’’You have very honest children” is clearly unacceptable.

As an exploratory test, ten sentences containing depleted adjectives were given 
to nine (advanced) students to translate from Hungarian into English. These were:

Köszönöm a finom  kávét. (- Thank you for the nice/lovely
/fine coffee.)

Ez nagyon szép kis váza. (- This is a very/nice/fine/ lovely
little vase.)

Kellemes estét töltöttünk velük. (- We spent a lovely/nice evening
with them.)

Igazán rendes fiaid  vannak. (- You have really nice/good sons.
Your sons are really nice/good.)

Szép karácsonyunk volt. (- We had a lovely/nice Christmas.)
Megittunk egy jó  teát. (-  We drank a nice/lovely/fine/

good cup of tea.)
Egy kedves elárusítónő szolgált ki. (- I was served by a nice salesgirl.)
Szép beszédet mondott. (- He made a fine/nice/lovely speech.)
A férjem nagyon rendes ember. (- My husband is a very nice/good/?

decent man.)
Nagyszerű időnk volt. (- We had lovely/fine/ /very

nice/weather.)
Egy helyes tanárnő fogadott. (- I was received by a nice/lovely/?

pretty teacher.)

The translations yielded the following results:

1. fine coffee 5, good coffee 2, delicious coffee 1, good/delicious coffee 1.
2. nice vase 5, fine vase 2, pretty vase 2
3. nice evening 5, pleasant evening 2, lovely evening 1, fine evening 1, 

nice/lovely evening 1.
4. nice sons 5, good sons 1, honest sons 1 ,- 2 .
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5. beautiful Christmas 4, wonderful Christmas 3, lovely Christmas 1, nice 
Christmas 1.

6. good tea 4, fine tea 3, nice tea 1, marvellous tea 1.
7. nice salesgirl 3, kind salesgirl 3, friendly salesgirl 1, pretty salesgirl 1.
8. good speech 5, beautiful speech 4.
9. nice man 6, very good man 1, very nice man 1, honest man 1.

10. wonderful weather 2, beautiful weather 2, fine weather 2, good weather 1, 
lovely weather 1 , excellent weather 1.

11. pretty teacher 5, good-looking teacher 1, kind teacher 1, nice teacher 
1, -  /•

(Dictionary use was not allowed.)

Further tests may provide a more detailed picture of the extent of differences 
and the difficulties involved. The present exploratory test indicated that ’’lovely” 
may be underused by Hungarian learners, and that the depicted adjective ’’szép” 
causes the most problems as it is often taken in the literal sense; ’’helyes” is 
problematic because it expresses general approval and approval of appearances 
at the same time; in the former sense its equivalent is ’’nice”, in the latter sense 
"pretty”, but by using ’’pretty” one may unnecessarily emphasize appreciation of 
appearances. 7

7. False Cognates. False cognates are of course not peculiar to adjectives, but 
a brief mention of adjectival false cognates may be appropriate. Although English 
and Hungarian are not genetically related, there is a large number of 
English-Hungarian false cognates, most of them of Latin origin, belonging to 
learned vocabulary. This feature makes them very important at the advanced 
level and in translating technical texts.

False cognates may be of several types. In some cases both the English and 
the Hungarian word may be regarded as having only one basic sense, which does 
not happen to correspond to that of its cognate. This is the case with ’’actual” 
and ’’aktuális” (topical, current). In most cases, however, cognate words have at 
least one meaning in common, and one or more divergent meanings. Thus, 
’’positive” and ’’pozitív” correspond to each other in several senses, represented 
by the collocations ’’positive pole" and ’’positive suggestion”, and do not 
correspond in the senses represented by ’’positive instructions”, "positive fool”, 
"positive form” (of adjectives), "pozitív válasz” ("affirmative answer”) and 
’’pozitív változás” (’’favourable change”). A third type of false cognate may be 
termed as a secondary false cognate: an English and a Hungarian word become 
false cognates through the mediation of a cognate of Latin origin that is used 
peripherally in Hungarian. Thus, the Hungarian adjective "jellemző” becomes a 
false cognate of ’’characteristic” through ’’karakterisztikus”, which is used 
peripherally in technical contexts, and is used to render every occurrence of
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’’jellemző”: ’’jellemző példa” -  Characteristic example (= typical example), 
’’jellemző vonás” -  Characteristic feature (= distinctive feature).

Since false cognates vary from one language pair to another, this is an area 
where contrastive analysis can do a lot by listing false cognates and providing 
preventive and remedial exercises. Appendix 2 contains a list of the most 
common English-Hungarian adjectival false cognates.

8 . Lack of Equivalence. Equivalence is often regarded by the layman as a 
100% correspondence between NL and TL term. In actual fact, dictionary 
equivalence is always partial, and the unconditioned probability of equivalence 
(i.e., the probability of the two terms being equivalent in any context) rarely 
approaches 1 (cf. CATFORD 1965:31). Words with much lower probabilities of 
equivalence are usually regarded as dictionary equivalents.

Languages segment reality in different ways, and differences become more 
marked as one moves from specific to generic, from concrete to abstract terms 
(NIDA 1975:66), and, one could add, from basic to transferred senses. Adjectives 
tend to be more generic and more abstract than nouns, and are more often used 
in transferred senses, therefore wider differences may be expected in this area. 
More than that, while it is relatively easy to find a paraphrase or an ad-hoc 
equivalent for a noun that corresponds to a gap in the NL (especially for a noun 
expressing a specific, concrete concept), it is very difficult to find translation 
equivalents for adjectival lexical gaps.

Let us take ’’efficiency” and "efficient” as an example. These words have no 
real equivalents in Hungarian. However, it is easier to translate the noun than 
the adjective. The sentence „He did his work with increasing efficiency ” can be 
translated as "Egyre eredményesebben végezte a munkáját”, (=with increasing 
success), or ’’Egyre nagyobb hozzáértéssel végezte a munkáját” (=with increasing 
competence), or by using other nouns, depending on the context. However, the 
sentence ”He is an efficient teacher” is more difficult to render in Hungarian: if 
an adjective is used, it will express different aspects of ’’efficiency”, but will miss 
most of its meaning. This is reflected in the dictionary entry for ’’efficient” in 
the Országh Hungarian-English dictionary by the great number of equivalents 
and the paraphrastic nature of some of them (’’dolgokatAigyeket 
jól/eredményesen elintéző”). Apparently, the meaning of an adjective remains 
vague even in context, and cannot be rendered adequately by an adjective with 
a more specific meaning.

Lack of equivalence may be of several kinds. A total gap in one of the 
languages compared is rare with adjectives.

Instead, the most important type of non-equivalence is that an adjective in 
one language has several equivalents with very low equivalence probabilities in 
the other language, thus it has no single dictionary equivalent, nor two or three 
equivalents, but more, so none of the equivalents can be regarded as being the 
equivalent. In most cases this is a consequence of polysemy. Another
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consequence of polysemy in adjectives is that very often the meaning of the 
adjective in a collocation is not only one of its meanings, but somehow a 
combination of several of its meanings, and while it would be easy to find an 
equivalent for one meaning, it is impossible to find an equivalent for the 
generalized, combined meaning. This feature is of course related to metaphorical 
extension of meaning: the original meaning of the adjective is not supressed, only 
backgrounded (AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:61), and thus the total meaning of 
the adjective in the collocation contains some of the basic meaning as well as the 
metaphorical meaning. „Close work” can be rendered in Hungarian by ’’aprólékos 
munka” (= ’’meticulous work”) which will of course lose some of the meaning of 
„close”. ’’Keen businessman” can ber rendered in Hungarian as ’’rámenős 
üzletember” (the equivalents of ’’rámenős” in the Hungarian-English dictionary 
being ’’assertive”, ’’energetic”, ’’pushing”, etc.) which loses the reverberations of 
meaning one has in ’’keen” from its other meanings in other collocations: ’’keen 
intellect”, ’’keen mind”, ’’keen observer”, ’’keen sense of humour”, etc. The 
problems of rendering „efficient” mentioned above are similar, with the 
difference that the underlying difficulty is not metaphorical extension of 
meaning in ’’efficient”, but the total lack of an equivalent Hungarian adjective.

Another type of lack of equivalence is when only one meaning of a polysemous 
adjective lacks an equivalent in the other language. Thus, ’’reasonable” has a 
fairly good equivalent in the collocations ’’reasonable behaviour” or ’’reasonable 
doubt”, but no good equivalent in the collocation "reasonable price”: ’’ésszerű”, 
which is used as a correspondent in the other two collocations, is not collocated 
with „ár” (price) in Hungarian (it can be, but is not a habitual collocation); the 
equivalent collocation would be ’’olcsó áron” (”at a cheap price” which is of 
course not quite the same as ’’reasonable” price), or other occasional 
collocations.

Another important type of lack of equivalence is when the concept expressed 
by the adjective exists in both languages, but only in substantival form in one of 
them. Thus, „promiscuity” ("szabadosság”, „szabad szerelem”) has the adjectival 
form ’’promiscuous” in English, but not in Hungarian: the collocation 
’’promiscuous love” cannot be rendered by an A+N collocation in Hungarian. 
("Szabados” is an existing adjective, but can only be collocated with a noun 
having the feature (+Human), and is rather an obsolete word.) Similar problems 
arise with "possessive” (”a possessive woman"), or ’’permissive” (the latter has a 
good equivalent in ’’engedékeny” but somehow it is not used to translate 
collocations like "permissive society”; instead, the English-Latin word is adopted 
-  ’’permisszív társadalom”.) There is a large number of English adjectives in 
technical language that either have no adjectival equivalents in Hungarian, or the 
use of their adjectival equivalents is restricted: ’’herbicidal”, ’’stomatal”, 
’’dormant", etc. This point will be further discussed in the section on derived 
adjectives.
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An interesting subject of further investigation in the area of lack of 
equivalence would be to explore what classes of adjectives tend to have good 
translation equivalents in Hungarian and what classes do not. The subjective 
impression from sifting a large number of adjectival collocations in this study is 
that adjectives describing human behaviour (such as ’’prig”, "prim”, 
’’self-conscious”, ’’non-committal”, ’’casual”, ’’self-righteous”, ’’promiscuous”, 
’’possessive”, ’’sophisticated”, etc.) may represent a group in which equivalence 
is rather limited. A deeper analysis would be important because learners tend to 
avoid TL words for which no exact equivalent exists in their NL 
(BLUM-LEVENSTON 1983:124), thus, this is not only a problem of translation 
but also of speech production. Exploring the areas where equivalence is absent 
could help to provide opportunities for learners to acquire non-equivalent 
adjectives through typical collocations and intralingual exercises in synonymy, or 
interlingual comparisons and translation exercises.

Some of the most common non-equivalent adjectives are listed in Appendix 3.

9. Derived adjectives. The problems of adjectival derivation are outside the 
scope of the present paper. This subject would require a separate study, or indeed 
several separate studies; so far, only one has been written (CSAPÓ, 1982).

The problems of adjectival derivation will be touched upon here only in broad 
outline, based upon practice rather than theory. This superficial and selective 
treatment is regarded rather as an indication of future areas of research than 
actual analysis of the problems.

9.1. Most denominal English adjectives with the suffix -al correspond to 
denominal Hungarian adjectives with the suffix -/. They are limiting or 
classifying adjectives, which express a variety of relationships between the 
adjective and the noun. „The semantic relations expressed by denominal 
attributive adjectives and nouns are the same as those expressed by noun+noun 
combinations in English ... and there is no apparent reason why some 
combinations use adjectives while others preserve nouns” (IVIR 1983:19-20). It 
is very hard to make generalizations in this area: „medical school” and „medical 
student” are acceptable collocations, while x„iegal school/student” are not.

The Hungarian suffix -i is more productive than its English correspondent. As 
a result, many Hungarian A+N collocations correspond to N+N or N+Prep+N 
collocations in English:

egyetem; élet -  university life
családi élet -  family life
fold/ élet -  life on Earth

It is perhaps just because this type of correspondence is so typical, that it comes
as a surprise to learners when there is a corresponding adjective in English. The
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difficulty is enhanced by the fact that the various meaning relations expressed 
by the Hungarian suffix -i may correspond to different suffixes in English: -al 
(various relations), -an (locative) -ary (various relations), -ly (characteristic 
quality), etc. (Cf. the adjectives mental, tidal, medieval, facial; subterranean, 
Mediterranean; literary, coronary; brotherly, motherly, fatherly, etc.) Often the 
English adjectives come from a different root, not the one corresponding to the 
Hungarian noun: cf. medieval, infantile, rural, etc.

In some cases it is the English adjective with the suffix -al that has no 
correspondent in Hungarian (see also the section on equivalence). Collocations 
with such English adjectives correspond either to a genitive construction (a) or 
a compound noun (b) in Hungarian:

cranial capacity a/ az agy kapacitása
b/ agykapacitás

a! maternal food intake az anya tápanyagfelvétele
fetal weight a magzat súlya
stomatal resistance a sztómák ellenállása
hcrbicidal effectiveness a herbicid hatásfoka

h/ floral smell virágillat
cerebral haemorrhage agyvérzés
mental hospital elmegyógyintézet
vehicular traffic járműforgalom
facial skin arcbőr
historical scholarship történelemtudomány
bridal night nászéjszaka

The pattern seems to be defective and haphazard in both languages: some of these 
A+N collocations in English have adjectival correspondences in Hungarian with 
the suffix while others correspond to genitive constructions or compounds. 
However, some regularities can be found. One regular type of difference is that 
English, especially in technical contexts, often uses adjectives with the suffix -al 
(adjectives mostly of Latin origin, whose substantival base has not been borrowed 
by English, e. g. mental, cerebral, cranial, etc.), while Hungarian tends not to use 
the corresponding derived adjective when the underlying sentence expresses 
possessive relationship in the wider sense (the ’’HAVE” relationship, which is of 
course seldom a true possessive relationship):

the fetus has weight -  fetal weight
a magzatnak van súlya xmagzati súly
a herbicide has efficiency -  hcrbicidal effectiveness 
a herbicidnek van hatásfoka xherbicidi hatásfok
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When the suffix -i is used in a possessive sense, it sounds poetic or obsolete, 
or tends to incorporate some other meaning which is usually expressed by the 
suffix

acél/ zörej (poetic) -  the sound of steel,
the sound typical of steel

leány/ bál (obsolescent) -  the ball of girls, the ball
attended only by girls

magzat/ fejlődés -  the development of the fetus,
the development typical during 
the fetus stage

Another regular difference is that the English adjective can express several 
meaning relations, only one of which is expressed by the corresponding 
Hungarian adjective. Thus, the adjective ’’maternal” can express the meaning 
’’with the typical features of a mother” (motherly; a ’’maternal/motherly figure”, 
’’maternal care”) or the meaning ’’belonging to a mother”. Its Hungarian 
correspondent, ’’anyai” usually expresses only the first type of meaning:

materna/ care -  anya/ gondoskodás
materna/ food intake -  az anya tápanyagfelvétele

A third difference is that Hungarian seems to allow the semantic relations 
between the components of compound nouns to be left formally unexpressed, but 
it is not so liberal with A+N collocations: with the latter it tends to require overt 
marking of different semantic relations to a higher extent than with compound 
nouns. As a result, many English A+N collocations correspond to compound 
nouns in Hungarian. Thus, ’’facial massage” (=for the face) and ’’facial skin” (=on 
the face) can both be expressed by compounds in Hungarian (’’arcmasszázs” and 
’’arcbőr”).

9 .2 . Collocability problems loom large with adjectives derived from proper 
names, particularly geographical names. It is quite unpredictable if the denominál 
adjective, or a N+N or a N+Prep+N construction will correspond to a denominál 
Hungarian adjective (mostly with the suffix -i):

roma/ látogatás visit to Rome
Rome visit 
‘/Roman visit

franciaországi út trip to France
'/France trip 
?French trip
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római nagykövet ambassador to Rome
?Rome ambassador 
?Roman ambassador

franciaországi eladások sales in France
?France sales 
?French sales

The situation is complicated by the fact that English usage seems to be unsettled 
in this area, and collocations which are not normally accepted may be widely 
used in some text types, especially in journalese. It is very difficult to give 
learners sound advice here.

9 .3 . Some English denominál adjectives can be used both in a descriptive and a 
classifying sense, while Hungarian may (but does not necessarily) have spearate 
adjectives with different suffixes:

religious leaders -  vallásos vezetők (descriptive;
leaders who are religious)

-  vallási vezetők (classifying; 
people who head groups with 
a certain religion)

dictatorial family -  diktatórikus család (descriptive;
a family which is dictatorial)

-  diktátori család (classifying;
a family from which dictators come) 

professional care -  szakértő gondozás (descriptive;
care which is professional)

-  szakmai gondozás (classifying; 
care from the point of
view of a certain profession)

Unfortunately, the few cases where English also has different forms to 
differentiate between the two meanings, as with ’’economic” and ’’economical”, 
present even greater difficulty for the learner. Apparently, the partial interlingual 
correspondence is less significant than the effect of intralingual interference 
which is due to lack of contrast in either meaning or form (cf. the concept of 
Kontrastmangel, JUHÁSZ, 1970, and the concept of synforms, LAUFER 1981 
and 1985).

9 .4 . English adjectives with the suffix -ive often lack an equivalent adjective in 
Hungarian, although the base noun has a Hungarian equivalent (cf. the section 
on equivalence). Lack of equivalence may be confined to one of the meanings of 
the English adjective.
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an imaginative child -  nagy képzelőerejű gyermek
(’’child with great power of 
imagination”)
(No derived adjective is possible from 
the equivalents of ’’imagination”: 
’’képzelet”, ’’képzelőerő”, ’’fantázia”) 

a contributive factor -  az egyik tényező, amely közrejátszik
(”a factor that has a role”)

an informative lecture -  sok információt nyújtó előadás
(”a lecture giving a lot of information”) 
(No derivation possible from 
’’információ”; the adjective 
’’információs” can be used to express 
”in connection with information", but 
not to express ’’giving information”), 

an offensive person -  agresszív személy
(’’agressive person”)
(’’Offensive gesture” has an equivalent 
in ’’sértő gesztus”, an adjectivally used 
participle, but this participle cannot be 
collocated with ’’személy”).

9.5. A minor difference concerns adjectives with the prefix over- and under-. 
The former has a good correspondent in Hungarian, while the latter has not. In 
English-Hungarian translation this leads to stylistic problems. Literal translation 
of ’’undernourished”, for example, which is unfortunately becoming more and 
more widely used in Hungarian, means "nourished from below" according to the 
logic of Hungarian grammar ("alultáplált”). Even literal translation is impossible 
in some cases; thus the sentence ”He is underconfident of his abilities” can only 
be rendered by a verbal phrase ("Túlságosan kevéssé bízik a képességeiben”).

In Hungarian-English translation this difference may lead to underuse of the 
adjectives containing the prefix under-.

9.6. Many Hungarian compound adjectives correspond to N+N constructions in 
English, which go back to N+Prep+N constructions. In some cases, however, this 
transformation is blocked: while both ”a house with two storeys” and 
”two-storey house” are possible, only ’’family with many children” and „man in 
the brown suit” are, while ”xmany-childrcn family” and ”xbrown-suit man” are 
not. The influence of the NL compound adjective and previous learning 
experience predispose the Hungarian learner towards the N+N construction.

9.7. To sum up this section, it may be concluded that the differences described 
may lead to stylistic errors in English-Hungarian translation and to differences
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of distribution (IVIR, 1983:27), i.e. covert errors in Hungarian-English 
translation. The number of compound nouns and genitive constructions may be 
expected to be higher in a Hungarian-English translation at the expense of A+N 
collocations than in a corresponding English text. However, this assumption has 
yet to be confirmed.

10. Comparative-degree adjectives. There are half a dozen English adjectives 
(of Latin origin) which seem to be in the positive and the comparative form 
simultaneously: minor, major, junior, senior, inferior and superior. Thus, "major 
force” may mean "an important force”, ’’One of the most important forces”, ’’the 
main force” or ’’the greater force”; ’’inferior quality” may mean ’’bad quality” 
or ’’worse quality”, cf. the sentences ’’This wine is of inferior quality” and ’’This 
wine is very good; 1 do not want inferior quality”. It can be argued that these 
adjectives always express an implicit comparison (’’greater degree of properly 
than usual”), but the fact is that a paraphrase with other adjectives or a 
translation into another language will contain no comparison.

It has been the author’s experience that these English adjectives tend to be 
underused by Hungarians, presumably because of their uncertain semantic status. 
On the other hand, Hungarian often uses implicit comparison in other adjectives: 
’’hosszabb ideig” (’’for a longer time”) meaning ’’for a time longer than usual”. 
Such comparative-degree adjectives do not correspond to comparative-degree 
adjectives in English:

hosszabb ideig -  for quite a long time
(Doughty and Thompson, 1983:28)

Több barátom van. -  XI have more friends.
I have several friends.

Nincs nagyobb probléma. -  xThere is no greater problem.
There is no great problem.

Egy kisebb baleset történt velem. -  XA smaller accident happened to me.
A small/minor accident me happened to 
me.

Thes last example shows that implicit comparison is possible in English with the 
adjectives listed above.

11. Contrastive analysis of collocations is important for foreign language 
teaching, especially the teaching of translation. Collocations are not classed as 
deviant or non-deviant by the native speaker: deviant collocations are usually 
perceived as metaphorical, which require different rules of interpretation from 
non-metaphorical collocations (AARTS AND CALBERT 1979:9). The 
willingness of speakers to apply metaphorical interpretation rules may be 
different, depending on several factors. In translation, the willingness to accept
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metaphorical interpretation may be greater on the part of the language learner, 
which may lead him to accept a literal rendering of a TL collocation into his NL 
as metaphorical. This willingness comes from the uncertainty of the learner: he 
may be uncertain about the correct interpretation of the TL collocation and so 
suspends his belief that ’’rövid memória” (’’short memory”) is deviant in 
Hungarian, and may accept it as a metaphorical collocation.

In translating from Hungarian into English, A+N collocations give a lot of 
trouble to the learner, and even to the experienced translator. The extensive use 
of the general size adjectives "nagy/kis” to express quantity, number, degree and 
intensity, and of the adjectives ”erős/gyenge” to express intensity gives rise to a 
lot of interference, since the means of expressing these notions in English are 
widely different.

In addition to metaphorical extensions of meaning, adjectival collocations 
cause difficulty due to differences in synonymic sets, semantic depletion, 
derivational patterns, the meanings of adjectives having the same form in both 
languages (false cognates), and lack of equivalence. Most of these differences 
cause covert errors, such as different distribution, but some may give rise to 
serious problems. This is especially true of false cognates.

11.1. Summary and conclusions. Hungarian does not make such an extensive 
use of spatial adjectives to express non-spatial relations as English does. The 
difference is particularly marked with relations such as quantity, number, degree, 
intensity and evaluation. In this way, the data in this study do support WHORF’S 
theory to some extent: extensive use of spatialization metaphors is indeed 
characteristic of SAE languages; the great importance attached to quantification 
and the use of spatial relations to express relations of quantity is indeed 
characteristic of SAE languages.

However, these differences do not mean that SAE languages incorporate a 
special world-view and that different languages incorporate different 
world-views. As appears from the data in this study, Hungarian also makes use 
of spatialization metaphors, even though to a somewhat lesser degree than 
English. This is necessarily so: one cannot expect human languages to have 
separate means to express all separate notions. Some basic and perceptually 
salient relations must of necessity be used to express less basic and perceptually 
less salient relations. Spatial relations are among the most salient relations, 
therefore it may be expected that the linguistic means used to express them will 
be utilized to express non-spatial relations.

It may be argued that Hungarian is also a SAE language, since it has been in 
contact with SAE languages for over a thousand years. Indeed, it has been 
suggested that Hungarian is a secondary SAE-language (SZÉPE 1977:21). 
However, it is not impossible to find its original distinctive features, and against 
this background it is easier to examine which of its features are the result of
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prolonged exposure to SAE languages and which features represent the result of 
parallel development.

Thus, the distinctive features of Hungarian include the low priority given to 
quantitative relations, limited use of spatial adjectives to express quantitative 
relations, a tendency to base metaphorical extensions of meaning on experiential 
features, overt marking of major extensions of menaning by suffixation or 
compounding, and a tendency to avoid very indirect, elliptical modification.

However, these are only differences of degree. Hungarian does use spatial 
adjectives to express non-spatial relations, including quantity, some extensions of 
meaning are based on symbolic features, some major extensions of meaning are 
not marked overtly, and there are instances of elliptical modification. This cannot 
be exclusively the result of contact with SAE languages, but of the universal 
nature of cognitive processes, as suggested by LAKOFF and JONHSON (1980). 
’’High spirits” corresponds to ’’széles jókedv” ("wide spirits”) in Hungarian. The 
difference shows that it is not a loan translation from another language. However, 
the two phrases are congruent in that both have experiential bases, although 
different ones, and both phrases use spatial adjectives to carry a non-spatial 
meaning. (For the experiential bases of ’’high spirits” see LAKOFF and 
JOHNSON 1980:18).

As for LAKOFF and JOHNSON’S claim about the universality of specific 
metaphors, the present study can only raise doubts. The metaphor ’’MORE IS 
UP” is not characteristic of Hungarian, and the metaphor ’’HAPPY IS UP” (high 
spirits) is not indigenous to Jlungarian, either.

11.2. An important requirement of contrastive analysis is that it sets up a scale 
of difficulty or complexity (KIEFER 1986). If one has such a scale of complexity, 
one can base one’s teaching and examination requirements on it, proceeding from 
easy to difficult, from less complex to more complex. In acquisition-rich 
environments one can avoid wasting time on TL features that are easy, and can 
concentrate on features that might give rise to persistent interference problems.

KIEFER suggests several factors that might be used to define complexity of 
the learning task. One might consider the generality of the rule: a rule with many 
exceptions is more complex than one with few exceptions and productive 
processes are less complex than non-productive ones; furthermore, unmarked 
features are less complex than marked ones (1986:17). Complexity can also be 
defined in terms of the learning steps required to master a certain element of 
grammar or vocabulary.

Research into vocabulary acquisition, which is of quite recent origin, has 
identified a number of other factors which affect vocabulary learning, but it has 
not been able to state which factors induce the most difficulty. A scale of 
difficulty for vocabulary acquisition is yet to be worked out.

LAUFER (1987) divides the factors affecting vocabulary acquisition into two 
groups: intralexical (stemming from the word itself, i.e. intrinsic factors) and
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interlexical (stemming from the interaction between the new words and other 
words familiar to the learner in his LI or L2.) The intralexical factors listed by 
her include difficulty of pronunciation, inflexional complexity, derivational 
complexity, specificity, idiomaticity, polysemy and register restrictions. (The 
factors proposed by KIEFER can also be classed as intralexical.) The interlexical 
factors include similarity to LI in form with difference in meaning (false 
cognates), incongruencies in lexical gridding (one-to-many correspodence, partial 
overlap of meaning, and metaphorical extension of meaning), different 
connotation.lcxical voids, different collocations and similarity in sound to other 
words in L2 (synforms).

Frequency has to be added as a factor influencing vocabulary acquisition, 
although it does not belong to language structure. In the area of semantics, 
conceptual clarity vs. lack of such clarity may be an important factor (KIEFER 
1986:18).

One cannot but feel that the great number of factors listed by LAUFER 
represents a heterogenous collection, and some factors could be reduced to other, 
more basic factors. Thus, differences in collocational possibilities and partial 
overlap of meaning may represent different sides of the same coin.At the same 
time, while collocational differences may define the difficulty of a lexical item, 
what defines the difficulty of collocations?

However, it does not seem possible to reduce all the factors to one or two basic 
factors. It must also be accepted that, although there are factors that seem to be 
of outstanding importance, their effect may be neutralized by other factors.

The present study has examined adjectival collocations where interlexical 
factors seem to be dominant: false cognates, lexical voids (non-equivalent 
adjectives), synonymic adjectives, and metaphorical extension of meaning in 
certain adjectives. The effect of intralexical factors was seen primarily in 
semantically depleted adjectives (lack of conceptual clarity) and derivational 
adjectives (lack of generality). The same factors manifested themselves also in 
cases where the interlexical factors seemed dominant. Synonymy, e.g., is difficult 
for the native speaker, too, because of the lack of conceptual clarity, while lack 
of generality may account for the difficulties caused by metaphorical extension 
of meaning. Since the present study was based on experience in teaching and 
translating, focussing on A+N collocations that the author has observed to be 
difficult, it could be stated that is is exactly these intralexical and interlexical 
factors that are at the top of a hierarchy of difficulty. To do that, however, more 
extensive studies are needed. The present study might have provided something 
for further, related research to go on.
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Appendix 1.

Spatial adjectives used in distantial sense

English Hungarian

+ long ball + hosszú labda
+ long pass + hosszú átadás
+ long approach -  (berepülés távolról)
+ long jab -  (távoli ütés)
+ long range -  (nagy lőtávolság)
+ long reach -  (messzire elér)
+ short ball + rövid labda
+ short cut -  (út lerövidítése)
+ wide ball (+) széles labda
+ wide journey -  (távoli utazás)
+ narrow escape -  (alig menekült meg)
+ narrow miss -  (alig tévesztette el)
+ high ball + magas labda
+ high ceiling + magas mennyezet
+ high water + magas vízállás
+ high tide -  (dagály)
+ high jump -  (magasugrás)
+ high dive -  (toronyugrás)
+ high view -  (kilátás magasról)
+ low ceiling + alacsony mennyezet
+ low water + alacsony vízállás
+ low ball -  (lapos labda)
+ low pass -  (lapos átadás)
+ low bow -  (mély meghajlás)
+ low neckline -  (mély kivágás)
+ low valley -  (mély völgy)
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Appendix 2.

Adjectival false cognates in Hungarian and English 

English Hungarian

academic -  1. akadémiai 2. akadémikus (kérdés) 3. elméleti,
elvont, a tanulással/clméleti tárgyakkal kapcsolatos
4. (n.) egyetcmi/főiskolai tanár 
(academically able pupil, academically less able 
pupil, less academic pupil; academic people, 
academic colleagues; academic ability) 

actual -  tulajdonképpeni, tényleges
administrative -  közigazgatási, államigazgatási, kormányzati
agressive -  1. agresszív 2. erőteljes, rámenős
athletic -  1. atlétikai 2. atlétikus 3. sport-, sporttal

kapcsolatos 4. sportos (külső)
clerical -  1. hivatalnoki 2. adminisztratív

(clerical job; clerical error)
commercial -  1. kereskedelmi 2. nagyban előállítható,

termelhető, széria-, ill. sorozatgyártásra alkalmas
3. polgári 4. (n.) reklám, hirdetés 
(commercial flight; commercial use -  általános, 
hétköznapi használat; commercial farm 
árutermelő (nem kísérleti) gazdaság) 

concrete -  1. konkrét 2. (n.) beton
(Thank you for your excellent hospitality of which 
your cake was concrete evidence.) 

conservative -  1. konzervatív 2. óvatos
(conservative estimates)

consistent -  következetes, konzekvens
cooperative -  1. szövetkezeti 2. együttműködni kész/hajlandó,

segítőkész
(cooperative effort -  közös/együttes erőfeszítés) 

critical -  1. kritikus-,-i 2. döntő (fontosságú) 3. válságos,
kritikus

discrete -  különálló, szétválasztott, különálló részekből
összetevődő, diszkrét

extensive -  1. exlenzív, külterjes 2. nagy kiterjedésű, kiterjedt
liberal -  1. liberális 2. bőkezű, bőséges
mechanical -  1. mechanikai 2. gépi 3. gépesített
massive -  1. súlyos, masszív 2. tömeges

(massive protest)
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national -  1. nemzeti 2. országos
normal -  1. normális 2. szokásos, rendszerinti
partisan -  pártállásból kiinduló/következő, párthoz való

tartozással kapcsolatos, pártszerű, elfogult 
(a partisan approach) 

pathetic -  szánalmas
positive -  1. pozitív 2. határozott, meghatározott

(positive crime -  minősített bűncselekmény; 
positive harm -  határozottan/kifejezetten kár(os); 
positive malignance) 

primitive -  1. primitív 2. ős, ősi
(primitive man)

private -  1. magán, privát 2. (n.) közlegény
professional -  1. szakmai 2. szellemi/diplomás pályán működő 3.

hivatásos, professzionista, profi
progressive -  1. progresszív, haladó 2. fokozatosan növekvő,

terjedő 3. folyamatos (igeidő)
prospective -  leendő, várható, perspektivikus
solid -  1. szilárd, tömör 2. megbízható
specific -  1. sajátságos, specifikus 2. konkrét
sympathetic -  rokonszenvező, részvétteljes, részvevő
technical -  1. műszaki, technikai, technológiai 2. szakmai,

szakmabeli, szak-
(technical meeting -  szakmai találkozó 
technical knowledge -  szaktudás, szakmai tudás 
technical difficulty -  technikai/alaki nehézség)

Hungarian English

adminisztratív -  clerical
aktuális -  current, topical
diszkrét -  discreet
elemi -  elementary
elementáris -  elemental
emberi -  human
emberies, humánus -  humane
gépi -  mechanical
hagyományos -  1. traditional 2. conventional
jellegzetes -  1. typical 2. characteristic 3. distinctive
konkrét -  1. concrete 2. specific
konzekvens -  consistent
modern -  1. modern, up-to-date 2. sophisticated
műszaki -  1. technical 2. technological 3. engineering
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P°lgári -  1. civil, civilian 2. commercial
perpektivikus -  prospective
reális -  1. realistic 2. resonable
stabil -  1. stable 2. stationary
szakmai -  1. professional 2. technical
sportos -  athletic
technikai -  1. technical 2. technological



Appendix 3.

Some common English adjectives with no proper equivalent in Hungarian

A/ Physical state adjectives
close (attention, call, combat, distance, friend, reasoning, etc.); loose (end, 
leaf, rubble, change, etc.)

B/ Human states and qualities 
anxious (face, look, etc.) 
casual (nod) 
eager (teenagers) 
efficient (teacher) 
fair (play)
fit (physically fit people) 
formal (man) 
informal (meeting) 
mean (bastard) 
miserable (look) 
militant (mass actions) 
right (the right bus) 
wrong (the wrong bus) 
self-concious (look) 
solid (man)

C/ Abstract relations
commercial (flight, production, use, farm, crop, etc.)
competitive (advantage, situation, etc.)
glamorous (job)
sound (advice)
steady (flow)
tentative (proposal)

D/ Predicative adjectives (corresponding to verbs in Hungarian) afraid, absent, 
accustomed, alive, anxious, ashamed, confident, critical (of), considerate, 
inconsiderate, depenent,eager, fearful, fond, glad, incontinent (of), 
miserable, native (to), silent, sore, sorry, worth.
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Lexical Interference in Compound Words

Pál Heltai and László Pordány

EI.TE Foreign Language Further Education Centre, Budapest 
Juhász Gyula Teacher Training College, Szeged

ABSTRACT

Vocabulary has been a neglected area both in foreign language teaching and 
related contrastive research. Recent studies have pointed out the significance of 
lexical interference errors, especially in emergency communicative situations and 
written translation. A special area of possible lexical interference was studied by 
the authors. In Hungarian there are a number of compounds whose English 
translation equivalents are either monomorphemic lexemes, or compounds that 
are usually abbreviated to monomorphemic lexemes. Tests were made to find out 
whether differences in word structure give rise to interference errors. The results 
indicated that this was indeed the case. Constrastive lexicology may help us to 
understand better and facilitate the processes of vocabulary acquisition by 
learners of foreign languages.

Since, despite all the promising signs of change, vocabulary still seems to be 
the odd man out in both language teaching and L2  acquisition research almost 
everywhere, it is perhaps appropriate to say a few words, by way of general 
introduction, about the significance of lexis, as we see it, in both teaching and 
research. It has been found by several authors that lexical errors cause, or often 
cause, a higher degree of irritation, more frequent problems of interpretation, 
or more disturbing effects than those made in grammar (LINDELL 1973:96, 
NICKEL 1973:23, RICHARDS 1986, McCARTHY 1984:14, and others). We 
could take this one step further by arguing that, from a communicative point of 
view, lexical errors can cause much more harm than just irritation or problems 
of interpretation: in some cases they may distort the message so that



communication breaks down or dees not happen in the first place, something that 
seldom happens as a result of a grammatical error. In the traditional view of most 
language teachers, the omission of the third person singular -s, or the 
replacement of an irregular past form by -ed, belong to some of the ’’gravest” 
errors. Yet, utterances like *She go, or *She goed, would require special contexts 
to pose problems of interpretation. On the other hand, the utterance, *She was 
unveiled, made by a Hungarian student of English in class, was interpreted 
correctly (’’She was exposed”), as it was intended, by less than half of the other 
students present, excluding the teacher, a native speaker of English. This 
example, incidentally, is a clear case of interference from the native language, 
and there are indications that there is a higher incidence of interference errors 
in the area of vocabulary than in grammar, with the frequency and systematicity 
of such errors increasing proportionately with the degree and extent of 
differences in the semantic fields concerning any two lexical systems (sec 
especially JUHÁSZ 1970).

We do not suggest that the significance of lexical errors does by definition 
or in principle override that of grammatical errors. Also, we agree with Linnarud 
in warning that ”... one should not be categorical about the disturbing effect of 
lexical errors on comprehensibility. The native speaker has a great ability to 
interpret and draw conclusions as to what the learner means.” (LINNARUD 
1986:15). However, it might be added that native speakers may be assumed to 
have the same ability to interpret errors in grammar. What we do suggest, then, 
is that in communication, or more precisely, in certain communicative situations, 
a lexical error, notably the wrong word, can be much more of an obstacle to 
effective, or in fact any, communication than the most serious grammatical error. 
By choosing the wrong word, one can very easily say the opposite of what one 
means. We have recorded American students of Hungarian using the literal 
translation of the phrase same difference, and thereby saying just about the 
opposite of the intended message. We likewise have recorded Hungarian students 
of English saying *smail deal, when meaning ’big deal’, which indeed means 
small deal, except one never calls it that. Such examples could be listed almost 
endlessly. It seems that lexical correctness and appropriateness reaches its 
highest, almost exclusive role in emergency communicative situations and other 
brief verbal encounters; predictably so, as in such situations syntax is reduced 
to a minimum. One American student studying in Hungary shouted Sétálni!, one 
of the dictionary equivalents of "walk" at a pedestrian who was suddenly 
approached by a car on the crossing. However, sétálni really means walk slowly, 
and the pedestrian, not seeing the car, indeed slowed his steps, only to be almost 
run over.

If nothing else, such and similar instances alone sufficiently justify our 
attributing more than perhaps usual significance to lexical errors in general, and 
lexical interference errors in particular.
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The type of lexical interference errors studied in this paper does not usually 
lead to such dramatic consequences. Hungarians tend to render their compounds 
by compounds in English. In most cases the result is mild irritation on the part 
of the native speaker. Sentences like ’’Put on the teakettle ”, or ”A Gallup public 
opinion poll showed ...”, or ’’The conjuror pulled out a card from the sleeve o f  
his coal” are perfectly grammatical and appropriate sentences, but are slightly 
redundant: kettle, poll, and sleeve would be enough. A conjuror usually pulls out 
a card from his coat-sleeve, not his shirt-sleeve, so no more need be said. In yet 
other cases, a compound or phrase may be all right in an English text when it 
occurs for the first time, but to repeat the compound at each subsequent mention 
would be redundant and irritating: "Military exercises were held in X. Three 
countries took part in the military exercises." The tendency to retain the full 
phrase or compound can be accounted for by reference to the native language 
equivalent, so we regard it as the result of interference.

The effect of this type of interference, as stated above, does not seem to be 
very severe; no breakdown in communication follows. However, it is exactly this 
kind of redundancy that makes most translations into a foreign language by 
non-native speakers unreadable. The redundancy found in such translations by 
DUFF is not only the result of the incompetence of translators or the defects 
of the original text (jargon, vagueness, etc.). DUFF claims that ”... if the 
translator errs in one direction, then it is towards overtranslation rather than 
undertranslation (1981:117). In the following, we hope to prove that 
overtranslation from Hungarian into English, at least in part, is conditioned by 
structural differences between Hungarian and English giving rise to errors of 
interference.

Translation, whether consicous or subconscious, might well be regarded as the 
most important cause of lexical interference. This is especially the case with 
written translation, where the translator cannot distance himself from the 
structures of his native-language lexical system. It has been claimed that all or 
most interference errors, lexical interference errors included, are due to 
conscious or subconscious translation from the mother tongue; therefore, if 
translation is eliminated from foreign language teaching/lcarning, all will be well. 
The remaining interference-like errors should then be explained in terms of 
learner strategies.

This view is not shared by the present authors. In this paper it will be argued 
that, at least in certain areas of the vocabulary, interlingual interference is the 
prevalent type of interference and the major source of lexical errors, whether 
or not translation is involved in the learning process. Contrastive lexicology 
should be instrumental in defining vocabulary areas where interlingual 
interference may be expected and in providing detailed information on the 
differences to facilitate vocabulary acquisition by foreign language learners.

The specific area of probable interlingual lexical interference studied in this 
paper was compounds in English and Hungarian. In English there are fewer
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compounds than in Hungarian, and even those compounds that exist are often 
abbreviated to monomorphemic lexemes, like ’’tear/drop/", "/bank/note’’, 
’’ambulance/-car/”, etc. Thus, a regular pattern of difference between the two 
languages is the correspondence of compounds in Hungarian to monomorphemic 
lexemes in English. Observation has shown that this difference does indeed give 
rise to a regular pattern of interference, i.e. overtranslation or word coinage 
(VÁRADI 1973, ARABSKI 1979:41).

A test was designed to provide experimental evidence to support empirical 
observation. It was intended to clarify two main points:

-  Are the errors committed due to interlingual interference?
-  Are the errors peculiar to translation?

Following an earlier study (HELTAI, forthcoming) a list of Hungarian 
compounds with monomorphemic English equivalents was compiled and 
classified as follows:

1. The compound is optional in both languages, i. e., it can be, and usually is, 
abbreviated to a single morpheme:

branch -  (fa)ág

2. Both the English and the Hungarian compound can be abbreviated to a single 
morpheme. However, the English compound usually is, while the Hungarian 
compound usually is not so abbreviated (or, in a few cases, cannot be abbreviated 
at all):

ambulance (-car) -  mentőautó
tear (drop) -  könnycsepp
(married) couple -  házaspár
(dead) óoáy -  holttest
(tea-)kettle -  teáskanna
(horse-)roce -  lóverseny
(coat-)sleeve -  kabát ujj
(military) exercise -  hadgyakorlat
(public opinion)poll -  közvéleménykutatás

3. The monomorphemic lexeme in English is left unchanged in English when 
used in a new sense, while a compound is formed in Hungarian to convey the 
new sense:

doctor -  doktor
doctor -  doktornő (’doctor woman’)
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ski -  si (skiing in general, as a sport)
ski -  síléc (’ski-board’)
back -  hát
back -  hkioldal (’back side’, the other

side of a sheet)

4. A monomorphemic English lexeme corresponds to a Hungarian compound:

desk -  íróasztal (’writing-table’)
study -  dolgozószoba (’working-room’)
change -  visszajáró pénz ((’money to be

returned’)
resort -  üdülőhely (’holiday place’)
pet -  kedvenc háziállat (’favourite

domestic animal’)
emergency -  szükséghelyzet

(’need situation’,
’state of need’)

exit (from motorway) -  kivezető út (’road leading out’)
bonnet -  motorháztető

(’roof of engine house’)
boot -  csomagtartó (’luggage holder’)
attitude -  szemléletmód

(’way of viewing’)

Some of the Hungarian words in the above list are not compounds, but phrases. 
It was assumed they would affect successful recall and use of the target language 
equivalent in the same way as the compounds. However, this assumption is yet 
to be tested.

It was predicted that a high proportion of compounds would be used by 
Hungarian learners both in a completion and a translation test, although 
compounds are rarely used by native speakers (Group 2 ) or do not exist in 
English (Groups 3 and 4).

The above words were used to construct sentences. The list of Hungarian 
sentences was presented to four groups of Hungarian students to translate into 
English. The corresponding English sentences, with the equivalents of the 
Hungarian compounds deleted, were presented to six other groups of learners to 
complete. The learners’ knowledge of English ranged from lower to upper 
intermediate,the more advanced groups being asked to do the translation test. 
Some students did not translate all the sentences, and in some cases the 
translation was very wide off the mark. Thus, only those answers were counted 
that were recognizably translations of the given Hungarian word: ’studio’, instead 
of ’study’, was counted, but ’another room’ was not. Percentages were therefore
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calculated on the basis of accepted answers and not on the basis of number of 
subjects. This was also necessary because some of the sentences were included 
at a later stage, after the first groups had done the tests. The same procedure 
was applied in the completion test: percentages were calculated from relevant 
answers only.

The results are shown in the tables below. The symbols NS and NR stand for 
number of subjects taking the test and number of relevant answers respectively. 
”A” stands for the answer expected (or, in some cases, not expected but still 
accepted as appropriate), ”1 ” for answers regarded as influenced by interference 
from the mother-tongue equivalent.

The list of English sentences is appended at the end.

Table 1. Completion

No. NS NR A_________NoA % I_____________________ No. %

1. 74 65 desk 39 60.0 table, 26 40.0
table/desk

2. 74 65 study 44 81.5 working-room, 10 18.5
studying-room,
study-room

3. 74 56 ambulance 43 76.8 ambulance-car, 12 23.2
emergency-car 1

4. 74 52 branch 42 branch of tree
twig 2 95.7 stick of tree 2 3.8
tree 6

5. 74 35 tear 28 80.0 teardrop,
drop of tear, 7 20.0
drop of sweat

6 . 74 47 resort 26 55.3 holiday place 7 44.7
resort place 4
holiday resort, 
holiday centre, 
tourist centre, 
rest place, 
paradise of tourists, 
place for relaxation, 
swimm ing place 1 0
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No. NS NR A________ No. % I_____________________ No. %

7. 74 52 change 28 84.6 remaines, left, 8  15.4
rest 16 exchange,

remainder part, 
small change, 
money back

8 . 74 70 flew 34 48.6 went by 36 41.4
air/plane

9. 47 41 doctor 40 97.6 lady doctor 1 2.4

10. 74 56 couple 49 87.5 married couple 3 5.4
pair 4 7.1

11. 74 63 kettle 30 48.4 teapot (17), pot (9), 52.4
teakettle, tea-cooker, 
tea, teapot/kcttle (7)

12. 74 22 pet 17 77.3 housed animal, domestic 22.7
animal, chatting/talking 
partner (5)

13. 74 46 emergency 21 76.1 case of emergency, 11 23.9
accident 14 case of accident,

case of danger, 
emergency oase, 
case of fire, 
fire accident, 
urgent case

14. 74 33 ski 24 72.7 skiing rod, 9 27.3
skistaff, skiboard,
silec (borrowed from Hungarian!)

15. 74 45 body 29 84.4 deadcorp, 7 15.6
corpse, 9 dead body, death body,
cadaver dead man, dead, de body
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No. NS NR A No. % I No. %

16. 47 30 race/s/ 2 6.7 horse-race (20) 28 93.3
horse-racing (4), 
race-course, race-field, 
court

17. 74 40 back 21 52.5 other side, next 19 47.5
side, next page

18. 74 6  sleeve 4 6 6 .6  sleeve of jacket 2 33.3

19. 74 19 exit 14 73.7 exit road, way out, 5 26.3
side road

20. 74 28 bonnet 20 71.4 motor bootle, 8  28.6
roof of the engine, 
roof of the engine cabin, 
motorhouse, top of the car, 
roof of car, roof, „roof”

21. 74 42 boot 39 92.9 boot of the car, 3 7.1
back of the car, back side 
of the car

22. 74 17 literature 14 82.4 special literature, 3 17.6
science-literature

23. 74 33 exercises 5 army exercise (5), 17 51.5
manoeuvres 11 48.5 military exercise (3),

military training (2 ), 
war-exercise, war simulation 
game, military drill, military 
demonstration, training, 
practice train

24. 47 14 poll 11 78.6 research, report 3 21.4

25. 74 9 attitude 1 11.1 point of view (3), 8 88.9
viewpoint (3), 
way of thinking, 
economical view
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Table 2. Translation

No. NS NR A No. % I No. %

1. 39 39 desk 33 84.6 table (4), 6  17.3
writing-table (2 )

2. 39 37 study 25 67.6 working-room (6 ), 12 32.4
writing-room, 
study-room, 
duty-room (4), studio (2)

3. 39 38 ambulance 26 68.4 ambulance car 12 31.6

4. 28 23 branch 13 82.6 branch of tree 4 17.4
twig, bough 6

5. 39 32 tear 19 59.4 teardrop, drop of 13 40.6
tear, cry-drop

6 . 39 34 resort 19 55.9 holiday place (5), 15 44.1
residence (2 ), place for 
vacance, holiday centre, 
holiday camp, holiday site, 
resort place, resort spot, 
resort area, resort centre 7 8 9

7. 39 36 change 20 66.7 rest money, rest of 12 33.3
rest 4 money, returned money,

back money, back the coin, 
money to be returned, 
remained money, returning 
money, money

8 . 28 28 flew 12 42.9 went by air, 16 57.1

9. 28 28 doctor 19 67.9 woman doctor, 9 32.1
doc tor-woman, female 
doctor, doctress, 
doctor...
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No. NS NR A_________No. % I_____________________ No. %

10. 28 28 couple 20 71.4 married couple (7), 8  28.6
man and woman ( 1 ),

11. 39 38 kettle 10 26.3 teapot (17), pot (2), 28 73.7
tea-kettle, teacan, 
teajug, teajump (?), 
teacuple, teabottle, 
tea, bottle

12. 28 28 pet 7 25.0 favourite animal (10), 21 75.0
favourite pet (5), 
favourite parrot, preferable 
animal, preferred animal, 
mostly liked animal, 
likely animal, fan animal

13. 39 37 emergency 11 29.7 danger (4), case of 26 70.3
danger, case of 
emergency (5), dangerous 
situation (3), dangerous (2), 
urgent case (5), urgency (2),
... situation, urgent ...

14. 28 23 ski 16 69.6 ski-desk, ski- 7 30.4
ski-set, ski-stick, 
ski... (3)

15. 39 39 body 20 dead body (4), 13 33.3
corpse 66.7 dead young man’s body,
cadaver, 6  death, dead,

body without life,
carcase (?) analive body,

body of the victim, 
body of the killed man

16. 28 23 race(s) 1 4.3 horse-race (12), 22 95.7
horse-racing (7), 
horse-competition, 
horse-game, racing
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No. NS AR A_________No. % I_____________________ No. %

17. 39 36 back 5 13.9 back side (10), 31 86.1
back page (8 ),
other side, next page, etc.

18. 39 28 sleeve 10 35.7 coatsleeve, 18 64.3
sleeve of his coat, 
arm of the coat, coatarm, 
coatfinger, needle of his 
coat (?), coat (8 )

19. 28 25 exit 8  32.0 exit road, exit way 17 68.0
way out (5), 
off road (2 ), 
way to get out, 
road to get out, 
way where he could 
leave it, 
entering way, 
output way, 
leading road, 
side road,... way

20. 28 16 bonnet 5 31.3 boot (4), cover (2) 1 1  68.7
cover of the engine, 
engine door, 
front door of the car, 
roof of the motor, 
roof of the engine

21. 28 15 boot 8  53.3 back of the car, 7 46.7
trunk of the car, 
luggage rack, 
bumper, bonnet (2 ), hood

22. 39 23 literature 15 65.2 professional literature (2), 8  34.8
technical literature (3), 
subject literature, scientic 
literature,... literature
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No. NS NR A_________No. % I_____________________ No. %

23. 28 18 exercise 1 27.8 military exercise (4), 13 72.2
manouvres 4 military training (2),

army exercises, 
army manouvres, 
fight-exercise, 
fight-test, 
training, action,
... practise

24. 28 16 poll 2 43.8 opinion poll, 9 56.2
survey 5 public opinion,

opinion of nations, 
research of public opinion, 
public opinion searching, 
public interviewing, 
information of the citizen, 
national attitude survey,
... of the public

25. 39 31 attitude 1 3.2 point of view (6 ), 30 96.8
view(s) (6 ), viewpoint, 
standpoint of view, 
view of things, view of life, 
way of view, way of meaning, 
way of thinking, kind of

thinking, mode of thinking, 
manner of view, sightseeing, 
outlook, policy, aspects
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Table 3.
Percentages of interference errors in the completion 

and the translation tests

No-____________________Completion__________ Translation_____________
1. desk 40.0 17.3
2. study 18.5 32.4
3. ambulance 23.2 31.6
4. branch 3.8 17.4
5. tear 20.0 40.6
6 . resort 44.7 44.1
7. change 15.4 33.3
8 . flew, went by plane+ 41.4 57.1
9. doctor 2.4 32.1

10. couple 12.5 28.6
11. kettle 52.4 73.7
12. pet 22.7 75.0
13. emergency 23.9 70.3
14. ski 27.3 30.4
15. body 15.6 33.3
16. races 93.3 95.7
17. back 47.5 86.1
18. sleeve 33.3 64.3
19. exit 26.3 68.0
2 0 . bonnet 28.6 6 8 . 7

21. boot 7.1 46.7
22. literature 17.6 34.8
23. exercises 51.5 72.2
24. poll 21.4 56.2
25. attitude 88.9 96.8

+ Of course, both 'flew' anti 'went by plane' are acceptable. However, the choice of one or the 
other might be influenced by the Hungarian correspondant.

The tables show that interference was at play both in the completion and the 
translation test. In the latter it was more marked than in the former: the 
percentage figures are consistently higher, except in the case of "desk” and 
"resort”. "Desk” will be discussed later; as to "resort”, it may be a freak. In some 
cases, interference is literally forced by the Hungarian compound, especially in 
translation. The effect of interlingual interference is spectacularly shown by 
compounds like ’’exit road”, ’’study room”, "favourite pet”, "resort place”, and
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the like, which show that the subjects actually knew the right answer, but did 
not consider it long enough compared to the Hungarian equivalents. The same 
effect is seen in cases where the subjects indicated that they considered their 
answers incomplete, as in the case of ”ski...” or ’’...literature”.

Interference was also significant in the completion test. There can be no 
question that ’’working-room” or ’’study-room”, ”ambulance-car”, ”ski-board”, 
’’teapot”, ate. are due to interference. These words most probably had been 
extensively practised by the intermediate stage.

On the other hand, there were many answers in both the completion and the 
translation tests that could be explained in terms of learner strategies. Also, there 
are a number of cases where it would be difficult to tell whether interference 
or a communicative strategy was responsible for the error. In the tables, all the 
errors were lumped together under the heading ”1 ”, meaning 
interference-induced errors. In the following, wo shall try to justify this 
approach.

It is always difficult to separate the effects of interference, 
overgeneralization, ignorance and so on. Clearly, if one says ’’table” instead of 
’’desk”, although one knows both words, it will be regarded as an instance of 
interference if the equivalent of the latter is a hyponym of the equivalent of the 
former in one’s native language, as in Hungarian. Again, if one deliberately uses 
a phrase like ”fight-tcst”, since one does not know the lexeme ’’(military) 
exercise”, it can be regarded as a case of pure ingorance and a communicative 
strategy. However, in between there is a large area where interference and 
ignorance shade into each other. How do we regard cases in which the word has 
been learnt, but the learner cannot recall it when needed, presumably because 
its structure does not parallel that of the native language equivalent? Most 
Hungarian learners who have studied the words relating to the motor-car will 
remember, at a later stage, most of the compounds (windshield, headlights, etc), 
and will also remember that the names for other parts are monomorphemic 
lexemes (boot, bonnet, etc.) without being able to recall the actual words. 
Therefore, they will either avoid using these words, or use a communicative 
strategy to express them. On the face of it there was no interference, but the 
whole process started when these words proved more difficult to recall than other 
words. It is also difficult to decide when a word has been learnt. Obviously, the 
same amount of exposure and practice will result in certain words being learnt 
and other words not being learnt.

When learners try to express meanings the words for which they have not 
met before, they may coin words that do not exist in the target language. This 
then would seem to be the result of communicative strategies alone. However, 
the learner may or may not believe that it is safe for him to create a compound 
in the target language, and this belief is primarily based on two factors: his 
linguistic sophistication and the structure of the native language equivalent. What 
is important here is that his native language will tend to influence his general
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attitude towards such words, i.e., the Hungarian learner will tend to coin 
compounds where he has compounds in his native language, instead of trying 
some other strategy. Hungarian learners of English arc sometimes so persistent 
in this belief that they will not believe the dictionary, or the teacher, for that 
matter, that there is no ’’stone coal” in English, just ’’coal”, or that in most cases 
it is enough to say ’’literature” for Hungarian szak irodalom (German 
Eac/iliteratur). Many students left a blank in the sentence "While I was skiing 
I fell and one of my ... slid down the slope”, where they actually had the word 
they needed ("skis”) in the first part of the sentence. The high number of blanks 
with some other items (e.g. doctor) was also indicative of this type of 
interference.

Thus, if a learner has coined a non-existent target language word, or if 
positive transfer has been inhibited by the native language equivalent, the 
ultimate source of these effects is the difference between the two languages; thus 
in a broad sense they are the result of interference. Interference in compounds, 
interpreted in this broad sense, may manifest itself in the following forms:

(a) literal translation or word coinage ("working-room”): the learner may or may 
not believe that he has found the right word;

(b) inhibition of positive transfer ("ski...”);

(c) difficulty of recall („bonnet”, ”pet” etc.);

(d) positive transfer, that may or may not lead to overt or covert errors (’’woman 
doctor”, ’’dead body”, etc.)

We stated above that interference in compound words depends on the structure 
of the mother tongue equivalent in relation to its target language counterpart. 
If we examine the results from this point of view, we find that there was only 
slight interference in the first group of compounds, where both the Hungarian 
and English compounds are usually abbreviated to single-morpheme lexemes 
(„tree-branch” or ’’branch of tree” made up only 3.8% in the completion test, 
and 17.4% in the translation test, where the compound Hungarian equivalent was 
given). In the second group there was a significant, though variable amount of 
interference. Most of these errors belong to the type known as covert errors: they 
do not cause any misunderstanding, but make the utterance redundant. It is 
perfectly all right to say „She went to the horse-races”, „A teardrop rolled down 
her nose”, or „Military exercises began yesterday in ...” However, the compound 
is usually used in English when the word is introduced for the first time, while 
Hungarians tend to go on using the compound through a longer stretch of 
discourse, which will sound unnatural. It might be argued that such errors are 
developmental, and disappear at later stages. That may be so. However, they will 
tend to reappear in translation and under pressure. One wonders if translation 
exercises aimed at these compounds might not prove useful in fighting
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subsequent interference? Although such covert errors pass unnoticed sometimes, 
they contribute a great deal to what is known as ’’translationese”, which may 
prompt the reader to give up reading the translation, and thus ultimately 
communication breaks down.

In the third group of compounds interference seemed to be peculiar to 
translation and was of two types: literal translation and inhibition of positive 
transfer (’’lady doctor” and ’’doctor...”).

In the fourth group interference varied considerably, but was generally rather 
heavy. It was of two types, literal translation and forgetting. Literal translation 
occurred with such well-known words as ’’study” and also with some items that 
may be less frequent, and perhaps not fully learnt, like ’’(military) exercise”, 
’’poll”, or ’’attitude”. Difficulty of recall occurrred with some less central words, 
giving rise to errors classified as semantic simiarity (ARABSKI 1979:39) in some 
cases, mixing up of words belonging to the same semantic group (’’bonnet” 
instead of ’’boot” and vice versa).

It should be clearly seen that all the errors cannot be accounted for solely 
by reference to differences in word structure. The percentages of what we classed 
as interference errors were highly variable for different items within the same 
group. There are of course many other factors influencing vocabulary acquisition 
and use. The present study indicated that word structure was an important 
factor, but there are other factors to reckon with, such as recency of learning, 
frequency, genericity, hierarchical relations, polysemy, and so on. The 
differences between individual words also varied due to extraneous factors, such 
as knowledge of vocabulary that may be used to make up compounds in the target 
language. It is easy to translate ’’üdülőhely” (resort) into English, ’’holiday” 
(’’üdülő”, ’’üdülés”) and ’’place” (’’hely”) being at the disposal of even beginners, 
but more advanced vocabulary is needed to translate ’’közvéleménykutatás” 
(’’köz” -  ’’public”, ’’vélemény” -  ’’opinion”, ’’kutatás" -  ’’research”).

Differences in the hierarchical structure of corresponding lexical fields may 
give rise to interference. This explains the high degree of interference in ’’desk” 
rather than the difference in word structure (HELTAI 1982:19). Incidentally, the 
Hungarian equivalent given in the translation test reminded most subjects of the 
difference between ’’desk” and ’’table”, which they tended to overlook in the 
completion test -  a curious casce when translation works against interference. 
(Even so, there was also a considerable degree of interference in translation.)

Polysemy, coupled with differences in word structure, tends to aggravate 
learning difficulty and subsequent interference. This factor may have contributed 
to increased difficulties with ’’change”, ’’exercise” and ’’attitude”.

Lexical gaps in the native language (in relation to the target language) also 
increase interference, either of the literal translation type or of the forgetting 
type. The English words in the tests that had no proper equivalents in Hungarian 
were ”pet” and ’’emergency". (The Hungarian equivalents used in the translation 
test were descriptive phrases rather than true lexical items.)
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Grammatical difficulty also plays a part. This was tested in sentence 8  where 
either ’’flew” or ’’went by plane” was expected. It was predicted that Hungarians 
would prefer the use of the phrase to the monomorphemic verb. It was also 
predicted that, since the Hungarian equivalent given in the translation test was 
the equivalent of ’’flew”, the proportion of answers with this word would 
increase. Surprisingly, the answer seemed to be independent of the Hungarian 
equivalent; the number of phrases even showed a moderate increase in the 
translation test. A reasonable explanation may be that learners avoid the use of 
the simple verb because of difficulties with the past tense form. Another 
explanation may be the sequence of learning: ”go by car/plane/ship” are usually 
learned before the corresponding verbs, and receive a large amount of practice 
during the course.

The tests also showed up deficiencies in vocabulary acquisition. Most learners 
did not know the difference between ’’kettle” and ”pot”: the two words were 
regarded as synonyms. Successful answers were very few in the case of ”pet” 
and ’’sleeve”. In general, higher scores had been expected for most items than 
those that were obtained, since the words included in the list, with the exception 
of the last three, are supposed to be known at this stage. Therefore, the results 
also show the relative backwardness of vocabulary teaching.

Vocabulary teaching must be made more systematic. McCARTHY (1984) 
gives examples of how the relationships between target language words can be 
made explicit and practiced. We must add that contrastive points should also be 
taken into consideration. The present paper has indicated that Hungarian 
learners of English need special practice in the use of compounds in English. 
They must be made aware of the fact that in English compounds are often 
abbreviated to single-morpheme words. It is our conviction that it would be 
possible and desirable to make separate contrastive studies of relations of 
polysemy, synonymy, hierarchical organization of lexical fields and word 
structure and to examine the effects of these relations on vocabulary acquisition. 
Such research is indeed in progress or planned in the universities of Budapest 
and Szeged. Several additional tests are in preparation to examine the effect of 
different word structure in depth. No attempt was made in the present paper to 
doctor the results. We are confident that the data support our interpretation of 
them even in their present form, and we hope to obtain further data that will 
prove our point beyond any reasonable doubt.
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Appendix

1. Hew was silting at h is... writing a report, (desk -  ’’íróasztal”)

2. We have a living-room, two bedrooms and a ... where my husband writes his 
novels and short stories, (study -  ’’dolgozószoba”)

3. There was an aecident and very soon a(n)... came, (ambulance -  ’’mentőautó”)

4. I was walking in the wood when a ... hit my face, (branch -  ’’faág”)

5. A ... rolled down her nose, (tear -  ’’könnycsepp”)

6 . Siófok is one of the most popular summer... in Hungary, (resort -  ’’üdülőhely”)

7. How did you go to New York? I ..., of course, (flew -  ’’repültem”)

8 . He gave the waiter a 500-forint note and told him he could keep the ... (change
-  ’’visszajáró pénz”)

9. I like this... very much. She is very good at diagnosing illnesses, (doctor -  
’’doktornő”)

10. I have known this... for a long time. I was present at their wedding, too. (couple
-  ’’házaspár”)

11. I’d like some more tea. -  Just light the gas under the ... (kettle -  ’’teáskanna”)

12. He kept a parrot as a ... (pet -  ’’kedvenc háziállat”)

13. In a(n)... dial 04. (emergency -  ’’szükséghelyzet”)

14. While I was skiing I fell and one of my ...slid down the slope. I never saw it 
again, (skis -  ’’sílécem”)

15. The... of a young man was found in the river. Apparently, it was a suicide, 
(body -’’holttest”)

16. I went to the... and bet 10 pounds on a horse called Flash, (races -  ’’lóverseny”)

17. Read the instructions on this side.then look at the figure on the... (back -  
’’hátoldal”)

18. The conjuror pulled out a card from his... (sleeve -  ’’kabátujj”)

19. He wanted to leave the motorway, and was looking for a(n)... (exit -  ’’kivezető 
út”)

20. He opened the... to look at the engine, (bonnet -  ’’motorháztető”)

21. He took the spare wheel out of the ... (boot -  ’’csomagtartó”)
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22. Before you start to write your dissertation, you must read all the ... on the 
subject, (literature -  ’’szakirodalom”)

23. Ten thousand troops took part in the latest NATO... (exercises -  
’’hadgyakorlat”)

24. A Gallup... showed that the Premier is still popular, (poll -  
’’közvéleménykutatás”)

25. If we want to improve the performance of our economy, we need to adopt a 
different...; we must look at things with a fresh eye. (attitude -  
’’szemléletmód”)
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The Correction of Overt and Covert Errors

Péter Medgyes

Department of English, Loránd Eötvös University, Budapest

1. INTRODUCTION

’’Language teaching has always been subject to change, but the process of 
change has not resulted from the steady accumulation of knowledge about the 
most effective ways of teaching languages: it has been more the product of 
changing fashion. Viewed objectively, the process has resembled the swing of the 
pendulum” (WILKINS 1972:20). The attitude toward error correction, a 
perennially integral part of language teaching, has invariably reflected the 
dictates of the time. Periods of ebb and flow have succeeded one another at 
regular intervals. Certain methods made it imperative that the teacher should 
fight tooth and nail against errors, while others played down the role ascribed to 
error correction.

The Communicative Approach, an umbrella term for various, often divergent, 
language teaching theories since the mid-seventies, belongs to this second group. 
By stressing the development of communicative abilities, the foreign language 
teacher is emphatically warned not to be continually on the look-out for errors, 
or he will destroy the smooth flow of communication. It is assumed that learners 
„will find it frustrating and de-motivating if the teacher’s reaction to their ability 
to communicate ideas is focused solely on their ability to get the grammar right 
(HARMER 1983:37)”. Only when the message does not get home is teacher 
intervention justified and allowed. Many a method, technique and procedure 
applied today discourage large-scale error correction during class, stressing that 
the teacher should rather listen to, or, preferably, co-communicate with, the pairs 
and groups instead.

This attitude is given linguistic approval by the concept of internal syllabus, 
which implies, in brief, that learners construct their L2  knowledge through active



learning processes and that their learning path will be largely determined by this 
built-in syllabus (LITTLEWOOD 1984:34,49). Any external intervention, such as 
error correction, can only play an insignificant role in the learning process and is, 
therefore, basically futile.

On the other hand, the Communicative Approach attaches great importance 
to the study of errors themselves. It is claimed that they arc natural and 
acceptable in any situation where learners have an urgent need to communicate. 
DULAY and BURT’s highly acclaimed slogan ’’You can’t learn without goofing” 
(1974:95) suggests that errors are inevitable signs of learning taking place. As 
they supply an indispensable data base for the study of the learner’s 
interlanguagc, they are to be analysed and digested. Under no circumstances 
should they be nipped in the bud and even less should their occurrence be 
precluded.

In addition, errors may be offered to the learner as one indicator of his overall 
achievement. Providing continual feedback is acknowledged as constituting a 
major part of the teacher’s job since it is only through such feedback sessions 
that the learner can sec the extent of his success or failure to communicate. The 
necessity of pinpointing incorrect grammatical and lexical items, of highlighting 
phonological and orthographical blunders, as well as of putting right 
inappropriate utterances is hardly ever questioned by even the most dedicated 
advocates of the Communicative Approach. DULAY, BURT and KRASHEN 
aptly point out that „if a popularity contest were held among the various aspects 
of verbal performance, errors would surely make off with the first prize” 
(1982:139).

Strangely enough, while the altitude toward error correction has done an 
about-face lately, most of the techniques being applied remain almost unchanged 
over the years. To give just one example, it is still standard practice in Hungary to 
deduct a certain number of points from the maximum score for each error, 
depending on its gravity. Of course, many teachers are more than sceptical about 
the reliability of evaluating according to a rigid numerical scale, placing more 
trust in impressionistic, random ways of assessment, whereby the judgement of 
the weight of each error is left to the teacher’s discretion. The issue we shall 
elaborate on in the ensuing pages is to discuss the nature and extent in which 
recent developments in language pedagogy and linguistics can contribute to the 
progress of the total language teaching operation.

2. ACHIEVEMENT AND REDUCTION STRATEGIES

The study of errors has gone a long way in recent years. For the purposes of 
the present paper, the large-scale research on various strategies of interlanguagc 
communication deserves particular attention. In their highly illuminating article, 
FAERCH and KASPER (1983:20-60) distinguish two major types of 
communication strategies: achievement strategies and reduction strategies. To
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understand this distinction, first of ail the relationship between the aims and the 
means of communication must be clarified. PIT CORDER says, ”In a native 
speaker it is ideally assumed that these are in balance, that is, that he always has 
the lingustic means to express the message he wishes to communicate. In a 
learner, however, these are not in balance. When in the course of interaction the 
learner finds himself faced with this situation, he has two options open to him” 
(1981:17). On the one hand, he can attempt to solve problems in communication 
by expanding his communication resources by one means or another, in order to 
realize his communicative intentions. These "success-oriented”, albeit 
risk-running strategies, can be called achievement strategies.

On the other hand, the learner can resort to reduction strategies or message 
adjustment. This means that he keeps avoiding risks by tailoring his message to 
the resources he has available, i.e. by adjusting his ends to his means. The less 
acute type of reduction is formal reduction when the learner communicates by 
means of a reduced system, focussing on stable rules and items which have 
become reasonably well automatized in his competence. Formal reduction is 
applied for fear of making errors and/or with the intention of increasing fluency. 
The more acute form of reduction, functional reduction, implies that the learner 
"reduces” or, at times, even abandons his communicative goal in order to avoid 
the problem.

To use FAERCH and KASPAR’s definition, "Communication strategies are 
potentially conscious plans for solving what to an individual presents itself as a 
problem in reaching a particular communicative goal” (1983:36). In theory, any 
learner is capable of deciding whether to employ achievement or reduction 
strategies. His decision will hinge upon several factors and may even vary within 
one utterance.

3. OVERT AND COVERT ERRORS

When deciding on achievement strategies, the learner’s primary goal is to get 
his meaning across as fully as his nonnative capacities permit. Since his attention 
is focussed on the message rather than on the form, he consciously runs the risk 
of making errors, which he certainly will make in great abundance as the 
inadequacies of his L2  competence clearly prevent him from meeting two 
demands of opposing character simultaneously. The real danger of making errors 
docs not, basically, lie in the fact that the resulting language becomes inelegant or 
less than perfect, but that they may lead to misunderstandings or communication 
breakdowns if there are too many of them and or in the wrong place. The nature 
of errors resulting from achievement strategies is such that they are easily 
detectable and palpably present. Hence we can call them overt errors.

However, when reduction strategies are employed, the number of overt errors 
will obviously diminish and, under favourable conditions, the learner’s
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performance may well be errorless, or so it may appear. But if these seemingly 
errorless utterances were to be compared with those of a native speaker intending 
to convey the same message, the non-native speaker’s performance would be far 
below the native’s on all aspects of linguistic competence. More importantly, 
reduction strategies by definition imply that the learner deliberately relinquishes 
part of his desired meaning. Hence his performance necessarily falls short of the 
optimal, i.e. it is erroneous. We shall call these errors covert errors. 1

Overt and covert errors correlate inversely. When achievement strategies are 
employed, overt errors abound, while the number of covert errors is next to nil. 
But when reduction strategies are adopted, overt errors are scarce, while covert 
errors are definitely on the increase. It can be suggested then, almost 
axiomatically, that the greater the number of overt errors, the smaller the number 
of covert errors will be, and vice versa. This hypothesis logically implies that, 
within the framework of reduction strategies, as we move along the continuum 
from formal to functional reduction, overt errors will gradually be replaced by 
covert errors, and on arriving at topic avoidance, the extreme end of the 
spectrum, they will have completely disappeared.

The ultimate goal of learning a foreign language is to approximate native 
competence. The nearer one gets to it, the more successful the learning. 
Achievement can be measured at any stage in the progression. PIT CORDER 
suggested two major criteria for evaluation: grammatical well-formedness or 
acceptability, and sensible meaning in context or appropriacy (1973:101-105). 
VARADI adds one further condition to be taken into account, namely whether or 
not the learner’s utterance conveys the meaning which he actually wished to 
communicate. In VARADl’s terms „Perfect communication may be defined as 
the case when the learner is not forced to adjust his meaning in any way, when 
his selected actual form does not differ from a proper target form conveying the 
same meaning, and when he manages to produce the utterance without any 
performance distortion” (1983:87).

Psychologically speaking, communication strategies will have a positive 
learning effect only when they are governed by achievement rather than 
avoidance behaviour. The main argument of this paper is that the teacher who 
constantly gives high priority to formal correctness and consistently penalizes 
overt errors while letting covert errors go unheeded, will unwittingly encourage 
the learner to opt for reduction strategies.

1 PIT CORDER makes a similar distinction between overtly erroneous and covertly erroneous 
sentences. But for him the former means that the sentence is ungrammatical, whereas the latter implies 
that the sentence is inappropriate in the context in which it occurs (1973,272-273). Thus his terminology 
is clearly different from ours.
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To put it another way, the learner, for fear of committing overt errors,will be 
implicitly induced to modify his desired communicative goals and will merely 
make use of the limited communicative resources he already possesses.This 
risk-avoiding attitude will lead to the fossilization of interlanguage inadequacies 
and, cumulating negatively, to an all-encompassing feeling of frustration.

4. ACCURACY AND FLUENCY

Since the 70’s the dichotomy between the concepts of accuracy and fluency 
has increased. Obviously the distinction is a not-so-distant offspring of the 
polarity between usage and use (WIDDOWSON 1978), but BRUMFIT, the chief 
protagonist of the accuracy-fluency division is the first to admit that it is 
essentially methodological, rather than psychological or linguistic (1984:52).

In very simple terms, accuracy covers the twin concept of acceptability and 
appropriacy.i.e. the ability to adhere to linguistic norms, whereas fluency is more 
or less equal to what VARADI calls the ability to communicate spontaneously 
and effectively. What BRUMFIT advocates is to devise a syllabus with gaps. On 
the one hand, there should be periods of time in the syllabus in which the teacher 
can present the linguistic system and concentrate on accuracy, without a desire 
to aim at genuine information exchange. On the other hand, there should be 
periods of time in which the learner is encouraged to use all his language 
resources in an effort to communicate fluently.

The accuracy-fluency distinction also has far-reaching consequences for the 
evaluation process. In accuracy practice, where the learner’s attention is focused 
almost entirely on producing correct linguistic forms that make sense in the 
context, the teacher is expected to shed light on the L2  inadequacies which 
feature in overt errors. In fluency sessions, however, the learner’s main purpose is 
to convey his own ideas, thoughts and sentiments by negotiating with language. 
Operating in the same way as he would with his L i, he adjusts and improvises 
with the limited language that he possesses, leaving formal features out of focus. 
In accordance with the learner’s shift of attention, the teacher should also change 
his attitude, concentrating on the message content of communication rather than 
on the gaps in the learner’s grammatical competence.

5. THE CORRECTION OF OVERT AND COVERT ERRORS

During fluency practice the learner’s performance abounds in both overt and 
covert errors. As far as overt errors are concerned, they play a rather dubious 
role insofar as they can bear witness to the learner’s L2  ignorance but they can 
stem just as much from his determination to struggle for improvement. More 
often than not, overt errors are ascribable to both at the same time. To find out 
the right proportion of these two sources of error, overt error correction alone is
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not to be relied upon. It is only through the display of covert errors that the role 
which overt errors play becomes visible.

The correction of overt errors is relatively easy and its techniques are 
properly worked out. The teacher invariably compares the learner’s performance 
to his own, were he to express the same message. Incidentally, even the 
non-native teacher must take his own competence as ideal for the time of the 
evaluation process. With the content of the message being constant, it is the 
formal elements that can vary. When the learner’s utterances arc identical with 
or similar to the teacher’s imaginary version, they pass as correct or acceptable, 
but when they happen to be noticeably different from or in conflict with each 
other, the learner’s solution is stigmatized as overtly erroneous. The bigger the 
deviation, the more heavy-handed the punishment.

Unfortunately covert errors do not lend themselves to evaluations so readily 
since they are by definition content-specific. In the course of covert error 
analysis, the content of the message cannot be regarded as constant; on the 
contrary, it is precisely the mismatches in content that the teacher should be on 
the lookout for. While passing comments on formal adequacy, his main job is to 
try to ascertain to what extent the desired message appears in the L2 production. 
Functional reduction will be revealed in omissions and distortions, whereas 
formal reduction in repetitions, redundancy and general drabness.

Yet covert errors can also be exhibited to a certain degree. As far as we know, 
there are two possible ways to uncover them. One is a kind of guesswork 
performed in the absence of the learner. In such a situation the teacher attempts 
to infer the intended message from the utterance itself, from what he knows 
about the learner and his knowledge of the world. PIT CORDER calls this a 
plausible reconstruction (1973:274). An authorative reconstruction is far more 
reliable in that the learner is available and ready to disclose his intentions in Li 
before or after his attempt in L2 .

It was this latter reconstructing technique on which we based our study to be 
presented in the ensuing pages. Unfortunately, for lack of space, it cannot be 
discussed in great detail. We shall be obliged to limit ourselves to those aspects 
which highlight, however perfunctorily, the major points of our argument.

6 . THE DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

The aim of the study was to analyse the nature of covert errors and to 
investigate the possibilities of new ways of error correction. To this end, in the 
first stage of the study eight first-year university students, all training to become 
teachers of English, were requested to perform two consecutive tasks in the 
following order:
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i) They were individually interviewed about a picture series (Appendix 1). After 
silently studying the story for a few minutes, they had to talk about it in 
Hungarian.

ii) Having produced the Hungarian version, the students repeated the same 
procedure, but this time in English 2

A tape recording was made of their performance. There was no time limit set. 
The students did not know the purpose of the experiment.

In the second stage, the transcript of the English recordings was typed out so 
that teachers would be able to judge oral productions in the most convenient 
manner possible. Subsequently, the English recordings, the scripts and the picture 
series were photocopied and then sent out to seven teachers of English, all being 
non-native except for one. Special care had been taken to select teachers of 
divergent experience and attitude, representing various institutions. In addition, 
each consignment contained a short briefing leaflet, which deliberately concealed 
the central argument of the study for fear that the teachers might significantly 
adapt their correction routines in an effort to live up to expectations.

In the study two interrelated areas lent themselves to analysis: the students’ 
productions with a special view to covert errors and the teachers’ error correction 
and evaluation strategies.

7. ASSESSING THE STUDENTS’ PRODUCTIONS

The activity in which the students were asked to engage was a fluency task, 
requiring long transactional turns first in Li, then in L2 . The principal aim set for 
the students was to reconstruct a story inherent in the picture series, plus make 
up a brief and logical denouement.

They must have been subconsciously aware that for the successful completion 
of this intricate task, there were at least three a s se ts  of performance to be 
considered simultaneously:

-  to get across their ideas;
-  to speak as fluently as possible;
-  to avoid making mistakes.

As with all fluency activities, grammatical accuracy yields to information 
content, which means that the success of retaining the information content 
and passing it on without undue hesitation is sufficient to ensure the success 
of genuine L2  communication. Therefore, these two areas were examined 
first.

2
I o our knowledge, it was VARADI who first carried out a comparative analysis of the same message 

as conveyed in Ll v. L.2. His pilot study originally appeared in IRAI. (1980, 59-71) and was later 
published in FAERCH and KASPER (1983,79-99).
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7.1. INFORMATION CONTENT

Our greatest difficulty was how the information content conveyed by the 
eight subjects could be identified and measured. It is well known that information 
content as such cannot be defined by any objective criteria, nor can those small 
bits of information that make up the final content load; one never knows where 
one chunk ends and where the next one begins. Linguistical-philosophical 
implications aside, our predicament was further aggravated by the fact that 
information content is far more closely attached to broad cognitive capacities 
than to linguistic abilities. Despite these reservations, we worked out an 
admittedly arbitrary and tentative technique for measuring the information 
content, by way of a parallel analysis of Li and L2  productions. In an effort to 
narrow down the examination to language aspects, L 1 productions were regarded 
as near-ideal.

The first step of the procedure was to collate the English versions with the 
Hungarian versions. Each Hungarian version was divided up into units of about 
equal size, and then the English units were dovetailed with the corresponding 
Hungarian units one by one (Appendix 2). Subsequently the English units were 
compared to their Hungarian equivalents in terms ofdeviations in the information 
content. Five categories of covert errors were set up, ranging from cases of 
functional reduction to cases of formal reduction. In the evaluation stage penalty 
points were given for each error according to its weight. Cases of functional 
reduction were penalized more severely, as a rule, than those of formal reduction. 
Wherever the English version happened to surpass the Hungarian version, bonus 
points were awarded (Appendix 3).

However, the total score alone would not reflect the measure of message 
transfer. A longer production necessarily contains more covert errors (and overt 
errors, for that matter) than a shorter one. It was felt necessary, therefore, to 
compute the learners’ message transfer efficiency (MTE). This was achieved by 
dividing the number of words in the English version (length) by the total score. 
This method enabled us to establish a fairly objective rank order which shows the 
learners’ L2  efficiency in conveying the desired message.
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TABLE 1

Information content

Student_____Length_____ Total score_______ MTE_______Rank____________

51 246 71 3,46 7-8
52 228 10 22,80 1
53 283 63 4,49 5
54 267 41 6,51 2
55 188 47 4,00 6

56  135 39 3,46 7-8
57 268 57 4,70 4
58  301 58 5,18 3

7.2 . SPEECH RATE

It is not enough for the learner to be able to convey his message; he should be 
able to do it quickly and fluently, too. In contrast with information content, 
speech rate is easily and objectively quantifiable.

In our study first we measured the actual recording time (duration) and the 
number of words uttered (length)  of each learner’s production in Hungarian and 
in English, respectively. From this we computed speed by dividing length by 
duration. However, speech rate alone does not provide relevant information about 
the learner’s L2  fluency, as it also reflects certain general mental and 
performative features of the individual, such as verbosity, stuttering, 
quick-wittcdness or hesitancy, which are independent of L2  competence.

What needs to be done is to compare the speed of Li v. L2  performance. This 
parameter, which we call cost-effective speech rate (CESR), specifically exhibits 
certain deficiencies in L2  competence relative to Li competence. In other words, 
it throws light on the learner’s ability to transfer into L2  the fluency capacities 
with which he is genetically and socio-culturally endowed.

Cost-effective speech rate can be computed by way of a simple equation:

speed in L i : speed in L2  = 100 %: x,
from which:

speed in L2  x 1 0 0  %
x = -------------------------------

speed in Li
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TABLE 2

Speech rate

Student Li Speech L2  Speech CESR% Rank
___________ rate________ rate_____________________________________ _

51 1,54 1 , 0 1  65,58 8

52 1,60 1,93 120,62 1

53 2,06 1,65 80,09 4
54 1,65 1,40 84,84 3
55 1,44 1,09 75,69 6

56  1,43 1,25 87,41 2
57 1,65 1,16 70,30 7
58  2,35 1,78 75,74 5

From Table 2 it follows that for an English production to achieve an average 
of 4% greater length, 24% more time is needed. That is the L2  fluency of our 
eight students is about 17,5% lower than their Li fluency. This gap can in fact be 
considered even wider. By preceding the English productions the Hungarian 
productions may well have served as rehearsal devices, thus speeding up the 
English ones. 8

8 . ASSESSING THE TEACHERS’ ERROR CORRECTION STRATEGIES

The briefing leaflet that was sent out to the seven teachers involved in the 
experiment hinted at the way evaluation was to be carried out: ’’Please correct in 
red the students’ production by means of the conventions you normally use. The 
script of the recordings will assist you; please correct on these sheets. You can 
assign a total of 50 points for each piece. For each error you can deduct as many 
as you wish, but mark the number of minus points where the error occurred. You 
can also award bonus points, explaining briefly why you have done so. Having 
finished the correction procedure, please write a summary report on each 
production in not more than one or two sentences. Remember to mark the final 
score!”

The figures in Table 3 exhibit each student’s efficiency in percentage, as 
assessed by the teachers on the basis of the number and gravity of errors 
committed in the English production.

The teachers’ correction techniques were highly divergent and so were the 
symbols used for indicating the various sources of errors. But what appears to be
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a lot more disconcerting is the incongruity of the final scores, as expressed by the 
low KENDALL coefficient (W = .41). This casts serious doubts on the validity of 
present-day evaluation strategies in general.

TABLE 3

The students’ results In percentage

Teacher " '
SlH<*ent T 1  T 2 ____T3 T4 T5 T6  T7 Average Rank

51 70 1 2  58 28 12 40 60 40 6

52 90 54 62 78 46 64 6 8  6 6  1

53 70 58 76 6 8  60 50 62 63,42 2
54 6 6  62 44 40 54 60 60 55,14 3
55 40 42 58 48 54 30 46 45,42 4

56  40 56 44 22 54 36 40 4E42 5

5 7  50 14 14 32 0 32 40 26 8

58  60 8  28 38 34 46 50 3 7 , 7  7

Despite the difficulty inherent in setting up clearcut and explicit boundaries 
among various sources of overt errors, most teachers would agree, we presume, 
that they fall into the following broad and overlapping categories: cases of 
unintelligibility, slovenliness, incorrect grammar, lexis and pronunciation, 
respectively (Table 4).

TABLE 4

The distribution of overt errors

Source of
overt error___________ Penalty points_______________ In %__________

Unintelligibility 262 1 7  9

Slovenliness 182 1 2  4

Pronunciation error 52 3 5

Grammatical error 691 4 7  2
Lexical error 278 19 0
Total 1465 100,0
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As our teachers had not been requested to indicate precisely into which 
category each error should fall, we were obliged to rely upon our own judgement
in carrying out the task of classification.

Without going into detail concerning the distribution of overt errors, it is to 
be noted that except for one of them, teachers paid scarcely any attention to 
pronunciation errors. It is also interesting that the number of points deducted for 
grammatical errors accounts for nearly 50% of all points scored.

As regards covert errors, they feature in the scores to an extremely limited 
extent. Compared to the 1465 points subtracted for overt errors, the 79 points 
deducted for covert errors account for a mere 5% of all penalty points. Out of 
this, 38 penalty points were allocated on grounds of omission, superficiality and 
brevity, i. e. poverty of information, and 41 points due to fluency problems, 
referred to as slowness of speech, hesitation, stammering, pauses, etc.

To be fair, most teachers sense that there is more involved here than meets 
the eye. In the summary reports allusions to problems of oversimplification, 
over-cautiousness and lack of confidence arc rife. For example. Teacher 7 notes: 
’’Too short -  less chance to make mistakes". To quote Teacher 6’s apposite 
remark: "The number of language mistakes is not high but if one says hardly 
anything at all, then obviously the number of errors has to be small too". A 
similar message in the native judge’s formulation: "Huge omissions where the 
mistakes should be!”

Nevertheless, these grave inadequacies are given no more than a few passing 
remarks and, as has been pointed out earlier, fail to be reflected in the final 
scores to the extent they deserve. It is our belief that this neglect is primarily due 
to the objective difficulty inherent in exhibiting covert errors and, in an equal 
measure, to an almost complete lack of research in this field.

9. RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS

The rank orders set up on the basis of the above-mentioned three components 
correlate to varying degrees.

The rather low correlation between information content and speech 
(rho = .45) seems to prove that they constitute two different aspects of 
communication, both of which should be considered, but that their results 
should be dealt with separately.

Correlation is at its highest between speech rate and the teachers’ grading 
(rho = ,69).This may suggest that the evaluation of overt errors implicitly involves 
fluency criteria to some extent. It must not be forgotten, however, that even this 
correlation is far from satisfactory.

If the correlation between information content and the teachers’ grading were 
good,the whole intricate process of content analysis could be dispensed with. But 
this is not borne out by evidence (rho = .35). On the contrary, in compliance with 
our expectations teachers almost completely disregard content in their obsession
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with the formal aspects of communication. This suggests only too well that the 
evaluation techniques generally applied at present foster the adoption of 
reduction strategies in fluency activities.

10. CONCLUSION

However stimulating our ideas hopefully are, it would be almost absurd to 
jump to conclusions for at least two reasons. Firstly, the sample on which the 
experiment relies is obviously limited (viz. eight students and seven teachers). 
Secondly, the techniques presented above are not to be recommended in the 
everyday routine of error correction owing to their inherent intricacy. The 
comparions of two-language productions would, on the one hand, compel learners 
to jump through two identical hoops, and on the other, expect teachers to cope 
with the burden of double-checking.

While stressing the tentativeness of our experiment, we hope that it will 
engender further thoughts. One such potentially useful idea relates to the role of 
reward versus punishment in the process of evaluation.We contend that language 
teachers take up a basically negative attitude, as a rule. Reward never precedes 
punishment and, quite often, does not even follow it. This behaviour must be 
fostered by the misconception that, whereas one can learn a lot from one’s 
mistakes, the manifestation of correct instances of use can serve no such 
practical purposes.

This hypothesis seems to have been corroborated by our study. Despite the 
two-directional warning in the briefing leaflet that points can either be 
subtracted from or added to the original 50 points, over 90% of all points were 
penalty points. The summary reports at the end of the productions also abound in 
terse critical remarks.

In conclusion, it is our conviction that present-day evaluation strategies ought 
to be radically re-assessed. An attitude which sets high store by attempts to 
render the entire Li message with all its subtleties into L2  should replace 
traditional strategies based on stigmatizing overt errors and thereby, indirectly, 
remunerating the mediocre and self-conscious. It is time for us teachers to use 
the red pen not so much as a deterrent, but as an incentive to employ 
achievement strategies.
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APPENDIX 1.
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APPENDIX 2.

Content analysis -  Student

UNIT LINE HUNGARIAN VERSION ENGLISH VERSION

I. 1 Látok a képen egy férfit, I can see three men in the
picture

2 aki egy fényképet mutat The man shows a picture
egy házaspárnak, to the others

3 gondolom,
4 egy férfinek és egy nőnek, a wife a husband and another

man.
II. 5 akik hát valahová költözni and they’d like

akarnak, to move somewhere
6  szerintem I think
7 tehát lakást keresnek talán from the place they live now.

ül. 8  vagy egy másik lehetőség,
9 hogy nyaralni mennek,

1 0  de inkább az elsőt választanám.
IV. 11 Az első képen, in this picture

1 2  amit ez a férfi mutat,
13 egy családi ház, and we can see a nice house
14 egy emeletes ház látszik, this house this environment
15 aminek a hölgy láthatóan örül, And the woman likes this

picture
16 és tetszik neki,

V. 17 de a férfinek aggályai vannak, but the husband doesn’t like it
18 hogy túl zsúfolt because he thinks that

környezetben van is must be too crowdy
19 és hasonló gondolatok and the traffic must

vetődhetnek fel a fejében. be very heavy.
VI. 20 Egy másik képet mutat a férfi, The man shows another

picture to the husband
2 1  aminek a férj nyilvánvalóan

jobban örül. and he likes it.
VII. 22 Ez egy tengerrel körülvett We can see an isle in

szigetet ábrázol, this picture which is
surrounded by the sea
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UNIT LINE HUNGARIAN VERSION ENGLISH VERSION

23 amelyen egy magányos and a lonely house is on it.
házikó van.

VHI. 24 Itt viszont a hölgynek vannak The man likes this picture but
aggályai evvel kapcsolatban, the woman doesn’t like it at

all
25 és elmondja, because she thinks
26 hogy hát ha itt kinéznének that it’s quite a lonely

az ablakon egész nap, place and
27 akkor mást se láthatnának, they can see nothing else
28 mint a tengert és a vizet. only the sea round the house

IX. 29 a másik kifogás az,
30 hogy talán nincsen csap, and there’s no tap in

the house
31 nincs bevezetve a víz,
32 és a férfi elmondja,
33 hogy hát a kútból kéne a and she has to bring the

vizet hordaniuk, water from a well
X. 34 és nincsen üzlet a nőnek, And there are no shops

35 ahol megvásárolhatná a to buy the things they need,
szükséges dolgokat.

XI. 36 Tájékoztatásul közli vele a
másik ember,

37 hogy hát saját maguknak kéne and they had to produce those 
megtermelni az eleséget. goods they need

XII. 38 Ezenkívül állatokat is and they have to keep animals
tarthatnának, around the house.

39 tehenet, tyúkot,
40 ami szintén eleséget adna.

XIII. 41 Itt pedig a szalmát kell
hordani alá,

42 ami probléma lehet.
XIV. 43 ’kívül a nőnek még mindig And you ... (?)

nem tetszik az,
44 hogy semmi szórakozási that it’s a boring place

lehetőség nincsen, because here is no occasion
to amuse themselves

45 csak kimegy a partra,
46 és bámulja a holdat és a vizet.

XV. 47 A férfi ez ellen veti fel azt,
48 hogy hát nézhetnének tévét.
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UNIT LINEHUNGARIAN VERSION ENGLISH VERSION

XVI. 49 Az utolsó képen In the last picture I can
tulajdonképpen megegyezik see that the two men shake

hands because
50 a két férfi. they arranged the whole thing.

XVII. 51 A férfinek nagyon tetszik so the husband accepts this
az ötlet, occasion

52 hogy ilyen helyre költözzenek, this house
53 de a nőnek viszont and the woman is quite

egyáltalán nem. upset because he doesn’t
like the idea at all

XVIII. 54 Hál folytatásként el and that’s why 1 think
tudom képzelni,

55 hogy elég kényelmetlen, the life will be quite bad after
kellemetlen lesz az all and it’s not very
életük ezután, comfortable for her

56 mivel a hölgy olyan helyen because the woman has
fog lakni s élni, to live in a place

57 ami néki egyáltalán nem felel meg she doesn’t like at all.
58 és nem tetszik.
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APPENDIX 3.

Evaluation of content analysis -  Student 3

UNIT LINE TYPE OF POINTS COMMENTS
CE SCORED

I- 2 FO-RE -1 Picture is used in EV
for covering both 
fénykép and kép.

3 MO-RE -2  gondolom omitted.
II- 5 MO-RE -3 hát omitted several times

throughout EV.
7 +2 The whole phrase in HV carries

no information in addition to 
Line 5; talán seems to prove 
this tentativeness.

FO CI -2  from the place they live now
is redundant; perhaps S3 did 
not know that move requires 
no adverbial phrase.

HI- 8-10 FU-OM 0 The omission may be ascribed
to S3’s decision to drop this 
second alternative as unlikely.

IV. 13-14 FU-RE -2  családi ház, emeletes ház is reduced
to nice house.

14- 15 +2 Enrichment of information by listing
three words in EV for the on en HV.

15 MO-RE -2  láthatólag omitted.
15- 16 FU-RE -2 For the two synonymic expressions,

EV makes do with only like.
V 17 FO-RE -2  aggályai vannak is more marked than

doesn’t like it.
18 FO-RE -2  The same applies to túl zsúfolt

környezetben van v. too crowdy.
19 FU-OM -3  EV loses the generalizing force of HV.

VI- 21 FU-RE -3  jobban örül implies comparisonw
whereas he likes it does not.

MO-RE -1 házikó has an overtone that
house does not have.

VII. 23 MO-RE -2  nyilvánvalóan omitted.
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UNIT LINE TYPE OF POINTS COMMENTS
CE SCORED

VIII. 24 FO-RE -2  HV uses the more marked aggályai
vannak (cf. Line 17).

26 FU-RE -3  The reference in EV to lonely place
does not add any new information 
but loses some.

IX. 29 FU-OM -3 Phrase omitted.
30 MO RE -2  talán omitted.
30-31 +2 Tautological HV is cleverly

contracted in EV.
32 FU-OM -1 Phrase omitted.

X. 34-35 Perfect equivalents.
XI. 36 FU-OM -3 Clause omitted.

37 FO CI -2  S3 probably did not know the
English for eleség.

XII. 38 FO-RE -1 and is weak for ezenkívül.
39-40 FU-RE -4  around the house is no compensation

for much richer HV.
XIII. 41-42 FU-OM 0 Sentence omitted, possibly because

S3 did not want to appear as 
hesitant as in HV.

XIV. 43 The first part of EV is acoustically
blurred to the point of 
incomprehensibility.

44 FO-CI -2  EV is noticeably redundant.
45-46 FU-OM -5 Two clauses omitted.

XV. 47-48 FU-OM -5 Sentence omitted.
XVI. 49-50 FO-CI -3 Clumsy EV, possibly because S3 was

not quite sure about the use of agree. 
49 MO-RE -2  Tulajdonképpen omitted.

XVII. 51 FO-RE -2  Wrong usage in EV but even that
is drab.

52 FO-RE -2  this house means a lot less
than HV.

5 3  +2 Enrichment: The woman is
quite upset.

XVIII. 54 FU-RE -2  A border case of FU-RE and FO-RE.
5 5  The two adjectives in HV correspond

more or less to the one in EV plus 
another phrase transferred here 
from an earlier part.
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UNIT LINE TYPE OF POINTS COMMENTS 
CE SCORED

56 +2 Tautology in HV is avoided in EV.
57-58 -2  Fairly difficult to decide whether

the two verb clauses in HV 
enrich the information content 
or are simply repetitive.

TOTAL SCORE: ^63

Number of words in EV 283

Message transfer efficiency: = 4 49
63

Abbreviations

S3 = Student 3
CE = covert error
HV = Hungarian version
EV = English version
FU-OM = Functional omission
FU-RE = Functional reduction
MO RE = Modal reduction
FO RE = Formal reduction
FO CI = Formal redundancy (circumlocution)
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integrated Analysis of Foreign Language Learners’ Speech 
as Revealed in Successive Reformulations of Messages

Tamás Varadi

Research Institute for Linguistics. Hungarian Academz of Sciences. Budapest 

0. Introduction

The present study aims to provide a characterisation of non-native spontaneous 
speech performance as revealed in successive reformulations of messages. A 
comparison will be made between the speech performance of the same speaker 
using her native and a second language in response to the same communicative 
task. The analysis will concern both the segmental structure of the message and 
the temporal features of its delivery. Also, an attempt will be made to relate the 
observed speech characteristics to the language system of the speaker.

Section One provides the theoretical background
Section Two describes a pilot study carried out to investigate the 
phenomena
Section Three is a general discussion of the findings
Section Four contains a case study of a part of the data, arguing for the 
interrelationship between the observed performance characteristics and the 
language system
Section Five contains a summary with some preliminary conclusions.

I. Theoretical background

One area of the analysis of language performance that has been receiving 
increasing attention recently is the temporal aspect of speech production (Cf. 
GOLDMAN E1SLER 1968, BUTTERWORTH 1980, DECHERT and RAUPACH 
1980a, 1980b). Informal evidence supported by emprical findings clearly



indicates that spontaneous speech constancly includes pauses, vocalised 
hesitations, repetitions, false starts etc. Experimental research conducted by 
GOLDMAN EISLER has shown that the proportion of pause time in utterances 
in spontaneous native language speech varies between an average of 40% and 
50% of the total speaking time.

Formerly such phenomena were considered degenerate data irrelevant to the 
competence of speakers. Recently convincing arguments have been advanced that 
such phenomena should be analysed as positive features of speech which 
integrate with linguistic elements to form the structure of utterances. More 
importantly, they seem to be a function of linguistic structure whether already 
implemented or as yet to be verbalised. In addition to the high incidence and 
systematic occurrence of such phenomena, the temporal organisation of 
spontaneous speech, and hesitation phenomena in particular, deserve careful 
study as manifestations of cognitive processes underlying speech production with 
special reference to verbal planning (cf. BUTTER WORTH 1980).

A central concept in the approach taken in the present paper to the analysis 
of spontaneous speech is the notion of selected message. It is defined as an edited 
version of the actual message that the speaker could produce if he were free from 
all of the performance constraints encountered in the original delivery of the 
message. It is presumed that this version would maximally reflect both the 
content and the form of the speaker’s original intentions, though it should not 
necessarily be ’’correct” in terms of linguistic systems other than his own. (This 
latter point acquires particular relevance in the study of foreign language 
learners’ speech). Another concept required is that of an ideal performance of 
the intended message. Again, such a rendition would be the way the same speaker 
could deliver the message if he were maximally relaxed and free from any 
disturbance and distraction, etc. For practical purposes, one could conceive of 
such delivery as that attained in a properly rehearsed, careful, fluent delivery of 
the selected message.

Spontaneous speech hardly ever meets this ideal. Typically, speakers are 
prevented from delivering a selected message in an ideal manner by all sorts of 
performance constraints. These may cause them to slow down or suspend 
production of the message -  a case of cognitive overload, when the speaker is 
no longer able to attend to the planning and the execution of the message 
simultaneously. This phenomenon has been extensively studied in terms of the 
temporal variables such as speech rate, articulation rate, relative hesitancy etc. 
What has received less systematic attention so far is the fact that speakers have 
other means of resolving their encoding difficulties, means which may not show 
up in the temporal organisation of their speech at all but, rather, affect selection 
of content and structure, ie what is said.

Accordingly, speakers may abandon a line of thought and continue with 
another one (false start) backtrack and reformulate (self-correction). In addition 
to such widely noted strategies, one should also consider other means serving the
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purpose of gaining time without actually holding up production. They typically 
involve ’’diluting” either the form or the content of the selected message. Formal 
paraphrase, circumlocution and repetition are typical resources affecting form, 
whereas eliminating parts of the message through various message adjustment 
strategies such as overgeneralization etc. (cf. VARADI 1980), inserting ’’empty” 
messages, often pompous cliches, which do not elaborate or take the speaker’s 
point any further, are means ideally suited to keep the flow of conversation going 
at the expense of diluting content.

The present paper will analyse speakers’ speech performance in terms of how 
close they come to achieving an ideal performance of the selected message. In 
this sense it should be seen as extension of the framework outlined in VARADI 
1980. The performance of the actual message will be analysed with reference to 
an ideal delivery of the selected message. Any deviation from or disrpution of 
the posited target will be treated as disfunctional intrusions to the selected 
message. In light of the foregoing discussion it should be clear that such 
intrusions may occur both at the level of forming the message and its realisation. 
In other words, they affect the selection of linguistic forms, ie what is said, just 
as well as the temporal variables, i.e. How it is said. The term disfluency 
phenomena is suggested as a cover term for the occurrence of all kinds of 
disfunctional instrusion of the type discussed above.

One of the main teoretical points of this paper is the suggestion that these 
two phenomena sould not be treated separately, not just because they are 
intertwined at the level of physical phenomena but, more importantly, because 
they have joint underlying motivation at the level of encoding. Failure to relate 
the two would lead to insufficient analysis.

For example, it is suggested that variation manifest in self-correction may be 
regarded as the verbalized product of cognitive processes underlying hesitation. 
On the other hand, a form produced without any variant alternative may be 
attended (though not necessarily immediately preccced by some of the disfluency 
phenomena incurred by difficulties in resolving variation. Accordingly, what is 
presumed to be the same underlying phenomenon, i.e. variation in paradigmatic 
structure, manifests itself in syntaginatic variation, a matter of selection, in the 
first case, and in hesitation, a temporal phenomenon, in the second.

The relevance of the temporal organisation of utterances is particularly 
brought to the fore in the speech of forcing language learners. Informal evidence 
and preliminary results of an experiment described below clearly suggest that 
disfluency is so pervasive in the spontaneous speech of foreign language learners 
that it cannot be ignored. Yet, in so far as the speech of foreign language learners 
has been studied in its own terms systematically, attention has been mostly 
focussed on the segmental structures of the utteerances.

Furthermore, the analysis of disfluency phenomena acquires particular 
relevance in the study of the language system of foreign language learners. The 
extent to which such phenomena in the speech of native speakers should be
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attributed merely to performance factors (difficulties of recall) without reflecting 
the underlying competence of the speakers, is apparently open to question. 
However, it is claimed here that the same phenomena in the speech of non-native 
speakers are conditioned not only by the same performance constraints native 
speakers have to face, but reflect deficiencies in their language systems.

Finally, it is hoped that a study of disfluency phenomena will not only be of 
relevance to second language acquisition but will also provide valuable 
information to an understanding of speech production, whether in the first or 
a foreign language.

2. Description of a pilot study

The data used for the analysis were collected in an experiment devised by 
Goldman Eisler (Cf. GOLDMAN EISLER 1968 pp. 51-53) which was adapted 
for the present purposes. Five college students of English with five to seven years’ 
previous learning of English were asked to describe and interpret a number of 
strip cartoons in their native language, Hungarian, and a similar set of cartoons 
in English. The cartoons were selected carefully to ensure maximum 
comparability. All of them contained four individual pictures without captions 
and were judged to be roughly of the same level of complexity, with a point that 
should be fairly easy to perceive. Each subject was given eight picture stories 
altogether, half of them to be described in English, the other half in Hungarian. 
In addition, they were asked to repeat the description and interpretation of the 
same pictures four times.

The details of the experimental procedure are as follows. The tests were 
administered by the author individually to each subject. The cartoons were 
pasted up on index cards with a number on the other side. Subjects were asked 
to read the number aloud.turn the card over, study the pictures at leisure and 
say ”OK” as soon as they have grasped the point of the story, then proceed to 
describe the story as soon as they are ready and at the end sum up the point. 
They were asked to repeat the description and interpretation of the story several 
times until stopped. They were told that if they felt dissatisfied with a previous 
formulation they were free to improve it in subsequent versions. On the other 
hand, subjects were emphatically told not to introduce any change in their 
narrative once they have worked out a statisfactory rendition. Instead, they were 
urged to repeat the same wording as if rehearsing for stage. Stories were elicited 
first in Hungarian then in English, the order of the cartoons within the language 
group was random. Before switching to English the subjects were engaged in a 
casual conversation in English about their background in the language. During 
delivery of a story they were given no help whatsoever despite some desperate 
verbal or visual appeals. The interviews were taped from the moment the first 
card was handed over.
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2.1. The rationale behind the experimental procedure

The task as outlined above is thought to involve several distinct cognitive 
operations. First, the visual input had to be processed and the sequence of events 
pictured as well as the point of the story understood. Presumably, the cognitive 
operations involved at this stage are considerably less language specific than in 
any subsequent phase. This stage was presumed to occur between the time the 
subjects had a first glance of the cartoons (measured from the point at which 
they finished pronouncing the number fo the card) and the time they said ”OK”. 
The time between saying ”OK” and starting the story is thought to have been 
spent with preparing the linguistic formulation.

The repetition of the description and the interpretation of the cartoons several 
times allows the investigation of speech performance in terms of various degrees 
of spontaneity. The first version is thought to reflect maximally spontaneous, 
newly planned speech, with subsequent formulations being increasingly more 
practiced and automatic.

The data yielded affords a comparison of selected variables of speech 
performance across the different versions both within and between the two 
languages. Within the same language, the structure of an informant’s speech will 
be considered synchronically (within the same version of the story) and 
diachronically (across the four different versions of the same story). Synchronic 
structures will be related to diachronic analysis. The latter provides a perspective 
from which rules, tendencies etc. latent in the synchronic data can be explicated. 
More specifically, such an analysis offers a means to study the following 
questions: How strong (i. e. persistent) is a given variation, which way is it 
resolved, if at all. How readily is a particular item or structure freshly recalled, 
adopted by the system. The systematic co-occurrence of disfluency phenomena 
with an element of the utterance (whether a lexical item or a syntactic structure) 
provides a scalable measure of integration of that element with the system.

2.2. Analytical procedure

The tape recordings were processed with a level recorder (BRUEL and KJAER 
model 2305) going at a speed of 30 mm/sec and time readings were made of the 
written record. The threshold level for pauses was 0.25 sec, any pause shorter 
than that being assigned to speech time. On the other hand, vocalised pauses were 
assigned with silent pauses. Word final hesitations (er) were separated from the 
rest of the body of the word and assigned to pauses. Unfortunately, word final 
drawls could not be treated the same way as it was not possible to establish any 
cut off point beyond which articulation should be considered lengthened. 
Another limitation inherent in the analytical procedure used is that the analysis 
covered all pauses over 250 msec regardless of whether they were hesitation 
pauses or not. Any attempt to differentiate between them would have involved
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considerable difficulties. Such a distinction could be based on functional grounds 
alone, and even there one could never be sure whether a silent pause was serving 
purely rhethoric effect or was also used by the speaker to collect his or her 
thoughts, ic for hesitation. On the other hand, as our present concern is the 
comparison of speech performance of the same sj>eaker in different languages 
and at different levels of spontaneity, it is safe to presume that such basic traits 
as rates of articulation and breathing rate should be expected to be the same, 
other things being equal. Therefore, even if, for example, total pause time should 
not be interpreted as entirely caused by hesitation, the difference in puse time 
between the foreign and the native language speech performance can be safely 
considered significant.

More generally, it should be realised that hesitation is a phenomenon that is 
not entirely amenable to physical measurement even if one chooses to deduct a 
constant from all pauses as conditioned by nonhesitation factors (eg breathing). 
As MARTIN (1970) has shown, the relationship between physical data (length 
of pauses) and subjective perception is not straitghtforward in either direction. 
Lengthening or word final vowels may falsely create a perception of a pause 
where there is none. On the other hand, pauses of considerable length may not 
be perceived at all if properly placed.

In conclusion, the advantages of basing the analysis on instrumental 
measurement outweigh the limitations discussed al>ovc and for want of any 
satisfactory means of incorporating the two approaches in evaluating the date, 
the present analysis is based on instrumental measurement.

2 .3 . D efinition of variables studied

After the written record produced by the level recorder was fitted with a fully 
explicit tape script, the following four variables were obtained Tor each speech run 
other than hesitation marks.

Speech tim e: the duration of speaking between two pauses over 250 
msec,

measured in sec.

Pause tim e: the duration of a pause longer than 250 msec following a 
speech

run. Any pause below the threshold was counted as part of speech time. 

Number o f syllables
produced between two pauses.

Number o f words

For each version the following summary variables were calculated.
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Total time (sec), Tt: the time measured from the start of the first speech run till 
the end of the last one. In other words, initial and final pauses were 
disregarded (on initial delays see below)

Speech time (sec), Spt: the total of speech time as defined above

Relative speecli time (%), Spt%: the percentage ratio of speech time to total 
time, calculated as (Spt/Tt) X 100

Pause time (sec), Pt: the total of pause time as defined above

Pauses, P: the number of pauses

Syllables, Syll: the total number of syllables produced

Words, W: the total number of words produced

Phrase length (syll), Phr: The average number of syllables produced between two 
pauses. This figure is actually the same as the mean number of syllables in 
the base quadruple of data but this name is used to conform to established 
usage in the literature

Articulation rate (syll/sec). Art: the number of syllables produced in a second 
while actually speaking. Calculated as Syll/Spt, it measures the speed of net 
speaking.

Relative hesitancy (sec/w), Hes: the amount of pause time per word produced. 
As total pause time tends to get cumulatively longer with the increase in 
speech time, this is a convenient index to filter out this effect.

Speech rate (w/min), Spr: the number of words produced per minute of total 
time, which includes total pause time as well

Mean speech time (sec), Mspt: average duration of individual speech runs as 
defined above

Mean pause time (sec), Mpt: average duration of pause time as defined above

Noise (%): the ratio of lexemes that would be left out from an edited version to 
the total number of words. Such material includes false starts, repetitions 
and self-corrections. In case of unresolved alternatives the last element 
offered was retained. The editing was done by the author alone, 
unfortunately, as the subjects were no longer available, and was confined 
to omitting redundant elements (the waste product of repeated efforts) and 
linking up the remaining parts of the narrative into a coherent whole 
without resorting to any reformulation or addition to the original.
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Ungrammatical pause (%), Ungrp: the ratio of ’’ungrammatical” pauses to all 
pauses. The concept of ungrammatical pause is used here in an informal 
way. It is meant to refer to pauses at locations where in a neutral, rehearsed 
reading native speakers would not normally pause.

Lexeme type, Lext: the number of different lexeme types used in the version 
concerned.

2.4. Scope of data analysed

For the purposes of the present paper analysis of a complete set of data from one 
informât is presented. This represents 4-4 stories in each language given in four 
versions, yielding 32 versions altogether amounting to 3357 running words in a 
51 minute long tape recording.

Several aspects of the original experiment as devised by Goldman Eisler in a 
different context had to be left out of consideration. For example, asking subjects 
to report ”OK” as soon as they have grasped the story often did not yield the 
expected result. As the time between first catching sight of the cartoon and 
saying ”OK” was meant to indicate speed of comprehension, it would reasonably 
be expected to be primarily a function of the cognitive complexity of the stories, 
irrespective of the language in which the story was to be told. However, subjects 
would typically start searching for the English equivalents of key terms even 
before taking a look at the other pictures.

In the present paper both the descriptions and the interpretations of the 
cartoons are treated together. This is due to the technical difficulty that subjects 
often failed to comply with the instruction to provide a summary of the point 
of the story. It should be noted, though, that subjects’ speech performance 
showed far less difference between interpretation and description than between 
native and foreign language accounts.

3. Empirical findings

3.1. Basic statistics

Statistical figures have been prepared at three levels of detail. They will be set 
out below in decreasing order of generality.

3.1.1. Summary statistics for all Hungarian and English 
strories respectively

Tables 1-3 contains the means, standard deviation and variation coefficient 
(v= 1 0 0  s/m) of the variables for all versions produced in the same language 
(n=16). Table 4 shows the rate of change in the means of variables in all the
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English versions relative to the corresponding figures for Hungarian. Calculated 
as

mean(E)x 100 
mean(H)

Adding 100 to the figures yields a relative comparison of English data over 
Hungarian.

Table 1. Summary data for all Hungarian and English stories

H E
Total time (sec) 40.99 149.34
Speech time (sec) 29.27 53.51
Rel speech time (%) 72.35 39.93
Pause time (sec) 11.72 95.83
No. of pauses 12.44 48.06
No. of syltablcs 136.63 156.69
No. of words 74.69 135.13
Phr length (syll) 10.71 3.37
Art rate (syll/sec) 4.7 3.01
Rel. hes (secAv) 0.15 0.66
Sprate(w/min) 110.85 62.53
Mean speech t (sec) 2.27 1.12
Mean pause t (sec) 0.95 1.8

Noise (lexemes) 3.95 16.68
Ungramm. pauses 30.37 34.78
Lexeme types 40 46.69

Table 2. Summary data for all Hungarian and English stories 
Standard deviation

H E
Total time (sec) 11.28 93.21
Speech time (sec) 6.78 22.03
Rel speech lime (%) 4.91 8.97
Pause time (sec) 4.85 73.11
No. of pauses 4.06 21.39
No. of syltablcs 28.43 56.11
No. of words 18.44 50.22
Phr length (syll) 2.24 0.72
Art rate (syll/sec) 0.24 0.32
Rel. hes (sec/w) .04 0.31
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H E
Sprate(w/min) 12.1 17.69
Mean speech t (sec) 0.41 0.19
Mean pause t (sec) 0.25 0.55
Noise (lexemes) 3.57 11.16
Ungramm. pauses 13.69 9.69
Lexeme types 9.38 11.69

Table 3. Summary data for all Hungarian and English stories 
Rate of increase (H -  0%)

Total time (sec) 264.32
Speech time (sec) 82.83
Rel speech time (%) -44.81
Pause time (sec) 717.37
No. of pauses 286.43
No. of syllables 14.68
No. of words 80.92
Phr length (syll) -68.57
Art rate (syll/sec) -35.97
Rel. hes (sec/w) 328.3
Sp rate (w/min) -43.59
Mean speech t (sec) -50.83
Mean pause t (sec) 89.32
Noise (lexemes) 321.93
Ungramm. pauses 14.52
Lexeme types 16.72

Table 4. Summary data for all Hungarian and English stories 
Variation coefficient

H E
Total time (sec) 27.52 62.42
Speech time (sec) 23.18 41.16
Rel speech time (%) 6.79 22.48
Pause time (sec) 41.4 76.29
No. of pauses 32.66 44.51
No. of syllables 20.81 35.61
No. of words 24.69 37.17
Phr length (syll) 20.92 21.42
Art rate (syll/sec) 5.03 10.56
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H E
Rel. hes (sec/w) 26 47.48
Sp rate (w/min) 10.91 28.28
Mean speech t (sec) 18.13 17.42
Mean pauses t (sec) 26.45 30.43
Noise (lexemes) 90.35 67.02
Ungramm. pauses 45.09 27.85
Lexeme types 23.45 25.03

3.1.2. Summary figures for all stories by version in 
English and in Hungarian

Tables 5-8 show the means, standard deviation and variation coefficient for all 
stories by version in both languages (n=4), together with the rate of increase over 
the Hungarian version calculated in the same manner as described above.

3.1.3. Summary statistics for all variables by version in 
English and Hungarian respectively

Figures 1 -  16 provide a detailed graphical and numerical presentation of the 
summary figures for each variable in the four versions (n=4). Change between 
the versions is calculated both relative to the first version (middle right hand 
column) and to the previous version (bottom right hand column). The bar charts 
of the same variable are drawn to scale so that they are directly comparable 
visually between the two languages, but not between variables.

3.2. Correlation analysis

3.2.1. Correlation of all variables for all versions by language

As the number of versions produced in each language is 16, which is already a 
small number, it was not possible to attempt correlation analysis for all variables 
at the level of versions where n (the number of stories) would have been four. 
Tables 9 and 24 present the findings of correlation analysis for Hungarian and 
English data. Statistically non significant correlations were omitted from the 
tables and three significance levels are given. P 0.05 signifies a statistically weak 
correlation, P. 0.01 indicates a strong correlation and P 0.001 means a highly 
significant correlation.
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Table 5a. Summary data for all Hungarian stories by version
Version 1

mean Sd V
Tt (sec) 49.78 132.62 27.36
Spt(sec) 33.97 7.59 22.34
Rel spt {%) 69.22 4.92 7.11
Pt (sec) 15.81 6.31 39.92
Pauses 15.25 3.27 21.44
Syllables 156.25 28.53 18.26
Words 88.75 17.74 19.99
Phr(syll) 9.66 0.45 4.61
Art (syll/s) 4.64 0.36 7.67
Hes (sec/w) 0.17 .04 24.2
Spr (w/m) 109.13 11.8 10.81
mean spt (s) 2.1 0.19 9.09
Mean pt (s) 1 0.2 20.24
Noise % 4.23 2.62 61.82
Ungr pause % 38.87 5.43 13.96
Lex. type 43.5 9.6 22.08

Table 5b. Summary data for all English stories by version
Version 1

mean Sd V
Tt (sec) 238.26 124.16 52.11
Spt (sec) 65.96 31.02 47.02
Rel spt (%) 29.34 5.19 17.68
Pt (sec) 172.3 94.89 55.07
Pauses 67 26.05 38.66
Syllables 186.75 65 45.51
Words 164.75 75.74 45.97
Phr(syll) 2.71 0.36 13.22
Art (syll/s) 2.87 0.2 6 .8 6

Hes (sec/w) 1.02 0.34 33.09
Spr (w/m) 44.82 10 22.31
mean spt (s) 0.95 0.12 12.78
Mean pt (s) 2.41 0.58 23.8
Noise % 30.99 13.14 42.39
Ungr pause % 43.32 13.29 30.68
Lex. type 54 18.06 33.44
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Table 5c. Summary data for all stories by version 
Version 1

Rate of increase (H ■ 0 %)

Total time (sec) 378.67
Speech time (sec) 94.19
Rel speech time (%) -57.62
Pause time (sec) 989.97
No. of pauses 339.34
No. of syllables 19.52
No. of words 85.63
Phr length (syll) -71.91
Art rate (syll/sec) -38.16
Rel. hes (sec/w) 488.95
Sp ra te (w/min) -58.94
Mean speech t (sec) -54.79
Mean pause t (sec) 140.1
N oise (lexemes) 632.61
Ungramm. pauses 11.47
Lexeme types 24.14

Table 6a. Summary data for all Hungarian stories by version
Version 2

mean Sd V
Tt(sec) 43.21 5.22 12.09
Spt(sec) 31.08 4.83 15.56
Rel spt (%) 71.7 3.28 4.57
Pt (sec) 12.13 1.41 11.6
Pauses 13.75 3.96 28.81
Syllables 146.25 21.46 14.68
Words 81.75 15.3 18.72
Phr (syll) 10.77 3.38 31.41
Art (syll/s) 4 72 0.16 3.47
Hes (sec/w) 0.15 .03 19.33
Spr (w/m) 112.98 9.82 8.69
mean spt (s) 2.27 0.64 28.08
Mean pt (s) 0.99 0.37 37.72
Noise % 4.57 3.77 82.53
Ungr pause % 34.36 20.84 60.67
Lex. type 40.75 10.13 24.87
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Table 6b. Summary data for all English stories by version
Version 2

mean Sd V
Tt(sec) 152.46 59.88 39.28
Spt(sec) 55.41 17.89 32.29
Rel spt (%) 37.49 3.36 8.97
Pt (sec) 97.05 42.01 43.29
Pauses 52.25 16.72 32.01
Syllables 164.5 45.85 27.87
Words 140.25 40.59 28.94
Phr(syll) 3.15 0.35 11.05
Art (syll/s) 3.04 0.36 11.83
Hes(sec/w) 0.67 0.14 21.53
Spr(w/m) 58.54 11.68 19.95
mean spt (s) 1.04 .05 5.15
Meanpt(s) 1.79 0.27 14.98
Noise % 16.29 2.28 14
Ungr pause % 35.22 2.7 7.67
Lex. type 47.75 9.6 20.11

Table 6 c. Summary data for all stories by version 
Version 2

Rate of increase (H « 0 %)

Total time (sec) 252.85
Speech time (sec) 78.29
Rel speech lime (%) -47.71
Pause time (sec) 700.08
No. of pauses 280
No. of syllables 12.46
No. of words 71.56
Phr length (syll) -70.77
Art rate (syll/scc) -35.6
Rel.hcs(sec/w) 337.88
Sp rate (w/min) -48.18
Mean speech t (see) -54.17
Mean pause t (sec) 81.28
Noise (lexemes) 256.09
Ungramm. pauses 2.51
Lexeme types 17.16
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Table 7a. Summary data for all Hungarian stories by version
Version 3

mean Sd V
Tt(sec) 34.93 8.89 25.46
Spt(sec) 25.94 5.1 19.68
Rel spt (%) 75.61 5.62 7.43
Pt(sec) 8.99 3.8 42.31
Pauses 10.5 2.69 25.64
Syllables 120.75 22.93 18.99
Words 63.5 14.19 22.34
Phr(syU) 10.78 1.59 14.71
Art (syll/s) 4.67 0.14 2.98
Hes(sec/w) 0.14 .04 29.7
Spr (w/m) 111.21 13.4 12.05
mean spt (s) 2.3 0.27 11.69
Mean pt (s) 0.81 0.19 23.75
Noise % 6.11 3.62 59.28
Ungr pause % 20.89 7.25 34.71
Lex. type 36.5 8.02 21.96

Table 7b. Summary data for all English stories by version
Version 3

mean Sd V
Tt(sec) 120.84 49.88 41.28
Spt (sec) 52.77 16.25 30.79
Rel spt (%) 45.21 5.04 11.15
Pt(sec) 68.07 34.52 50.71
Pauses 42.75 10.89 25.48
Syllables 150.75 31.89 21.16
Words 128.75 26.39 22.05
Phr(syll) 3.5 0.3 8.69
Art (syll/s) 2.95 0.31 10.58
Hes(sec/w) 0.51 0.17 32.47
Spr (w/m) 68.67 12.78 18.61
meanspt(s) 1.19 0.11 9.15
Mean pt (s) 1.53 0.42 27.75
Noise % 10.99 1.8 16.39
Ungr pause % 28.11 7.37 26.2
Lex. type 44.75 4.15 9.26
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Table 7c. Summary data for all stories by version 
Version 3

Rate of increase (H * 0 %)

Total time (sec) 245.99
Speech time (sec) 103.42
Rel speech lime (%) -40.2
Pause time (sec) 657.6
No. of pauses 307.14
No. of syllables 24.84
No. of words 102.76
Phr length (syll) -67.59
Art rate (syll/sec) -36.8
Rel. hes (scc/w) 274.02
Sp rate (w/min) -38.25
Mean speech t (sec) -48.22
Mean pause t (sec) 87.8
Noise (lexemes) 80
Ungramm. pauses 34.57
Lexeme types 22.6

Table 8a. Summary data for all Hungarian stories by version
Version 4

mean Sd V
Tt(sec) 36.06 8 .6  23.84
Spt(sec) 26.06 5.52 21.18
Rel spt (%) 72.88 2.96 4.07
Pt (sec) 9.97 3.25 32.62
Pauses 10.25 3.77 36.75
Syllables 123.25 22.68 18.57
Words 64.75 11.76 18.15
Phr (syll) 11.61 2 17.23
Art (syll/s) 4.76 0.21 4.34
Hes(secAv) 0.15 .04 24.82
Spr (w/m) 110.05 12.73 11.56
mean spt (s) 2.43 0.33 13.61
Meanpt(s) 1 0.1 10.21
Noise % 0.9 1.57 173.2
Ungr pause % 27.36 6.84 24.98
Lex. type 39.25 8.2 20.88
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Table 8b. Summary data for all English stories by version
Version 4

mean Sd V
Tt (sec) 85.79 22.29 25.98
Spt(sec) 39.9 7.07 17.72
Rel spt (%) 47.67 7.25 15.21
Pt (sec) 45.89 17.5 38.14
Pauses 30.25 5.67 18.76
Syllables 124.75 15.2 12.19
Words 106.75 12.21 11.44
Phr(syll) 4.1 0.84 20.47
Art(syll/s) 3.17 0.3 9.41
Hes(secAv) 0.43 0.16 36.01
Spr (w/m) 78.09 15.57 19.93
mean spt (s) 1.29 0.23 17.44
Meanpt(s) 1.47 0.26 17.43
Noise % 8.45 3.73 44.15
Ungr pause % 32.47 3.77 11.62
Lex. type 40.25 3.34 6.31

Table 8 c. Summary data for ail stories by version 
Version 4

Rate of increase (H * 0 %)

Total time (sec) 137.95
Speech time (sec) 52.99
Rel speech time (%) -34.59
Pause time (sec) 360.17
No. of pauses 195.12
No. of syllables 1.22
No. of words 64.86
Phr length (syll) -64.66
Art rate (syll/scc) -33.4
Rel. hes (sccAv) 184.46
Sprate(w/min) -29.04
Mean spech t (sec) -46.76
Noise (lexemes) 835.47
Ungramm. pauses 16.6
Lexeme types 2.55
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FIGURE IA 
Total time (ces)

Hungarian Max = 236.26

Values 
vl =49.76 
v2 = 43.21 
v3 = 34.93 
v4 = 36.06
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Change over ist v 
v2 = -13.19% 
v3 = -29.83 % 
v4 = -27.56 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -13.19% 
v3 = -19.17% 
v4 = 3.24 %

English

FIGURE IB 
Total time (sec)

max = 236.26

Values 
vl =238.26 
v2= 152.46 
v3 = 120.84 
v4 = 65.79

Change over ist v 
v2 = -36.01 % 
v3 = -49.26 % 
v4 = -63.99%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -36.01 % 
v3 = -20.74 % 
v4 = -29 %



FIGURE 2A 
Speech time (sec)

Hungarian max = 65.96
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Values 
vl =33.97 
v2 = 31.08 
v3 = 25.94 
v4 = 25.08

Change over ist v 
v2  = -8.51 % 
v3 = -23.63 % 
v4 = -23.21%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -8.51 % 
v3 = -16.53% 
v4 = 0.55 %

English

FIGURE 2B 
Speech time (sec)

max = 65.96

Values 
vl =65.96 
v2 = 55.41 
v3= 52.77 
v4 = 39.9

Change over ist v 
v2  = -16% 
v3 = -20 % 
v4 = -39.51%

Change over previous v. 
v2  = -16% 
v3 = -4.76% 
v4 = -24.38%



FIGURE 3A 
Rel. speech time (%)

Hungarian max = 75.61
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Values 
vl =69.22 
v2 = 71.7 
v3 = 75.61 
v4 = 72.88

Change over ist v 
v2 = 3.58% 
v3 = 9.23 % 
v4 = 5.28 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 3.58 % 
v3 = 5.46% 
v4 = -3.62 %

English

FIGURE 3B 
Rel. speech time (%)

max = 75.61

Values 
vl =29.34 
v2 = 37.49 
v3= 45.01 
v4 = 47.67

Change over ist v 
v2  = 28.6% 
v3 = 54.11% 
v4= 62.48%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 27.8% 
v3= 2 0 .0 0 % 
v4 = 5.43 %



FIGURE 4A 
Pause time (sec)

Hungarian max =172.3
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Values 
vl = 15.81 
v2 = 12.13 
v3 = 8.99 
v4 =9.97

Change over ist v 
v2 = -23.26% 
v3 = -43.16% 
v4 = -36.91%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -23.26% 
v3 = -25.93% 
v4 = 10.99%

English

FIGURE 4B 
Pause time (sec)

max = 172.3

Values 
vl = 172.3 
v2 = 97.05 
v3= 68.07 
v4= 45.69

Change over ist v 
v2 = -43.67% 
v3 = -60.49% 
v4 = -73.37%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -43.67% 
v3 = -29.86% 
v4 = -32.58%



FIGURE 5A 
No. of pauses

Hungarian max = 67
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Values 
vl = 15.25 
v2= 13.75 
v3 = 10.5 
v4 = 10.25

Change over ist v 
v2 = -9.84 % 
v3 = -31.15% 
v4 = -32.79%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -9.84 % 
v3 = -23.64% 
v4 = -2.36 %

English

FIGURE 5B 
No. of pauses

max = 67

Values 
vl =67 
v2 = 52.25 
v3 = 42.75 
v4 = 30.25

Change over ist v 
v2  = - 2 2 . 0 1  % 
v3 = -36.19% 
v4 = -54.85%

Change over previous v. 
v2  = - 2 2 .0 1 % 
v3 = -18.18% 
v4 = -29.24 %



Hungarian
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FIGURE 6 A 
No. of syllables

max* 186.75

Values 
vl = 156.25 
v2= 146.25 
v3= 120.75 
v4= 123.25

Change over ist v 
v2 = -6.4 % 
v3 — 22.72% 
v4 = -21.12%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -6.4 % 
v3 = -17.44% 
v4 = 2.07 %

English

FIGURE 6 B 
No. of syllables

max= 186.75

Values 
vl = 186.75 
v2= 164.5 
v3 = 150.75 
v4= 124.75

Change over ist v 
v2 = - l  1..91 % 
v3 = -19.28% 
v4— 33.2%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = - l  1.91 % 
v3 = -8.36% 
v4 = -17.25%



FIGURE 7A 
No. of words

Hungarian max =164.75
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Values 
vl =88.75 
v2 = 81.75 
v3 = 63.5 
v4 = 64.75

Change over ist v 
v2 = -7.89 % 
v3 = -28.45% 
v4 = -27.04 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -7.89 % 
v3 = -22.32% 
v4 = 1.97 %

English

FIGURE 7B 
No. of words

max = 164.75

Values 
vl = 164.75 
v2= 140.25 
v3 = 128.75 
v4 = 106.75

Change over ist v 
v2 = -14.87% 
v3— 21.85% 
v4 = -35.2%

Change over previous v. 
v2  = -14.87% 
v3 = -8.2% 
v4 = -17.09%



Hungarian

FIGURE 8A 
Phrase length (syll)

max = 11.61
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Values 
vl =9.66 
v2 = 10.77 
v3 = 10.78 
v4= 11.61

Change over ist v 
v2 = 11.47 % 
v3= 11.58% 
v4 =20.13%

Change over previous v. 
v2= 11.47% 
v3 = 0.09 % 
v4 = 7.67 %

English

FIGURE 8B 
Phrase length (syll)

max= 11.61

Values 
vl =2.71 
v2 = 3.15 
v3 = 3.5 
v4 = 4.1

Change over ist v 
v2 = 16% 
v3 = 28.75% 
v4 = 51.13%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 16% 
v3= 10.99% 
v4 = 17.39%



FIGURE 9A 
Artrate (syll/sec)

Hungarian max = 4.76
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Values 
vl =4.64 
v2 = 4.72 
v3 = 4.67 
v4 = 4.76

Change over ist v 
v2 = 1.64 % 
v3 = 0.6 % 
v4 = 2.53 %

Change over previous v. 
v2= 1.64% 
v3 = -1.03 % 
v4 = 1.92 %

English

FIGURE 9B 
Artrate (syll/sec)

max = 4.76

Values 
vl =2.87 
v2 = 3.04 
v3 = 2.95 
v4 = 3.17

Change over ist v 
v2 = 5.86 % 
v3 = 2.81 % 
v4= 10.42%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 5.86% 
v3 = -2.87 % 
v4= 10.42%



Hungarian
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FIGURE 10A 
Rel. hesitation

max = 1.05

Values 
vl =0.17 
v2  = 0.15 
v3 =0.14 
v4 = 0.15

Change over ist v 
v2 = -11.77 % 
v3 = -21.37% 
v4— 12.1 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -11.77% 
v3— 10.89% 
v4 = 11.79%

English

FIGURE 10B 
Rel. hesitation

max= 1.05

Values 
vl = 1 . 0 2  

v2 = 0.67 
v3 =0.51 
v4 =0.43

Change over ist v 
v2 = -34.4 % 
v3 = -50.07% 
v4— 57.55%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -34.4% 
v3 = -23.89% 
v4 = -14.98%



FIGURE 11A 
Sp rate (w/min)

Hungarian max = 112.98
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Values 
vl -109.18 
v2 = 112.98 
v3 = 111.21 
v4 = 110.05

Change over ist v 
v2 = 3.48% 
v3 = 1.86% 
v4 =0.8 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 -  3.48 % 
v3 = -1.57% 
v4 = -1.05%

English

FIGURE 11B 
Sp rate (w/min)

max = 112.98

Values 
vl =44.82 
v2 = 58.54 
v3= 68.67 
v4 = 78.09

Change over ist v 
v2 = 30.6% 
v3 = 53.19% 
v4 = 74.22%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 30.6 % 
v3 = 17.3% 
v4= 13.73%



FIGURE 12A 
Mean speech t (sec)

Hungarian max = 2.43
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Values 
vl = 2 . 1  

v2 = 2.27 
v3 = 2.3 
v4 =2.43

Change over ist v 
v2  = 8.19% 
v3 = 9.87 % 
v4= 15.88%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 8.19% 
v3 = 1.55 % 
v4 = 5.47 %

English

FIGURE 12B 
Mean speech t (sec)

max = 2.43

Values 
vl =0.95 
v2= 1.04 
v3 = 1.19 
v4 = 1.29

Change over ist v 
v2 = 9.67 % 
v3= 25.82% 
v4 = 36.46%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = 9.67 % 
v3 = 14.73% 
v4 = 8.45%



FIGURE 13A 
Mean pause t (sec)

Hungarian max = 2.41
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Values 
vl  - 1  
v2 = 0.99 
v3 =0.81 
v4 = 1

Change over ist v 
v2 --1 .4%  
v3 = -18.79% 
v4 = -0.56 %

Change over previous v. 
v2  = -1.4% 
v3 =-17.64% 
v4 = 22.45%

English

FIGURE 13B 
Mean pause t (sec)

max = 2.41

Values 
vl =2.41 
v2 = 1.79 
v3 = 1.53 
v4 = 1.47

Change over ist v 
v2 = -25.56% 
v3 = -36.46% 
v4 = -38.93%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -25.56% 
v3 = -14.66% 
v4 = -3.85%



Hungarian
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FIGURE 14A 
Rel. noise (lexemes)

max = 30.99

Values 
vl =4.23 
v2 = 4.57 
v 3 -6 .l l  
v4 = 0.9

Change over ist v 
v2  = 6 . 1 2  % 
v3= 44.34% 
v4 -  -78.64 %

Change over previous v. 
v2  = 8 .1 2 % 
v3 = 33.5% 
v4 = -85.2%

English

FIGURE 1413 
Rel. noise (lexemes)

max = 30.99

Values 
vl =30.99 
v2= 16.29 
v3 = 10.99 
v4 = 8.45

Change over ist v 
v2 = -47.45% 
v3 = -64.54 % 
v4 = -72.73%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -47.45 % 
v3 = -32.52% 
v4 = -23.09%



FIGURE 15A 
Ungramm. pauses %

Hungarian max =43.32
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Values 
vl =38.87 
v2 = 34.36 
v3 = 20.69 
v4= 27.38

Change over ist v 
v2  = -11.61 % 
v3 = -46.25% 
v4 = -29.55%

Change over previous v. 
v2  = - l  1.61 % 
v3 =-39.19% 
v4 = 31.06%

English

FIGURE 15B 
Ungramm. pauses %

max = 43.32

Values 
vl =43.32 
v2 = 35.22 
v3 = 28.11 
v4 = 32.47

Change over ist v 
v2  = -18.71 % 
v3 = -35.11 % 
v4 = -25.04 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -18.71% 
v3 = -20.18% 
v4= 15.51%



Hungarian

FIGURE 16A 
Lexeme types

max = 54
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Values 
vl =43.5 
v2 = 40.75 
v3 = 36.5 
v4 = 39.25

Change over ist v 
v2 = -6.32 % 
v3 =-16.09% 
v4 = -9.77 %

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -6.32% 
v3 = -10.4.3% 
v4 = 7.53%

English

FIGURE 16B 
Lexeme types

max = 54

Values 
vl =54 
v2 = 47.75 
v3= 44.75 
v4 = 40.25

Change over ist v 
v2 = -11.57% 
v3 = -17.13% 
v4 = -25.46%

Change over previous v. 
v2 = -11.57% 
v3 = -6.28 % 
v4 = -10.06%



3.2.2. Correlation of basic variables by versions in Hungarian and English

It will be recalled that all the above correlations are based on summary data for 
each version. Some of these are primary eg, number of pauses, lexeme types, but 
most of them are derived from the basic indexes speech time, pause time, number 
of syllables, number of words. As these latter variables were measured for each 
speech run, they represent a big enough population (an average of 54 in 
Hungarian and 196 in English) and are thus amenable to a correlation analysis. 
Tables 25 and 26 represent the correlation figures for the above primary variables 
together with articulation rate, which could also be calculated for each speech 
run.

3.3. Discussion of the results
Before evaluating the findings, we should pause to consider what negative or 
positive value the above variables have with respect to disfluency phenomena as 
studied here. Some of these indexes have an intrinsically clear interpretation. 
Under the simplifying assumption that disfluencies in our data are caused by 
encoding difficulties, one would expect such difficulties to be reflected by the 
following phenomena: longer and more frequent pauses, shorter speech runs, 
slower articulation and speech rate, lower relative speech time, higher relative 
hesitancy, more noise and ungrammatical pauses.

Turning to the summary figures for all stories and versions together, these 
expectations are indeed confirmed. Comparing the English and Hungarian overall 
figures we find that average total time in the English stories is 264% longer than 
in Hungarian.. By far the most significant factor in this increase is the length 
of total pause time, which was 7.2 longer in English than in Hungarian. This 
increase is due more to an increase in the number of pauses (2.9 times more in 
English) than to the mean length of pauses, which less than doubled (was 89% 
longer than pauses in Hungarian).

Articulation rate was 36% slower in English. This is in accordance with 
findings reported by GOLDMAN EISLER that the impression of slower tempo 
in speech is created by the frequency and average length of pauses rather than 
a slower speed when actually speaking.

Part of the increase in total time is a consequence of longer output as well. 
English stories had an average of 15% more syllables, or 81% more words. 
Incidentally, Hungarian being a highly synthetic language, it is very difficult to 
work out a measure that would be directly comparable between the two 
languages. This was the reason why both indexes were calculated. In the present 
case, neither can be taken literally though the true figure would probably stand 
closer to the syllable count. As a consequence of more frequent pausing, the 
speech runs shrank in the English versions by half in terms of time and by 69% 
in terms of syllables (phrase length). There was a considerable increase in noise, 
which was more than three times higher in English.

234_________________________T. VÁRADI____________________________
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Table 9 __________________
X

Total time

Hunearian Enelish

r P______________________ r _ e ----------------

Tt X X X X X X X X X X X X

Spt
Spt%
Pt

0.978 <0.001 0.932 <0.001
-0.706
0.957

<0.01
<0.001

-0.731
0.994

<0.01 
< 0.001

Pl% 0.706 <0.01 0.731 <0.01
0.863 <0.001 0.977 <0.001

Syll
Word

0.942 <0.001 0.899 <0.001
0.912 <0.001 0.908 <0.001

Phrs
-0.508 <0.05 -0.595 <0.05

%hes 0.664 <0.01 0.766
-0.747

<0.001
<0.001Spr

Mspt 0.672 <0.001
Mpt
Phrw

Table 10 9

X Soeech time
y

Hunearian Enelish

P ____________________ r __ E----------------

Tt 0.978 <0.001 0.932 <0.001

Spl
Spt%
Pt
Pt%

X X X

-0.564
0.875

X X X

<0.05
<0.001

X X X

-0.502
0.888

X X X

<0.05
<0.001

0.564 <0.05 0.502 <0.05

Pause
Syll
Word

0.863
0.974
0.956

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.939 
0 <379 
0.977

<0.001
<0.001
*¿0.001

Phrs — -0.597 <0.05
Art
%hes 0.518 <0.05 0.53

-0.581
<0.05
<0.05

Spr _
Mspt 0.69 <0.01
Mpt
Phrw
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Table 11
X

y Rel.soeech time

variables Hunearian Enelish

r D r __e___________

Tt -0.706 <0.01 -0.731 <0.01
Spl -0.564 <0.05 -0.502 <0.05
Spt% XXX XXX XXX XXX
m -0.851 <0.001 -0.782 <0.001
Pt%! -1 <0.001 -1 <0.001
Pause -0.596 <0.05 -0.721 <0.01
Syll -0.536 <0.05 - -
Word - - - -
Phrs - - 0.888 <0.001
Art - - 0.574 <0.05
%hes -0.954 <0.001 -0.928 <0.001
Spr 0.774 <0.001 0.954 <0.001
Mspt - - 0.734 <0.01
Mpt -0.629 <0.01 -0.693 <0.001
Phrw 0.685 <0.001

•

Table 12
X

y Pause tinte

variables Hunearian Enelish

r P r p

Tt 0.957 <0.001 0.994 <0.001
Spt 0.875 <0.001 0.888 <0.001
Spl% -0.851 <0.001 -0.782 <0.001
Pt XXX XXX XXX XXX
Pt% 0.851 <0.001 0.782 <0.001
Pause 0.8 <0.001 0.963 <0.001
Syll 0.828 <0.001 0.851 <0.001
Word 0.784 <0.001 0.863 <0.001
Phrs - - -0 .536 <0.05
Art — - -0 .579 <0.05
%hes 0.82 <0.001 0.817 <0.001
Spr -0 .60 7 <0.05 -0 .777 <0.001
Mspt - - - -
Mpt - - 0.904 <0.001
Phrw - - -0 .526 <0.05
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Table 13
X

y Number of causes
variables Hungarian English

r P r P

Tt 0.863 <0.001 0.977 <0.001
Spt 0.863 <0.001 0.909 <0.001
Spl% -0.596 <0.05 -0.721 <0.01
Pt 0.8 <0.001 0.963 <0.001
Pl% 0.596 <0.05 0.721 <0.01
Pause X X X X X X X X X X X X
Syll 0.842 <0.001 0.918 <0.001
Word 0.806 <0.001 0.928 <0.001
Plirs -0.798 <0.001 -0.547 <0.05
Art - - -0.579 <0.05
%hes 0.565 <0.05 0.713 <0.01
Spr - - -0.735 <0.01
Mspt -0.765 <0.001 — _
Mpt - - 0.799 <0.001
Phrw -0.754 <0.001 -0.535 <0.05

Table 14
X

y Number of syllables
variables Hungarian English

r P r p

Tt 0.942 <0.001 0.099 <0.001
Spt 0.974 <0.001 0.979 <0.001
Spt% -0.536 <0.05 — _
Pt 0.828 <0.001 0.851 <0.001
Pt% 0.536 <0.05 _ _
Pause 0.842 <0.001 0.918 <0.001
Syll X X X X X X X X X X X X
Word 0.985 <0.001 0.998 <0.001
Phrs - — _ _
Art - _ _ _
%hes - _ _ _

Spr - - — _
Mspt - - - _
Mpt - - 0.59 <0.05
Phrw - — _
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Table 1 5 _____________ _________
X Number of words

y
Hungarian English

variables
P______________________ r _ E --------------------------

Tt
Spt

0912 <0.001 0.908 <0.001
0.956 <0.001 0.977 <0.001

Spt%
!>♦ 0.784 <0.001 0.863 <0.001

_ —
Pi%
Pause
SyU

0.806
0.985

<0.001
<0.001

0.928
0.998
X X X

<0.001
<0.001
X X X

Word X X X
—

Phrs — _

Art —

%hes — -

Spr _ -
Mspt 0.603 <0.05
Mpt _ -
Phrw

Table 16 _
X Phrase length

y English
variables

P____________________ r P---------------------

Tt
- -

Spt — 0.888 <0.001
Spt% “ -0.536 <0.05
Pt -0.888 <0.001
Pt%
Pause -0.798 <0.001 -0.547 <0.05

SyU _ -

Word
X X X

<0.05
X X X X X X

Phrs
Art

X X X

0.543 0.561
-0.766

<0.05
<0.001

%hes 0.87 <0.001
Spr
Mspt 0.976 <0.001 0.865

-0.649
<0.001
<0.01

Mpt
Phrw 0.985 <0.001 0.995 <0.001
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T a b l e  1 7
X

y Articulation rate
variables Hungarian English

r P r P

Tt -0.500 <0.05 -0.595 <0.05
Spt - - -0.597 <0.05
Spt% - - 0.574 <0.05
Pt - - -0.579 <0.05
Pt% - - -0.574 <0.05
Pause - - -0.579 <0.05
Syll - - - -
Word - - - _
Phrs 0.543 <0.05 0.561 <0.05
Art X X X XXX X X X X X X
%hes -0.522 <0.05 -0.675 <0.01
Spr 0.685 <0.01 0.783 <0.001
Mspt - - - -
Mpt - - -0.699 <0.01
Phrw 0.544 <0.05 0.558 <0.05

T a b l e  1 8
X

y Relative hesitation
variables Hungarian English

r P r P

Tt 0.664 <0.01 0.766 <0.001
Spt 0.518 <0.05 0.53 <0.05
Spt% -0.954 <0.001 -0.928 <0.001
Pt 0.82 <0.001 0.817 <0.001
Pt% 0.954 <0.001 0.928 <0.001
Pause 0.565 <0.05 0.713 <0.01
Syll - - - -

Word - - - -

Phrs - - -0.766 <0.001
Art -0.522 <0.05 -0.675 <0.01
%hes XXX X X X XXX X X X

Spr -0.914 <0.001 -0.923 <0.001
Mspt - - -0.546 <0.05
Mpt 0..558 <0.05 0.956 <0.001
Phrw -0.5 <0.05 -0.763 <0.001
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Table 19______________________
X

Speech ratey
Hunearian Enelish

r P r D

Tt
Spt
Spt%
Pt

-0.747 <0.001
_ -0.581 <0.05

0.774
-0.607

<0.001
<0.05

0.954
-0.777

<0.001
<0.001

Pl% -0.774 <0.001 -0.954 <0.001
-0.735 <0.01Pause

Syll -
Word 0.87 <0.001Phrs

0.685 <0.01 0.763 <0.001
%hes -0.914 <0.001 -0.923 <0.001

Spr X X X X X X X X X

0.581
X X X

<0.05Mspt -0.908 <0.001Mpt
Phrw 0.561 <0.05 0.875 <0.001

Table 20
X Mean soeech time

y
variables Hungarian Enelish

P___________________ r p ____________________

Tt - -
Spt —

0.734 <0.01Spt%
Pt
Pt% _ - -0.734 <0.01

Pause -0.765 <0.001 ~

Syll
Word
Phrs 0.976 <0.001 0.865 <0.001

Art -
-0.546 <0.05%hes 0.581 <0.05Spr “

X X XMspt X X X X X X XXX

Mpt
Phrw

0.514
0.96

<0.05
<0.001 0.858 <0.001
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T a b l e  2 1
X

y Mean pause time
variables Hungarian English

r P r P

Tt _ 0.872 <0.001
Spt - - 0.69 <0.01
Spt% -0.629 <0.01 -0.893 <0.001
Pt - - 0.904 <0.001
Pt% 0.629 <0.01 0.893 <0.001
Pause - - 0.799 <0.001
Syll - - 0.59 <0.05
Word - - -0.603 <0.05
Phrs - - -0.649 <0.01
Art - - -0.699 <0.01
%hes 0.558 <0.05 0.956 <0.001
Spr - - -0.908 <0.001
Mspt 0.514 <0.05 - -
Mpt XXX XXX XXX XXX
Phrw -0.647 <0.01

T a b l e  2 2
X

y Noise (lexeme)
variables Hungarian English

r ___ E______________ r p

Tt 0.634 <0.01 0.868 <0.001
Spt 0.708 <0.01 0.832 <0.001
Spt% - - -0.516 <0.05
I>t - - 0.856 <0.001
Pause 0.674 <0.01 0.848 <0.001
Syll 0.758 <0.001 0.873 <0.001
Word 0.764 <0.001 0.883 <0.001
Phrs - - - —

Art - - — _

%hes - - — _

Spr - - - -

Mspt - - - -

Mpt - - 0.628 <0.01
Noise XXX XXX XXX XXX
Ungrp 0.598 <0.05 0.944 <0.001
Wtype 0.68 <0.01 0.878 <0.001
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T a b l e  2 3
X

y Ungrammatical pause

variables Hungarian English
r P r p

Tt 0.706 <0.01 0.912 <0.001
Spt 0.754 <0.001 0.857 <0.001
Spt% - - -0.6 <0.05
Pi 0.586 <0.05 0.905 <0.001
Pause 0.904 <0.001 0.916 <0.001
Syll 0.743 <0.001 0.884 <0.001
Word 0.754 <0.001 0.895 <0.001
Phrs -0.74 <0.01 - -

Art - - - -

%hes - - -0.571 <0.05
Spr - - -0.56 <0.05
Mspt -0.724 <0.01 - -

Mpt - - 0.671 <0.01
Noise 0.598 <0.05 0.944 <0.001
Ungrp XXX XXX XXX XXX
Wtype 0.537 <0.05 0.666 <0.001

T a b l e  2 4
X

y Word type

variables Hungarian English
r P r _JQ______

Tt 0.79 <0.001 0.671 <0.001
Spl 0.859 <0.001 0.922 <0.001
Spt% - - - -

Pt 0.635 <0.01 0.832 <0.001
Pause 0.622 <0.05 0.892 <0.001
SyU 0.865 <0.001 0.963 <0.001
Word 0.867 <0.001 0.963 <0.001
Phrs - - - -

Art - - - -

%hes - - - -

Spr - - - -

Mspt - -

Mpt - - 0.564 <0.05
Noise 0.671 < 0 . 0 1 0.903 <0.001
Ungrp 0.536 <0.05 0.894 <0.001
Wtype X X X XXX X X X X X X
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T a b l e  2 5 a

Language Hungarian Version: 1 Language Hungarian Version: 2
Speech time Speech time
r P r P

Spl 1.00000 - Spl 1.00000 -

Pi - - Pt - -

Syll 0.95890542 1.5495552E-11 Syll 0.9627553 2.4050295E-11
Word 0.93923812 5.4637912E-11 Word 0.94716602 6.9127409E-11
Art 0.38385715 .0009821315 Art —

Pause time Pause time
r P r P

Spt - - Spl - -
Pt 1.00000 - Pt 1.00000 -
Syll - - Syll - -
Word -0.20667568 .047363553 Word - -
Art Art —

Number of syllables Number of syllables
r P r P

Spt 0.95890542 1.5495553E-11 Spt 0.9627553 2.4050294E-11
Pt - - Pt - -
Syll 1.00000 - Syll 1.00000 -
Word 0.96907947 7.0493233E-12 Word 0.97411986 9.4408109E-12
Art 0.5735762 7.706038 IE-6 Art 0.35349084 .0030606786

Number of words Number of words
r P r P

Spt 0.93923812 5.4637912E-11 Spt 0.94716602 6.9I27409E-11
Pt -0.20667568 .047363553 Pt - -

Syll 0.96907947 7.0493233E-12 Syll 0.97411986 9.4408109E-12
Word 1.00000 - Word 1.00000 -

Art 0.50522355 .000044949585 Art 0.34732888 .0035214359

Rate of articulation Rate of articulation
r P r P

Spt 0.36385715 .0009821315 Spt _ —

Pt - - Pt - -

Syll 0.5735762 7.706038 IE-6 Syll 0.35349084 .0030606786
Word 0.50522355 .000044949585 Word 0.34732888 .0035214359
Art 1.00000 - Art 1.00000 -
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T a b l e  2 5 b

Language Hungarian Version: 3 Language Hungarian Version: 4
Speech time Speech time
r P r P

Spt 1.00000 - Spt 1.00000 _
in - - Pt - _

Syll 0.9583876 2.14444E-I0 Syll 0.96145631 2.047050 IE-10
Word 0.93832053 7.2984106E-101 Word 0.91575078 2.678826 IE-9
Art 7250306 .03183193 Art - -

Pause time Pause time
r P r P

Spi - - Spt — _
Pt 1.00000 - Pt 1.00000 _

Syll - - Syll - _

Word - - Word _ _

Art -0.27790792 .029182921 Art - -

Number of syllables Number of syllables
r P r P

Spt 0.9583876 2.14444E-20 Spt 0.96145631 2.047050 IE-10
Pt - - in — _

Syll 1.00000 - Syll 1.00000 —

Word 0.93923124 6.939659E-10 Word 0.95796273 2.6076694E-10
Art 0.48873666 .00043228074 Art 0.43962686 .0014203934

Number of words Number of words
r P r P

Spt 0.93832053 7.2984106E-10 Spt 0.91575078 2.678826 IE-9
in - - in — _

Syll 0.93923124 6.939659 IE-10 Syll 0.95796273 2.6076694E-10
Word 1.00000 - Word 1.00000 _

Art 0.38495537 .0040722857 Art 0.42373783 .001992084

Rate of articulation Rate of articulation
r P r P

Spt 0.27250306 .03183193 Spt _ _
in -0.27790792 .029182921 in - _

Syll 0.48873666 .00043228074 Syll 0.43962686 .0014203934
Word 0.38495537 .0040722856 Word 0.42373783 .001992084
Art 1.00000 - Art 1.00000 -
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T a b l e  2 6 a

Language English Version: 1 Language English Version: 2
Speech time Speech time
r P r P

Spt 1.00000 - Spt 1.00000 -

Pt - - Pt - -

Syll 0.87858757 6.3033747E-14 Syll 0.86757822 4.903297E-13
Word 0.88710723 4.3170729E-14 Word 0.82908973 2.1313601E-12
Art -0.13793465 .010768501 Art “ —

Pause time Pause time
r P r P

Spt - - Spt — _
Pt 1.00000 - Pt 1.00000 -

Syll -0.11403006 .026524013 Syll -0.1561592 .010649696
Word - - Word -0.15676952 .010405294
Art -0.17125474 .0024339568 Art -0.18839877 .0029791082

Number of syllables Number of syllables
r P r P

Spt 0.87658757 6.3033747E-14 Spt 0.66757822 4.9032969E-13
Pt -0.11403006 .026524013 Pt -0.1561592 .010649696
Syll 1.00000 - Syll 1.00000 -
Word 0.96177946 4.6614548E-16 Word 0.95357296 4.889588E-15
Art 0.24060844 .0001017089 Art 0.436790898 2.6466188E-7

Number of words Number of words
r P r P

Spt 0.88710723 4.3170729E-14 Spt 0.82908973 2.13136E-12
Pt - - Pt -0.15676952 .010405294
Syll 0.96177948 4.6614548E-16 Syll 0.95357296 4.889588E-15
Word 1.00000 - Word 1.00000 -

Art 0.20387242 .00053905468 Art 0.41740046 5.1193289E-7

Rate of articulation Rate of articulation
r P r P

Spt -0.13793465 .010768501 Spt — _

Pt -0.17125474 .0024339568 Pt -0.18839877 .0029791082
Syll 0.24060844 .0001017089 Syll 0.437908989 2.6466188E-7
Word 0.20387242 .00053905468 Word 0.41740046 5.1193289E-7
Art 1.00000 - Art 1.00000 -
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T a b l e  2 6 b

Language English Version: 3 Language English Version: 4
Speech time Speech time
r P r P

Spt 1.00000 - Spt 1.00000 _

Pi - - Pt - _

Syll 0.84099671 4.559502E-12 Syll 0.94948328 2.6718542E-13
Word 0.81622935 1.1954057E-11 Word 0.93429214 7.0129206E-13
Art

"

Art — —

Pause time Pause time
r P r P

Spt - - Spt — _

Pt 1.00000 - Pt 1.00000 —

Syll - - Syll - -

Word - - Word _ _

Art -0.26990705 .00028745723 Art -0.16159018 .034116781

Number of syllables Number of syllables
r P r P

Spl 0.84099671 4.9559502E-12 Spt 0.94948328 2.6718542E-13
Pt - - Pt - _

Syll 1.00000 - Syll 1.00000 _

Word 0.95777312 1.3728615E-14 Word 0.96983812 5.3329103E-14
Art 0.44340485 7.3878006E-7 Art 0.28218154 .00090996623

Number of words Number of words
r P r P

Spt 0.81622935 1.1954057E-11 Spt 0.93429214 7.0129206E-13
I>t - - Pt - —

Syll 0.95777312 1.3728615E-14 Syll 0.96983812 5.3329103E-14
Word 1.00000 - Word 1.00000 —

Art 0.4156857 1.773522E-6 Art 0.24034333 .0034877526

Rate of articulation Rate of articulation
r P r P

Spt - - Spt - _

Pt -0.26990705 .00028745723 Pt -0.16159018 .034116781
Syll 0.44340485 7.3878006E-7 Syll 0.28218154 .00090996623
Word 0.4156857 1.773522E-6 Word 0.24034333 .0034877526
Art 1.00000 - Art 1.00000 -



Curiously, one finds a somewhat larger vocabulary used in English (17% more 
lexeme types used). However, the quantitative indexes used here fail to capture 
tha qualitative aspects of the vocabulary concerned. What is recorded as a higher 
ratio of lexeme types may be nothing else than an awkward longwindcdness, 
whereas conciseness or apt choice of words may become indistinguishable from 
poverty of expression. In fact, informal evidence suggests that the vocabulary 
employed in English is slightly more extensive as a necessary measure to 
compensate for its ’’poor” quality.

Interestingly enough, the feature that was most convergent betveen the two 
languages was the ratio of ungrammatical pauses (up only by 15% in English).

A study of the variability of data reveals an interesting picture. The 
preliminary assumption here is that low variability suggests that the feature is 
not susceptible to changes in subject matter (across the different stories) or to 
levels of spontaneity (across the different versions) in short, that the informant 
is in control of the variable in question. ”To be in control” here simply means 
consistency of performance with respect to that variable, without implying any 
value judgement.

On the whole, variability in the English data was about 40% higher than in 
Hungarian. The rank order of the variables reveals some marked differences 
between the two languages. In the Hungarian data noise was by far the most 
fluctuating variable (90.4%) followed by the ratio of ungrammatical pauses 
(45.1%) with pause time being third (41.1%). In the English versions noise ranks 
second (67%) between the leading toal pause time (76.3%) and total time (62.4%). 
This suggests that in Hungarian the response to difficulties was vocalised output 
(false starts, repetitions, self-corrections etc.) whereas in English difficulties 
primarily affected total pause time and noise.

A comparison of English and Hungarian averages by version shows a general 
convergence between the two languages over the versions, with a sizeable 
absolute difference still remaining between them even in the fourth version. In 
fact, almost any variable in English in the fourth version is worse than the same 
variable in the first version in Hungarian. As a typical example consider the 
number of pauses (see Table 8). Whereas in English it starts out at 67 and 
through a series of more or less gradual decreases drops to 30.25 in the fourth 
version, it is still twice as high as the corresponding figure in the first Hungarian 
version.

If one examines the rate of change across the versions, the first impression 
is that the English data display a continuous and much steeper rates of change 
than the Hungarian. The Hungarian variables, besides being more stable across 
the versions, seem to settle around a value in the second or the third version. 
On closer examination we find that some variables in Hungarian even out 
(showing a change of less than ten percent over the previous version) between 
the first and the second version (eg. number of syllables, speech time) while some 
other paramétrés between the second and the third versions (eg. phrase length.
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mean speech time). Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the most drastic 
change between two versions in either Hungarian or English occurs in the change 
of relative noise between the third and fourth version, where it falls by 85% of 
the previous version.

The data in English, on the other hand, typically don’t seem to settle on a level 
in any version. Cases where the change between two versions is under 10% of 
the previous version amount to one sixth of the possible cases, as against more 
than half in Hungarian. This seems to suggest that not only did the English 
performance fail to approximate the native language level in absolute terms but 
it also failed to stabilize itself at any level in the four versions.

A study of the correlation between the observed variables shows the following 
differences between the Hungarian and the English data.

Total time shows a strongly singificant negative correlation with speech rate 
and strong positive correlation with mean pause time in English, while no 
correlation shows with these factors in Hungarian. This suggests that in oddition 
to other factors, total time in the English versions is longer because the individual 
pauses are also longer.

Total speech time shows a significant positive correlation with mean pause 
time in English, but no correlation in Hungarian. It also shows a weak negative 
correlation with speed (articulation rate and speech rate). The latter correlation 
suggests that total speech time in the English versions were longer not only 
because of an increase in output but also because of slower speed. The correlation 
with mean pause time indicates that longer output could only be achieved in 
English by increasing the length of individual pauses, in addition to their 
frequency.

Relative speech time in the English data shows a strongly significant 
correlation with phrase length, a significant correlation with mean speech time 
and the number of pauses, whereas Hungarian shows a weak correlation in the 
latter only. This finding suggests that the increasing share of speech time was 
attained in English by cutting the number and the length of pauses, increasing 
the length of speech runs in terms of syllables and time, together with a slight 
increase in speed. In Hungarian the length of speech runs and articulation rate 
were not affected.

Total pause time in English is strongly correlated with mean pause time while 
there is no such correlation in Hungarian. It also shows a weakly significant 
correlation with phrase length and articulation rate. Evidently, the longer one 
speaks the more one is likely to pause as well. The Hungarian figures reflect 
nothing beyond this abvious relationship between speaking and pausing. The 
correlation figures in English, however, clearly indicate that pausing is crucially 
concerned with disfluency and is an intrinsic feature in speech.

The correlation figures for the number of pauses highlight a marked difference 
between the Hungarian and the English data. In Hungarian a strong negative 
correlation was found with phrase length, whereas only a weak correlation in
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English. On the other hand, it showed no correlation with mean pause time or 
articulation rate in Hungarian while there was a strong correlation with mean 
pause time and a weak correlation with articulation rate in English.

This suggests that in native language speech performance difficulties were 
coped with by inserting more pauses, breaking up the message into more 
numerous speech runs, which, in turn, became shorter both in terms of syllable 
word number and time as well. In foreign language speech, however, the learner 
was forced not only to insert more pauses but longer pauses as well and also to 
slow down in speaking.

In light of the above findings it is not surprising to note that output both in 
terms of syllables and words was correlated with mean phrase length in 
Hungarian but showed a weak positive correlation in English.

Phrase length correlated in English with a number of variables concerned with 
pausing such as mean pause time, total pause time, relative pause time, speech 
rate, relative hesitancy and number of pauses, whereas in Hungarian it showed 
a strong correlation with only the last one in this list.

The figures for articulation rate clearly show that in Hungarian it was 
independent of any pause variables, while in English it was correlated with all 
of them. Even speech rate was less strongly correlated with pause variables in 
Hungarian (in fact, it had no correlation with the number and mean length of 
pauses).

Noise in Hungarian correlates with mostly output related features. Again, the 
only exception is the number of pauses. In English noise also correlates with 
pause variables. It may be noted that in neither language performance docs it 
show any correlation with articulation rate or phrase length.

The ratio of ungrammatical pauses shows a strong negative correlation with 
phrase length and mean speech time in the Hungarian data, while there is no such 
correlation in English. As a similar pattern was observed with the number of 
pauses, one is tempted to conclude that most of the extra number of pauses in 
Hungarian tended to be ungrammatical.

Apart from the obvious output related variables, lexeme type is also correlated 
with total pause time, number of pauses, ratio of ungrammatical pauses in both 
languages (though to different degrees). This in itself clearly proves the 
inadvisability of separating the purely temporal phenomena from other aspects 
of speech. The correlation with noise and the ratio of ungrammatical pauses 
suggests that a common strategy to respond to difficulties in both languages was 
to use paraphrases, meta comments ( -”1 don’t know how to put it”), increasing 
noise and, by introducing new lexemes, lexeme types as well. At the same time, 
such formulations, together with selfcorrections and backtracking, obviously 
introduced a lot of ungrammatical pauses as well.
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4. A case study of two stories

This section aims to provide a detailed analysis of two stories (four versions 
each), one told in Hungarian, the other in English. The stories were chosen 
because of their exceptionally close content. There was a pair of cartoons in 
the set which had identical setting, Donald Duck marooned on a desert island, 
differing only in the nature of the object drifted ashore (an electric toy train 
in the one story, an axe in the other). Figures 17-19 display some key primary 
variables plotted in a paired fashion allowing a comparison of the two stories 
along this hidden dimension. Each vertical line represents a speech run or a 
pause as the case may be. The more lines on the horizontal axes, the more 
broken up the story is by pauses.

We can isolate trouble spots in the data defined as a configuration of at least 
two variables showing a marked fall. Having established such points of disfluency, 
one can analyse the variables in terms of the degree and chronological order in 
which they foreshadowed these points.

Accordingly, there seems to be a tendency in the Hungarian stories for phrase 
length to drop first, then articulation rate while pause length remains fairly 
stable, apart from individual fluctuation. The only exception to this is the first 
version where a point of difficulty is preceeded by a series of gradually increasing 
pauses, while maintaining the same rate of articulation and even increasing 
phrase length.

In English, on the other hand, phrase length and pause length seem to be the 
two factors most likely to decrease, in this order, while articulation rate would 
seem to be affected relatively late. Also, there seems to be a cyclical pattern 
operating in the rate of articulation and this pattern gets progressively levelled 
out across the versions. For example, the first version in English displays roughly 
four waves, the second two and a half, the third two, and in the fourth version 
the pattern flattens out. In Hungarian the number of waves is smaller (two) and 
they disappear already in the third version.

A specially prepared tapescript of the two stories is included below. Each 
speech run is written in a separate line falnked by the following information, 
speech time (sec) in the leftmost column, pause time (sec) following the text, 
together with the number of syllables and number of words, and articulation rate.

The scope of the present paper does not permit a full analysis of the textual 
output. Attention will be focussed on the interrelationship between synchronic 
and diachronic variation in the data. The former term, it will be recalled, is used 
to refer to variation within the same version, the latter covers variation within 
the different versions of the same story.

We intend to examine how the same point in a story is handled across the 
versions. For example, a point that caused some difficulty in the English story 
is to express how the crate got to the desert island. In version one Gines 9-13) 
after considerable hesitaion (in fact, the longest pause in that version) the term
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going is selected in what is surely an act of massive overgeneralisation. When 
coming to the same point in the second version (line 13), the preceding pause 
is still very long but shorter both in terms of the corresponding pause int the 
previous version and in the other apuses within the same version. But what is 
more improtant in the present context is that the hesitation manifest in the length 
of the preceding pause also appears here overtly in the form of two alternative 
lexical items ’’swimming or going”. It the third version this variation is resolved 
in favour of ’’swimming” although still only after a pause of considerable length 
(2 sec). In the fourth version ’’swimming” is retained and the much shorter 
preceding pause suggest that this has been accepted by the language system.

Sometimes the synchronic variation is not resolved diachronically. consider 
the concluding lines in each English version. Apparently, the learner was 
grappling with two problems here. One was to decide on an appropriate name 
for the toy train and the other was to settle the question whether a singular or 
plural verb form should be used with the phrase ”a railway line and a train”.

The problem of finding a suitable expression for the thing found in the box 
first surfaces in lines 25-32 of the first version. Here the term ’’railway line” is 
offered after a fairly long pause (1.97 sec). It is followed by a pause of the same 
length suggesting that the output was monitored and something was found wrong. 
As a matter of fact, pauses apparently caused by monitoring the output rather 
than planning ahead occurred frequently in the data. In the present case, 
dissatisfaction with the output is verbalised in a meta-comment as well (line 
29-30). Next time round but still in the same version, the second longest pause 
(5.57 sec) was incurred trying to solve this lexical problem. The result, ”a play”, 
was found unsatisfactory right away as shown by the immediate launch of a 
second attempt producing "a train”. This was found still not good enough and 
yet another attempt was made, which cost the third longest pause in this version, 
but this time the learner gave up and simpley repeated ”a train”.

The first version already contains all the lexical alternatives considered 
throughout the four versions and as the relevant passages in the later versions 
show, this synehronic variation retained on the diachronic level.

The second problem of singular or plural verb form surfaces in the fourth 
version only (lines 21-22) and (27-28). It may be the case that this is the first 
time that the learner became aware of this point as a problem or one may equally 
presume that the conflicting forms had been considered earlier as well, only this 
was the first time the alternatives were overtly expressed. The frequent pauses 
in the middle of the verb phrase in each story lend support to the second 
hypothesis. On the other hand, one may argue in favour of the first hypothesis 
that it was this late in the story that the learner could afford to devote any 
attention to the problem. It is interesting to note that the need to avoid this 
problem must have provided additional motivation for settling on the term ’’play” 
at the end of each story. The other reason for selecting this iten may have been
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that it is meant to be a general term covering both the train and the rails and 
implies their function and probably size as well.

In contrast to the above cases consider the variants catch, catches after a third 
person singular pronoun in the first version (lines 15-17). The correction is 
forthcoming (within 0.7 sec) and the correct form is used in all the later versions. 
This would suggest that such cases could be treated as performance errors or 
lapses (Corder’s term). In fact, the cause of distraction can be located in the act 
of selecting the lexical item itself as evidenced by the long pause preceding it 
(3.73 and 1.63 sec) in lines 14-15 of the first version. Even in the second version 
it is produced after a very long pause (4.17 sec), which is indeed the longest in 
that version. As a matter of fact, it was not untypical that under considerable 
cognitive load, lexical items were first recalled and produced in their „dictionary 
form” (sometimes verbs as infinitives with to!) and morphological changes were 
made only after the internal monitoring hasd passed the lexeme.

It is expremeiy important to realise that the strategies discussed above are not 
confined to foreign language speech [>crformance. The data strongly suggest that 
speakers make recourse to the same strategies in their native language speech as 
well. The difference between native and foreign language speech rather lies in 
the frequency, distribution and scale of employing such strategies.

For example, a case in the Hungarian story that is exactly parallel to the 
going/swimming case is the way in which the learner decided what to call the 
object containing the axe. In the first version it was twice called, without any 
apparent hesitation, a doboz ’’box” (lines 6 and 15). In the second version 
following three occurences of doboz suddenly the term iádikó "small crate” is 
introduced as a correction of doboz after an almost minimal pause (0.27 sec). 
This apparently effortless self-correction occurs again early in the third version 
(line 3) this time not even requiring a pause and from then on the term Iádikó 
is firmly established.

A more striking case of message adjustment is the use of the phrase két 
fadarab ’’two pieces of wood” for gólyaláb ’’stilts” offered in the first two 
versions until the right term was found and used from then on. Actually, the first 
attempt at formulating the concept reads in a close translation as follows: "he 
makes these legs out of it I don’t know what this here is called, by means of two 
long pieces of wood he walks ashore”. One finds the same kind of meta comment, 
an admission of difficulty, as in the English data.

One curious feature in the Hungarian data concerns the distribution of pauses 
not only is the ratio of ungrammatical pauses high -  in the first version it is the 
same as in English -  but one finds some unexpected occurrences as well, such 
as between suffix and stem, és így kisétál a sziget /  ml a szárazföldre ’’and 
so he walks out from the island to the mainland” (lines 11 and 12 of version 
three) as well as between elements of compound words fa  /  darabbal ’’with a 
prece of wood” (lines 13 and 14, version one).
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5. Sum m ary

The limited scope of empirical data was meant to serve as illustration and 
obviously does not allow any firm specific conclusions to be established. 
Nevertheless, it is hoped that they are suggestive of the kind of results such 
an analysis will yield. A large scale analysis is expected to provide evidence 
on the question of the order and the extent to which the disfluency variables 
are used when tackling encoding difficulties.

On the basis of the data analysed so far there seems to be a hierarchical order 
operating among the variables so that in response to difficulties encountered first 
the number of pauses is increased (with a consequent drop in phrase length) most 
of them at ungrammatical positions, then speed is decreased and finally pauses 
are lengthened.

One point that clearly emerged from the study is the interrelationship between 
disfluency phenomena at the synchronic and diachronic level as these terms are 
understood here. The experimental technique afforded a means to distinguish 
variation that is system-internal from one not reflecting directly on competence 
(cf. the singular) plural difficulty with the catch/chatches case).

One promising area that calls for further investigations would focus on the 
question of how the learners’ varying speech performance along the 
spontaneous/rehearsed axes can be accomodated with the interlanguage 
continuum suggested in the literature. It would be interesting to explore whether 
in moving from the spontaneous to the rehearsed the learners recapture a kind 
of acquisitional sequence. Also, the order in which different levels of language 
come to be controlled may reveal an implicit rank of priorities the learners have 
as regards what is important for their communicative needs. For example, a 
strikingly late emergence of pronominalization as a means of discourse cohesion 
seems to be a marked feature of foreign language data. Yet, it is by no means 
due to deprivation of the formal means required.

The present paper aimed to work out a framework and offered some empirical 
data for a comprehensive analysis of foreign language speech performance. It is 
hoped that the theoretical arguments supported by empirical evidence have 
established the main point that the analysis of disfluency phenomena is of central 
relevance to the analysis of foreign language speech performance and foreign 
language system.
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FIGURE 18
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FIGURE 19
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Appendix 

a 17/1
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0.37 Egyer 0.97 1 1 2.73
1.77 tengert látunk és egy er 0.40 6 4 3.40
2.53 szigetet a tengerbe két pálmafával 0.90 1 2 5 4.74
1.45 és egy Donald kacsát 1.23 6 4 4.14
2.57 valami úszik a sziget felé 0.53 1 0 5 3.90
1.33 feltehetően egy doboz 0.77 9 3 6.75
2.30 Donald kacsa kihalássza a vízből 1.93 1 1 5 4.78
1.73 és hát egy fejsze van benne 3.40 8 6 4.62
3.93 Donald kacsa ezzel a fejszével kivágja 

a két pálmafát 1.40 18 9 4.58
0.60 eser 1.73 1 1 1.67
2.03 ilyen lábakat csinál belőle nem 

tudom ezt itt hogy hívják 1.40 18 1 0 8.85
0.60 ilyen 0.53 2 1 3.33
0.73 két fa 0.30 2 2 2.73
3.30 darabbal pedig kisétál a tengeren 

a szárazföldre 1.32 17 7 5.15
4.60 s itt a poén az, hogy itt a dobozban egy 

fejsze volt, és hogy ezzel kivágja és hogy 0.50 25 18 5.43
0.67 elsétált a 0.50 4 2 6 .0 0

0.70 szigetről 3 1 4.29

1.53

a 17/2

Az első képen egy er 1.17 6 4 3.91
4.30 tengert látunk, és a tengerben egy 

szigetet két pálmafával 0.63 18 9 4.19
1.93 és egy hajótörött Donald kacsát 1.43 1 0 5 5.17
1.63 egy doboz úszik a 0.60 6 4 3.67
1.05 sziget fel 1.60 4 2 3.81
5.20 a dobozban egy fejsze van, amivel a 

Donald kacsa kivágja az pálmafákat 0.93 23 1 2 4.42
0.63 eser 0.83 1 1 1.58
0.90 er két 0.80 2 2 2 . 2 2
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0.77 hosszú 1.40 2 1 2.61
1.77 er fa segítségével 0.27 6 2 3.40
0.87 kisétál a 0.63 4 2 4.62
2 .2 0 tengerből, vagyis hát a szárazföldre 2.07 1 1 7 5.00
1.23 hát a poén az, hogy er 1.27 6 5 4.86
1.27 hát hogy ebbe a dobozba egy 0.27 9 6 7.11
2 .2 0 ládikóba egy fejsze volt, és hogy 0.63 1 0 6 4.55
3.43 ennek segítségévelki tudta vágni a fát, 

és kisétálni a szárazföldre - 24 1 1 6.99

a 17/3

6 .0 0 Az első képen egy tengert látunk és 
egy lakatlan szigetet két pálmafával 1.43 23 1 2 3.83

1.83 és egy hajótörött Donald kacsát 1.13 1 0 5 5.45
2.70 egy doboz úszik a, vagy ládikó úszik a 0.40 13 8 4.81
2 .2 0 Donald kacsa vagyis hát a sziget felé 0.57 1 2 6 5.45
1.70 a kacsa kihalássza 1.13 7 3 4.12
0.63 éser 0.97 1 1 1.58
2.43 a ládikóban egy fejsze van. 0.53 9 5 3.70
3.00 aminek segítségével kivágja a pálmafákat 0.97 19 5 6.33
0.70 éser 1.67 1 1 1.43
1.97 ezekből ilyen gólyalábakat csinál 0.37 1 1 4 5.59
1.90 és így kisétál a sziget 0.67 8 5 4.21
1.18 ről a szárazföldre 6 3 5.07

a 17/4

2.33 az első képen. 0.67 5 3 2.14
4.20 egy tengert látunk, és egy lakatlan 

szigetet két pálmafával 0.70 18 9 4.29
1.97 s egy hajótörött Donald kacsát 3.37 9 4 4.58
1.60 egy ládikó úszik a 0.53 7 4 4.67
1.33 sziget felé 1.37 5 3 3.75
3.60 Donald kacsa kihalássza, és a ládikóban 

egy fejszét talál, 1.93 19 9 5.28
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3.23 aminek segítségével kivágja a 
pálmafákat 0.33 16 5 4.95

3.27 és ilyen gólyalábakat készít, s kisétál a 0.77 14 6 4.16
1.27 lakatlan szigetről a 1.77 7 3 5.53
1 .0 0 er 0.27 1 1 2.50
1.17 és a poén az. 0.40 5 4 4.29
2.07 hogy nem is kellett volna neki 0.60 9 6 4.35
0.90 gólyaláb 0.95 3 1 3.33
2.45 mert simán ki tudott volna úszi, 

hiszen kacsa - 14 8 5.71

0.87

A/9/1

In the first er 0.63 3 3.46
1.50 picture there is a sea 0.65 6 4.00
0.75 and a 0.57 2 2.67
1.80 desert island with a 3.13 6 3.33
1.17 palma tree? 2.30 3 2.57
0.30 and er 1.70 1 3.33
0.47 a duck 2.50 2 4.29
0.57 an er 1.37 1 1.76
0.73 crate 2.30 1 1.36
0.40 er is er 5.68 1 2.50
0.67 going 0.70 2 3.00
0.67 to the er 0.73 2 3.00
2.37 to the desert island and the 0.83 8 3.38
1.40 duck is very happy er 3.73 6 4.29
0.47 he 1.63 1 2.14
0.67 catch 0.70 1 1.50
0.53 catches 0.87 2 3.75
0.67 the crate 2.17 2 3.00
0.50 and er 3.63 1 2 .0 0

1 . 1 0 he opens 1.17 3 2.73
0.50 it 1.57 1 2 .0 0

0.43 and er 1.80 1 2.31
0.33 he’s er er 2 .2 0 1 3.00
1.37 very surprised 0-40 4 2.93
1.27 because in the 2.17 4 3.16
1.70 uhm crate there was a 1.97 4 2.35
0.87 railway 0.67 2 2.31
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0.60 line 1.97 1 1.67
0.17 or 0.83 1 6 .0 0
0.40 how to say it 0.73 3 7.50
0.63 and a 0.37 2 3.16
0.60 train 1.13 1 1.67
0.73 and he 0.80 2 2.73
0.70 begins to 0.43 3 4.29
0.17 play 1.27 1 6 .0 0

0.30 with it 1.50 2 6.67
1.37 And the poen is that 0.47 6 4.39
0.70 in the crate er ehm hm wa hm 5.57 3 4.29
0.38 there wa there wes a play 0.63 7 3.62
1.17 there was a train 1.03 3 2.57
0.33 a 4.30 1 3.00
0.83 uh a train there - 3 3.60
1.97 In the first picture we can see a 1.37 9 4.58
0.53 sea 0.37 1 1 .8 8

2.40 and a desert island with a 1.37 8 3.33
0.90 and on on 1.03 3 3.00
1.15 the desert island er 1.27 5 4.35
0.83 there’s a tree 0.63 3 3.60
0.80 pal palma ? 0.30 3 3.75
0.33 tree 1.33 1 3.00
0.80 and a duck 1 . 1 0 3 3.75
0.27 and er 2.53 1 3.75
0.50 red 0.70 1 2 .0 0

1.30 crate is er er 3.57 2 1.54
2.82 swimming or going to the to the island 0.57 1 1 3.91
0.27 and er 1.70 1 3.75
0.93 duke catches 0.50 3 3.21
0.93 this crate 1.03 2 2.15
1 . 1 0 and he is er 0.80 3 2.72
0.83 very happy 1.07 4 4.80
1.27 and he opens it and 0.57 6 4.74
2.07 he’s very surprised when he er 5.37 8 3.87
1.40 look ed look at er 0.97 4 2 .8 6

0 .2 0 the er 1 . 1 0 1 5.00
0.97 into the crate 0.47 4 4.14
0.23 nem 0.27 1 4.29
0.23 look 0.37 1 4.29
1.50 look at the crate and there is a 1.87 8 5.33
0.93 there is a er 4.50 3 3.21
2.83 railway line and a train in the era 0.83 1 1 3.88
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0.57 crate 1 . 1 0 1 1.76
0.30 crate 0.30 1 3.33
0.90 and the poen is 0.57 5 5.56
0.70 that there 3.30 2 2 .8 6

0.73 there was er 3.33 2 2.73
1.40 this play in the crate - 5 3.57

34.90 46.13 127

A/93/3

1 . 1 2 In the first picture 0.93 5 4.48
0.83 we can see 0.53 3 3.60
0.53 a sea 1.53 2 3.75
0.40 ander 0.60 1 2.50
1.07 desert island 0.95 4 3.75
2.07 on the island there is a tree 2.37 8 3.87
0 .2 0 ander 0.52 1 5.00
0.32 and er 2.50 1 3.00
1.33 there is a duck er 2.70 4 3.00
1.07 hm red crate is er 2 .0 0 3 2.81
0.83 er swimming er 1 .0 0 2 2.40
0.17 or 0.30 1 6 .0 0

1.63 going to the island 0.90 6 3.67
1.30 and the duck ehm 4.17 3 2.31
0.53 catches 0.37 2 3.75
1 . 2 0 this crate 0.78 2 1.67
1.40 he’s very happy 1 . 1 0 5 3.57
0.43 and er 2.43 1 2.31
1.28 er he opens it 0.32 4 3.12
2.37 and he is very surprised because er er 2.63 9 3.80
1.03 there was a er 0.83 3 2.90
2.43 railway line and a train er 1.90 7 2 .8 8

0.87 in the crate 1.77 3 3.46
1 .0 0 the poen is khat er 3.50 4 4.00
0.97 in there 0.50 2 2.07
1.77 was a railway line and a 0.27 8 4.53
2.17 there was a play in the crate — 7 3.23

30.33 36.40 1 0 1
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A/9/4

2.62 On the first picture we can see 1.58 8 3.06
2.08 a sea and a desert island with a 0.80 1 0 3.24
2.30 and on the island there is a tree 0.90 9 3.91
0.33 and er er 2.33 1 3.00
1.13 there is a happy 1 .0 0 5 4.41
1.53 duck because he 2 . 1 0 4 2.61
0.83 because a 0.47 3 3.60
0.40 red er 0.83 1 2.50
0.80 crate is er 0.73 2 2.50
3.53 swimming to the island and the 

duck er catches er uhm 2.67 1 1 3.11
0.47 the duck 0.87 2 4.29
1.60 catches the red crate 0.30 5 3.13
0.37 and er 3.60 1 2.73
0.30 he’s er 0.37 1 3.33
0 .2 0 very 0.30 2 1 0 .0 0

2.50 happy he opens it and er 0.63 7 2.80
0.47 he is er 2 . 1 0 2 4.29
1.53 very surprised when he er 4.87 6 3.91
0.43 see 0.60 1 2.31
0.43 that er 1.47 1 2.31
0.83 there is er 2 .0 0 2 2.40
0.87 there are 0.67 2 2.31
1.93 railway line and a train 0.50 7 3.62
0.53 in the 0.25 2 3.75
0.47 crate 3.00 1 2.14
1 .0 0 And the poen is that er 3.23 5 5.00
0.67 there wa 0.40 2 3.00
2 .2 0 were a reilawy line and a train 0.60 7 3.18
1.50 there was a play in the crate - 7 4.67

Total: 34.87
39.17 117
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LANGUAGE SHIFT IN TWO 
AMERICAN HUNGARIAN BILINGUAL COMMUNITIES*

Klára Falk Bánó

College for Foreign Trade. Budapest

Introduction

”A language shift may be defined as the change from the habitual use of one 
language to that of another”. (Weinreich 1953:68)

Language shift is a long process influenced by a number of factors, 
determinants. A community can be a stable bilingual community, maintaining 
both languages for centuries and then may become an unstable one undergoing 
shift and therefore assimilation in the course of social change. Thus, for example, 
LIEBERSON ET AL. (LIEBERSON 1981) cite census data which show that as 
recently as in 1900 more than 40 per cent of the Indian population could not 
speak English at all. In 1940 20 per cent of the Whites of Louisiana still
reported French as their mother tongue -  almost 150 years after the purchase 
of Louisiana from France. (BRATT PAULSTON 1981)

But we do not have to go as far as that to find examples of this tendency. 
It is shown by Gal (GAL 1979) in the small town of Felsőőr (in German: 
Oberwart) in eastern Austria that language shift strted only in the recent 
decades, as a result of the process of urbanization after 400 years of Hungarian 
-  German stable bilingualism. •

* This paper was presented at the 22nd International Conference on Contrastive Linguistics held 
in Turawa, 4-6 December 1986. Hie research project described in the paper was funded by the 
American Council of Learned societies and also the Amerian Hungarian Foundation through a 
nine-month fellowship and a two-month grant, respectively, in 1983-84.



In the above cases the communities in question are indigenous subordinate 
groups, which did not seek contact with the dominant group; they found it 
imposed on them; ...’’their groups in their entirety were brought into the 
environing society with their culture intact.” (BRATT PAULSTON 1981:475)

On the other hand the linguistic, cultural attitude of immigrant subordinate 
groups is completely different to the dominant group, in our case the Anglos of 
the United States of America. The immigrants’ goals were those of assimilation. 
They had voluntarily left their countries to find better, more satisfactory 
conditions in the new world, and language shift was an important aspect of their 
assimilation. This seems to account for the extraordinarily rapid language shift 
which is characteristic only of immigrant subordinate groups. (LIEBERSON 
1981)

THOMPSON, speaking of Mexican American language loyalty, points out that 
typically in the United States the first generation prefers to speak the 
non-English tongue, the second generation is bilingual, and the third claims 
English as its mother tongue, learning the immigrant language mainly through 
contact with the grandparents. (THOMPSON 1974) By first generation I mean 
immigrants born in the old homeland, the second generation is the first 
generation born in the new homeland, in our case, America.

If we apply Veltman’s terms for the degrees of bilingualism in the United 
States, we can say that the first generation is simple bilingual, meaning that the 
main language is the mother tongue, the second generation is English bilingual 
meaning that the main language is English but the mother tongue of the parents 
is maintained, and the third generation is English monolingual, i.e. the 
non-English tongue is hardly (if at all) maintained.

This is basically what I also found in two American Hungarian bilingual 
communities, in the urban community of New Brunswick, New Jersey, and in the 
small rural community of Árpádhon (this was its first Hungarian name given by 
the original settlers), i.e. Albany, Louisiana. I was doing research there in 
1983/84 as an ACLS fellow for 10 months and as a fellow of the American 
Hungarian Foundation in New Brunswick, N. J. for the last 2 months of my 
one-year sojourn in the United States.

Database and Fieldwork Methods

I was doing fieldwork in the above mentioned two communities. New Burnswick, 
N.J. and Albany, La., but also in New York City I interviewed 34 individuals, and 
in Berkeley, California 6  individuals.

Altogether I have 54 hours of taped interviews suitable for analysis, 30 hours 
from New Brunswick, 12 hours from Albany, 9 hours from New York City and 
3 hours from Berkeley.
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In New Brunswick data were collected from 79 informants, 39 women and 
40 men including 15 married couples. In Albany I had 28 informants, 15 women, 
13 men, including 4 married couples.

I had to cope with the problem of obtaining representative data. Random 
sampling as SANKOFF (SANKOFF 1974), and MILROY (MILROY 1980) point 
out, exacerbate the basic problem of what Labov so aptly names ’’the observer’s 
paradox” namely, that the researcher wants to record natural speech yet he is 
a stranger whose presence-let alone the presence of a microphone-changes the 
character of the phenomenon he is observing. As LABOV puts it: ”We are left 
with the Observer’s Paradox: the aim of our sociolinguistic research will be to 
observe how people talk when they are not being observed. The many partial 
solutions to this paradox form the heart of sociolinguistic methodology.” 
(LABOV 1972:10). SANKOFF also points out that, for example, people who are 
being interviewed seldom use interrogatives, thus data may be limited not only 
stylistically but even grammatically. (SANKOFF 1974).

With the help of a second generation famale member of the Albany 
community (she accompanied me on several occasions during my fieldwork) I 
was able to follow MILROY’s fieldwork method applied in Belfast (MILROY 
1980). I had the status of a friend of a friend; a combination of an outsider and 
an insider. In this capacity I was able to record interaction between members of 
the community at leisure before and after -  even during -  the interview, thus 
having access to a wider range of the subjects’ linguistic repertoire.

On these occasions I tried to fade into the background. By doing this I tried 
to combine the individual interview method with the group session method that 
GUMPERZ started in his research in Hemnes, Norway. (GUMPERZ AND 
BLOM 1972) Groups were recorded in interaction; the interviewer gradually 
receded from the situation.

The interview consisted of two parts. The first was the question-answer part 
with questions pertaining to the informant’s family history, social network 
contacts and language use. (Suggestions by SUSAN ERVIN-TRIPP and SUSAN 
GAL were considered.) The informants were asked to speak both English and 
Hungarian. The second part of the interview consisted of a pronunciation test 
partly based on WILLIAM NEMSER’s ’’Experimental Study of Phonological 
Interference in the English of Hungarians” (1971) measuring the degree of 
interference in the pronunciation of voiceless stops (”p”; ”t”; ”k”;) and 
interdental fricatives (voiced and voiceless ”th”). (Suggestions by ROBERT 
AUSTERLITZ and FERENC KIEFER were taken into consideration.)
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Fieldwork, findings 

Pronunciation

It is interesting to compare the promunciation differences between first 
generation speakers in the rural community of Albany.

There were four first generation informants:

A1 -  female -  is 94 years old, came to the U.S. at the age of 15.
A2 -  female -  is 80 years old, came to the U.S. at the age of 19.
A3 -  female -  is 71 years old, came to the U.S. at the age of 10.
B1 -  male -  is 83 years old, came to the U.S. at the age of 12.

None of these have ever gone back to Hungary since they left. Subjects A3 
and B1 went to school in the United States for two years. B1 attended also 
a pressman course. A1 and A2 had no education in the U.S.

Speakers A1 and A2 substitute a voiceless stop ”t” for a voiceless interdental 
fricative ”th”. B l’s sound is something in between a ”th” and a ”t”. A3’s ”th”s 
are roughly those of a native American English speaker. (It should be mentioned 
here that the English speech and the phonctical test were listened to by two 
native speakers of standard American English.) It is also important to point out 
that the pronunciation of a voiceless stop ”t” in place of a voiceless ”th” is 
common in some native American dialects and social registers. Speakers A l, A2 
and B1 pronounce a ”d” voiced stop as a substitute for voiced interdental 
fricative ”th”. A3’s voiced ”th” is approaching the standard English one. 
Al and A2 do not aspirate initial voiceless plosives ”p”, ”t”, ”k”. They say [p 
I n) [t 1 p] instead of Ip1' I n] [t11 I p]. Informants A3 and B1 aspirate them.

A typical example of vowel interference is that informants Al and A2 do not 
make any distinction between short and long [I] and [i:] vowels. They pronounce 
a half long |i] for both of them. The place of articulation is that of a Hungarian 
short [i] sound. They pronounce the vowels in pin and peak in the same way. A3 
and B l’s short and long [I] [i:| vowels approach those of a native speaker of 
English.

After comparing the above data I found that the most important factors in 
acquiring English as a second language are firstly, age -  at what age the 
informant left for the United States, and secondly, schooling in the United States. 
Naturally these are closely connected because the younger the person the more 
schooling he will have had in the U.S. Those informants (A3 and Bl) who went 
to America at the age of 10-12 have much better results than those (Al and A2) 
who left for America at the age of 15-19. There is not much difference between 
Al and A2 or between A3 and Bl. It tends to support the widespread view that 
the turning point is around the age of 13-14, i.e. the age of adolescence. At the 
same time A3 and Bl also went to school for two years in the United States.
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An interesting finding is in connection with progressive and regressive 
assimilation. Progressive assimilation occurs in English but is not typical in 
Hungarian. That is why Hungarians often err by using regressive assimilation, 
especially in the past tense of verbs. Most educated Hungarian speakers -  the 
56-ers and more recent immigrants in the New Brunswick urban 
community-pronounce the past tense of the verbs look and talk as [1 v gd] and 
[t b gd] instead of [1 v kt] and [t t> :kt].

However, most first generation informants of the first emigration wave have 
the correct progressive assimilation both in the Albany and the New Brunswick 
communities. It is understandable since these people did not study English from 
books; they just picked it up by listening to native speakers of American English, 
consequently their pronunciation was not influenced by the written forms 
looked, talked.

It should be pointed out here that the main emigration waves from Hungary 
to the United States of America were as follows: the first and greatest of them 
was at the turn of the century (1870-1914) when one and a half million 
immigrants arrived in the United States from Hungary, (or rather the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy) In character it was a rural mass emigration for 
economic reasons. The second wave is the so-called D. P.-s (displaced persons) 
who left the country after the Second World War for political reasons. At that 
time about 10-15,000 people arrived in the United States. The third wave took 
place in 1956-57. These immigrants were mostly -  but not only -  educated 
intellectuals. They were the so-called freedom fighters or ”56-ers”, who left 
Hungary also for political reasons. 40,000 immigrants arrived in the U. S. at the 
time.

Members of the rural Albany community are all from the first emigration 
wave.

In the urban community of New Burnswick we find all the emigration waves 
represented plus more recent immigrants. It is therefore a much more complex 
task for the researcher to analyze characteristics of language shift in the 
community. This is why in the present paper I mainly concentrate on the Albany 
findings.

Vocabulary

In connection with the use of interlingual words in the Albany community, 
we can say it is similar to the well-known pattern of old-timer American 
Hungarian vocabulary: káré (car), farma (farm), fiáié (hall), muffolni or 
muffunyi (to move), lódolni (to load), boxi (box), kekszi (cake), etc. The original 
settlers probably learned these while still working in the east or midwest, before 
they went down to Louisiana. (There is only one member of the community who 
came directly from Hungary. Informant A2. she was sent for as a bride.)
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There are some special words, however, which are characteristic of the 
community. American people for example, are referred to as rmc. The word 
comes from Roumanian meaning Romanians coming from the Transylvanian 
mountains. (Explanatory Dictionary of the Hungarian language 1972) It was a 
pejorative term meaning ’’hick” or ’’hillbilly”. Nowadays the word is always used 
accompanied with a smile, losing its pejorative force. Another example is berry 
meaning strawberry, which was the main crop in Albany. The local inhabitants 
pronounce the word with a one-flapped ”r ” and use it also when they speak 
Hungarian. They do not know the Hungarian word for strawberry at all. The word 
sandi means shed, it is a salient example of French-Cajun influence in Louisiana. 
Sandi comes from shanty, which is a French loanword in American English.

It is also interesting to mention that black people in Albany, and also in other 
American Hungarian communities, are called cigányok (gypsies). The word has 
special social content in the community. The farmers often hired Negro families 
to work as berry pickers during the strawberry season. They always called them 
’’cigányok” (even when speaking English) relegating them to the lowest social 
class in Hungarian society.

The History of the Albany Community

The Albany community was founded by three Hungarian immigrants in 1896. 
The three men met in St. Louis and went to Louisiana. There they found a very 
advantageous situation for newly arrived peasants from Hungary. We must bear 
in mind that the vast majority of immigrants in the first and greatest emigration 
wave were landless agricultural labourers who did not plan to settle in the U.S. 
They wanted to earn money to purchase farmland back in Hungary. A lot of them 
did in fact go back to Hungary and some of them returned to the U.S. for a 
second time.

They worked in factories in Ohio, Illinois and New Jersey, or in the coal mines 
of West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Some of them, however, sought farmland in 
scattered parts of the country. The Brackenridge Lumber Company was in need 
or reliable, steady labourers in the sawmill. (The company was established in the 
Albany area in 1893.) At the same time, cut-over timberland could be purchased 
and turned into farmland. This was enough inducement for the three men to 
settle, and to write to friends and relatives in the U.S. encouraging them to join 
the community. They also put advertisements in the Hungrian-language 
newspapers in the East and Midwest. The endeavours of the first settlers were 
successful and by 1908 approximately 40 families settled in the area. By 1910 
this number grew to about 70. In 1916 the sawmill closed and its labourers had 
to rely on farming as their only source of income. By the late 1920’s there were 
about 175 families in Albany. That was the heyday of the Árpádhon community. 
Most of the immigrants came from the northeastern counties of prc-First World
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War Hungary. The majority of them had very little education, (five or six years 
in elementary school), or no education at all in Hungary and did not know any 
English. We can say that the socioeconomic and sociocultural background of the 
settlers was basically homogeneous.

Many members of the second generation left the community during the 
depression of the 1930’s. They often returned to the industrial centres of the 
midwest and some of them went back again to Albany after some years. (Two 
of my male informants in fact did so.) Some of them settled in the big cities of 
the area, Baton Rouge or New Orleans. Those who remained became farmers or 
established small businesses, (gasoline service stations or grocery stores) 
Members of the second generation could, and still can, speak Hungarian fluently. 
They were raised in a basically isolated community which had almost no contact 
with the local white population which in fact resented the intrusion of the 
Hungarians. Up to the 1940’s members of the community did not marry outside 
the community which as a result is characterized by close kinship ties. From my 
17 second generation informants only 5 (3 men, 2 women) have American 
spouses. (Recent or second marriages, with one exception.) Second generation 
people learned English when they went to school; until that time they spoke only 
Hungarian. As one of them put it: ’’When I went to school I didn’t know a word 
of English”.

This in fact is typical of second generation bilingual speakers in all immigrant 
ethnic groups with similar socioeconomic -  sociocultural background. It is the 
third generation that is shifting to the language of the nation of which they form 
a part. (THOMPSON 1974) This phenomenon is connected with the general 
pattern of urbanization, the strong move away from farming, too. My findings 
in Albany and also in New Burnswick seem to support this general tendency.

As to the size of the community at present, census figures of 1980 show that 
in the Baton Rouge SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area), that includes 
and in fact mainly consists of the Albany community in this respect, there are 
593 persons (287 female, 306 male) five years old and over, living in families 
in which Hungarian is spoken. Of this total 310 speak Hungarian. If we add the 
42 people living alone, the number is 352. From these 276 persons are over 18 
years of age.

By comparison, the corresponding figures for the New Brunswick, Perth 
Amboy, Sayreville SMSA are as follows: There are 10,403 persons five years old 
and over, living in families in which Hungarian is spoken, 7920 persons speak 
Hungarian (including 1149 people living alone). Of this total 7406 are over 18 
years of age.

These census figures show how much bigger the New Brunswick community 
is, which in fact includes at least three communities or subcommunities as all 
the main emigration waves are represented and there are also recent immigrants.
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The History of the New Brunswick Community

New Brunswick has been referred to as the most Hungarian city in the United 
States because proportionally it once had more Hungarians than any other 
American city. In 1915 Hungarians constituted 18.6% of the total New 
Brunswick population and in 1970 this percentage was still as high as 15.4%. In 
1970 the total population of the town was 41.885. Of this total, Hungarian 
foreign stock was reported as 2,588. Although 2,670 persons reported Hungarian 
as their mother tongue or language spoken in the home, not counting third 
generation Hungarians, with them the number would rise to a total of 6,470. 
(MOLNÁR 1977)

The first Hungarian family settled in New Brunswick in 1888. Ever since that 
time there has been a Hungarian migration to New Brunswick. This tendency can 
still be observed. Naturally, only a few people arrive nowadays (especially young 
ones) but every year it gives new impetus to language maintenance in the area. 
The Johnson and Johnson Company played an important role in attracting 
Hungarians to New Brunswick. At one time, nearly two-thirds of the J and J 
employees were Hungarians. Some skilled workers, especially women, found jobs 
in the cigar factories. The workers formed associations, e.g. the Hungarian 
American Athletic Club (1913), the Magyar(= Hungarian) Savings Bank, etc. 
There are still six Hungarian churches in New Brunswick, (in Albany, there are 
two). Hungarian is taught as a subject in St. Ladislaus Catholic School and in 
the Sunday School sponsored by the Hungarian Faculty Alumni Association of 
Rutgers University. The association was formed in 1960 by educated immigrants 
of the 1956-57 wave.

It should be mentioned here, that the only public school in the United States 
where Hungarian is taught as an elective subject is in Albany, Louisiana. The 
program started in 1977, in which teachers from Hungary teach the pupils 
Hungarian. The main problem with the program is that it came too late. Not all 
the pupils who choose Hungarian as one of their subjects come from Hungarian 
families, and even those who do, are fourth or fifth generation Hungarians; they 
use Hungarian as a language of songs, games but not as a means of 
communication.

Conclusions

At this stage of the project I cannot yet present conclusions which are 
supported by ample evidence. All the interviews need to be transcribed and 
carefully analyzed, which is a very long process. What I intended to do in this 
paper was to describe some preliminary findings that seem to support my general 
impressions and hypotheses about the two bilingual communities concerned.
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The old rural Albany community was a stable bilingual community until the 
1940’s. The process of language shift started in the mid 40’s or early 50’s with 
the gradual dying out of the first settlers. Language shift is evidently in full force 
in the community at present. After the second generation passes away (my 17 
second generation informants were between 50 and 80 years of age) the process 
of linguistic assimilation will probably be even faster. Only one of my third 
generation informants speaks Hungarian fluently, he is 45 years old and has been 
in Hungary a couple of times.

If we draw a comparison between the earlier mentioned (see page 1) Felsőőr 
rural community in eastern Austria (Burgenland) with 400 years of stable 
bilingualism and the Albany community with only about 90 years of Hungarian 
-  (American) English bilingualism, we can see how much quicker the process of 
language shift starts in an immigrant community embedded in an alien country. 
The question of distance might be an important factor, even if it was relatively 
isolated from the native population.

The community in the New Brunswick area is of a very different type. It is 
not so isolated as Albany in Louisiana, is located near New York City and it is 
a typical urban community. New Brunswick is a difficult community for research 
because it consists of at least three Hungarian communities. The old-timers are 
similar to those in Louisiana but the communities of D. P. S, the ”56-ers” and 
the recent immigrants are difficult to explore in terms of social stratification and 
educational background and how these factors effect the process of language 
shift. On the whole I would say that, apart from those who consciously try to 
maintain Hungarian as the language at home, sending their children to St. 
Ladislaus School to learn Hungarian and to the Hungarian Scout Association, or 
to the Hungarian Sunday School, the second generation of the 1956-57 
immigration wave and that of the more recent immigrants are shifting to a much 
larger extent to English than the second generation of the old-timers did. It seems 
that the process of language shift is speeding up in our age due to the demands 
of modern life. Contemporary childhood with television is different from that of 
40 years ago. Children of our age have a different social background; their 
motivation is different; they want good positions in the social hierarchy; they 
want to have, or their parents want them to have, the best possible education. 
All these factors have an influence on the process of language shift.

Though it should also be mentioned that the contacts with Hungary are 
getting better and a lot of 56-ers and more recent immigrants go to Hungary 
every one or two years or send their children to Hungary to learn Hungarian from 
their grandparents. That is a phenomenon that must not be left out of 
consideration either. Whether it will have any real effect on the process of 
language shift still remains to be seen.
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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF EPISTEMIC MODALITY 
IN RUSSIAN CONTRASTED TO ITS REPRESENTATION

IN HUNGARIAN

Edit Szalámin

Attila József University, Department of Slavic Philology, Szeged

1. The interpretation of modality in slavistics

The interpretation of modality in slavistics differs from that in the 
English-American literature. In the latter, modality is basically a logical category, 
while in slavistics the notion of linguistic modality is conceived in a much broader 
sense, modality is a constitutive feature of each utterance -  it is a universal 
linguistic category in the sense that there are no ”non-modal” utterances. In the 
early seventies an international conference on modality of utterances in the Slavic 
languages was held in Brno. At this conference one of the Czech linguists made a 
witty remark saying that modality is ”a kind of grammatical drop of water 
containing a whole cloud of philosophy” (OTÁZKY, 1973). Thus it comes at no 
surprise that due to its complexity modality is given so different interpretations 
occasionally bringing the researchers to contradictory conclusions.

It is well-known that one of the basic functions of the human psyche is 
evaluation. The semantic side of the category of modality is based on the notion 
of a broadly conceived evaluation that reflects not the descriptive aspect of the 
sentence but rather it is the relation of the speaker to the contents of his or her 
utterance. The speaker appears in the centre of the communicative situation and 
is distinguished by the act of speaking. The latter is responsible for coordinating 
spatial and temporal relations around the speaker who serves as a point of 
orientation. With the linguistic manifestation of the category of time it is organized 
in such a way that the starting point is the actual time of the act of speaking. In 
the ’'subjectivity” of language built up according to an ”I-here-now” principle it 
is the anthropocentric attitude of man that is reflected. The category of modality 
is the concentrated expression of this attitude.



Modality is a functional-semantic category representing the intricate 
relationship between the factors of communication -  the speaker, the hearer, the 
contents of the utterance and reality, and it is itself inseparably connected to the 
system of other functional-semantic categories responsible for the utterance to be 
referred to reality. Here belong such categories as those of time, person, temporal 
localization (or non-localization) of the contents of the utterance, and also the 
category of definiteness-indefiniteness. Much attention has been paid in slavistics 
to the connection between such categories relating the utterance to reality as 
modalitv, time, and person. (ВИНОГРАДОВ 1950,
ГРАММАТИКА 1954)

If we treat modality from a narrower, exceptionally grammatical point of view, 
we shall not be able to explore the aforementioned relationship, thus a broader 
interpretation of modality is caUcd for in both Russian and Hungarian linguistics.

This broader sense of modality represents a category of relation between the 
factors of communication which can be devided into four related levels or aspects 
(ФЕЕР САЛАМИН 1982)

Communicative modality. -  It contains the relation between the speaker and the 
hearer, its forms of expression are the indicative (non-interrogative or declarative) 
and the interrogative functional types of utterance, i. e., all suprasegmental, 
grammatical and lexical tools necessary for the construction of a given type of 
utterance. This aspect of modality is termed basic modality in Hungarian literature. 
(For a detailed account of this aspect, see H. MOLNÄR, 1968.)

Epistemic modality. -  It implies the evaluation of the relationship between the 
speaker and the contents of his utterance from the point of view of his certainty 
or uncertainty of knowledge about the state of affairs. The category of certainty 
is a component of the semantic structure of the utterance, it is inexplicit in its 
simple manifestation, it has no special forms of expression, whereas uncertainty 
is made explicit by different lexico-grammatical, grammatical and lexical means.

Subjective modality. -  Subjective modality implies -  in the same way as 
epistemic modality -  the evaluation of the relationship between the speaker and 
the contents of his utterance but the set of meanings (subjective-modal or 
modal-expressive meaning) and their forms of expression are much wider. Here 
belongs, for example, the expression of stressing, evaluation, admiration etc. 
expressed by lexico-grammatical, grammatical and suprasegmental means.

Objective modality. -  It can be confronted with the first three aspects as it is 
not a direct category of the speaker: it implies the relation between the contents 
of the utterance and reality. It goes without saying that objective modality is also 
defined by the speaker himself; it is the triade of reality -  potentiality, irreality that 
is determined not by the speaker but rather the state of affairs. Here the speaker 
does not appear as a point of orientation. The dominating viewpoint of Russian 
linguistics reducing objective modality to the binary opposition of reality (or, 
perhaps, „realness”) expressed by syntactic indicative and irreality (or
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’’irrealness”) shown by irreal syntactic moods seems too narrow when it comes to 
the analysis of a given amount of linguistic data (ГРАММАТИКА, 1970; 
РУССКАЯ ГРАММАТИКА, 1980).

This led me to the above triade of opposition with respect to objective modality, 
a conviction based on observations like the impossibility of handling the forms of 
present, future and past tenses in indicative as cases of real modality relying on 
facts of grammar alone. Actions to happen in the future cannot be categorized 
cither as real or irreal, they should be treated under the category of potentiality. 
Furthermore, we argue that from among the forms of syntactic indicative actions 
expressing a repeated, non-actual, non-locatized habit in the present or past must 
also be treated as belonging to the category of potentiality.

The modalities with the exception of subjective modality are characteristic of 
each utterance being its inseparable features.

2. The relation between objective modality and the categories of 
temporal localization and definiteness

The simultaneous treatment of temporal localization and definiteness can be 
explained by the fact that the temporal localization of an action can be 
understood as an instance of determination in its broad sense.

The category of temporal localization in Russian and Hungarian -  contrary to 
lots of other languages -  is not supported by a special system of grammatical means. 
It manifests itself through the categories of aspect and tense which are both 
affected by the category of temporal localization (БОНДАРКО 1971).

Among the formal means of expressing the category of 
definiteness-indefiniteness in Russian mention should be made of the indefinite 
pronouns, the usage of accusative vs. possessive case, word order and prosodic 
features. Nevertheless, these means do not form a unique system that could be 
defined as a morphological category (КАТЕГОРИЯ 1979).

Unlike in Russian, this category in Hungarian is totally grammaticalized: apart 
from the class of indefinite pronouns (valaki, valami) and generalizing pronouns 
* (bárki, bármi, akárki, akármi etc.) there is a group of definite and indefinite 
articles (a, azi egy, respectively) in the Hungarian language, and the category of 
definiteness-indefiniteness is further supported by the ability of Hungarian verbs 
to be conjugated either objectively or subjectively.

Research into the relationship between definiteness-indefiniteness on the one 
hand, and the categories of modality and temporal localization, on the other, has 
revealed the following facts in respect to Russian. *

* There are no identical pronouns in Hungarian, so the Hungarian pronouns do not help us in
indicating the difference between modal values.
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When real objective modality, i. e. the expression of an action localized to the 
present or past is at hand in declarative sentences (in sentences with indicative 
modality), the use of indefinite pronouns with affixes expressing a low degree of 
indefiniteness is typical ( -  TO. HE-. KOE- belong here) and the use of 
indefinite pronouns affixed by -  НИБУДЬ, -  ЛИБО correlating with potential 
or irreal modality and expressing a higher degree of indefiniteness is excluded. 
Cf.

(1 Вой там кто-то на косогоре Ott az oldalban valami
чернеется... feketéUik...
(There is something looking black 
on the hillside...)

(2) Вот смотрю: из леса выезжает Egyszer csak látom: jön valaki
кто-то на серой пощади.. az er(jöből egy szürke lovon...
(I can see somebody approaching
from the woods on a grey horse...)

(3) Он что-то нам закричал Felénk kiáltott valamit... s
по-своему и занес над нею кинжал... teste fölé emelte tőrét
он посмеялся -  такой .хитрый ! elnevette magát, ravasz" nevetés
-  И сам задумал кое-что. ,

volt!., s о is gondolt egyet.
(Не shouted something over to us... 
raised his dagger over her body... 
he burst out laughing... 
a cunning laughter it was!... 
and he also pondered over something.)

(4 Во время исполнения одной Egy igen magas hangnál valahol
очень высокой ноты где-то fönt a karzaton valaki hangosan,
наверху среди публики кто-то meglepetten felkiáltott,
громко ахнул. °

(When a very high tone was struck, 
someone up above somewhere in 
the audience gave a loud cry.) *

* The English texts following the examples are meant to help the reader catch the original Russian or 
Hungarian message. For a detailed reference of source examples sec ФЕЕР САЛ AM ИН 1980.
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If, for example, we insert кто-нибудь or кто-либо in (2), we get an ill-formed 
sentence. The same holds for the use of general pronouns in Hungarian, cf.:

(2’) *Вот смотрю : из леса выезжает ‘Látom, hogy akárki/bárki jön
кто-нкбупь/кто-пнбо на серой az erdőbő, egy szürke ,ovon
лошади.
( I can see anybody approaching 
from the woods on a grey horse.)

Unreal or potential modality on the contrary, does not pose restriction on the use 
of indefinite pronouns denoting a higher degree of indefiniteness. E. g.:

(5) Скажи ему кто-нибудь. что, напр., На bárki azt mondta volna neki
Уздечкин некрасив, или он сам, hogy pl„ Uzgyecskin csúnya,
Рябухин некрасив, — он бы не . . . .  ,
поверил. уа8У о maga, Rjabuhin csúnya,

nem hitte volna el.
(If somebody (anybody) had told 
him that, say, Uzdechkin was ugly 
or that he, Ryabukhin himself was 
ugly, he would not have believed.)

(6) ...Эх, будь это на Танабай, а ... Hej, ha nem Tanabáj állt volna
кго-нцбубь другой, разговор vele szemben, (hanem bárki más)

ыл bl KOP°TOK rövid lett volna ez a beszélgetés.
(Had it not been for Tanabay 
standing face to face with him, 
but somebody (anybody) else, 
their conversation would have 
been short.)

(7) Сьешь еще чего-нибудь. Egyél még valamit
(hat something else.)

(8) Сьел бы ты еще чего-нибудь. Ehetnél még valamit
(You’d better eat something else)

(9) Он когда-нибудь поймет это. Valamikor megérti ezt.
(He will understand this one day
/some day/.)

(10) Г А. каждый день дарил ей G. A. minden nap
что-нибудь. megajándékozta valamivel.

(G. A. would present her with
something every day.)
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Since unreal or potential modality involves a higher degree of indefiniteness, 
the Hungarian indefinite pronouns of the valaki type can be synonyms of the 
general pronouns from the bárki/akárki group. This synonymy is apparent in 
different texts, e. g.:

(11) Ha valaki, bárki, osztálytársam vagy tanárnőm mert volna (merne) szólni: 
... bizonyos, hogy pirulás nélkül így felelek: én így szeretem.
(If somebody, anybody had dared/dared to ask me... I would certainly have 
answered/answer without blushing: I like it as it is.)

(12) Ahhoz, hogy az egyén a normákat átvegye, kell egy respektábilis személy, 
valaki (bárki), akihez a félelem és a szeretet kettős kötöttsége kapcsolja 
a fejlődő személyiséget.
(For the individual to stick to the norms requires a respectable person, 
somebody (anybody)  to whom the developing personality is bound by the 
double tie of love and fear.)

As for sentences of communicative interrogative modality, there is a 
long-established distinction of questions into wA-questions and yes-no questions 
(for a description of Russian questions, see Restan 1972.) As a rule, wA-questions 
like Кто приехал ? Когда приехали гости ? imply a factual presupposition of 
кто-m приехал; гости приехали когда-то.

There is an absolute knowledge about the fact, which is manifest from 
the speaker’s presupposition, thus such questions cannot contain epistcmic 
modifiers expressing the speaker’s certainty or uncertainty. Compare:
* Когда безусловно/вероятно приехали гости?; * Kétségkivül/bizonyara mikor 
jöttek a vendégek?

In yes-no questions addressing the predicate there is no such presupposition, 
so that they can be epistemically modified. Yes-no questions do not directly reflect 
reality because they do not assert or negate but rather they explore reality, thus 
from the point of view of objective modality they cannot occur with real modality, 
with them only potential or unreal modality seems possible. This is why in Russian 
the pronouns affixed by -  нибудь arc tvpical in these questions whether or not 
the action is localized. Cf Звонил мне кто-нибудь 
Ты узнал чю-нибудь?; Вы были когда-нибудь на Волге ?

3. Epistemic modality in declarative (non-interrogative) utterances

Constitutivity of epistcmic modality can be demonstrated by CH. BALLY’s 
well-known theory according to which an explicit utterance consists of two parts: 
one part is dictum reflecting reality, the other is modality expressing the 
speaker’s attitude towards dictum. (For different interpretations of the theory sec 
А Л И С О В А  1971; HETZRON 1971; ZSILKA 1971.) Explicit modality contains



has two levels, viz. the predicate of the utterance and the subjective-evaluating 
predicate, e. g. [ Я говорю, что я знаю, что гости приехали. ] The knowledge 
concerning the dictum plays a decisive role in cognition through language.

In a number of instances the speaker’s knowledge about the contents of the 
utterance is limited in the sense that he or she cannot positively assert (or deny) 
the contents of the utterance. This limited knowledge is made explicit by special 
linguistic devices. In other cases, on the contrary, the speaker may arrive at an 
adequate formulation of his thoughts expressing his certainty concerning his 
knowledge about the contents of his utterance by way of applying the necessary 
linguistic tools (K O K O V A  1973.) Accordingly, at least three sets of utterances 
can be distinguished where the first expresses simple certainty (13), the second 
refers to categorical certainty (14), and the third set comprises of utterances with 
problematic certainty/uncertainty (15). Compare:

(13;Гости приехали. A vendégek megjöttek.
(The guests have arrived.)

(14) Гости, несомненно, приехали. A vendégek kétségtelenül
megjöttek.

(Certainly , the guests have arrived.)

(15) Гости, вероятно, приехали. A vendégek valószínűleg
megjöttek.

(Probably, the guests have arrived.)

In both languages, the bulk of means for epistemic evaluation belongs to 
lexico-grammatical entities commonly known as parenthetic modal words. (For 
a discussion of such words in Russian sec ( ЯКОВЛЕВА 1983.) In the Russian 
language, categorical certainty is expressed by words and combinations like
безусловно, бесспорно, действительно, в самом деле, естественно, конечно, 
/само собой/ разумеется, известно, наверняка, непременно, несомненно,
правда, точно, ясно. Неге in Hungarian we find words like
kétségtelen(ül), kétségkívül, okvetlen(ül), csakugyan, persze, feltétlen(ül), 
valóban.

Uncertainty in Russian is conveyed by наверное, верно, вероятно, должно 
быть, должно, видно, видимо, очевидно, по-видимому, возможно, может 
быть, может, кажется, как будто, вроде /бы/, пожалуй. In this case
Hungarian uses the words alkalmasint, valószínű (légy, nyilván, bizony, 
biztos(an), bizonyosfan), bizonyára, talán, tán, netán. These modal elements 
adhere to the predicative core of the utterance semantically. Syntactically, they 
do not form a part of the sentence for they do not belong to the means that serve 
for describing reality in the utterance, rather they are means for 
actualization-evaluation departing from the syntagmatic chain of the utterance.
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Paraphrasing them we often get compound sentences whose head contains a modal 
subject that refers to the speaker. Cf.: Несомненно /  я считаю несомненным,
что гости приехали; {Certainly/ I  think it is certain that the guests have 
arrived.) Вероятно /  я считаю вероятным, что гости приехали. {Probably/I 
think it is probable that the guests have arrived.) Kétségtelen /kétségtelennek 
tartom (én), hogy megjöttek a vendégek; Valószínű /valószínűnek tartom (én), 
hogy megjöttek a vendégek

It is commonly held in both Russian and Hungarian literature that the modal 
words do not affect communicative and objective modality. Our investigations do 
not seem to support this view. On the contrary, they led us to the conclusion that, 
on the one hand, there is a logical and grammatical difference between the 
epistemic módid meanings of certainty and uncertainty, and, on the other hand, 
these meanings affect the remaining two constitutive aspects of the category of 
modality, i. e„ objective and communicative modality, in different ways. To show 
this we have used a functional analysis of the indefinite pronouns in Russian.

In utterances with modal words referring to categorical certainty, the use of 
indefinite pronouns does not cause a change as compared with utterances of simple 
certainty since categorical certainty affects neither the objective nor the 
communicative modality of the utterance, e. g.:

(16) ...а сейчас кишен стал уже ... manapság ritkaságszámba megy
редкостью. У старика разве már a béklyó. Egyik öreg
какого-нибудь хранился на память tarthatta meg mint a hajdani
о прошлом. И вот надо же, élet emlékét.
наверняка, кто-то подсказал. Biztosan ajánlotta valaki.

(Nowadays the shackle is not of 
everyday occurrence. Some old man 
could have kept it as a memory of 
old times. Surely someone must 
have called the attention to it.)

(17) И почему-то она думала, что в эту És Tyotka valahogy biztosra
ночь должно непременно vette, hogy ezen az éjszakán
произойти что-то очень худое. valami rettenetes fog történni.

(And somehow Tyotka was certain 
that something horrible was 
to happen that night.)

(18) В самом деле, высказывая мысль Valóban, kimondva a „Segítséget
,Звали на помощь’, .Вечерело’ ... hívtak”, „Esteledett”...
м>1 несомненно, что-то gondolatot, kétségtelenül állítunk
утверждаем. valamit.
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(And indeed, saying „They called 
for help”, „It was getting dark”... 
we certainly do state something.)

Compare: И вот надо же, кто-то подсказал; В эту ночь должно произойти
что-то худое. In utterances with modal words expressing uncertainty, on the 
other hand, the rules determining the application of indefinite pronouns may 
differ from those of utterances with simple certainty. E. g.:

(19) Может быть, я что-нибудь и не так Meglehet, nem is úgy mondok
говорю, и не нужно этого говорить, valamit és nem is kell ezt 
потому что вы сами все знаете. mondani, mert maga is

mindent tud.
(Maybe I say something (or another) 
in a different way and I don’t need 
to say that because you, too, 
already know about it all.)

(20) Это, верно, какой-нибудь Bizonyosan valamelyik kozák
казак приехал. vágtatott be.
{Some cossack must have arrived.)

(21) Книги нет на месте, наверное, A könyv nincs a helyén,
кто-нибудь случайно захватил ее с собой, biztos elvitte valaki véletlenül. 
(The book is not in its place,
someone mut have picked it up 
by mistake.)

(22) Наверно... это кто-нибудь с воли Biztosan valaki... szándékosan
через забор кинул, да не попал, hajította át a kerítésen, de nem
куда надо, а к нам со старушкой oda talált, ahová kellett volna,
вбросил. hanem hozzánk dobta be.
(Someone must have thrown it over 
the fence on purpose but he missed 
so it has landed over here.)

(23) Его нет дома, вероятно, он ушел Nincs itthon, valószínűleg
куда-нибудь. elment valahová.
(He is not at home, probably he has 
gone somewhere.)
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(24) -  Почему она вернулась домой? — -  Miért jött vissza?
-  Вероятно, она что-нибудь -  Valószínűleg elfelejtett
забыла. valamit.
(- Why did she come home?
-  She must have forgotten something.)

In the utterances above the elimination of the modal words expressing 
uncertainty would entail a replacement of the нибудь- affixed pronouns for 
pronouns with -to denoting a lower degree of indefiniteness, which correlates 
with the meaning of real objectivel modality. Pronouns with -нибудь expressing 
a higher degree of indefiniteness are not used in utterances with real modality 
because their application basically presupposes the presence of potential 
objective modality. One might wonder why real modality turns into potential 
modality due to the presence of these modal words expressing uncertainty.

Probability conveyed by the modal words может быть, верно, наверно/е/, 
вероятно, должно быть is a manifestation of potentiality (possibility): logically, 
probability is a quantitative feature of potentiality. Here, potentiality can be seen 
from logical deduction. The real modality of the utterances containing the above 
modal words turns into potential modality due to the potentiality just explained 
making way for the (non-obligatory) application of pronouns with -нибудь 
denoting a higher degree of indefiniteness. Thus in declarative utterances such 
modal words of uncertainty represent marked elements of opposition.

From the point of view of semantics, the class of modal words expressing 
uncertainty is not a homogenous one: two groups can be set apart differing with 
respect to the speaker’s knowledge. Some of these words (such as кажется, как 
будто, вроде, вроде бы) show a direct epistemic relation to the contents of the 
utterance, whereas others refer to it by way of logical deduction (e. g. может 
быть, возможно, наверное, вероятно, по-видимому, очевидно). The words
appearing in the domain of direct perception (group A) are more „subjective” 
modal words than those belonging to the second group (group B) implying logical 
deduction since the former express the speaker’s own view concerning the seeming 
certainty attached to the utterance. This accounts for the fact that an answer to 
a yes/по question about the hearer’s physical or mental state can be formulated 
by any of the words from group A with or without a yes or no while words from 
group В normally do not occur in such cases. Cf.:

(25) —Миша, тебе лучше? -  Misa, jobban vagy?
-  Кажется/как будто/ вроде бы/ -  Úgy tűnik, (mintha) talán

лучше. jobban (lennék).
-  Кажется, да/нет. -  Úgy tűnik, igen/nem.
(- Misha, do you feel any better?
-  I t  seems/it looks/ perhaps I do.
-  I t  seems/it looks/ perhaps I don’t.)
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However, the above question cannot -  leaving the case of intended irony aside 
-  be answered by a word from group B, cf.: -  Тебе лучше? -  *Наверное/может 
быть/вероятно. -  Jobban vagy? -  *Bizonyárafbiztosan/valószinüleg.

The same holds for utterances containing statements about the speaker’s or 
hearer’s actual physical or mental condition where words expressing uncertainty 
cannot be interchanged:

(26) У меня, кажется, шумит в ушах. -  Úgy tűnik, zúg a fülem.
(Му ear seems to tingle.)

(27) У вас, наверное шумит в ушах. Valószínűleg zúg a füle.
(It looks like his ear is tingling.)

In utterances not related to actual present but rather oriented to future (potential 
objective modality) modal words from group В can, of course, be present 
in denoting the speaker’s perception in the future concerning his own condition, 
e. g.:

(28) У меня после мороженого, A fagylalttól valószínűleg
наверно, заболит горло. meg fog fájdulni a torkom.
(The icecream will probably
give me a throat-ache.)

The two groups of modal words can equally be used for an epistemic evaluation 
of one and the same state of affairs. E. g.:

(29) Они шопотом говорили на Suttogva beszéltek valamüyen
каком-то иностранном языке. idegen nyelven. Úgy tűnik, észtül.
Кажется, на эстонском.
(They were muttering something 
in some foreign language.
Seems it was Estonian.)

(29’)Они шопотом говорили на каком- Suttogva beszéltek valamüyen 
то иностранном языке. Вероятно, idegen nyelven. Valószínűleg
на эстонском. észtül.
(They were muttering in some 
foreign language.
Probably in Estonian.)

As an example of direct perception, (29) describes a situation in which the 
speaker speaks Estonian only he is hampered in identifying the language in the
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very situatuion. (29’) contains a logical deduction as to the whispering speakers 
knowing Estonian which is not (necessarily) true for the speaker.

In addition, since modal words of group A as markers of direct perception do 
not entail the expression of potentiality as such, they do not provide a possibility 
for replacing -to by -нибудь of indefinite pronouns either. E. g.:

(19') Кажется, я что-то и не так говорю...
(21 ’) Книги нет на месте, кажется, кто-то случайно захватил ее с собой.

(24’) — Почему она вернулась?
— Кажется, она что-то забыла.

The difference between the two groups can be made clear also by their Hungarian 
equivalents: the Russian modal words denoting logical probability can be 
rendered into Hungarian not only by their lexical grammatical counterparts but 
also by purely grammatical means involving the potential verbal suffix -hat/-het 
(KIEFER 1981, 1986):

(30) Всю ночь, наверно, прыгал. Egész éjszaka botorkálAaroff.
всю ночь шел, /иноходец/.
(Не must have been walking and 
wandering all through the night.)

(31) He мешай ему. Он, наверно. Ne zavard, nagyon elfárad/iaroíf.
очень устал.
(Don’t disturb him, 
he must be very tired.)

The equivalent lexical-grammatical means in this case would be 
„Bizonyára/valószínüleg egész éjjel botorkált.” and „Bizonyára/valószínűleg 
nagyon elfáradt."

4. Epistemlc modality in yes/no questions

The use of modal words in yes/no questions can be characterized as differing 
from that in declarative sentences and showing a somewhat contradictory tendecy. 
Applying P. RESTAN’S (1972) term, we refer to yes/no querstions containing a 
modal word as ’presumptive questions’. From the syntactical point of view, 
presumptive questions differ from purely informative questions in that, on the 
one hand, they cannot contain an interrogative particle ( ли in Russian or -e 
in Hungarian) and, on the other hand, they cannot be used together with a 
sentence-final alternative tag. Purely informative questions can make use of both 
these devices, cf.: Любишь ли  ты Достоевского?; Ты любишь Достоевского или
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нет?; Любишь ли ты Достоевского или нет? Szereted-e Dosztojevszkijt?;
Szereted Dosztojevszkijt vagy nem?; Szereted-e Dosztojevszkijt vagy nem?

Presumptive questions presuppose an answer correlating with the positive or 
negative form of the question thus posing a restriction on the simultaneous 
possibility of a positive and a negative answer, e. g.:

(32) Ты, верно. любишь Достоевского? Ugye szereted Dosztojevszkijt?
(You like Dostoyevski, don’t you?)

(33) Ты, верно, не любишь Достоевского? Ugye nem szereted
Dosztojevszkij t?

(You don’t like Dostoyevski, do you?)

A positive presumptive question refers to an assertive hypothesis: Я думаю, что 
ты любишь Достоевского. Верно это? A negative presumptive question is 
based on some negative hypothesis; Я думаю, что ты не любишь Достоевского. 
Верно это? The application of an interrogative particle or of an alternative 
negative or positive tag is precluded due to a firm presupposition, in both russian
and Hungarian: *Любищь ли ты, верно, Достоевского?; *Ты его, верно,
любишь или нет? Ugye szereted-e Dosztojevszkij?; Ugye szereted-e Doszto-’
jevszkijt vagy nem?

It follows from the firm hypothesis of presumptive questions that they lie on 
the periphery of interrogative communicative modality, or, to be more precise, on 
the boundary between interrogative and declarative communicative modalities. 
The boundary separating the question (’’ignorance”) from a statement 
(’’knowledge”) is often vague and not readily recognizable. In P. RESTAN’S words, 
(1972) ’’there is a specific modal range between knowledge and ignorance”.

The degree of adherence characteristic of a given utterance with respect to 
either interrogative or declarative communicative modality depends on how clearly 
the speaker is able to foresee the answer of his partner, on how strong his 
supposition is.

The weaker the supposition, the closer is the question to the purely informative 
type, i. e. the closer it approaches interrogative communicative modality. On the 
other hand, the stronger the supposition, the closer is the question to declarative 
communicative modality, i. e„ unlike in declarative sentences, it is the modal words 
of categorical certainty that represent marked elements in the opposition.

Presumptive questions could reasonably be divided into three groups depending 
on the degree of certainty in the supposition.
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1) Questions containing a weak supposition, e. g.:

(34) Может, услышат свои? Гульсары Talán a hangja eljut az övéihez,
гулко и протяжно заржал. Felnyújtotta a fejét, és zengőn,

vontatottan felnyerített.
(His voice may reach his folks.
Gulsary gave a drawling and 
resounding neigh.)

(35) -  Может, ты опять по ночам -  Lehet, hogy újra elcsatangolsz
будешь разьезжать на своем éjszakánkint a lovadon?
иноходце?
{Maybe you will wander about on 
your horse these nights?)

(36) Но, может быть, существуют Az állításoknak különböző
разные градации утверждений? fokozatai volnának?
{Maybe there are different
degrees of statements?)

(37) Может, был здесь кто-нибудь? Járt volna erre valaki?
{Perhaps someone has been here?)

2) Par excellence presumptive questions, e. g.

(38) -  А ты никуда не поехала; тебе, -  Hát te nem voltál sehol?
верно, скучно было? — сказал он. Biztosan unatkoztál,

-  mondta Annának.
(-You didn’t go anywhere, probably 
it was boring for you -  said he to Ann.)

(39) Мама говорит, если бы она не A mama azt mondja, hogy ha
работала, то все время читала бы. nem dolgozna, mindig olvasna.
Вы, наверно, никогда не работаете? Maga biztos nem dolgozik sose. 
(Mother says she would read all the
time if she did not work.
You probably never do any work.)

(40) Вы, вероятно, лучше меня Ön valószínűleg nálamnál
знаете это? jobban tudja ezt.
(You probably know this 
better than me.)
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3 ) Questions containing a strong supposition, e. g.:

(41) А как же тут нет того, что ты нам Hogyhogy nincs itt az, amit te
рассказывал? Стало быть, ты все это nekünk meséltél?
от себя выдумал? Szóval ezt mind csak kitaláltad?
(How come the thing you talked 
about is not here?
Surely you made it up.)

(42) -  Вы, конечно, не пойдете к -  Maga persze nem jön a misére?
заутрене? — любезно, но холодно ~ kérdezte tőle nagyanyám
спрашивала его бабушка. udvariasan, de hidegen minden

esztendőben.
{Of course you will not attend
the mass? -  asked him grandmother in
a polite but cool way every year.)

(43) Так вы советуете нож к горлу? ... A maga tanácsa szóval:
kést a gégére? -  Föltétlenül...

(So your advise is a knife to 
the throat? -  By all means...)

The questions (36) and (37) show that a lower degree of uncertainty in Hungarian 
can be expressed not only by lexical-grammatical means as in Russian but also 
by grammar alone: using conditional. In addition to weak supposition the 
conditional attaches the shade of doubt as well. The existence of grammatical 
means serving for the expression of epistemic modality suggests an intimate 
intertwinment among the different aspects of the category of modality thus 
appearing as a global and overall phenomenon.

The examples (34) through (43) show that the three groups of presumptive 
questions in the modal range „separating ignorance from knowledge” form a kind 
of gradation that spans from interrogative communicative modality to declarative 
communicative modality. This latter end-point is marked by utterances containing 
words like правда, не правда ли; igaz, igaz-e which both convey the speaker’s 
certainty as for the contents of his or her utterance and express his persuasion 
towards his interlocutor asking for the latter’s confirmation.

Thus it follows that a stronger opposition is present between the sentences 
Ваня уже уехал, and Ваня уже уехал? than, say, between Ваня уже.
вероятно, уехал, and Ваня уже, вероятно, уехал? Iu the first pair of
sentences real objective and declarative communicative modality is opposed to 
potential objective and interrogative communicative modality. In the second one, 
potential objective and declarative communicative modality is confronted with 
potential objective and interrogative communicative modality.



It should be noted that while moving on the aforementioned modal range the 
modal words themselves undergo a process of meaning alteration that is rather 
hard to get hold of. The modal word вероятно, for instance, lends the shade 
of uncertainty, supposition to the declarative sentence, and, as we have seen, it 
also affects objective modality whereas the interrogative sentence takes on the 
meaning of hesitant guessing.

If we put the four sentences above on the modal range, we get the following
sequence: 1/ Ваня уже уехшт? — 2/ Ваня уже, вероятно, уехал? -* 3/ Ваня уже, 
вероятно, уехал. — 4/ Ваня уже уехал.

This arrangement shows that (1) and (4) are most sharply opposed to each other 
and that, on the other hand, the presumptive question (2 ) is to be found on the 
boundary of interrogative and communicative modality. Thus it comes at no 
surprise that Russian presumptive questions are often rendered into Hungarian by 
utterances containing the corresponding modal words (cf. (34), 37)-(39). The modal 
words biztos, biztosan, bizonyosan, bizonyára, valószínűleg used in questions 
cannot express the speaker’s uncertainty.

We may, however, ask whether the appearance of these modal words in 
Hungarian questions is precluded, i. e. Russian presumptive questions have no 
equivalents with modal words in Hungarian or, for that matter, we could ask 
questions like Valószínűleg összeházasodnak?. As for the type of the question, the 
answer is positive. But it is negative with respect to the equivalency of Russian 
presumptive questions.

It is a characteristic feature of these questions that in them the interrelation 
between the speaker and the modal subject epistemically evaluating the contents 
of the utterance is modified. In the declarative statement Valószínűleg 
összeházasodnak (’They will probably get married’) the speaker and the modal 
subject are the same: ’Valószínűnek tartom (én), hogy összeházasodnak.’ In the 
question, however, the modal subject referred to by the modal word valószínűleg 
is not the speaker but it appears to be the interlocutor: Valószínűleg 
összeházasodnak? = ’Valószínűnek tartod (te), hogy összeházasodnak?’ i. e. the 
question is but a mere repetition of an earlier utterance of the interlocutor, a 
secondary echo question expressing amazement, differing both from the 
presumptive question Valószínűleg összeházasodnak, ugye? (Thev will marrv. 
won’t they?’) and from its Russian pseudo-equivalent Вероятно, они 
поженятся? in which the shift from the speaker as modal subject to the 
interlocutor does not take place. That is, there is a typological difference between 
the Russian and the Hungarian language in the lexical-grammatical means for 
creating presumptive questions. In Hungarian there appear to be no questions of 
the Сони тогда, по-моему, с тобой не было? (Sonya, I guess, was not with you 
then?) type which is largely used in colloquial Russian.

It should be added, nevertheless, that a shift of the modal subject can be 
apparent in Russian as well when some of the words denoting strong supposition 
are thus used, e. g.:
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(44) Так не покупать Мише эту игрушку?
(So (you suppose) I should not buy 
this toy for Misha?)

(45) Значит, не дарить ей этот альбом?
(ft means, I (we) should (rather) not 
present her with this album?)

Here, again, the modal subject is the interlocutor: По-твоему, не дарить ей
этот альбом? This shift in the relationship between the speaker and the modal 
subject is maintained by infinitival constructions.

In the other types of Russian presumptive questions the modal words express 
the subjective attitude of the speaker ( -  modal subject) towards the contents of 
his utterance resulting in a shift from interrogative communicative modality to 
declarative communicative modality. Thus the use of indefinite pronouns with -  to  
is characteristic of Russian presumptive questions, especially those denoting strong 
supposition, e. g.:

(46) Можно, конечно, продолжать A robbanóanyaggal való munkát,
работать со взрывчаткой, но persze lehet folytatni, de biztos
наверное, есть еще какой-то выход. van más megoldás is, ugye? ... 
(We could of course carry on working
with this explosive but surety there 
is some other solution.)

(47) О чем же тогда идет речь? ... akkor hát miről is van szó?
По-видимому, о том, что в Arról, ugye, hogy a fogalmak
обшей системе понятий... есть általános rendszerében van egy
какое-m  количество еще не bizonyos mennyiségű, egészében
раскрытых до конца понятий... még fel nem tárt fogalom.
(What are we talking about then?
Presumably about the fact that there 
is some set of notions within the 
general system of notions that is 
not yet fully discovered.)

(48) He правда ли, в нем есть Van benne valami erős,
что-то сильное, могучее, hatalmas, medvés, igaz-e?
медвежье?
(Surety there is something strong, 
powerful in him that resembles a bear?)
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In presumptive questions with a weak supposition typically the affix -  нибудь 
is used which is frequently met in purely informative questions:

(49) Может, у вас есть какие-нибудь Talán van valami megjegyzésük ?
замечания?
(Maybe you have some remark?)

(50) Может быть, вас интересуют Talán érdeklik önt egyes
какие-нибудь специальные speciális pedagógiai kiadványok?
педагогичесаие издания?
(Perhaps you are interested in
some special publications on pedagogy?)

5. Summary

Above we have given an overview of the role of epistemic modality in a broadly 
conceived category of modality. In Russian, to the main tools of epistemic 
modality belong lexical-grammatical entitites, the modal words, whilst in 
Hungarian some grammatical means also play a part in expressing uncertainty 
(the potential verbal suffix -hat/-het and the use of the conditional forms).

Categorical and problematic certainty affect the other two aspects of the 
category of modality, viz. communicative and objective modality differently. 
Modal words of categorical certainty do not appear as marked elements of the 
opposition and they do not modify either objective or communicative modality. As 
marked elements of the opposition, the modal words of problematic certainty can 
partly be used for the expression of unchanged communicative modality while real 
objective modality is replaced by potential modality. In presumptive questions, 
shades of communicative modality change with an unchanged objective modality 
in that a question is shifted towards a statement. Here the marked elements of the 
opposition are the modal words of categorical certainty.

Apart from the lexical-grammatical (and, in Hungarian, grammatical) means 
just discussed there are other grammatical means for denoting epistemic modality 
in Russian (conjunctions), and in both languages there are a number of lexical 
means and phraseological expressions. The prosodic features also play a very 
important role in the expression of modal meanings in both languages. In 
Hungarian, special attention should be paid to the use of compound-sentences 
containing the ascmantic hogy conjunction, specifically from the point of view of 
anaphoric and deictic words.
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APPROCHE CONTRASTIVE DU SUBJONCTIF, CE MODE 
AMBIGU AUX TEMPS AMBIGUS

Jolán Kelemen

Chaire de français, Université Eötvös Loránd, Budapest

I.

Si l’on oppose la phrase complexe (S) Vi+conj.+(S) V2 , où V2  (verbe de la 
subordonnée) est à l’indicatif: P 1 = Paul est arrivé après que Pierre est parti, 
à une autre où V2  est au subjonctif: P2 = Pierre est parti avant que Paul 
n’arrive, on constate que la suite des événements passés est exprimée par les 
temps verbaux de la première, mais ne l’est pas par ceux de la deuxième, où V2  

est au présent et non au passé. Or, si l’action d 'arriver s’est réalisée en P2 , elle 
s’est réalisée au passé et non au présent. Les deux actions d 'arriver et de partir 
sont successives dans le passé aussi bien en P2  qu’en Pi. L’anomalie temporelle 
en P2  tient à ce que la valeur modale de V2  est dominante, la valeur temporelle 
étant ambiguë: du fait que l’action de V2  est virtuelle, il s’agit davantage dans 
ce cas de l’opposition de corrélation interne antérieur-postérieur des deux actions 
de P2 , marquée par le connecteur conjonctif avant que, que du fait qu’elles se 
situent toutes les deux dans le passé. On peut donc se demander si les temps du 
subjonctif possèdent véritablement un statut temporel.

1.1. Avant de répondre à cette question, nous allons examiner d’un peu plus 
près le subjonctif en tant que mode et, l’opposant à l’indicatif, nous tenterons 
de comprendre pourquoi il résiste à la distinction des époques.

La littérature sur le subjonctif est extrêmement abondante. Scion 
GUILLAUME, ”le mode est fonction du contact et du non-contact de la visée 
avec l’actualité” (1970:37) et cette définition a été généralement reprise par les 
nombreux spécialistes de la question, qui l’ont complétée ou amendée



conformément aux théories structuraliste, fonctionaliste, sémantique, 
pragmatique, etc. Mais chez chacun d’eux, c’est le facteur actuel/virtuel qui 
constitue la base de leur propos. Ainsi c’est ce qu’affirme IMBS, lorsqu’il dit que 
”le subjonctif s’emploie chaque fois que le fait relaté n’est pas entièrement 
actualisé” (1953:49).

Le structuraliste NORDAHL constate que ’’pour presque tous les spécialistes 
l’opposition indicatif/subjonctif s’inscrit comme une constante à l’intérieur du 
système modal” (1969:15). La théorie de NORDAHL, à partir de cette 
’’constante” qu’ il accepte lui-même comme point de départ, met en évidence 
l’importance de ce qu’il appelle le ’’syntagme modal” (mode et modalité) 
pareillement à IMBS qui parle de „structure syntaxique bipolaire”, à savoir que 
”le subjonctif se construit en corrélation (verticale ou horizontale) avec un 
moyen d’expression sémantique, l’intonation étant elle aussi un de ces moyens” 
(1953:47). Ces deux auteurs soulignent le fait que le mode et la modalité sont 
en rapport de comlémentarité réciproque.

Le fonctionaliste DIDIER MENANTEAU (1986:71-73) considère que le 
subjonctif est ou bien une variante combinatoire ’’complètement impliquée par 
le contexte”, ou bien une variante libre, le sujet parlant pouvant alors choisir 
entre le subjonctif et un autre mode; dans ce deuxième cas, l’usage du subjonctif 
relève surtout, selon l’auteur.de la sociolinguistique. Le subjonctif est très 
minoritaire comme unité significative, ce qu’explique le fait que son emploi est 
’’fortement conditionné par le sens du verbe dont il est lui-même le satellite”.

Enfin les adeptes de la théorie logico-sémantique, comme R. MARTIN (1983) 
ou énoncialive, comme H. N0LKE (1985) ont apporté des appoints importants 
pour tenter de définir le subjonctif. Aux facteurs de mode et modalité, MARTIN 
ajoute l’approche vériconditionnelle basée sur la théorie des mondes possibles, 
tandis que N0LK.E souligne l’importance de l’approche polyphonique.

Comme on voit, quelle que soit l’approche qu’ont choisie les auteurs 
mentionnés ix>ur mieux cerner le problème du subjonctif, ils sont d’accord pour 
souligner l’importance du facteur sémantique dans l’emploi du subjonctif . Le 
fait que certains insistent sur l’opposition réalité/non-réalité et d’autres sur 
l’opposition objectivité/subjectivité ne contredit pas cette thèse.

1 M. GROSS émet une opinion contraire aux précédentes en affirmant qu' „il n'y a pas à rechercher 
d’explication sémantique à la présence du subjonctif” ( 1978:64). Or. s'il est vrai par exemple que les listes 
de verbes données par les spécialistes ne prennent généralement pas en considération les facteurs 
syntaxiques, ainsi le fait que ..la présence de certains compléments fait apparaître obligatoirement le 
subjonctif” (1978:55), il n’en est pas moins vrai que je vois et je  vois d'un bon oeil different ab- 
solument par leur sens.
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1.2. Ces tentatives visant une description plus exacte du subjonctif 
comportent souvent un autre problème, à savoir si le subjonctif est réellement 
le mode de la subordination. Ceux qui s’opposent à la théorie de la subordination 
sont assez rares (LE BIDOIS, 1967:500). A notre avis, la théorie de 
complémentarité réciproque avancée par NORDAHL n’est pas en contradiction 
avec la thèse de la subordination, encore que cet auteur se rallie à LE BIDOIS 
(1969:33) et affirme qu’à l'intérieur du syntagme modal ”il y a corrélation, 
complémentarité, plus que subordination” (1969:20). Pour notre part, nous 
comprenons la position des linguistes comme DE BOER qui ont souligné „la 
force subordonnante” du verbe Vi, et l’importance du „degré de subordination 
psychologique” (1947:253 et suiv.). Mais selon nous, l’argumentation la plus 
convaincante en faveur de la thèse de la subordination a été formulée en ces 
termes par H. N0LKE: ”Le subjonctif en français moderne est en effet ”sub” 
de tous les points de vue; syntaxiquement, parce qu’il ne peut surgir que dans 
les subordonnées (à de très rares exceptions près, qui sont plutôt archaïsantes): 
sémantiquement, parce que son apparition demande une structure sémantique de 
subordination; et pragmatiquement, parce qu’il introduit une sorte de 
subordination au coeur même de l’unicité du sujet parlant” (1985:69).

Plutôt que de parler d’exceptions, GUILLAUME oppose le subjonctif de la 
subordonnée dans je souhaite que vous réussissiez, où ”la visée chemine d ’abord 
à travers souhaiter dans le sens du déroulement de la chaîne parlée” au mode 
de ”la construction optative: Puissiez-vous réussir", où l’idée de souhait n’étant 
pas formulée, ”la visée n’est pas astreinte à se développer à travers les mots qui 
l’expriment” (1970:46). C’est ainsi qu’il propose de nommer le mode de ce type 
de principale ou d’indépendante mode optatif, que l’on complétera des impératifs 
du type: Qu'il vienne! (V. encore K. TOGEBY, 1982:60-62.)

Pour nous, le subjonctif français est donc par excellence le mode de la 
subordination, qui s’oppose à l’optatif et à l’impératif des phrases non 
subordonnées, et qui formellement est toujours introduit par ce que N0LKE 
appelle une ’’structure sémantique de subordination”, cette structure étant 
essentiellement soit un verbe suivi d’un que vide, soit un connecteur conjonctif 
complexe par que, soit le groupe antécédent+pronom relatif.

1.3. Pour mieux comprendre cette conception du subjonctif, il ne sera pas 
inutile d’examiner la définition et l’emploi de ce mode dans le hongrois. Dans 
les grammaires hongroises, le mode équivalant au subjonctif français est 
généralement nommé impératif ’’felszólító mód” (plus rarement optatif „óhajtó 
mód”, HADROVICS 1969:278) quel que soit son contexte linguistique. P. 
PATAKI par contre (1974:201-213) a démontré qu’il convient de distinguer 
l’impératif consécutif aux verbes volitifs présentant un ’’commandement 
indirect” et où la conjonction hogy peut être omise, du mode consécutif à 
d’autres verbes ou à des connecteurs conjonctifs correspondant à ceux du
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français (sauf quelques exceptions qui seront étudiées infra ); il donne à ce mode 
le nom de kôtômôd et l’oppose à l’impératif par le jeu de facteurs contextuels 
tels que la présence obligatoire du connecteur hogy et la place du préverbe, tout 
en faisant remarquer que dans certains cas le hongrois marque ’’l’incertitude, 
l’improbabilité du procès” par le conditionnel. Selon cet auteur, il s’agit alors 
”d’un procès réel, mais remis en question” (2 1 2 ).

On voit donc que, dans le hongrois également, c’est la ’’structure sémantique 
de subordination” qui détermine l’emploi du mode et qu’il y a une opposition 
actuel/virtuel ou réel/non réel entre l’indicatif et le subjonctif (éventuellement le 
conditionnel). Si nous avons jugé nécessaire d’examiner le comportement du 
subjonctif hongrois, c’est que la notion de temps étant inhérente à l’indicatif et 
pour ainsi dire exclue du subjonctif, chaque fois que le hongrois (et non le 
français) considérera l’action de V2  comme réelle, il fera intervenir le facteur 
temporel, tandis que le français, par son subjonctif atemporel, devra faire 
abstraction de la notion de temps. C’est grâce à la méthode contrastive que nous 
pourrons dépister ces problèmes syntaxiques latents du français qui échappent 
facilement au descripteur de la langue.

2.1. Nous savons que les temps verbaux de l’indicatif sont souvent ambigus 
et ne peuvent être étudiés sans que l’on prenne en considération le fait contextuel 
et l’aspect, qui sont d’ailleurs généralement en interdépendance étroite 
(KELEMEN, 1988:54). Il s’agit donc dans ce cas d’une ambiguïté qui doit être 
levée par le contexte, comme par exemple dans Demain, je  pars, où la forme 
verbale pars est bien au présent, alors qu’il s’agit d'une action future, marquée 
par l'adverbe demain. Quant à l’aspect, il intervient également du fait que seuls 
les verbes perfectifs au présent peuvent facilement exprimer le futur.

2.2. Cette ambiguïté du temps est encore plus évidente dans le subjonctif, 
à tel point que l’on peut se demander si ce qu’on appelle temps dans ce mode 
exprime réellement le temps verbal. GUILLAUME l’a nettement nié en écrivant: 
”Le mode subjonctif, ne marquant pas la distinction des époques est, à la vérité, 
un mode intemporel; aussi les deux ’’temps” qu’il enferme, en sus des aspects 
qu’on retrouve dans tous les modes, ont-ils un tout autre objet que d’indiquer 
dans quel temps le fait considéré a lieu” (1970:71). Le linguiste guillaumien L. 
WARNANT constate que ”du latin classique jusqu’au français moderne et 
jusqu’aux parlers wallons d’aujourd’hui, se manifeste une tendance à réserver au 
seul mode indicatif l’expression de la temporalité et, de ce fait, à expulser celle-ci 
du mode subjonctif” (1974:66). .Selon M. COHEN également ’’aucune des quatre 
formes du subjonctif n’indique proprement le temps (1965:36). P. IMBS tente de 
donner, à l’aide d’exemples auxquels nous reviendrons par la suite, des 
explications pour chacun des temps du subjonctif. Mais ces explications, basées
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sur un corpus limité, ne permettent pas une classification des formes verbales du 
subjonctif désignées par les quatre temps de ce mode, malgré quelques 
observations allusives de l’auteur, à savoir que ”En passant de l’indicatif au 
subjonctif, la notion même de temps prend un sens nouveau” (1968:138), ou 
encore: ”Le subjonctif en proposition subordonnée est incapable... d’indiquer par 
lui-même le cadre temporel (passé, présent, avenir) dans lequel le procès exprimé 
se situe (1968:193).

Parmi les linguistes qui se sont récemment encore prononcés contre la 
coexistence mode et temps au subjonctif, citons D. MENANTEAU: „le subjonctif 
n’a lui aussi qu’un présent, le subjonctif passé” (que nous appelons 
traditionnellement imparfait) ’’étant complètement impliqué par le contexte et 
l’analyse du récent comme temps amenant à d’insolubles contradictions” 
(1986:79). M. TOUSSAINT, qui étudie la psychomécanique de GUILLAUME en 
termes d’énonciation, souligne qu’ ”en discours un subjonctif est bien ce qu’il 
est en langue, à savoir l’antérieur de l’indicatif au sein d’une opération 
chronogénétique dont le modèle constitue une théorie de représentation du 
temps” (1983:110).

Cette idée guillaumienne d 'antériorité qu’on trouve à la base de toutes les 
approches de l’étude du temps dans le subjonctif est cependant insuffisante si 
l’on veut répondre à la question suivante: Pourquoi la grammaire distingue-t-elle 
au subjonctif quatre temps ayant quatre représentations formelles? A quoi 
correspond chacun de ces temps? Peut-on faire une description satisfaisante de 
l’emploi de ces formes dites ’’temporelles”? Nous allons tenter de donner 
quelques explications qui, sans prétendre à l’exhaustivité, jetteront un peu plus 
de lumière sur cette question, grâce à une approche contrastive. Le subjonctif 
hongrois n’ayant en effet qu’une seule forme temporelle devrait être insuffisant 
pour exprimer, en regard des quatre temps français du subjonctif, le temps vécu, 
l’aspect, éventuellement le niveau de langue, si tant est que les les temps du 
subjonctif permettent de répondre à ces critères.

II.

Avant d’étudier un à un ces quatre temps, revenons encore à la notion 
d’antériorité guillaumienne soulignée par M. TOUSSAINT: "un élément 
sémantique régissant (intonation, locution ou lexème verbal de la proposition 
principale) entraîne ... s’il est antérieur au sein d’une opération de représentation, 
l’emploi d’un subjonctif parce que le subjonctif est un antérieur. Afin, il faut, 
je désire, il est possible, etc., chacun de ces signifiés qui requièrent un subjonctif 
est en effet un moment sémantique antérieur au terme d’une opération 
particularisante définissant soit le but atteint, soit la chose possédée, soit „la 
certitude” (1983:110). Cela signifie en termes concrets que ’’l’élément 
sémantique régissant”, verbe ou connecteur (l’intonation n’intervenant qu'en cas
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de proposition indépendante ou principale) impliquant le subjonctif doit 
comporter sémantiquement l’idée de réalisation future. Nous verrons dans ce qui 
suit que cette généralisation est prématurée pour certains de ces éléments 
sémantiques (Bien qu’il gèle, je  n'ai pas froid), et ces exceptions sont d’autant 
plus intéressantes qu’en hongrois elles excluent l’emploi du subjonctif. C’est 
pourquoi nous nous proposons d’étudier les occurrences des temps à l’intérieur 
de chaque type de subordonnée.

1. La complétive

1.1. En complétive, nous distinguerons avec NORDAHL les systèmes volitif, 
subjectif et dubitatif, basés sur la modalité du verbe V i de la principale. Dans 
le premier groupe Vi a obligatoirement une valeur sémantique qui implique l’idée 
de réalisation future; cette même valeur sémantique se retrouve dans de 
nombreux verbes du troisième groupe:

(1) Je souhaite qu’il vienne.
(2) Je ne crois pas qu’il vienne.

En hongrois, nous avons également un impératif-subjonctif:

(la) Azt kívánom, hogy eljöjjön.
(2a) Nem hiszem, hogy eljöjjön.

Du point de vue du temps, on remarquera qu’en français V2  peut présenter une 
opposition présent (3) vs futur (2):

(3) Je ne crois pas qu’il soit parmi nous.

Le V2  de (3) n’exprime en effet pas le futur mais le présent, du fait que le 
contexte implique ici l’éventualité et non l’idée de réalisation future. Du point 
de vue contrastif, on remarquera qu’il existe en hongrois une tendance à 
employer plutôt le conditionnel que le subjonctif après les verbes dubitatifs, et 
d’ailleurs chaque fois que le V2  comporte une nuance d’éventuel:

(2b) Nem hiszem, hogy eljönne.
(3a) Nem hiszem, hogy köztünk lenne.

Mais l’indicatif est de règle lorsqu’on n’insiste pas sur cette nuance:

(3b) Nem hiszem, hogy köztünk van.

Les statistiques de NORDAHL montrent qu’après les volitifs, „la position du 
subjonctif est incontestée” (22 et 43). En hongrois il en est de même, comme
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le montrent les dépouillements de L. HADROVICS (1969:264-278), qui révèlent 
l’extrême richesse de cette classe de verbes, ayant souvent une nuance finale 
(269/11:9), et comportant aussi des verbes gestuels (268-9/11:8). les volitifs 
français relevés par NORDAHL englobent aussi les noms et les adjectifs. Chez 
HADROVICS, les adjectifs ont souvent une nuance consécutive (275/11:16), mais 
le plus intéressant, c’est que l’on trouve parmi les exemples littéraires de son 
ouvrage des verbes que le français range parmi les dubitatifs et non les volitifs, 
voire des verbes à valeur affective. Dans le premier cas, le mode de la 
subordonnée est souvent le conditionnel (278/11:20), ce qui corrobore ce que 
nous avons dit pour (2b et 3a), plus rarement le subjonctif (277/11:19) qui selon 
l’auteur donne au verbe de la subordonnée une nuance d’incertitude alliée à 
l’éventualité; dans le deuxième cas, il s’agit, selon l’auteur, de l’effacement du 
verbe volitif devant le verbe affectif. Voici les exemples donnés par Hadrovics:

Dubitatifs:

(Conditionnel) Lehetetlen, hogy az Istennek is ilyen vénasszonyos, önző 
politkája volna. (Gárdonyi)
(Il est impossible que Dieu lui-même ait une politique de vieille 
femme aussi égoïste).
Nem hiszem, hogy azt [a leányt] keresnék. (Mikszáth)
(Je ne crois pas qu’on la recherche [cette fille]).

(Subjonctif) Én nem hiszem, hogy azt tegyék velem. (Jókai)
(Je ne crois pas qu’on me fasse cela).
Az öreg imok clsápadt. Még olyan se történt, hogy az alispán 
vele tanácskozzék. (Mikszáth)
(Le vieux clerc pâlit. Il n’était pas encore arrivé que le 
sous-préfet discutât avec lui.)

A ffectif: Restellte volna, hogy őróla valaki azt higgye, hogy szívével,
arcával a világ előtt alakoskodást űz. (Jókai)
(II aurait eu honte qu’on crût de lui que par son coeur et par 
ses traits il fût hypocrite aux yeux du monde.)

Dans le français, le système dubitatif étant extrêmement complexe, la répartition 
modale est très instable à l’intérieur du système et varie selon des critères 
formels.démontrés avec précision par NORDAHL. Ainsi, ’’les verbes 
d’occurrence ne présentent aucune homogénéité verbale” (176), c’est l’indicatif 
qui domine dans les complétives dépendant d’un verbe déclaratif pris 
négativement (198), et encore plus après les verbes déclaratifs pris 
interrogativement (214), etc.
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Le système subjectif dirfèrc absolument, selon les statistiques de NORDAHL, 
des deux autres, car dans cette catégorie le subjonctif ne s’emploie quasi 
obligatoirement que dans la construction contactuelle (après le simple que). Avec 
les autres structures formelles, 1 usage modal est flottant. Cependant cette classe 
de verbes n’est pas homogène non plus du point de vue sémantique, et 
1 explication de 1 auteur, à savoir que le subjonctif ’’s’impose dans une complétive 
dans la dépendance d ’un élément régissant exprimant la modalité de 
l’engagement personnel ou de l’évaluation subjective” (82) nous laisse insatisfaits: 
cette modalité est une chose bien précaire si une simple structure formelle est 
capable d’en faire disparaître l’effet.

1 .2 . Et c’est ici que nous allons reprendre l’explication de HADROVICS citée 
supra pour les verbes du type avoir honte suivis en hongrois aussi de 
l’impératif-subjonctif (signalons entre autres avoir peur + négation: Félek, 
nehogy késő legyen, et un certain nombre de verbes au conditionnel suivis de que 
’’hogy" et non de si „ha”: Nem szerettem volna, hogy meglásson). Si nous 
acceptons la classification sémantique (et structurale) des verbes V] comme seule 
solution permettant de définir l’emploi du subjonctif en complétive, et il semble 
que les spécialistes soient unanimes à cet égard, on doit reconnaître que les 
tentatives qui ont été présentées ci-dessus n’ont donné que des résultats partiels, 
et qu il n y a pas une théorie homogène. C’est pourquoi l’assertion de 
HADROVICS, si elle est vraie, peut être valable pour le français également et 
permettra une description plus claire de la valeur modale et temporelle du 
subjonctif. Si donc nous considérons que les verbes subjectifs suivis du subjonctif 
sont dus à un effacement du verbe volitif qui reste cependant sous-jacent, nous 
obtiendrons une classe de verbes aux assises théoriques beaucoup plus solides que 
celles qui ont été formulées par toute une série d’éminents linguistes, de 
SNEYDERS DE VOGEL à FERRAR, de SOLTMANN à LERCH (NORDAHL, 
1969:76-82). 11 faut reconnaître cependant que le théorie de HADROVICS n’est 
pas isolée, puisqu’une opinion analogue a été émise par exemple par IMBS, à 
Propos des "expressions de l’appréciation subjective”, qui selon lui forment une 
’’catégorie intermédiaire" entre les volitifs et "les verbes et locutions de 
sentiment” (1953:39).

Selon nous, l’insertion d’une catégorie intermédiaire entre les volitifs et les 
verbes de sentiment est inutile et ne fait que compliquer le problème. NORDAHL 
a raison de grouper toutes ces catégories dans une seule classe, celle des 
subjectifs, car le V i exprime toujours un sentiment (une opinion, une 
appréciation) subjectif et non pas objectif, ”la modalité de l’engagement 
personnel . Le verlx; volitif latent [xml être rétabli avec tous les verbes subjectifs 
donnés par l’auteur (82-83): J ’aime (j'apprécie) qu'il me regarde; vertie volitif 
latent. Je souhaite quil me regarde. -  J'ai peur qu’il ne me regarde; verbe volitif 
latent: Je ne voudrais pas qu’il me regarde.
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La théorie qui vient d’être présentée est donc valable aussi bien pour le 
français que pour le hongrois. Elle suppose un mode subjonctif ambivalent, en 
fonction de la structure sémantique de subordination. L’approche contrastive 
montre qu’il y a coïncidence d’une part entre l’impératif hongrois et le subjonctif 
français après les volitifs, d’autre part entre l’impératif-subjonctif ou le 
conditionnel hongrois et le subjonctif français après les dubitatifs et les 
subjectifs.

1.3. Mais le facteur essentiel qui corrobore cette thèse est le critère du 
temps. En effet, l’impératif-subjonctif hongrois comporte l’idée de réalisation 
future, le conditionnel-subjonctif l’idée d'incertitude, d ’éventuel, d ’irréel. Cela 
signifie qu’après les verbes volitifs, le passé (composé) du subjonctif désignant 
le temps vécu est impossible. Tous les emplois de ce temps marquent alors non 
pas le temps, rruùs l'aspect. Le hongrois, qui a une vision temporelle très nette 
dans l'opposition présent/passé et qui recourt à d’autres moyens syntaxiques et 
contextuels que le français pour marquer l’aspect, devra donc faire apparatîre 
ces moyens dans la traduction, puisque de toute manière il ne possède pas un 
passé de l’impératif-subjonctif. (Notons qu’en français également le temps 
nommé passé de l'impératif marque l’aspect accompli et non le temps.)

(4) Je souhaite qu’il soit parti avant ton arrivée.
(4a) Azt kívánom, hogy ő már elmenjen, mire (ne legyen itt, mikor) 

megérkezel.

Pour se convaincre par ailleurs de la rareté du passé (aspcctuel) après les volitifs, 
il suffit de jeter un coup d’oeil sur l’abondant corpus de NORDAHL: il n’y figure 
que trois ou quatre passés, y compris après les noms et les adjectifs volitifs.

En ce qui concerne les dubitatifs, la répartition modale, comme on l’a vu, est 
très instable. Dans le français, l’opposition subjonctif/indicatif varie parfois selon 
l’usage individuel, mais il faut étudier les verbes de cette classe un à un, voir s’ils 
sont négatifs ou affirmatifs, pour dégager les tendances. Dans le hongrois, 
l’irréalité est souvent exprimée par le conditionnel et non le subjonctif, sans qu’il 
soit possible d’expliquer les critères de l’opposition des deux modes. Lorsque dans 
les deux langues il y a une nuance volitive latente, le subjonctif est obligatoire:

(5) Vous devez empêcher que cet homme ne vienne ici.
(5a) Meg kell akadályoznia, hogy ez az ember idejöjjön.

Après de tels verbes, le passé du subjonctif non aspcctuel est impossible, puisque 
l’idée de réalisation future est évidente. Mais après les verbes (ou locutions) 
exprimant l’irréel plutôt que le volitif, le passé marquant le temps vécu est normal 
en français. Le hongrois par contre -  et c’est là une nouvelle preuve de ce que
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le subjonctif hongrois est un impératif -  emploie alors le passé de l’indicatif, 
éventuellement le conditionnel:

(6 ) Il est impossible qu'il vole (qu’il ait volé) ce bijou.
(6 a) Lehetetlen, hogy ellopja (ellopta, ellopta volna) ezt az ékszert.

Avec les subjectifs comportant une nuance volitive latente et l’idée de 
réalisation future et qui doivent être considérés en eux-mêmes comme 
ambivalents, puisque le volitif latent et le subjectif se font concurrence, les deux 
temps du subjonctif sont possibles, selon que c’est l’une ou l’autre de ces valeurs 
qui domine:

(7) Je suis heureux qu’il vienne.
(8 ) Je suis heureux qu’il soit venu.
(7a) Örülök, hogy eljön.
(8 a) Örülök, hogy eljött.

Certains de ces verbes, du type de avoir peur, craindre, avoir honte, où la nuance 
volitive est nette, n’admettent pas le passé-temps, mais seulement l’accompli:

(9) J ’ai peur qu’il ne parte.
(10) J ’ai peur qu’il ne soit parti à cette heure-là.

Le verbe régissant de (9) et (10) présente une opposition sémantique qui permet 
l’emploi du passé dans une acception différente (cf. l’anglais I  arn afraid ou le 
hongrois Attól tartok):

(11) J ’ai peur qu’il n’ait plu hier.
( lia )  Attól tartok, hogy esett tegnap.

1.4. Avant de terminer ces réflexions sur le mode et le temps en complétive, 
il convient de dire un mot de l’imparfait et du plus-que-parfait employés dans 
ce type de subordonnée. L’emploi le plus général est lié à l’opposition des niveaux 
de langue, car ces deux temps sont l’apanage de la langue soutenue ou plus 
exactement du français écrit. Avec un verbe régissant au passé, l’imparfait du 
subjonctif a généralement dans la complétive la même valeur que le présent du 
français parlé avec un verbe régissant au présent ou au futur. C’est un imparfait 
de concordance:

(12) Je souhaitais qu’il vienne/vînt souvent.
(13) Il me semblait impossible qu’il me trahis.se/trahit.
(14) J ’étais heureux qu’il m’accompagne/m’accompagnât.
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Ces imparfaits ne figurent pour ainsi dire jamais dans le français parlé. Le 
présent est même admis dans la langue écrite, comme le montrent les nombreux 
exemples de non-concordance recueillis par M. COHEN (1965:99-103).2

Comme la concordance des temps n’existe pas en hongrois dans les 
complétives dépendant d’un verbe au passé, le problème contraslif est sans 
intérêt; plus exactement on trouvera après les volitifs ou verbes à nuance volilive 
un présent de l’impératif-subjonctif, après les autres verbes un présent de 
l’indicatif:

(12a) Azt kívántam, hogy jöjjön el gyakran.
(13a) Lehetetlennek tűnt, hogy eláruljon.
(14a) Boldog voltam, hogy elkísér.

Mais:
(15) Il arrivait qu’elle sortît avec eux.
(15a) Előfordult, hogy elment velük szórakozni.
(16) Comment se faisait-il qu’il ne la rencontrât pas?
(16a) Hogyan történhetett, hogy nem találkozott vele?

Les cas où l’áquivalent hongrois de l’imparfait est un passé et non un présent 
se limitent à quelques verbes d’occurrence. (15a) et (16a).3

2
Selon TOGEBY, "si. après une principale au présent, il faut une subordonnée au passé. ... il faut 

remplacer l'imparfait du subjonctif par l’imparfait de l’indicatif" ( 1982:263). Les exemples qu’il donne ne 
montrent cependant pas que l'opposition passé/imparfail du subjonctif est une opposition aspectuelle. 
Dans le dialogue suivant:

-  Elle était belle, celte femme?
-  Je ne crois pas qu’elle était belle. Elle était plutôt jolie...

le passé quelle ail été belle serait douteux, puisqu'il marquerait l'accompli et non le duratif. C’est ce 
qui explique le remplacement du subjonctif par l’indicatif en français parlé, l'imparfait du subjonctif étant 
toujours possible dans la langue soutenue. On verra infra que. dans certains types de circonstan
cielles (causales, concessives), cette opposition passé/imparfait est particulièrement importante.

3
Il est A noter que les verbes rie ce tvpe ont en français aussi un comportement spécial. Comme 

l ’indique TOGEBY (1 9 8 2 « S ) ,  ’’après il  arriva au passé simple, on a le passé simple” de l’indica
tif. On aurait donc: (15b) Il arriva q u ’elle sortit avec eux.

I l  arrivait exprimant la répétition s ’accommode mieux de l’imparfait  du subjonctif en comp
létive que il arriva exprimant un fait isolé. Le hongrois marque ce fait isolé par des moyens le
xicaux: ( 15c) Történt egyszer, hogy elment velük szórakozni.
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Le plus-que-parfait du subjonctif correspond, après un verbe régissant passé, 
au passé du subjonctif, aspectuel-accompli (17) ou exprimant réellement le passé 
(18):

(17) Je voulais qu’il fût rentré à cinq heures.
(17a) Azt akartam, hogy öt órára otthon legyen (hazajöjjön).
(18) Je m’étonnais qu’il eût si mal travaillé.
(18a) Csodálkoztam, hogy olyan rosszul dolgozott.

L’intérêt particulier que présente ce temps, c’est sa capacité d’exprimer le passé 
du conditionnel, tant en principale qu’en subordonnée. L’ambiguïté, si elle se 
présente, doit être levée par le contexte:

(19) Je ne croyais pas qu’elle eût compris le problème.
(19a) Nem hittem, hogy megértette a problémát.
(19b) Nem hittem, hogy megértette volna a problémát.

2. La subordonnée relative

2.1. On sait que, dans la relative française, l’opposition indicatif/subjonctif 
peut être souvent ramenée à une opposition de registres. D. MENANTEAU 
considère ce subjonctif comme une ’’variante libre”. Les enquêtes qu’il a faites 
montrent que ’’dans près de trois cas sur quatre, lorsque le sujet parlant a le 
choix entre le subjonctif et un autre ’’mode”, ce choix ne correspond pas pour 
lui à une différence de sens” (1986:72-73). Nous pensons toutefois qu’il ne s’agit 
pas là uniquement, comme l’affirme cet auteur, d’un problème de 
’’sociolinguistique”. Le subjonctif implique le doute, l’incertitude, l’éventuel, 
encore que l’expression de cette modalité ne semble généralement pas nécessaire. 
L’opposition de registre peut de cette manière se présenter aussi entre le 
subjonctif et le conditionnel:

(20) Connais-tu un homme qui me plaise (qui me plairait)?

Le hongrois emploie dans ce cas ce même conditionnel marquant l’éventuel:

(20a) Ismersz olyan embert, aki tetszene nekem?

L’impératif-subjonctif hongrois peut apparaître (mais pas obligatoirement) 
lorsque la relative comporte une nuance de finalité ou de conséquence:

(21) Il n’y a pas de taxi qui nous conduise à l’aéroport.
(21a) Nincs taxi, amely elvigyen bennünket a repülőtérre.
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Après le superlatif ou une autre structure sémantique du même type, le 
subjonctif présente une nuance de doute que le hongrois peut traduire, si c’est 
nécessaire, par un adverbe par exemple:

(22) C’est la plus belle ville que j ’aie vue.
(22a) Ez a legszebb város, amelyet (valaha is) láttam.

2.2. L’emploi du passé (ou du plus-que-parfait) marquant le temps vécu (22) 
est toujours possible dans ce type de subordonnées. L’imparfait du subjonctif 
peut correspondre à un conditionnel hongrois (présent ou passé):

(23) Il cherchait une femme qui l’aimât.
(23a) Olyan nőt keresett, aki szeretné (szerette volna).

3. Les subordonnées circonstancielles

3.1. Les critères qui régissent l’emploi du subjonctif sont analogues à ceux 
qui ont été indiqués plus haut, mais l’expression sémantique subordonnante dont 
dépend le mode est toujours le connecteur ’’locution conjonctive”. Il est évident 
qu’après les conjonctions marquant la finalité, la conséquence, c’est l’idée de 
réalisation future qui prévaut dan l’emploi du subjonctif, en français comme en 
hongrois (pour que, afin que, de manière que, etc.) Le passé du subjonctif ne peut 
exprimer que l’accompli:

(24) Il s’est arrangé pour que vous soyez rentrés à cinq heures.
(24a) Úgy rendezte, hogy öt órára otthon legyetek.
(25) Il a travaillé de manière que son article soit terminé pour lundi.
(25a) Úgy dolgozott, hogy a cikk hétfőre be legyen fejezve.

3.2. En causale, le seul subjonctif qui ait été relevé est consécutif à non 
(pas) que ou ce n ’est pas que, impliquant sémantiquement l’irréel. Le passé y est 
donc possible comme temps d’antériorité. En hongrois les équivalents des ces 
locutions expriment la condition: nem mintha (’ce n’est pas comme si’):

(26) Ce n’est pas que vous lui ayez déplu, mais il est engagé ailleurs.
(26a) Nem mintha ön nem tetszett volna neki, de máshol van elkötelezve.

La concordance des temps semble régulière dans ce type de subordonnée, mais 
en l’examinant de plus près, on se rend compte que l’imparfait du subjonctif peut 
avoir une valeur de passé duratif, par opposition au passé (composé) du 
subjonctif qui ne peut être que non duratif. Dans la phrase:
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(27) Ce n’est pas qu’il pleuve, mais je prendrai un parapluie,

Pleuve est duratif. Au passé, on aura:

(28) Ce n’est pas qu’il plût, mais je pris un parapluie.

Comme les formes plût et pris n’existent que dans la langue soutenue, on 
essayera de recourir à la phrase:

(29) Ce n’est pas qu’il ait plu, mais j ’ai pris un parapluie.

Or la forme ait plu est pour le moins ambiguë, car elle exprime un fait achevé: 
il a plu, mais au moment où j ’ai pris le parapluie, il ne pleuvait plus. Ce 
raisonnement est corroboré par la difficulté d’employer avec ce type de verbe le 
plus-que-parfait du subjonctif:

(30) Ce n’est pas qu’il eût plu, mais j ’avais pris un parapluie (plût serait 
beaucoup plus acceptable).

En hongrois, ce problème ne se pose pas, puisque la forme passée esett volna 
exprime aussi bien le duratif que l’accompli:

(28a) Nem mintha esett volna, de ernyőt vittem magammal.

3.3. Le mode des comparatives étant l’indicatif (pour autant que je  sache est 
une construction figée, mais le subjonctif s’emploie d’ailleurs obligatoirement 
après ce connecteur), il reste à étudier le mode des temporelles, des 
conditionnelles, des concessives et des subordonnées introduites par sans que.

3.3.1. En subordonnée temporelle, les conjonctions qui régissent le 
subjonctif sont celles qui expriment la postériorité dans la subordonnée par 
rapport à la principale: avant que, jusqu'à ce que, en attendant que (le subjonctif 
consécutif à après que, que nous considérons comme analogique, ne nous 
intéresse pas).

Ces trois locutions conjonctives doivent être prises chacune séparément, car 
sémantiquement elles n’appartiennent pas à la même catégorie. Avant que 
introduit généralement une action subordonnée qui se réalise (ou s’est réalisée) 
après celle de la principale:

(31) Il viendra avant qu’on ne l’invite.

Mais si l’action de la principale est niée, il est évident que l’action de la subordonnée 
lui sera antérieure:
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(32) Il ne viendra pas avant qu’on ne l’invite.

Cette ambiguïté explique pourquoi la conjonction avant que comporte plutôt une 
nuance d’incertitude que l’idée de réalisation future. C’est ainsi que, dans le 
hongrois, elle peut être facilement suivie du conditionnel4, l’indicatif étant 
toujours possible:

(31a) Eljön, még mielőtt meghívják/meghívnák.
(32a) Nem jön el, mielőtt meg nem hívják/hívnák.

Jusqu'à ce que exprime l’idée de réalisation future et appelle le subjonctif, tandis 
que jusqu'au moment où exprime la réalisation de l’action et appelle l’indicatif. 
C’est à ce deuxième connecteur qu’équivaut le hongrois (addig ) amíg également 
suivi de l’indicatif. Le passé du subjonctif est un accompli:

(33) Restez ici jusqu’à ce que Pierre revienne.
(33a) Maradjon itt, amíg Péter vissza (nem) jön.
(34) Restez ici jusqu’à ce que Pierre soit revenu.
(34a) Maradjon itt, amíg Péter újra itt nem lesz.

En attendant que est issu du verbe volitif attendre. C’est pourquoi il exprime dans 
les deux langues (en hongrois, la traduction littérale est: várva, hogy) l’idée de 
réalisation future et la finalité. Le subjonctif est obligatoire; au passé, c’est un 
accompli:

(35) Restez ici en attendant que Pierre revienne.
(35a) Maradjon itt, (várva) és várja meg, hogy Péter visszajöjjön.

En ce qui concerne la concordance des temps, en temporelle elle suit les mêmes 
règles qu’en complétive. Avec un V i au passé, on peut avoir après avant que les 
quatre formes temporelles du subjonctif, conformément aux niveaux de langue:

4 11 est curieux d’observer que, du point de vue contrastif, la théorie des mondes possibles peut 
présenter dans ce cas des contradictions. Comme le démontre M. HELKKULA (1987:126-127) Je 
français et le finnois ne se correspondent pas lorsqu'il s’agit de suggérer, par un moyen linguistique, 
l'existence d’un choix de possibilités (= l’anti-univers)". Alors que le français le suggère à l’aide du 
subjonctif, le finnois ..ne tient pas compte de cet anti-univers" et emploie l’indicatif Dans les temporelles 
introduites par avant q u e , o& le subjonctif est obligatoire en français, seul l’indicatif est possible 
en finnois, alors qu'en hongrois le conditionnel et l’indicatif sont tous deux acceptables, avec une 
nuance sémantique entre les deux modes.
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(36) Il ne venait pas avant qu’on ne l’invite/l’ait invité.
(37) Il ne venait pas avant qu’on ne l’invitât/l’eût invité.

Comme on le voit en (36) et (37), le passé ou le plus-que-parfait sont acceptables 
mais superflus. Sémantiquement, ils ne diffèrent pas des formes simples.

Après mielőtt et un V i au passé le hongrois emploie obligatoirement le passé 
de l’indicatif ou du conditionnel pour ces quatres formes; le présent est 
inacceptable:

(36a) et (37a) Nem jött el, mielőtt meg nem hívták/hívták volna.

Le présent et l’imparfait du subjonctif correspondent donc ici à un passé 
hongrois.

Après jusqu'à ce que, on a les mêmes emplois dans le français, mais les formes 
composées marquent l’accompli:

(38) Il était resté jusqu’à ce que Pierre ne revienne/soit revenu.
(39) Il était resté jusqu’à ce que Pierre ne revînt/fût revenu.

En hongrois, le seul équivalent après addig/amig est au passé de l’indicatif:

(38a) et (39a) Addig maradt, amíg Péter vissza nem jött.

Les formes composées marquent également l’accompli dans la subordonnée 
introduite par en attendant que, dont l’équivalent hongrois implique 
l’impératif-subjonctif et ne peut être au passé:

(40) Il est resté en attendant que Pierre soit revenu.
(40a) Ott maradt, várva, hogy Péter visszajöjjön.

3 .3 .2 . Dans la subordonnée introduite par sans que, que nous plaçons ici 
parce qu’elle présente des analogies avec la temporelle introduite par avant que, 
nous pouvons avoir une action qui se réalise (ou s’est réalisée) avant celle de la 
principale:

(41) Je n’achèterai pas le tableau sans que tu le voies.

Cependant ce n’est pas la succession des faits, mais la nuance d’incertitude qui 
prévaut ici encore, et c’est pourquoi le hongrois y emploie plus volontiers le 
conditionnel que l’impératif-subjonctif:

(41a) Nem vásárolom meg a képet, anélkül, hogy látnád/lássad.
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Comme dans la temporelle, c’est le passé (du conditionnel) hongrois qui 
correspond au présent et à l’imparfait (du subjonctif) français avec Vi au passé:

(42) Je n’achetais pas de tableau sans que tu le voies/le visses.
(42a) Nem vásároltam képet anélkül, hogy láttad volna.

Ici également le passé ou le plus-que-parfait du subjonctif est possible, mais 
inutile en français, tandis que le présent est inacceptable en hongrois.

3 .3 .3 . En subordonnée conditionnelle

Les connecteurs de ce type de subordonnée qui régissent le subjonctif sont 
à condition que, à moins que, pour peu que exprimant la restriction,et pourvu que 
exprimant le souhait. Selon J. M. LÉARD (1987:164), les connecteurs des 
conditionnelles restrictives ont ’’des contraintes temporelles identiques: ils sont 
surtout associés à une proposition p au présent et au futur”. C’est de nouveau 
le hongrois qui servira à mettre en lumière le problème suivant: l’expression du 
passé (vécu) est-elle impossible après à condition que et pourvu quel Soit la 
phrase:

(43) Mária elmegy a moziba, feltéve, hogy János elkíséri, 
qui donne au passé:

(44) Mária elment a moziba, feltéve, hogy János elkísérte.

Le hongrois n’emploie dans ces phrases que l’indicatif, car il s’agit d’une 
condition qui se réalise parallèlement à l’action de la principale. I^e passé est 
possible s’il marque l’habituel. Dans ce qui suit, nous allons étudier cette phrase 
en fonction du temps de la principale, car c’est V\ (temps) + connecteur qui 
constitue ici l’expression sémantique subordonnante dont dépend le temps du 
subjonctif:

(45) Marie ira (va aller) au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagne.
(46) ?Marie va au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagne.
(47) * Marie est allée au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagne 

*(l’ait accompagnée).
(48) Marie allait au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagne

(l’accompagnât)
♦(Fait accompagnée)

(49) Marie irait au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagne
(l’accompagnât)

(50) *Marie alla (était allée) au cinéma à condition que Jean l’accompagnât 
*(l’eût accompagnée)
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Comme on voit, (46) est douteux parce que Vi doit être au futur (45) ou doit 
avoir une valeur future (DOSTIE 1987:185). Vi au passé est inacceptable dans 
(47) et (50), mais s’il marque l’habituel (comme le (44) hongrois) à l’imparfait, 
la phrase est acceptable (48); la subordonnée a alors un verbe au présent du 
subjonctif, en cas de non-concordance, ou à l’imparfait du subjonctif en cas de 
concordance. V2  est ici inacceptable au passé (47) et (48), ou au plus-que-parfait 
(50), mais il peut être un accompli:

(51) Marie ira au cinéma à condition que Jean soit parti.
(51a) Mária elmegy a moziba, feltéve, hogy János már nem lesz itt.

On peut toutefois trouver un contexte qui admette un V2  au passé:

(52) Marie te répondra à condition qu’elle ait reçu ta lettre.
(52a) Mária válaszolni fog, feltéve, hogy megkapta a leveledet.

3 .3 .4 . En subordonnée concessive

Les connecteurs de ce type de subordonnée sont très variés. Une partie d’entre 
eux (même si, quand (bien même), au lieu que, alors que, etc.) régissent l’indicatif 
ou le conditionnel. Ceux qui commandent le subjonctif sont d’une part les 
conjonctions équivalant au ’bár’ hongrois (quoique, bien que, malgré que, encore 
que) ainsi que les conjonctions indiquant l’alternative, comme soit que-soit que; 
que-que, et d’autre part des conjonctions composées soit d’un adverbe + que ou 
d’un relatif + que. Le mode de la première catégorie en hongrois est l’indicatif 
et jamais le subjonctif (excepté éventuellement en cas d’alternative), alors que 
dans la deuxième catégorie, on trouve souvent le subjonctif (nuance 
d’incertitude) en concurrence avec l’indicatif:

(53) Bien qu’il soit fort, il ne peut me soulever.
(53a) Bár erős, engem nem tud felemelni.
(54) Quoiqu’il pleuve, il veut sortir.
(54a) Bár esik, ki akar menni.
(55) Qu’il pleuve ou qu’il fasse beau.je vais me promener.
(55a) Akár esik, akár szép az idő, (essen vagy legyen szép idő) elmegyek sétálni.
(56) Quoi qu’il dise, je ne le crois pas.
(56a) Bármit is mond (mondjon), nem hiszek neki.

GUILLAUME explique le subjonctif des subordonnées causales et concessives 
par le fait qu’elles excluent „toute perception d’une phrase perspective 
conséquentielle” (1970:44). M. COHEN note à propos des concessives au 
subjonctif qu’elles sont très rares dans l’usage parlé courant (1965:170 sq.)
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Le problème du temps se pose pour les concessives de la même manière que 
pour les causales (3.2.). Comme ces subordonnées ne peuvent pas exprimer la 
perspective du futur, le temps passé y garde sa valeur de passé vécu, telle qu’elle 
apparaît à l’indicatif:

(57) Bien qu’il ait reçu la lettre, il ne répond pas.
(57a) Bár megkapta a levelet, nem válaszol.

Nous avons vu à propos des causales que l’opposition duratif/non duratif, plus 
rare dans les autres types de subordonnées subjonctives, peut avoir une 
importance primordiale; il en est de même pour les concessives. Reprenons à titre 
d’exemple les concessives au présent qui ont été citées supra, et mettons-les au 
passé:

(53b) Bien qu’il ait été fort, il n’a pas pu me soulever.
(53c) Bien qu’il ait été fort, il ne pouvait pas me soulever.
(54b) Quoiqu’il ait plu, il a voulu sortir.
(54c) Quoiqu’il ait plu, il voulait sortir.
(55b) *Qu’il ait plu ou qu’il ait fait beau, je suis allé me promener.
(55c) Qu’il ait plu ou qu’il ait fait beau, j ’allais me promener.
(56b) Quoi qu’il ait dit, je ne l’ai pas cru.
(56c) Quoi qu’il ait dit, je ne le croyais pas.

Les phrases (53b), (54b) et (56b) sont interprétables si l’on considère le passé du 
subjonctif comme un passé accompli, non duratif, la variante passé duratif étant 
exclue, donc: bien qu'il ait été fort, mais il ne l’est plus; quoiqu’il ait plu, mais 
il ne pleut plus; quoi qu’il ait dit, jusqu’alors. La phrase (55b) est inacceptable, 
parce que la concessive exprimant l’alternative ne peut être admise avec un passé 
marquant une action unique. Les phrases (53c), (54c), (55c) et (56c) posent 
plusieurs problèmes, issus de la non-concordance du verbe au subjonctif. Même 
au cas où l’on accepte l'aspect accompli avec un verbe régissant à l’imparfait 
marquant le duratif, le plus-que-par-fait eût été fort, eût plu, eût plu ou eût fait 
beau, eût dit est préférable, mais n’existe qu’en langue soutenue.

Il résulte de tout ceci que, dans ces types de subordonnées, les phrases 
ambiguës ou douteuses à cause de la valeur d ’accompli du passé doivent être 
paraphrasées dans la langue courante, non soutenue, de la façon suivante:

(53d) Il avait beau être fort, il ne pouvait pas me soulever.
(54d) Il avait beau pleuvoir, il voulait sortir.
(55d) Il pouvait pleuvoir ou faire beau, j ’allais me promener.
(56d) Il pouvait dire n’importe quoi, je ne le croyais pas.
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Par contre, en langue soutenue, on opère en substituant à ce passé accompli 
du subjonctif l’imparfait inaccompli, propre à exprimer le fait duratif:

(53e) Bien qu’il fût fort, il ne pouvait pas me soulever.
(54e) Quoiqu’il plût, il voulait sortir.
(55e) Qu’il plût ou qu’il fît beau, j ’allais me promener.
(56e) Quoi qu’il dît, je ne le croyais pas.

Hans le hongrois, l’opposition des niveaux de langue n’existant pas dans l’emploi 
des temps verbaux, l’opposition imparfait/passé doit être marquée par des moyens 
lexicaux ou autres (KELEMEN, 1988:59-65):

(530 Bár/Bár régebben erős volt, nem tudott felemelni.
(54Q Bár/Bár előzőleg esett, ki akart menni.
(55f) Akár esett/Akár esett előzőleg, akár szép idő volt, elmentem sétálni.
(560 Bármit is mondott/Bármit is mondott addig, nem hittem neki.

Conclusion

A. L’ambiguïté du mode subjonctif a fait l’objet de nombreuses études et 
a été démontrée selon des théories et des méthodes diversifiées. L’apport de 
l’analyse contrastive français-hongrois a permis de constater que l’opposition 
interne fondamentale de ce mode, dépendant de la structure sémantique de 
subordination, est de l’ordre: idée de réalisation future vs éventualité, incertitude, 
irréel. Le hongrois marque cette opposition par des modes différents: impératif 
vs conditionnel ou indicatif.

B. L’ambiguïté des temps du subjonctif a été démontrée de la façon 
suivante:

a) Le présent est ambigu parce qu’il peut exprimer soit le présent, soit le 
futur, soit le passé comme temps vécu. Le hongrois exprime le présent-futur par 
une seule forme, mais le passé ne peut être représenté par un présent:

(58) Je suis content qu’il soit là, qu’il vienne.
(58a) Örülök, hogy itt van, hogy eljön.
(5 9 ) J ’ai acheté ce tableau sans qu’il le voie.
(59a) Megvásároltam ezt a képet, anélkül, hogy ő látta volna.

b) L’imparfait est ambigu parce qu’il peut exprimer le présent, le futur et le 
passé dans le champ temporel du passé:
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(60) J ’étais content qu’il fût là, qu’il vînt.
(60a) Örültem, hogy itt van, hogy eljön.
(61) J ’avais acheté ce tableau sans qu’ü le vît.
(61a) Megvásároltam ezt a képet, anélkül, hogy ő látta volna.

Ce temps peut être l’équivalent du présent comme temps de concordance, mais 
U peut avoir dans la langue soutenue la valeur d’un passé auquel ne correspond 
aucune forme dans la langue courante. L ’équivalent de la phrase

(62) Quoiqu’il plût, ü voulait sortir 
n’est pas

(62a) Quoiqu’ü ait plu, U voulait sortir 
où ait plu exprime une action achevée.

L’opposition temporelle-aspectuelle de ces deux phrases est exprimée en 
hongrois par d’autres moyens:

(62b) Bár esett/Bár előzőleg esett, ki akart menni.

c) Le passé est ambigu parce qu’il exprime soit l’aspect accompli, soit le temps
vécu:

(63) Je voulais que tu sois rentré à cinq heures.
(63a) Azt akartam, hogy öt órára otthon legyél.
(64) Je suis content que tu aies fait ce voyage.
(64a) Örülök, hogy megtetted ezt az utazást.

d) Le plus-que-parfait est ambigu parce qu’U est soit l’équivalent du passé du 
conditionnel, soit celui du passé du subjonctif comme temps de concordance:

(65) Je ne croyais pas qu’il m’eût répondu sans ton aide.
(65a) Nem hiszem, hogy válaszolt volna segítséged nélkül.
(66) Bien qu’ü eût compris la question, il ne répondait pas.
(66a) Bár értette a kérdést, nem válaszolt.

Mais ce temps est ambigu en outre tout comme le passé, puisqu’ü peut lui aussi 
exprimer soit l’aspect accompli, soit le temps vécu.
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E t u d e  c o m p a r é e  d e  q u e l q u e s  p r o v e r b e s  f r a n ç a i s  e t  h o n g r o i s  e t  
d e  l e u r s  é q u i v a l e n t s  e u r o p é e n s ;  l e u r  o r i g i n e

Péter Barta

Chaire de français, Université Eötvös Loránd, Budapest

I.

La parémiologie, branche de la science qui s’occupe des proverbes, se situe 
quelque part à la limite de la linquistique et de l’ethnographie. Nous pensons qu’il 
est non seulement inutile, mais néfaste d’essayer de trancher catégoriquement si 
c’est le domaine de l’une ou de l’autre. Il s’agit évidemment d’un énoncé qui peut 
et doit être analysé par les linguistes sous peine de perdre de précieux éléments; 
d’autre part, les unités phraséologiques sont aussi des créations folkloriques, vu 
leur caractère collectif, l’oralité, l’anonymat de l’auteur, la forme de transmission 
et la variation (voir plus en détail SZÀ:147-50).

La phraséologie, à laquelle se rattachent les proverbes, a longtemps été 
considérée comme faisant partie de la lexicologie. Cette tendance peu heureuse 
sera illustrée par le procédé de BALLY. Au lieu de chercher à l’insérer dans telle 
ou telle catégorie, contentons-nous de déclarer que, dans la linguistique, la 
phraséologie est un domaine à part.

Qu’est-ce que le proverbe? ARCHER TAYLOR, que l’on peut qualifier de 
’’père de la parémiologie moderne” (EE:11.386) renonce à en donner une 
définition concise (AT), disant qu’il a une qualité impossible à préciser, qui fait 
qu’on le reconnaît. GÁBOR O. NAGY, lui, déclare que la question de savoir si 
les proverbes sont définissables relève de la formulation et non de l’essence (ON 
1966:8). GEORGES B. MILNER écrit à juste titre: ”On dirait que chaque 
parémiographe sait intuitivement ce que c’est qu’un proverbe et qu’il a pourtant 
une difficulté énorme à donner de bonnes raisons pour admettre les uns et pour 
écarter les autres” (GBM: 50).



CHARLES BALLY, à qui Гоп doit le terme ’’phraséologie” (existant certes 
avant lui, mais pas employé dans ce sens), distingue les combinaisons libres des 
mots et les combinaisons fixes aussi bien du point de vue de leur composition 
lexicale que de leur structure. En étudiant ce deuxième groupe, il cherchait des 
mots synonymes et souvent, il n’en trouvait pas: ou bien parce que ces unités 
phraséologiques étaient trop complexes sémantiquement (comme par exemple 
’’bain de foule”) ou bien parce qu’elles avaient une valeur de phrase (comme par 
exemple ’’Mon oeil!”) et ne pouvaient avoir, a priori, de mot synonyme.

Aujourd’hui, la plupart des linguistes tendent à considérer comme unités 
phraséologiques les expressions idiomatiques (c’est-à-dire celles qui ne peuvent 
past être interprétées selon le sens de leurs éléments constitutifs) (par exemple 
’’une grosse légume”) et ’’les combinaisons de mots et phrases fixes à sens 
intégré” (JJ:85) (par exemple ’’faire venir l’eau à la bouche”). Acceptant sa 
définition, nous considérons comme imités phraséologiques ’’les combinaisons de 
mots fixes d’après leur constitution lexicale et leur structure, ainsi que les 
phrases, complètes ou incomplètes, dont le sens forme une unité fixe” (JJ:85). Il 
est important de mettre de côté certains termes techniques (par exemple un ’’iris 
de roche” n ’est pas un iris qui a poussé sur un rocher mais une variété de cette 
plante). Théoriquement, ils devraient faire partie de la phraséologie, ce qui serait 
très gênant. II suffit donc d’accepter la définition qui vient d’être formulée en 
excluant les termes techniques de ce genre.

Au sein de la phraséologie, nous nous bornerons à parler de proverbes et 
d’unités phraséologiques non-proverbiales, sans distinguer, parmi ces dernières, 
différents groupes. Voyons donc ces deux grandes catégories. Les unités 
phraséologiques non-proverbiales se rapportent aux proverbes comme les mots à 
la phrase. Pour préciser: le proverbe a une forme de phrase et une valeur de 
phrase. L’unité phraséologique non-proverbiale n’a généralement pas une forme 
de phrase, mais même si elle se présente sous la forme d’une phrase, elle a 
toujours (ou presque toujours) la valeur d’un lexème. Autre bribe de définition, 
destinée à écarter la réserve de la précédente: l’unité phraséologique 
non-proverbiale ne peut, en général, être considérée comme objet de la question 
vrai ou faux, tandis qu’en parlant de proverbe, on peut poser la question.

FRANCIS RODEGEM (FR: 133), JEAN CAUVIN (JC 1981:80 et JC 
1980:1.105-6) et d’autres chercheurs tendent à définir le proverbe par les critères 
suivants: rythme, norme, image (ou métaphore). Sans nous attarder à ce 
problème, constatons que c’est une des meilleures approches formelles qui 
existent, bien que l’on puisse formuler des critiques sur chaque point. Pour 
prendre comme exemple celui du rythme, on pourrait déclarer qu’il y a des 
proverbes qui n’ont pas d’élément stylistique. Le contre-argument pourrait être 
que s’ils n’en possèdent pas, c’est qu’ils sont très courts, or, la brièveté constitue 
en soi un élément stylistique, et ainsi de suite.

Pour ne pas rester dans la linguistique de l’énoncé, mais voir celle du discours: 
l’autre approche, fonctionnelle, examine le proverbe comme message et le situe
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comme tel au point d’intersection d’un axe horizontal émetteur récepteur et d’un 
axe vertical situation-tradition (JC 1981:6 et JC 1980:1.22).

II.

Des centaines et des centaines de pages ont été écrites, surtout depuis l’étude 
approfondie du matériel africain et asiatique, sur ce qu’expriment les équivalents 
des mots ’’proverbe” et ’’dicton” en différentes langues. Il est clair que le 
phénomène proverbial est transculturel, mais malgré une certaine homogénéité 
européenne, ce que l’on entend par cette notion diffère, et les termes utilisés sont 
loin de se recouvrir. Dans bien des cas, le(s) mot(s) employé(s) pour dire 
’’proverbe” et ’’dicton” n’exclue(nt) pas d’autres genres folkloriques (chant, 
ballade, devinette, énigme, etc.) ou formes littéraires (aphorisme, sentence, etc). 
Notons que beaucoup de langues, dont le hongrois, ne connaissent (ou n’utilisent) 
pas l’opposition proverbe-dicton. A. J. GREIMAS insiste sur ”la séparation de 
tous les éléments sémiologiques en éléments connotés ou non. Nous entendons 
par connotation le transfert du signifié d’un lieu sémantique (celui où il se 
placerait d’après le signifiant) en un autre” (AJG:310). Pour les proverbes, il 
prend l’exemple de Bonjour lunettes, adieu fillettes, qu’il considère comme 
connoté (traitant de la jeunesse et de la vieillesse), tandis que pour les dictons 
(par exemple Chose promise, chose due), le signifé se trouve au niveau de la 
signification première.

Cette catégorisation n’est pas sans équivoque. D’une part, la présence ou 
l’absence de la "connotation” (GREIMAS) ne dépend pas ou pas seulement de 
l’unité phraséologique en question mais aussi de la situation de l’emploi, 
c’est-à-dire que dans la majorité des cas, c’est la pragmatique qui en décide; par 
exemple Les brebis qui bêlent le plus ne sont pas les meilleures (RP-1/475). On 
pourrait convenir qu’une partie des proverbes peut fonctionner ou bien en tant 
que proverbe, ou bien en tant que dicton -  mais alors, on n’aurait fait que 
compliquer un problème dont nous cherchons la solution. D’autre part, comme le 
remarque on ne peut plus justement JEAN CAUVIN, il faut bien distinguer 
langage imagé et connotation, or, selon lui, ”ce que GREIMAS appelle le 
«transfert du signifié d’un lieu sémantique en un autre» est le mécanisme qui se 
trouve à la source de toute pensée imageante, qu’elle soit métaphorique, 
symbolique ou autre” (JC 1980:1.103). CAUVIN cite à titre d’exemple un 
proverbe minyanka imagé mais d’emploi non connotatif, dont la traduction 
français est ”«La vérité ne crève pas les yeux mais elle les rend rouges»” (JC 
1980:1.104).
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III.

En les détachant de leur contexte plus large (l’étude contrastive de l’origine des 
proverbes français et hongrois sur la base d’un matériel synchronique et 
diachronique de certaines langues européennes), voyons des phénomènes 
généraux illustrés par quelques exemples.

Les folkloristes, souvent, présument l’existence d’un noyau épique dans les 
unités phraséologiques. ”En effet, derrière chaque proverbe -  supposons-le -, il 
y a un événement d’autrefois, qui, développé, donne une histoire complète avec 
un héros et c’est la morale tirée de l’action qui est à la base de la formulation du 
proverbe” (DKOV:177-8). Cela est vraisemblable dans certains cas. En hongrois, 
pour les unités phraséologiques non-proverbiales, surtout celles qui contiennent 
une référence à un événement, à un personnage donnés dans telle localité 
mentionnée (par exemple él, mint Marti Hevesen (ON 1966-466/379). [’’vivre 
comme Marci à Heves”]. En français, c’est le cas des blasons populaires (ou 
proverbes locaux), qui sont d’ailleurs à la limite des proverbes proprement dits 
(par exemple A Coutances, tout le monde danse RP-2/1338).

Pour les proverbes, il est à présumer que ce n’est pas aussi fréquent. On 
attribue à tort au Roman de Renart, à Rabelais, à La Fontaine des proverbes qui 
se retrouvent dans des recueils simultanés ou antérieurs. Par exemple L ’appétit 
vient en mangeant XVe siècle LRL-2.185 est attribué tantôt à Rabelais 
(Gargantua, I.. 5) (1534), tantôt à Amiot, précepteur du duc d’Anjou, qui l’aurait 
dit lorsque ce dernier fut devenu roi de France sous le nom d’Henri III (cf. FB:14, 
HPD:5-6 et HPC:7-8, qui cite le précédent à la lettre près, sans néanmoins y faire 
aucune référence).

Un autre exemple pour montrer qu’il ne faut pas être trop prompt à établir 
une origine littéraire: les deux équivalents médiévaux du proverbe Un malheur ne 
vient jamais seul : Qui avient une n’avient seule XIIIe siècle Roman de Renart, 
ligne 15.720 (cité par LRL-2.383) et Cui advient une n ’advient seule XIIIe siècle 
AP (cité par LRL-2.279).

Dans l’étude des proverbes hongrois, on ne doit pas oublier cette leçon que 
nous enseigne le français, qui possède des monuments de la langue plus anciens 
et plus nombreux.

Il n’y a pas, finalement, d’histoire originaire, sauf dans certains cas, comme 
celui-ci: Il faut vivre à Rome comme à Rome D-2.7 vient de la réponse que saint 
Ambroise fit à saint Augustin; ce dernier l’avait consulté pour savoir si sa mère, 
qui l’avait rejoint à Milan, devait jeûner samedi, comme on faisait à Rome, ou 
pouvait manger ce jour-là, comme l’usage était à Milan; il obtint la réponse: 
’’Quando hic sum [c’est-à-dire à Milan], non ieiuno Sabbato, quando Romae sum, 
ieiuno Sabbato” (BST:2005).

Je dirais même que foncièrement, ce n’est pas le proverbe qui vient d’une 
histoire, mais l'inverse: en effet, il est certain qu’un grand nombre d’anecdotes 
sont nées ou du moins ont été utilisées pour expliquer des proverbes (cf.
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MNL:5.76). Toutefois, dans certains cas, la question est difficile à trancher, par 
exemple d’une part Pour un point, Martin perdit son âne Dit de l’Apostoile (cité 
par LRL-1.XXXIV), LMA 496, D-1.751 (dont la provenance épique peut être 
contestée justement à cause du grand nombre de variantes aussi bien du proverbe 
que des histoires explicatives) et de l’autre, ses équivalents hongrois: Egy szeg 
miatt sántul meg a ló ON 1966-618/340 [’’c’est faute d ’un clou que le cheval 
devient boiteux”], allemands, par exemple: Eines Hufeisens miien verdirbt oft 
ein Pferd D-1.751, anglais, espagnols, portugais, etc. (figurant sous forme 
d’histoire parmi les Contes des frères Grimm) (ici, c’est le grand nombre de 
langues où le proverbe est attesté qui met sérieusement en doute l’origine épique).

L’obscurcissement de l’origine montre comment le sens d’un proverbe a 
changé aussi bien en français: Il ne faut pas parler de corde dans la maison 
d ’un pendu LMa-447, D-2.405 qu’en hongrois: Akasztott ember házában nem 
illik kötelet emlegetni On 1966-40/254 [’’dans la maison d’un pendu, il ne sied 
pas de parler de corde” ] et FGh-93/834 (tous deux citent des unités 
phraséologiques non-proverbiales) et dans de nombreuses autres langues 
européennes. Aujourd’hui, il signifie que les sujets délicats, douloureux sont à 
éviter. Or, la corde de pendu avait jadis (dès les Romains) la réputation de porter 
chance aux joueurs et surtout de guérir toute sorte de maladies (cf. EM:74 et 
BV:43). Ce proverbe, à l’origine, voulait donc montrer que le même objet ou 
événement pouvait profiter à l’un et nuire à l’autre.

IV.

Voyons maintenant, sur la base du matériel à notre disposition, quelques 
phénomènes d’intérêt contrastif liés aux nombres, d’abord trois groupes de 
proverbes faisant mention du nombre 3. Indiquons d’ores et déjà que l’emploi de 
3, 10 et 100 se rattache à une mentalité européenne et que ce qui est commun 
à plusieurs langues n’est pas forcément un emprunt.

Három asszony [Egy lúd, két asszony] egy [egész] vásár DA-1.133, E-287a 
[’’Trois femmes, [une oie, deux femmes] c’est [tout] un marché”] a pour 
équivalents allemand: Drei Weiber und drei Ganse machen einen Jahrmarkt 
W-5.13/295, A-444, anglais: Three women (and a goose) make a market 
ODEP-818/1 (tous trois cités par P-32) et latin: Très mulieres faciunt nundinas 
BZ-102, D-1.304. Le proverbe correspondant en français est malheureusement 
peu usité de nos jours: Deux femmes font un plaid, Trois un grand caquet, 
Quatre un plein marché GM (cité par LRL-1.221) et Deux femmes, un plaid, 
Trois, un grand caquet, Quatre, un grand marché JP-86, mais il apparaît que le 
nombre 3, au centre des proverbes dans différentes langues, n’est pas tellement 
accentué en français, où il y a plutôt une gradation. Ceci exclut pratiquement le 
rapport génétique proche entre le français et le hongrois.
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Jamais deux sans trois RP-1/2085 et A baj nem áll meg háromig CsB-1.365 
(cité par P-39) [”le mal ne s’arrête pas jusqu’à trois”] ont, dans d’autres langues, 
des équivalents ne faisant pas figurer le nombre 3. Ceci ne prouve toujours pas 
de rapport entre les proverbes de ces deux langues, le nombre 3 exprimant 
souvent la totalité.

Három a magyar igazság Sz-52 (cité par P-205) [’’trois est la vérité 
hongroise”) a également pour équivalent français Jamais deux sans trois 
RP-1/2085, employé ’’pour parler d’une suite d’événements heureux ou 
malheureux” (DR:56), sans mentionner des formes inusitées ou dialectales. En 
allemand, nous trouvons: Aller guten Dinge sind drei D -1.301, GG-301 et en 
latin: Omne trinum perfectum D -1.301, GG-301. Vu la coïncidence, l’examen du 
hongrois est prometteur. GÁBOR O. NAGY écrit (ON 1979-224) que la création 
date vraisemblablement d’après 1851, car ce proverbe hongrois ne figure pas sous 
cette forme dans le recueil de JÁNOS ERDÉLYI (E); il en conclut qu’il s’agit 
d’une traduction tardive du latin. Pourtant, dans le recueil mentionné, on le 
retrouve sous la forme: Három a szent szám [’’trois est le nombre saint”] 
c'est-à-dire que l’élément que nous examinons était présent. Or, selon certains 
chercheurs, mentionnés dans (DKOV:177), ce proverbe est dû à la tripartition 
indoeuropéenne. Mais vu le caractère est-méditerranéen ou même universel de 
ce phénomène, il est à présumer que l’origine du proverbe remonte plus loin. 
L’emploi du mot magyar (nous y reviendrons) dans un tel entourage indique 
également que c’est la formulation qui est récente.

Hét hordozkodás egy égés ON 1966-290/896 [’’sept déménagements sont un 
incendie”] fait apparaître un nombre plus élevé que les équivalents étrangers. En 
français. Trois déménagements valent un incendie RP-1/825 et dans de 
nombreuses langues européennes (D-2.499 et MAn-885), nous avons aussi trois; 
l’anglais (D-2.499) emploie le nombre 2 (cf. plus bas: l’anglais est souvent un cas 
très spécial). Certains proverbes utilisent l’équivalent du mot ’’beaucoup”. Pour 
10 et 100, voyons quatre groupes de proverbes. Deux équivalents de Mieux vaut 

faire envie que pitié CM-3.190, D-1.178, à côté d’autres solutions, se servent 
quelquefois de nombres: le hongrois Jobb száz irigy mint egy szánó 1966 ON 
1966-304/242 [’’mieux vaut cent envieux qu’une personne apitoyée”] et 
l'allemand Besser zehn Neider, denn ein Mitleider 1830 GG-1211, D-1.178, 
utilisant respectivement 100 et 10. On peut donc se demander à juste titre si 
l’allemand n’a pas exercé une influence sur le hongrois.

Une pomme gâtée en gâte cent G-12/16 (cité par GH-248), le hongrois Egy 
rohadt alma százat is elront S-36 (cité par P -15) [’’une pomme gâtée en gâte 
cent” ] et l’italien (D-1.353) emploient le nombre 100. L’allemand connaît des 
variantes avec 10 et 100, tandis que le néerlandais utilise 1000 (D-1.353).

La distribution de 10 et 100 est plus apparente dans le cas des deux groupes 
suivants. Könnyebb egy apának hat gyereket eltartani, mint hat gyereknek egy 
apát gondozni ON 1966-49/505 [”il est plus facile pour un père d’entretenir six 
enfants que pour six enfants de prendre soin d’un père”] se sert du nombre 6,
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tandis que le français n’a pas d’équivalent usité employant un nombre, il nous 
reste donc à examiner quelques autres langues européennes. Il apparaît que 
l’allemand, le danois, l’italien, le néerlandais, le rhétoroman et le suédois utilisent 
le nombre 10; l’anglais, le catalan, l’espagnol, l’italien et le portugais le 100. (Nous 
retrouvons en outre le 7 dans l’allemand et le néerlandais, le 9 dans l’allemand 
et le 12 dans I’italie, ce qui montre une nouvelle fois l’individualité de la 
formulation). (D-1.373, GG -1596, P-22 et BSt-771)

L’image est également claire dans le cas des équivalents du proverbe II ne faut 
souvent qu'un fou pour rendre fous les autres G G -1190. Le hongrois et 
l’allemand connaissent des variantes avec 10 tout comme avec 100: Egy bolond 
tizet is csinál maga után GG-1190 [”un fou en fait dix”] et Egy bolond százat 
csinál E-958 (cité par P-59) [”un fou en fait cent”];

Ein Narr macht hundert [zehn] Narren A-774 (cité par P-59), D -1.364. 
L’islandais, le néerlandais et le norvégien l’expriment avec 10; l’anglais, le 
catalan, l’espagnol, l’italien et le portugais avec 100.

Ceci nous amène à la question de la typologie. Ces exemples (et d’autres) 
semblent nous révéler une tendance germanique vers 10 et une préférence 
néo-latine de 100.

Les ’’exceptions” sont encore plus révélatrices. Pour II ne faut souvent qu'un 
fou  pour rendre fous les autres:

-anglais: uniquement 100 (influence étrangère possible car l’équivalent 
anglais ne se retrouve pas avant le XVIIe siècle (P-59), or, les proverbes 
anglais sont généralement bien datés)

-allemand: 100 et 10
-hongrois: 100 et 10; ou bien à cause de l’allemand, ou bien se rattache aux 

deux types.

Pour Könnyebb egy apának hat gyereket eltartani, mint hat gyereknek egy apát 
gondozni [”il est plus facile pour un père d’entretenir six enfants que pour six 
enfants de prendre soin d’un père”]:

-anglais: de nouveau, semble appartenir à la catégorie néo-latine 
-italien: 10 et 100 (l’italien représentera souvent une transition, voir plus bas 

Un mauvais accomodement vaut mieux qu'un bon procès)
-rhétoroman: type germanique (l’environnement étant essentiellement 
germanophone).

Pour les noms d’animaux, relevons Qui bête va à Rome, tel en retourne GM (cité 
par LRL-1.296) et Az ökör csak ökör, ha Bécsbe hajtják is KP-43 (cité par 
P-442) [”le boeuf est un boeuf, même si on le mène à Vienne”]: l’examen d’un 
certain nombre de langues européennes révèle l’existence d’un type germanique
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avec ’’boeuf” et d’un type roman avec ’’bête” ou ’’animal”. L’italien, une fois de 
plus, est présent dans les deux catégories (D-1.434).

Le groupe de proverbes des équivalents de Un mauvais accomodement vaut 
mieux qu'un bon procès GG-1603, LMa-528 présente également deux grandes 
unités:

- ’’maigre -  gras”: allemand, danois, français, hongrois, islandais, italien, 
néerlandais, norvégien, rhétoroman et suédois 

- ’’mauvais -  bon”: catalan, espagnol, français, italien, néerlandais et roumain 
(D-2.528, MAn-1050, ON 1966-364/1087 et JP -1 10).

Caractéristiques:

-le français et le néerlandais, les deux territoires frontières, connaissent les 
deux variantes (mais en français, il est beaucoup plus fréquent de trouver 
celle avec ’’mauvais -  bon”)

-le rhétoroman est du type germanique
-c ’est justement le dialecte piémontais de l’italien, voisin du français, qui 

emploie la variante "mauvais -  bon”.

Nous proposons donc de supposer l’existence de certaines lignes d’isoglosse 
parémiologiques; reste à savoir si ces lignes se correspondent, du moins 
partiellement, dans le cas des différents phénomènes examinés, c’est-à-dire dans 
quelle mesure elles peuvent servir à tracer les limites de groupes plus ou moins 
homogènes. Il ne faut pas oublier que la congruence des isoglosses est loin d’être 
totale dans le domaine de la dialectologie, du lexique; en traitant un probème 
aussi complexe que les proverbes, il faut se contenter d’un résultat plus modeste.

V.

Comme nous venons de voir, on peut observer une différence synchronique entre 
les diverses langues dans le domaine des nombres utilisés par les proverbes 
équivalents; mais il semble qu’il y a aussi un changement diachronique. Prenons 
quelques exemples.

Dans le cas de Jobb egy veréb a kézben, mint egy galamb a háztetőn ON 
1966-720/359 [’’mieux vaut un moineau dans la main qu’un pigeon sur le toit” ] 
et de Moineau en rtuiin vaut mieux que pigeon qui vole 1845 JG-303, si nous 
prenons les équivalents allemands, il apparaît que le nombre 10 est attesté plus 
tôt que 100: Ein Sperling in der Hand ist besser als [demi] zehn auf dem Dache 
1605 D -1.191, A-794, W-4.687/18 (ces deux derniers cités par P-609) et Besser 
ein Vogel in der Hand demi zehn über Land 1605 W-4.1647/26 (cité par P-609) 
tandis que Ein Vogel im Korb [in der Hand] ist besser, als hundert in der Luft 
1780 W-4.1653/174 (cité par P-609), D-1.191 apparaît bien plus tard (peut-être
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sous l’effet des langues néo-latines ou bien le nombre 10, sujet à ’’l'inflation”, a 
dû être élevé à sa deuxième puissance). Ceci coïncide, d’ailleurs, avec 
l’attachement de l’allemand au nombre 10. En anglais, les équivalents de ce 
même proverbe montrent une nouvelle fois combien cette langue est éloignée, du 
point de vue parémiologique, de ses parents germaniques: en effet, c’est d’abord 
A bird in the hand is worth nvo in the bush (approx. 1470), sous l’influence du 
latin Plus valet in manibus avis unica fronde duabus, puis les variantes utilisant 
les nombres 3, 10 et 100 (cf. EB: 18.687).

VI.

Quelquefois, on peut supposer une chronologie relative de la formation 
européenne, comme dans le cas du proverbe Un bon ami vaut mieux que cent 
parents 1830 GG-503. En effet, la plupart des langues européennes vivantes 
expriment cette idée à l’aide de l’exemple que l’on retrouve en français: Egy jó  
barát, száz atyafi 1820 DA-227 (cité par P.43) [”un ami vaut cent parents”], Ein 
guter Freund ist me.hr Wert als hundert Venvandte 1840 D-1.496, A-66, 
W 1.1179/160 (ces deux derniers cités par P-43),et le même nombre apparaît en 
danois et en italien 1872 D-1.496. Ces langues vivantes, relativement proches les 
unes des autres vu le signifiant de ce proverbe, se délimitent nettement du latin, 
très généralisant, Praestat amicitia propinquitati A-66 (cité par P-43). Le 
phénomène du nombre 100 semble donc être apparu après l’époque latine (cf. 
ci-dessus la datation tardive de Ein Vogel im Korb [in der Hand] ist besser, als 
hundert in der Luft). L’anglais, une fois de plus, se trouve entre le latin et les 
langues modernes: A good friend is my ncarest relation 1611 ODEP-289/2 (cité 
par P-43) se sert d’un exemple, mais pas de nombre.

Il ne faut souvent qu’un fou pour rendre fous les autres 1830 GG -1190 a des 
équivalents qui peuvent être regroupés en deux branches: ceux employant le 
nombre 10 ou 100, par exemple Egy bolond százat csinál 1851 E-958 (cité par 
P-59 [”un fou en fait cent”] et ceux faisant usage de l’équivalent du mot 
’’beaucoup”, par exemple Unius dementia dementes efficit multos A-774 (cité 
par P-59), où cette dernière branche pourrait être d’origine latine, tandis que la 
première a un développement plus tardif.

VII.

En examinant l’apparition des noms de peuples dans les proverbes, on arrive à la 
conclusion que le mot magyar, dans de nombreux proverbes hongrois, ne marque 
pas l’opposition avec d’autres peuples, mais signifie tout simplement ’’homme, 
personne”.
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Sur le plan historique, on voit que c’est à la fin du XVIIIe siècle, au début du 
XIXe et surtout pendant l’époque des réformes, donc parallèlement au 
développement bourgeois qu’est née et que s’est renforcée la conscience 
nationale. Avant, presque jusqu’au XIXe siècle, on parlait de ’’hungarus” (sans 
différencier les diverses ethnies du royaume hongrois). Il faut donc supposer un 
changement significatif qui a affecté les proverbes. Il faut tracer une limite 
imaginaire (et, des deux côtés, un large espace de superposition), pour essayer de 
séparer les proverbes hongrois contenant le mot magyar selon l’interprétation à 
donner à ce mot: l’ancienne ou la contemporaine.

Cet examen sera valable pour la Hongrie historique, multinationale. Délimiter 
le pays de l’étranger est une intention datant de bien plus tôt; Franciának 
hajpor, a magyarnak jó  bor ON 1966-222/949 [’’pour le Français, de la poudre 
de riz; pour le Hongrois, du bon vin”]; Extra Hungáriám non est vita, si est vita, 
non est ita Str-3.711, etc.

L’examen montre que dans Maga kárán tanul a magyar [”le Hongrois 
apprend à ses dépens”], le mot magyar est à prendre au sens ancien; dans 
Bajuszáról másodszor iszik a magyar [”le Hongrois boit une deuxième fois de 
sa moustache”], le même mot se situe dans l’espace de recouvrement; et 
finalement, dans Engedd be a tótot, kiver a házadból [’’laisse entrer le Slovaque, 
il te chassera de ta maison”], l’opposition ’’tôt -  magyar” doit être comprise selon 
le sens contemporain de ces notions.

Maga kárán tanul a magyar [”le Hongrois apprend à ses dépens”]: dans des 
variantes, nous avons ’’magyar ember” (’’homme hongrois”], ”az ember” [”on, 
l’homme”] et même, dans des proverbes synonymes, ’’bolond” [”fou”] ’’okos” 
[’’sage”] S-132, B-3937, P-274 et ON 1966-334/301. Donc, le substantif 
"magyar” en soi marque ’’homme”, et en tant qu’épithète, il a un rôle 
emphatique.

Az öreg cigány mindennap egy nótát felejt ON 1966-115/94 [”le vieux 
Tzigane oublie chaque jour une chanson”] traite de la vieillesse et non de l’ethnie.

Dans le cas de Bajuszáról másodszor iszik a magyar ON 1966-66/131 [”le 
Hongrois boit une deuxième fois de sa moustache”], il ne s’agit pas non plus d’un 
trait spécifique hongrois; il suffit de savoir que, dès le XIVe siècle et après, rien 
que parmi nos voisins, les Turcs, les Saxons, les Tziganes et les Valaques portaient 
la moustache. Ici, le mot magyar dénote ’’personne du sexe masculin”. 11 peut y 
avoir, certes, un certain élément mélioratif, mais ce n’est pas caractéristique. On 
peut supposer une question non d’ethnie mais de classe (et, éventuellement, de 
sexe): en effet, le peuple, au XVIIIe siècle, s’est vu interdire provisoirement le 
port de la barbe.

D’ailleurs, marquer "hongrois” et ’’homme” par le même mot nous rappelle la 
pratique d’autres peuples. Les Tziganes, par exemple, se servent du mot ”rom” 
pour dénoter ’’homme” aussi bien que ’’tzigane”. ’’Vous ne comprenez pas le 
français?”, ’’parler français”, ’’latine loqui” RE-456 et "magyaráz [’’expliquer”]
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’’magyarán” [”en bon hongrois”] MÉK-881 n’impliquent pas non plus la 
spécificité d’une langue.

Par contre, Engedd be a tótot, kiver a házadból [’’laisse entrer le Slovaque, il 
te chassera de ta maison’’] 1982 TNK-82 et BLS/.-2128 (sous des formes 
légèrement différentes), dont le préjudice généralisant marque une éventuelle 
opposition ethnique, semble être relativement récent.

Si nous comparons ce proverbe hongrois et son équivalent français: Otez un 
vilain du gibat, il vous y mettra 1830 D -1.538, GG -1569 ou Oignez vilain, il 
vous poindra, Poignez vilain, il vous oindra XIIIe siècle AP (cité par 
LRL-2.106), il apparaît que le méchant, en hongrois, est situé en bas de la 
hiérarchie des minorités ethniques, tandis que le proverbe français, ancien, se 
sert de la hiérarchie sociale.

En français. Impossible n'est pas français RE-516 implique de façon 
beaucoup plus forte la notion d ’identité nationale que les proverbes hongrois cités 
(sauf Engedd be a tótot, kiver a házadból [’’laisse entrer le Slovaque, il te 
chassera de ta maison”], notion qui est en même temps plus positive que celle du 
hongrois. D’ailleurs, malgré ce qu’on croit généralement, ce n’est pas ainsi que 
s’est exprimé Napoléon. En réponse au général-comte Lemarois, exposant les 
difficultés de tenir la place de Magdeburg, Napoléon écrit: ”Ce n’est pas possible, 
m’écrivez-vous;-cela n’est pas français” (PGe:92).

Par contre, L ’Italien est sage devant la main, l’Allemand sur le fait, le 
Français après le coup Commentaires sur l’estât de la religion (cité par 
LRL-1.290) présente une certaine ressemblance avec Maga kárán tanul a 
magyar [”le Hongrois apprend à ses dépens”] pour l’autocritique, mais comporte 
aussi une comparaison avec d’autres peuples, comparaison inexistante en 
hongrois.

A titre de curiosité, citons qu’au rapport de Crapelet et de Le Roux de Lincy, 
il existait en français: Li plus trahitre en Hongrie [’’les plus traîtres sont en 
Hongrie”] XIIIe siècle C-72 et Les Hongres puent comme daims, c ’est pitié que 
de les sentir XVe siècle GMP (cité par LRL-1.290). Pour le premier, jadis usité, 
paraît-il, en Picardie, il faut savoir que les Hongrois ne sont pas les seuls à avoir 
été qualifiés de tels: Li plus traiteur sont en Gresce C-72. Quant au deuxième, 
notons que ’’Hongre” et ’’ogre” bien que ne dérivant pas l’un de l’autre, ont dû 
s’influencer mutuellement, du fait de la ressemblance phonétique et -  semble-t-il 
-  sémantique.

VIII.

En examinant la forme des proverbes, en comparant les éléments grammaticaux, 
lexicaux et sémantiques, j ’ai trouvé le plus souvent une similitude entre les 
proverbes hongrois et allemands d’une part, français et allemands de l’autre. 
L’exemple sera:
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hongrois -  allemand
Aki hazudik, az lop is S-105 (cité par P.211) [’’celui qui ment, vole”)
Wer lügt, der stiehlt (auch) D-2.66, GG-1119

français -  allemand
Montre-moi un menteur, et je montrerai un larron D-266 
Zeig’ mir ein Lügner, ich zeig’ dir den Dieb D-266, A-187 (cité par P-211) 

français -  latin -  allemand
Le [Un] menteur est ordinairement larron GG-1120, D-2.66 
Mendax est fur  A-187 (cité par P-211), D-266 
Der Lügner ist ein Betrüger D-2.66

On peut également opérer des classifications portant sur plus d’équivalents, 
par exemple dans le cas de Femme bonne vaut une couronne:

Il ’’couronne”

-  ’’valoir”: Femme bonne vaut une couronne JP-89
Femina raro bona, sed quae bona, digna corona D-2.606 
Ein frommes Weib ist eine Krone wert D-2.606

-  génitif:
-  ’’maison”: Jó asszony a háznak koronája E-266 [’’une femme bonne est

la couronne de sa maison”)
-  ’’mari”: Ein frommes Weib ist eine Krone ihres Mannes A-430

2/ ’’eher”: Gutes Weib ist köstlicher Preis sprach schon Salomo der
Weis’ W-5.33/732
A good wife's a goodly prize, saith Solomon the wise 
ODEP-326/1 (ces quatre derniers cités par P-33)

et chercher le rapport génétique sur cette base (par exemple, il est évident que le 
groupe 2, homogène, est très proche du phénomène -  essentiellement germanique 
-  du wellérisme; il est vraisemblable que le proverbe allemand contenant le mot 
’’Mann” coïncidant à une épithète près à la Bible traduite par Luther [Salomo 
12,4] a été plus tard reformulé de façon plus concise et rythmée pour donner: 
Ein frommes Weib ist eine Krone wert, etc.).

IX.

CLAUDE DUNETON, à la recherche de l’origine des expressions populaires, 
écrivait: ’’Tout le monde, dans ce domaine, a fait des erreurs. 11 n’y a aucune 
raison pour que j ’en sois exempt. Ce serait «mathématiquement» impossible
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(CD:27). Evidemment, cette constatation vaut également pour le domaine des 
proverbes -  comme pour toute recherche -, mais osons l’espérer, la supposition 
ci-dessous ne pourra servir à illustrer ces propos.

On peut se demander si le proverbe Une main lave l’autre 1835 DAc (cité par 
LRL-1.262) (différemment dès le XVIe siècle GM [cité par LRL-1.260]), 
commun sous une forme similaire et depuis bien des siècles à beaucoup de 
peuples européens (cf. Kéz kezet mos 1850 B-4179, différemment 1598 
BD-1.1.3.8. (cité par P-303) a un rapport avec l’expression se laver les mains de 
qch (cf. mossa a kezét). Voici les éléments qui permettent un tel rapprochement:

-la  formulation très similaire des deux unités phraséologiques
- l ’apparition du thème commun de la responsabilité: dans l’expression, elle 
est niée et dans le proverbe, c’est la complicité mutuelle qui en dégage, qui 
légalise les actes

-la possibilité du rapport par l’intermédiaire d’une variante allemande du 
proverbe: Eine Hand wäscht die andere, beide waschen das Gesicht 
W-2.298/122 (cité par P-303), D-1.375 (voir plus bas comment la vue se 
rattache à l’expression).

Si l’on arrive à retracer l’origine du proverbe Une main lave l'autre à l’expression 
se laver les mains de quelque chose, il faut également examiner de plus près la 
genèse de cette dernière. Or, on la fait généralement dériver des actes et paroles 
de Ponce Pilate, qui ’’prit de l’eau, se lava les mains en présence de la foule, et 
dit: Je suis innocent du sang de ce juste" (BSe: Mt 27,24), donc à dater d’après 
Jésus-Christ. Pourtant, on trouve: ”Je lave mes mains dans l’innocence” au moins 
200 ans avant Jésus-Christ (BSe: Psaumes 26,6) et même cette formulation: "Tous 
les anciens de cette ville la plus rapprochée du cadavre laveront leurs mains sur 
la génisse à laquelle on a brisé la nuque dans le torrent. Et prenant la parole, ils 
diront: Nos mains n’ont point répandu ce sang, et nos yeux ne l’ont point vu 
répandre” (BSe: Deut. 21,6-7), c’est-à-dire à peu près 600 ans avant Jésus-Christ.

Chez Matthieu, on voit mal le rapport entre l’arrièré-plan culturel (ou bien: le 
contexte) et la façon d ’agir, de parler de Ponce Pilate: croira-t-on qu’il 
connaissait vraiment, respectait et suivait les us et coutumes de ces ’’Barbares” 
assujettis? Une explication bien plus plausible est que l’auteur, lui-même porteur 
de ces traditions, ne fait qu’attribuer ce comportement à Ponce Pilate par excès 
de zèle. Chez Moïse, par contre, ce phénomène est exposé clairement, lié 
logiquement au contexte. Notons, de plus, que les trois autres évangélistes ne 
citent pas cette phrase.

Serait-ce donc un des proverbes les plus anciens de l’héritage culturel 
européen?
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